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Abstract

Breast cancer is one of the most prevalent yet increasingly treatable cancer types. Clin-

ical studies are suggesting a significant impact of breast cancer treatment on female pa-

tients’ wellbeing and quality of life. With the oncological prognosis for mastectomy be-

ing on par with breast-conserving surgery, the latter still does lead to poor or suboptimal

results in nearly a third of cases. Geometric 3D models of the breast have the poten-

tial to aid planning, assessment and prediction of treatment but require sustaining costly

infrastructure-heavy commercial scanning solutions. This cross-disciplinary work within

the scope of a European project investigates recently marketed depth consumer cameras as

low-cost easy-to-operate imaging devices for dense 3D breast surface reconstruction. Clin-

ical data acquisition software in accordance with a predefined protocol is implemented and

deployed. Preliminary breast surface models from extending a state-of-the-art static-scene

reconstruction method are validated on synthetic, phantom and clinical data. Contemporary

publicly available reconstruction frameworks from the computer vision and robotics com-

munity are subsequently evaluated. Their shortcomings with respect to the characteristics

of the captured breast data are addressed in a new tailored non-rigid reconstruction pipeline.

Favourable accuracy and precision are underpinned by an extensive clinical data validation

including a breast volume comparison study against the gold standard.





Impact statement

Affordable, practical and yet reliable 3D breast surface reconstructions enable a more per-

sonalised, visual and informed decision making process enriching communication between

clinician and patient and to that effect impacting treatment quality. The algorithms devel-

oped in this thesis are intended for use in a surgical simulation framework predicting phys-

iological breast tissue recovery after lumpectomy. An incorporation into objective analy-

sis software such as aesthetic outcome evaluation tools replacing surface models currently

originating from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) volume segmentation, commercial

industrial-grade 3D scanning solutions or custom scanner prototypes is conceivable. Meth-

ods presented in this thesis hold benefits beyond the fields of oncological and reconstructive

breast surgery with applications in generic body scanning e.g. breast shape reconstruction

and measurement for correct bra sizing in the clothing industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Breast cancer

With rising incidence figures reaching more than 464,000 and around 53,700 cases per an-

num in Europe and the United Kingdom respectively, breast cancer is the most commonly

diagnosed cancer for both sexes combined despite rarely affecting men1. Breast cancer

makes up 28.8% all new cancer cases among women. Fortunately, scientific and technolog-

ical advances constantly contribute to a better curability with 10-year-survival-rates closing

in on 80% [93].

The female breast is a soft-tissue organ anterior to the upper thorax located between

the second and sixth rib. Its anatomy is mainly composed of three tissue types: adipose,

fibrous and glandular tissue [251, 275]. Glandular tissue can further be differentiated into

ductal and lobular tissue. The ducts are branching out from the nipple connecting the milk-

producing lobules. The breast is covered in skin which features the areola. The breast

boundary to the back is formed by the pectoral muscle. To the bottom the breast is naturally

bounded by the inframammary fold. The breast is very deformable with a large variability in

size, shape and appearance among the population. Cancerous tissue predominantly forms in

the fibrous structures. Risk factors to develop malignant breast tumour include age, genetic

predisposition, menopausal status and lifestyle factors [268]. Another predictor of cancer

risk is the breast density defined as the ratio of glandular to fatty tissue.

1.2 Breast cancer treatment

Treatment options for breast cancer comprise chemotherapy, surgery and adjuvant radio-

therapy. Hormonal or chemotherapy attempts to downsize larger tumours allowing patients

1Cancer Research UK, Breast cancer incidence statistics 2013.
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Surgical procedure Tumour-to-breast volume [%]

Standard Wide Local Excision < 20%

Oncoplastic Surgery
Level 1 < 20%

Level 2 20− 50%

Mastectomy > 30%

Table 1.1: Surgical procedures in breast cancer management and corresponding excision volume

ranges. Excision volume is given as relative tumour-to-breast volume. Oncoplastic techniques widen

the indications for BCT. The gray bars represent general guidelines in line with [54]. Further condi-

tions such as tumour location, absolute breast size or patient preference may justify a deviation from

the recommendation.

to undergo a less invasive surgery [54]. As the mainstay of breast cancer treatment, there

are two types of surgery available: mastectomy and Breast Conserving Surgery (BCS). In

a mastectomy, the whole breast is removed. Patients can opt for an implant-based or au-

tologous breast reconstruction. Reconstruction may be performed immediately or in a two-

staged approach [44]. The goal of BCS, on the other hand, is to preserve the natural breast

shape and appearance as much as possible. It solely involves excision of the intact tumour

including a cancer-free margin around the malignant tissue. BCS hence is less drastic and

has become the preferred treatment option in recent decades. Traditional BCS is also called

standard Wide Local Excision (WLE) or lumpectomy. Due to screening programmes many

patients are diagnosed at an early stage resulting in the majority of patients being eligible

for WLE.

In addition to WLE, Oncoplastic Surgery (OPS) has been evolving over the past quar-

ter of a century. An OPS is a WLE with an oncoplastic approach employing plastic surgery

techniques to fill the lost volume through tissue redistribution. This allows large-volume

resections with favourable cosmesis in cases where WLE is impossible or likely to lead to

breast deformity [54, 55]. We adopt the classification by [54], which considers two levels of

OPS. Level 1 techniques are based on homogeneous rearrangement of breast parenchyma

after undermining the gland and a full-thickness excision. Level 2 techniques also integrate

different types of mammoplasties for defect repair. Due to the larger amount of excised tis-

sue, level 2 techniques are often combined with a symmetrisation of the contralateral breast.

In both BCS and mastectomy, a resection of the nipple and the removal of sentinel lymph

nodes may be necessary. Eligibility for each type of breast surgery mainly depends on de-
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Figure 1.1: Surgical treatment of breast cancer: (Left) Intra-operative view in upper pole WLE of

the right breast showing preoperative markings, the open cavity and axillary incision for node re-

section. ©2012 Republished with permission of AME Publishing Company, from [214]; permission

conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (Upper right and lower right) Two exemplary

suboptimal cosmetic results after WLE exhibiting asymmetry and extensive scarring [36]. ©2014

Reprinted by permission from John Wiley and Sons.

fect size. Table 1.1 gives an overview over surgical options in relation to the recommended

excision volume ranges. Apart from the tumour-to-breast volume ratio, tumour location

and glandular density are also recognised as important selection criteria [54]. Postsurgi-

cal irradiation of the breast decreases local recurrence rates and is part of routine protocols

[270].

Conservative treatment has been shown to be oncologically safe while resulting in a

superior cosmetic outcome. A majority of patients with early stage breast cancer receives

BCS [54]. Yet, an estimated 30% are suffering from suboptimal to disfiguring cosmetic

results (see Figure 1.1) [53, 133]. Various studies confirmed defect size to be a strong pre-

dictor of poor cosmetic outcome [31, 56]. In absence of an aesthetic evaluation standard

and practical technical implementations, this patient group can neither be reliably identi-

fied nor offered alternative treatment strategies tailored to their case [36, 230]. Generating

3D surface models of the breast is envisaged to facilitate comprehensive aesthetic evalua-

tion having the potential to improve various stages of the treatment workflow from a more

informed shared decision taking to surgical planning and outcome simulation.
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1.3 Role of aesthetics in breast cancer treatment

The breast has been found to play an important role in self-perception, sense of femininity

and has overall been linked to general well-being and quality of life [167]. With ever more

patients being affected and longer disease-free survival, a heightened emphasis is placed on

the aesthetic outcome from treatment.

Factors influencing cosmetic results are historically split into three classes: patient,

tumour and treatment related factors [34]. In this respect, weight and size of the tumour

are directly associated with the amount of tissue excised which is acknowledged to ad-

versely affect aesthetic results [31, 56]. Additionally, unfavourable tumour location has a

determinant impact on aesthetics [54]. For surgical planning the breast is divided into four

quadrants with a tumour located in the upper outer quadrant being most frequent site [175].

Usually, any assessment is based on a comparison between the treated and contralateral

healthy breast with identical breasts reflecting the ideal result in unilateral surgery. If longi-

tudinal data is available, a comparison might be made between the same breast at different

time points i.e. pre and post treatment.

Although aesthetic evaluation is of crucial importance in correlating results with prac-

tice, there is a lack of standards as well as simple and reliable tools. Contemporary methods

of assessment are categorised into subjective and objective methods. Subjective methods

include patient’s self-evaluation and direct or indirect visual inspection by a single or panel

of expert observers.

Self-evaluations in form of Patient-Reported Outcome (PRO) measures are instruments

to quantify the impact of treatment from the patient’s perspective reflecting the own per-

sonal experience. They therefore represent an important tool to facilitate better care by

means of identifying risk factors for lower satisfaction and health-related quality of life.

However, the PRO instrument needs to be clinically meaningful to the target population of

patients and the disease-specific treatment they are receiving. To that effect, internationally

accepted guidelines are published by the Medical Outcomes Trust and the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration (FDA). These standards outline adequacy criteria of questionnaires

regarding their conceptual framework and psychometric properties2. In a literature survey

in oncologic breast surgery, a lack of qualifying PRO measures that address all surgery-

specific and psychometric issues has been concluded [46]. With a focus on BCS, three

2https://www.fda.gov/media/77832

https://www.fda.gov/media/77832
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relevant PRO instruments can be identified: The Breast Cancer Treatment Outcome Scale

(BCTOS) [276], the Body Image After Breast Cancer Questionnaire (BIBCQ) [7] and the

Breast Conserving Treatment (BCT) module for Breast-Q [226, 249]. Each of the above

instruments has independent scales. By the example of the Breast-Q, these comprise the

satisfaction with the breasts, outcome and care as well as the physical, psychological and

sexual well-being. The Breast-Q has found wide clinical application with growing evidence

for its effectiveness in breast oncologic and oncoplastic patients [57, 192]. Various studies

comparing patient questionnaires with panel evaluation and objective methods report a sig-

nificant inter-correlation [171, 227]. Despite this association, self-reported outcomes tend

to be more favourable [36].

Panel evaluation, on the other hand, remains the most accepted and widely used ap-

proach [37, 118]. A formal process is put in place to ensure consensus. Nonetheless, high

intra and inter-observer variability has been reported for this type of assessment [37, 201].

While manual physical measurements are sometimes taken, the methods remain overall

qualitative, time-consuming, subject to evaluation bias and in case of in-vivo assessment

discomforting for the patient. Breast volume is a crucial determinant in surgical planning

and an often consulted key metric for breast shape [43]. Diverse methods exist for vol-

umetric calculations of the breast e.g. anthropometric measurements, water-displacement

by submersion of the breast, paraffin or plaster casting, mammography or other 2D and

3D imaging modality derived volumetry and more recently through the use of 3D scanning

systems [43, 153, 166, 209].

Efforts to increase reproducibility and quantify findings have lead to objective

software-based estimation (see Figure 1.2). At the point of this work, available tools pro-

vide semi-automatic scoring from a frontal (and in one case also lateral) 2D photograph

[37, 98] or extraction of individual variables or indices from 3D data without providing a

global score [83, 127, 228, 242]. While the revolutionary importance of including the third

spatial dimension into a global aesthetic assessment is agreed upon within the community

[165, 166, 196, 230], automatic objective estimation of a global aesthetic result based on

3D data remains an open field of research not least due to its complexity.
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Figure 1.2: Assessment of cosmesis-related parameters: (Left) Schematic illustration of asymmetry

coordinate measures on female torso. ©1999 Reprinted from [302] with permission from Elsevier.

(Middle) Screenshot of the BCCT.core 2D evaluation tool overlaying fiducials and breast contour

while also displaying an overall aesthetic score [228]. ©2012 Reprinted by permission from Springer

Nature. (Right) Visualisation of breast area computation on a 3D reconstructed breast model. ©2012

Reprinted from [83] with permission from Elsevier.

1.4 Surface reconstruction for outcome assessment and plan-

ning

Cosmetic outcome is judged on colour, shape, geometry, irregularity and roughness of the

breast. On balance, a poor cosmetic result is associated with asymmetries with or without

volume loss and dissimilar skin texture. More precisely, the excision of tissue in com-

bination with wound healing processes like fibrosis indisputably leads to changes in ge-

ometry and stiffness of the breast occasionally causing displacement of the nipple-areola

complex. Incisions into the skin to access the cancer specimen during surgery leave behind

scars. Hyper-pigmentation of larger areas of the breast skin can be a side effect of radiation.

[36, 296]

The well established ordinal Harvard scale, introduced by [123], aims at classifying

the overall aesthetic outcome into excellent, good, fair and poor. Less subjective indices as

the Breast Retraction Assessment (BRA), the Lower Breast Contour (LBC) and the Upper

Nipple Retraction (UNR) have later been proposed by [189, 240]. While a correlation with

scores from an expert panel could be shown, their eminent weakness is their limited focus

on asymmetry disregarding scarring or other treatment-induced skin damage.

In breast cancer care patients may undergo a variety of imaging studies including dig-

ital photography, x-ray-based, ultrasound, magnetic resonance or nuclear imaging. Tools

automate the detection of fiducial points or delineation of the breast to compute distances,

angles and planes necessary to obtain aforementioned indices. While some image data also

allows the extraction of volumetric measurements a number of hurdles often need to be

overcome. Scanners can be a scarce resource and not readily available. Besides, scans can
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be a significant cost factor, take a substantial amount of time, pose a health risk due to ionis-

ing radiation, not be indicated for all patient groups or lack sufficient resolution. Adding to

this, breasts undergo gravitational loading or unnatural deformation i.e. in mammography

and MRI through compression plates that needs to be undone prior to aesthetic evaluation.

In light of this, non-contact 3D surface imaging is recognised as a promising alter-

native [225, 238, 298]. A strong correlation in cosmetic outcome between expert panel

scores, self-rated patient satisfaction and volumetric measurements from 3D surface imag-

ing has recently been reported [227]. Most systems are based on structured light, active

stereo-photogrammetry or laser range scanning [298]. Figure 1.3 shows a selection of com-

mercial and prototypical 3D scanners designed for breast surface imaging. While early

commercial 3D scanning systems come at a high cost for specialised hardware limiting its

widespread use, the advent of infrastructure-less mass-market depth-sensing devices such

as the Microsoft Kinect® opens doors to many new unprecedented applications in a clinical

context such as realistic visualisation and automatic quantification of breast shape and ap-

pearance. In the latter case, a complete surface model of the breast is reconstructed from a

sequence of 2.5D depth frames that are registered and fused into a common coordinate sys-

tem. Device-specific measurement errors as well as acquisition-related peculiarities such as

body deformation in between individual depth frames, featureless skin or occluded areas in

ptotic breasts are complicating the reconstruction process hampering clinically useful accu-

racy. Aesthetic assessment on 3D surface data comes with additional challenges including

inference of the internal breast boundaries from surface data alone and automation of the

global scoring based on individual measurements and indices considered fundamental to

aesthetic perception.

Figure 1.3: A selection of commercial and custom 3D scanning systems validated and employed for

breast surface imaging: (Left) 3dMDtorso3 (Middle) Multi-stereophotogrammetry system. ©2011

Reprinted from [127], with permission from Elsevier. (Right) The Vivid 910 laser scanner from

Konica Minolta [238]. ©2013 Reuse with permission from SAGE Publications.
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In summary, the role of aesthetics in breast cancer treatment is prompting the establish-

ment of routine 3D analysis. An automated low-cost and easy-to-operate tool is desirable

from a clinical perspective to objectively assess aesthetic outcome in a standardised fashion.

The lack of third dimension hinders global estimation of aesthetic results. 3D quantification

can help in correlating results to practice which is a key aspect largely absent in state-of-

the-art studies. Geometrically-accurate textured 3D breast surface reconstructions begin to

allow reliable and complete measurements in a potentially automated fashion that can help

gaining a better understanding of what characterises and influences cosmetic outcome be-

yond of what visual inspection or 2D image derived scorings are capable of. Closing this

loop puts us in place to offer a tool to improve surgical techniques consequently paving the

way to higher patient satisfaction about their breast cancer treatment and an establishment

of routine aesthetic evaluation.

1.5 Contributions

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and advance 3D breast surface reconstruction

from low-cost consumer-grade native depth and RGBD cameras. Our main focus is on the

development of a practical system from capture to surface reconstruction in the context of

breast-conserving cancer treatment. High-quality 3D breast surface models have gained

importance in a more personalised approach to treatment from preoperative planning, sur-

gical simulation to postoperative objective aesthetic evaluation with the goal of reducing the

proportion of suboptimal cosmetic outcomes. To date, commercial submillimetre-accurate

3D scanning solutions exist but are expensive and infrastructure-heavy or complex to use

in clinical practice. In Chapter 2, we review the rapid advancements in state-of-the-art 3D

surface reconstruction from depth cameras over the last decade. However, 3D surface re-

construction algorithms mostly target generic scenes and lack validation on clinical breast

data. For this reason, in Chapter 3, we were the first to have developed an application for

simultaneous RGBD capture at full framerate from two generations of Microsoft Kinect

cameras deployed in hospital for breast surface data acquisition in a clinical trial. This

provides us with a comprehensive and unique breast surface data set made up from Kinect

RGBD sequences. In preliminary research reported in Chapter 4, we built an end-to-end

dense SLAM-based reconstruction pipeline comprising additional preprocessing and sub-

sequent non-linear pose optimisation. The pipeline is able to generate breast surface mod-

3http://www.3dmd.com/3dmd-systems/torso

http://www.3dmd.com/3dmd-systems/torso
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els from input RGBD sequences at clinically useful accuracy at a mean surface error of

2-4 mm validated in synthetic, phantom and patient data experiments. However, the rigid

scene assumption limits the method’s capacity to recover more complex inter-frame defor-

mations of the moving patient. A comparative study conducted in Chapter 5 for low-cost

breast surface modelling contributes further insights into the strengths and weaknesses of

the latter and other reconstruction techniques as well as underlying sensor imperfections

qualitatively and quantitatively comparing freely available reconstruction methods as well

as both Kinects. Most notably, the results stress the importance of depth over RGB-only

methods in the reconstruction of a single textureless foreground-segmented torso under in-

plane rotational motion. Overcoming the rigid motion constraint, we formulate a globally

consistent non-rigid registration approach in Chapter 6, that allows us to mitigate postural

sway. We further demonstrate the superiority of shortest distance over closest point corre-

spondences in a landmark-based validation strategy using clinical patient data. Given its

relevance as a clinical metric with important applications in the fields of oncological and

reconstructive breast surgery, we develop a breast volume assessment technique in Chap-

ter 7. In a thorough evaluation, we show a volume accuracy well within clinically acceptable

limits and the absence of any notable measurement bias in our quasi-rigidly reconstructed

models by means of volume comparison against the gold standard. Overall, in this work,

we engineered a domain-specific algorithmic solution to the problem of 3D breast surface

reconstruction that narrows the gap in accuracy between current low-cost approaches and

industrial-grade 3D scanners.

1.6 Publications

The main contribution of this thesis is a reconstruction algorithm particularly suited for

breast surface modelling from Kinect RGBD video of a self-rotating patient. The recon-

struction method has progressively been developed and thoroughly validated throughout

the technical chapters showing it is capable of achieving clinically useful breast model ac-

curacies ultimately employing a globally consistent and quasi-rigid alignment strategy. The

work has also been described in the following publications:

1. R. Lacher, J. Hipwell, N. Williams, M. Keshtgar, D. Hawkes, D. Stoyanov. Low-

cost surface reconstruction for aesthetic results assessment and prediction in breast

cancer surgery. In 37th Annual International Conference on the IEEE Engineering in
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Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC), pp. 5871-5874, 2015

2. B. Eiben, R. Lacher, V. Vavourakis, J. Hipwell, D. Stoyanov, N. Williams, J. Sabczyn-

ski, T. Bülow, D. Kutra, K. Meetz, St. Young, H. Barschdorf, H. Oliveira, J. Cardoso,

J. Monteiro, H. Zolfagharnasab, R. Sinkus, P. Gouveia, G.J. Liefers, B. Molenkamp,

C. J. H. van de Velde, D. Hawkes, M. J. Cardoso, M. Keshtgar. Breast Conserving

Surgery Outcome Prediction: A Patient-Specific, Integrated Multi-modal Imaging

and Mechano-Biological Modelling Framework. In International Workshop on Digi-

tal Mammography (IWDM), pp. 274-281, 2016

3. R. Lacher, F. Vasconcelos, D. Hawkes, N. Williams, M. Keshtgar, D. Bishop, J. Hip-

well, D. Stoyanov. A comparative study of breast surface reconstruction for aesthetic

outcome assessment. In Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Interven-

tions (MICCAI), pp. 514-522, 2017

4. M. J. Cardoso, C. Vrieling, J. S. Cardoso, H. P. Oliveira, N. R. Williams, J.M.

Dixon, P. Gouveia, M. Keshtgar, A. Mosahebi, D. Bishop, R. Lacher, G.J. Liefers,

B. Molenkamp, C. Van de Velde, I. Azevedo, R. Canny, D. Christie, A. Evans, F.

Fitzal, P. Graham, M. Hamdi, J. Joahensen, S. Laws, B. Merck, G. Reece, V. Sac-

chini, M.J. Vrancken, L. Wilkinson, G. Zucca Matthes. The value of 3D images

in the aesthetic evaluation of breast cancer conservative treatment. Results from a

prospective multicentric clinical trial. In The Breast, vol. 41, pp. 19-24, 2018

5. R. Lacher, F. Vasconcelos, N. Williams, G. Rindermann, J. Hipwell, D. Hawkes,

D. Stoyanov. Nonrigid reconstruction of 3D breast surfaces with a low-cost RGBD

camera for surgical planning and aesthetic evaluation. In Medical Image Analysis,

vol. 53, pp. 11-25, 2019

1.7 Thesis structure

The document has the following overall structure:

Chapter 2 Relevant literature regarding camera technology, computer vision methods and

their use in breast surface reconstruction and aesthetic evaluation will be outlined in

this chapter. Mathematical tools and notational conventions are introduced.

Chapter 3 The clinical data acquisition protocol and the design and development of a
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Kinect capture application for clinical data collection are detailed. Basic descriptive

statistics about the collected data are reported.

Chapter 4 A preliminary 3D breast surface reconstruction pipeline is laid out. The method

tunes a popular generic-scene reconstruction framework and extends it by a pose-

graph optimisation algorithm.

Chapter 5 Four open-source dense reconstruction methods are employed for 3D breast

surface reconstruction of 28 data sets including synthetic as well as phantom and 12

clinical patients scanned with the Kinect cameras. The results are quantitatively and

qualitatively assessed in terms of surface accuracy.

Chapter 6 A nonrigid reconstruction pipeline is presented proposing a new technique for

correspondence estimation and extending a pairwise ICP-based alignment approach

to the multi-view case. We show a consistent improvement in breast surface recon-

struction quality from large noisy RGBD sequences of a moving subject over previous

results.

Chapter 7 Development of a breast volume analysis method and volumetric evaluation of

the quasi-rigidly reconstructed breast models from the previous chapter against gold

standard scans.





Chapter 2

3D breast surface models through depth

imaging

The goal of 3D surface reconstruction is to recover the geometrical properties and appear-

ance of an object’s enclosing surface from a set of 2D images. As such it is an inverse

problem to the forward model of image formation. In the context of breast conservative

treatment, full and accurate 3D surface modelling of the breast opens the door to reliable

objective cosmetic outcome assessment and realistic 3D visualisations. This in turn allows

correlating practice with results to drive improvements in quality of care. Beyond this ap-

plication, generating 3D surface models from depth or intensity images is the objective or

a critical component of many computer vision systems. These include but are not lim-

ited to the areas of virtual and augmented reality, autonomous navigation, human-machine

interaction and the entertainment sector [218, 239]. Industrial fields in which a digital rep-

resentation of real-world objects is demanded are numerous. The outstanding human visual

system instantly interprets complex scenes with ease. The mechanisms to human visual per-

ception remain largely elusive and are still to be met by man-made algorithms performing

recognition, registration and reconstruction tasks.

In this chapter, an attempt to categorise reconstruction methods (Section 2.1) is fol-

lowed by an outline of the characteristics of the 3D camera technology used (Section 2.2).

In order to capture the entire geometry of an object, a number of range images are merged

to build a complete surface model. This process is known as 3D reconstruction and entails

fundamental computer vision tasks, namely point set registration into a shared coordinate

space (Section 2.3) and integration of views into a common data structure (Section 2.4). As

a result, most reconstruction systems are made up of similar high-level steps as depicted
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in Figure 2.1. Relevant literature will be surveyed giving an overview of a general recon-

struction pipeline and explaining the phases and challenges involved in more detail. In

light of recent popularity, the suitability for parallel computing is briefly addressed (Sec-

tion 2.5). Subsequently, work that applies these methodologies with success to breast sur-

face reconstruction is presented and progress made towards breast aesthetic evaluation by

means of volumetric measurements is pointed out (Section 2.6). Acknowledging the fact

that learning-based methods have the potential to improve reconstruction by sensible reduc-

tion of deformation spaces or through semantic scene interpretation, the scope of this work

is, however, confined to purely geometric approaches to 3D reconstruction. The chapter is

concluded with a brief discussion (Section 2.7).

Surface scans
(2.2)

Registration
(2.3)

Integration
(2.4)

[T]

Figure 2.1: Mutual core of reconstruction systems flow diagram. Point set registration and model

integration constitute the two main steps of most reconstruction systems. Proposed methods typically

vary in their mode of registration (either sequential or joint) and their internal surface representation

model.

Throughout this document we adopt the notational conventions as established by [246].

Scalars will be assigned lowercase letters with normal font weight, vectors lowercase bold

letters (where row vector vvv will be denoted by vvvT ) and matrices capital bold letters (with

ai j being the element in the ith row and jth column of matrix AAA). Further, we generally use

Roman letters for variables, Greek lowercase and uppercase letters for parameters and sets

respectively. Calligraphic letters are reserved for constants. Matrix and vector definitions

are enclosed in square brackets. Function calls are indicated by round brackets.

2.1 Taxonomy of reconstruction systems

The evolution of reconstruction methods through innovation in camera technology and

growing computational power has lead to a variety of methodologies. However, there is

no unified taxonomy. 3D reconstruction is usually divided into two innate building blocks

- registration and model integration. Both are subject to the particular shape representation

being used. Depending on the consulted literature, 3D reconstruction systems are cate-
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gorised into pre-calibrated and online-calibrated methods [114], distinguished by scanning

technology, depth cue or surface representation [281] or based on scene assumptions. Cam-

era setups for 3D reconstruction come in various configurations. Figure 2.2 depicts three

broader strategies that are generally applied to the problem of 3D reconstruction (and cam-

era localisation) [104, 281].

Multi-view stereo Structure from Motion Simultaneous localisation

and mapping

Figure 2.2: Popular 3D reconstruction strategies: (Left) Multi-view stereo with pre-calibrated static

camera rig to obtain high-quality complete reconstructions of single objects in computer graphics

context [104]. Reuse with permission from the author. (Middle) Structure from motion for offline

scene reconstruction from large collection of images with randomly distributed camera poses and nu-

merous cameras with unknown calibration in the field of computer vision [186]. ©2010 Permission

for reuse granted by IEEE. (Right) Visual SLAM originally targeting live trajectory estimation and

simultaneous mapping of environment from camera-equipped robot [241]. Reuse with permission

from the author.

Multi-View Stereo (MVS) is the general term for reconstruction methods exploiting the

principle of stereoscopy in a stationary setup with more than two camera units. It requires a

prior calibration of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of all cameras [264]. Structure-from-

Motion (SfM) has been studied in the computer vision domain and attempts a scene map-

ping of image feature correspondences from unordered large image collections solving for

geometry and camera poses alike. Image data may originate from random cameras with im-

ages taken from unknown viewpoints and time instants. Despite only working with sparse

feature correspondences, SfM often takes all available images into account at once using

bundle adjustment methods placing its focus on accuracy of reconstruction and poses rather

than real-time operation or a complete geometry. Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping

(SLAM) on the other hand has its origin in robotics, where it facilitates autonomous robot

navigation in an unknown environment from a monocular video feed [77]. Beyond live

trajectory estimation a robot needs to be environment-aware to prevent collisions hence re-

quiring modelling of scene geometry. While early approaches often rely on temporal models

to probabilistically infer camera motion [6, 66, 79] and occassionally integrate additional

sensory input (e.g. sonar, Global Positioning System (GPS) or Inertial Measurement Unit
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(IMU)), modern visual SLAM systems operate solely on imagery data. Visual SLAM has

also become popular for less predictable movements such as hand-held rapid motion and

has seen a goal shift towards consistent dense scene reconstruction and dynamic shape cap-

ture. The large commonalities between aforementioned methods result in visual monocular

SLAM being analogous to sequential real-time SfM [221, 278]. To encourage academic

use, extension of their work and application to new fields, some authors publish source

code or binaries [87, 215, 220, 247]. Others provide datasets including ground truth, bench-

marks and unified evaluation metrics [95, 100, 110, 121, 264, 272, 274, 279, 317] clearing

the hurdles for more researchers to contribute to the field propelling improvement of state-

of-the-art algorithms.

2.2 Optical surface scanning

Historically, taking measurements of real-world objects was done with the help of geo-

metric instruments from rulers and calipers to more complex mechanical devices such as

pantographs and Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs). To obtain measurements all

of the aforementioned need direct contact with the object of interest leading to a time-

consuming process interfering with and potentially damaging fragile objects [172]. In mod-

ern days, optical surface scans facilitate 3D reconstruction and visual odometry. Optical

surface scanners retrieve geometric scene information in a contactless purely visual manner

by measuring the interaction of objects with light. As categorised in Figure 2.3, methods

either work with ambient light (passive) or control scene illumination (active) [62]. The two

predominant operational principles of geometric inference in modern 3D cameras are trian-

gulation and time-of-flight. Triangulation is based on binocular vision, a major contributor

to humans’ perception of depth. The 3D location of a point is triangulated by identifying

the point’s projection in (at least) two 2D images and intersecting the corresponding camera

rays in 3D Euclidean space [281]. Time-of-flight cameras resolve an object’s distance to

camera by measuring the round trip time of emitted light that is reflected from the scene

[26]. Distance can then be inferred knowing the constant speed of light in air.

Surface scanning stands in contrast to other shape acquisition techniques like volume

imaging. In volume imaging the spatial distribution of material properties is captured. Thus,

a volume scan includes information about internal structures. Examples of clinical modal-

ities generating volume scans are Computed Tomography (CT) or MRI measuring x-ray

attenuation and nuclear spin relaxation times of tissue respectively. Volume imaging allows
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Passive

3D techniques

Active

Time-of-

flight

Structured 

light

Stereo Light-field Texture ShadingFocus

Figure 2.3: Taxonomy of non-contact 3D surface imaging techniques. Triangulation-based meth-

ods are outlined in orange, time-of-flight in blue. The black-outlined boxes show shape-from-x

methods recovering depth from a variety of visual cues. Depth from stereo can be passive or ac-

tive. In this classification, active stereo means a system that employs a laser to aid camera-camera

correspondence search, while structured light works with a single camera and a light source for

projector-camera correspondences.

the skin surface to be segmented or directly rendered [263, 323]. Nonetheless, a number of

shortcomings as outlined in Section 1.4 limit its applicability.

Remarkably, stereoscopic vision constitutes only one of many mechanisms that aid 3D

perception in humans or animals. Various depth cues have been central to other lines of

research to recover scene geometry. The collectivity of which is termed “shape-from-x”

which includes, beside stereo, recovering depth from focus (degree of blurriness with dis-

tance from focal point), shading (amount of reflection dependent on angle to light source) or

texture (recover shape from distortion of repetitive pattern) [281]. Most mathematical mod-

els require the acquisition of an image series under e.g. gradual change of scene lighting

in shape-from-shading or varied focus level in shape-from-focus. The maturity of triangu-

lation or time-of-flight based 3D imaging methods cannot be matched by depth estimation

from other depth cues, which is why the latter will be exempt from further discussion in this

work.

Light-field cameras can combine stereoscopic, shading and focus cues for indirect

depth inference. A light-field camera features an array of micro-lenses behind the main

optics. Whereas in an ordinary camera a photo diode accumulates all incoming photons, a

light-field camera splits up the photons over a number of diodes sitting behind every micro

lens thus capturing the direction of light along with its intensity. This parallax makes it

possible to compose stereo images from a sub-aperture of the main lens and hints at a light

field camera’s capacity for 3D reconstruction. However, due to its narrow baseline and low
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resolution geometric accuracy is inferior to that of competing depth cameras [285].

Overall, ordinary photography classically used in reconstruction pipelines is nowadays

superseded by native depth cameras which enable denser and increasingly more accurate 3D

surface models. The low pricing and availability of structured light and time-of-flight sen-

sors in combination with their robustness led to a huge popularity of Kinect-style cameras.

In the remainder of this section the working principles of the underlying imaging technology

and the Kinects’ characteristics in particular, as they form part of the acquisition protocol

established within the context of the PICTURE1 project, are explained in more detail.

2.2.1 Camera model

Camera images are a 2D projection of a 3D scene. The mathematical model describing

the projective geometry forming a planar image is called pinhole camera model and finds

application in ordinary photography and depth imaging alike. To linearise geometric rela-

tionships we introduce homogeneous coordinates. A point in 2D or 3D coordinates will be

redundantly expressed as a line in 3D or 4D homogeneous space, respectively.

q̃qq = λ ·
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(2.1)

q̃qq is denoting the homogeneous representation of the Cartesian vector qqq = [u,v]T . The

homogeneous scaling scalar is denoted by λ . Omitting skew for simplicity, the following

projective matrix KKK ∈ R
3×3 transforms a 3D point ppp = [x,y,z]T in camera coordinates into

its 2D projection qqq in image plane coordinates by moving to homogeneous coordinates:

q̃qq = KKK · ppp =
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(2.2)

It includes the focal lengths fu and fv per spatial dimension and principal point position

pppprincipal point = [u0,v0]. Homogenisation and dehomogenisation operators are omitted for

brevity of notation.

To account for lens refraction, distortion models are employed. Equation 2.3 corrects

second and fourth order radial distortion in the x-axis computing distorted normalised image

1http://vph-picture.eu/

http://vph-picture.eu/
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coordinates x̂ from undistorted normalised image coordinates x [324],

x̂ = x(1+κ1 · r2 +κ2 · r4) (2.3)

where κκκ = [κ1,κ2] denote the distortion coefficients. The normalised image coordinate

is retrieved from pixel images coordinate through x = u−u0

fu
. Both equations are equally

applicable to the y-axis. The radius r is defined as u2 + v2. Higher order distortion models

or tangential distortion correction have also been suggested. The magnitude of the distortion

coefficients determines the degree of distortion, the sign alters the type of warp (barrel or

pincushion). For undistortion on continuous coordinates a live non-linear optimisation is

necessary. For discrete undistortion a map can be precomputed subject to rounding errors.

Each pixel of an image maps onto an infinite line in space. With the depth value

available in addition to pixel coordinates an image is invertible into a set of 3D points in

camera or eye coordinates. Transformation of a point ppp from coordinate frame i to j is

achieved by 3D rotation RRRi, j ∈ SO(3) followed by a 3D translation ttt i, j ∈ R
3 comprising 6

Degrees of Freedom (DoF).

TTT i, j(ppp) = RRRi, j · ppp+ ttt i, j (2.4)

3D rotation can be represented in various forms i.e. a rotation matrix, a quaternion, Euler

angles or an angle-axis vector. A rotation mapping from one coordinate system onto itself

simplifies to an identity matrix RRRi,i = III. The whole transformation can be enclosed in a

single homogeneous 4× 4 matrix multiplication TTT i, j ∈ SE(3). Throughout this thesis the

right-hand convention is assumed.

2.2.2 Stereo vision

The principle of passive stereo vision is similar to human binocular vision. 3D information

is extracted given two 2D images taken from two offset cameras, here after called left and

right camera and image, respectively. A ray through the origin of the left camera and the

image plane projects on a line in the right image and vice versa amounting to the basic

trigonometric principle in stereo vision. This intrinsic relation, called epipolar constraint is

mathematically described in Equation 2.5

pT
l ·F ·pr = 0 (2.5)
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where pppi ∈ N
2, i ∈ {l,r} are the observed point locations, FFF is a 3× 3 matrix called the

fundamental matrix capturing the cameras intrinsics, extrinsics and allowing the extraction

of epipoles and epipolar lines [246]. The main difficulty in passive stereo is establishing

correspondences between views. Epipolar geometry restricts the possible positions of cor-

respondences making it a 1D search problem. For horizontally displaced cameras or recti-

fied stereo images the epipolar lines are equally horizontal simplifying disparity estimation

to a search along the same image row. The horizontal offset between corresponding points

is called disparity dp. Once correspondences have been found, disparity is converted to

depth z using the inverse proportional relationship z = f ·bl
dp

in which bl denotes the baseline

between the cameras and f the cameras’ focal length.

2.2.3 Structured light

Structured light is an active stereo-photogrammetric imaging technique employing a

camera-projector pair to sense depth by triangulation under scene illumination. The ability

to find correct correspondences in passive stereo vision is greatly diminished under certain

scene lighting and objects with little surface texture resulting in best case semi-dense re-

constructions. For that reason, active stereo techniques work with a light emitter projecting

onto the scene to aid point detection and matching. In the simplest scenario an additional

point light source is added to the stereo camera setup requiring no further calibration or

calculation. The laser point is swept across the scene (“flying spot”) allowing the robust

matching of one correspondence at a time. In structured light scanners, one camera is typ-

ically replaced by a light source often a laser projector illuminating the scene artificially

creating salient unique features which are captured by the single passive camera to over-

come the correspondence problem. Considering the projector to be a pre-calibrated inverse

pinhole camera (light leaves the camera instead of falling onto it), matches can be identi-

fied. This way the technique achieves robustness to most lighting conditions and surface

materials independent of texture.

Various spatially or temporally encoded stripe or grid patterns have been used in struc-

tured light [19, 70] circumventing the need for passive markers. One of the first structured

light systems using a beam array pattern has been reported by [29]. A sequence of n binary

stripe patterns for instance allows resolving 2n unique locations per dimension. Other pos-

sibilities for stripe encoding are through the use of colours, gray code, de Bruijn sequences

and continuously varying fringe or sinusoidal patterns [70]. Single-shot techniques e.g. pro-
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Projector Camera

Object

Baseline

Laser stripe

Ray

Figure 2.4: Structured-light concept. The scene is illuminated with spatially or temporally encoded

patterns to establish correspondences. In case of a laser stripe projection a ray-plane intersection

allows depth estimation.

jecting a pseudo-random speckle grid have the advantage to achieve real time being able to

successfully image dynamic scenes.

2.2.4 Time-of-flight

Time-of-flight 3D imaging is grounded on the basic “shout and listen” principle of echoes

where the time ∆t for a sound wave to be echoed is proportional to the distance d of the

object it is reflected off (d ∝ ∆t) [164]. This technique has found early military and civil

application in guidance and communication systems such as sonar, radar and lidar [26].

Being very similar techniques, their main difference is their operational wavelength and

transmission medium. For air transmission, Equation (2.6) denotes Clight as the speed of

light. Research and industry have come to rely on time-of-flight sensing in an abundance of

sectors spanning medical technology, automotive, robotics and entertainment.

d =
Clight

2
·∆t ≈ 3 ·109 m

s

2
·∆t (2.6)

The main advancement in time-of-flight cameras is the abolishment of mechanical parts

with single-shot acquisition of all pixels over the entire field of view [265]. The two existing

modes of operation are direct measurement or phase unwrapping [174]. In the former case,

a short laser pulse is modulated onto the carrier signal. A clock runs until a threshold level

is exceeded at the detector. In the latter, a continuous sinusoidal or square wave modulation

is used instead. The received energy is sampled at a fraction of the modulation frequency
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through time-synchronised built-in shutters. This photon binning scheme allows differential

computation of the phase shift φ which is substituted into Equation 2.6 for ∆t to yield,

d =
c

2
· φ

2π fm

=
c φ

4π fm

(2.7)

where fm denotes the modulation frequency [122, 184]. The frequency can be reduced to

increase the non-ambiguous operating range at the cost of accuracy [174]. In addition to

the distance, an amplitude and intensity value can be computed [49]. The amplitude as the

strength of the reflected signal, can be consulted as a quality indicator. Amplitude typically

decreases with distance due to lesser light intensity of the laser diode as well as radially

towards the image boundary due to non-Lambertian and poor object reflectance at near-

tangential incidence [277]. The intensity is the mean over all integrated incoming periodic

light onto the photo diode and hence describes the non-modulated ambient component of the

reflected light. To alleviate signal corruption through ambient light, optics are fitted with

a band-pass filter. In contrast to triangulation-based 3D scanners, time-of-flight cameras

are monocular with a single centre of projection heavily reducing occluded image regions

without depth readings. However, image resolution of time-of-flight cameras is still lower

than that of comparable MVS systems. Apart from an unobtrusive near-infrared emitter and

detector at the same spectrum, a time-of-flight camera consists of a sensor array, optics and

a controller for picosecond-accurate clocking [174].

φEmitter

Sensor

Figure 2.5: Time-of-flight phase modulation principle. The phase shift ∆φ of a scene-reflected laser

signal is demodulated to infer distance.

2.2.5 Microsoft Kinect® cameras

The launch of the first Kinect sensor by Microsoft at the end of 2010 had unprecedented

impact both within its target context as a decision-forest based motion capturing device for

controller-free gaming as well as on visual odometry, scene mapping and scene understand-

ing [11, 119]. While the underlying structured light technology has been industrialised for

use in cameras before, real-time high-resolution 3D scanning now became accessible to
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everyone at an affordable cost. By beginning of 2012, Microsoft had sold 24 million units

breaking the record as fastest selling consumer electronic. Within 3 years of its release 3000

papers involving the Kinect were identified out of which 503 were related to 3D recon-

struction [11]. The trend to enhance computer vision through standardised consumer-grade

RGBD sensing is continuing with upgraded next generation cameras such as the Kinect v2,

the success of immersive VR headsets, exploitation of GPU and general growth of comput-

ing power and miniaturisation and deployment of depth cameras in mainstream smartphones

and tablets2,3. In laying the focus on real-time acquisition, wide field-of-view and high dy-

namic range, the Kinect v2 tracks and retargets the motions and gestures of multiple players

of all heights and builds creating a more immersive multimedia experience [265].

Figure 2.6: (Left) First generation structured-light Kinect v1 sensor for Xbox360. (Right) Second

generation time-of-flight Kinect v2 sensor for Xbox One.

Both generation Kinects deliver a combination of depth and colour information. Sup-

plementary to a near-infrared emitter and monochrome near-infrared camera both Kinects

house an RGB camera. The projector used for structured light is displaced by a horizontal

baseline of roughly 7.5 cm. The offset between RGB and infrared camera (depth image

coordinate frame) is approximately 2.5 and 5.2 cm for Kinect v1 and v2 respectively. The

main specifications of both devices are presented side-by-side in Table 2.1.

2.2.6 Error sources and performance

Image formation is subject to uncertainty as any real-world measurement process. Image

noise, as illustrated in Figure 2.7, is an unavoidable random error originating in the cam-

era electronics during acquisition. Furthermore, technology-specific weaknesses or model

2https://get.google.com/tango/
3http://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/architecture-and-technology/

realsense-overview.html
4Kinect for Windows 1.8 Programming Guide, https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/

library/jj131033.aspx

https://get.google.com/tango/
http://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/architecture-and-technology/realsense-overview.html
http://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/architecture-and-technology/realsense-overview.html
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj131033.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj131033.aspx
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Kinect v1 Kinect v2

Technology Structured Light Modulated time-of-flight

Operating range 0.8-4.0 m 0.5-4.5 m

Angular field of view
43◦ (vertical)

57◦ (horizontal)

60◦ (vertical)

70◦ (horizontal)

Resolution
640x480@30Hz (depth)

640x480@30Hz (colour)

512x424@30Hz (depth)

1920x1080@30Hz (colour)

Table 2.1: Main hardware specifications for Kinect v14 and Kinect v2 [265].

oversimplifications falling short of adequately accounting for all physical effects introduce

systematic errors. The type and extent of defects guides the choice of error model and what

assumptions can be made about the data.

Lens imperfection: Being equipped with ordinary optics, lens imperfections cause distor-

tions to the image. Factory camera calibrations may be inaccurate.

Amplitude bias: As the energy of light decreases with distance to the light emitter, an

inverse-intensity function is estimated as part of the projector calibration. If inaccurate, this

is leading to measurement error. Amplitude of light also deteriorates towards the corners of

the image biasing towards larger depth values in time-of-flight sensing.

Temperature drift: The temperature of components inside the camera changes during

warm-up. This temperature drift causes measurement error.

Motion blur: Every camera has a certain exposure time during which movement in the

scene creates motion blur. It should be noted that time-of-flight imaging creates a different

type of depth motion blur which is caused by foreground and background reflected light

being integrated together. However, the maximum exposure time is specified to be no more

than 14ms [265].

Ambient light: Both cameras rely on active illumination for image retrieval and are hence

sensitive to strong ambient illumination. Direct sun-light, for instance, can cause low-

contrast of the structured light pattern or simply oversaturate the photo diodes. Especially

in time-of-flight devices, low reflectivity leads to a lower Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and

offsets depth values.

Depth boundaries: Structured light suffers from occlusion regions due to the parallax (ar-

eas the camera images but the projector cannot illuminate) as well as from an inability to

match patches at sharp edges leading to missing values. Time-of-flight cameras are known

to suffer from so called “flying pixels” or “jumping edges”. This is due to light travelling
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different distances at depth inhomogeneities leading to a signal superposition distorting

depth values between foreground and background.

Discretisation: Discretisation error is another form of systematic error coming in various

forms - discrete pixel sizes and coarse resolution of subwindow pattern matching. Due to

perspective projection, sampling density decreases with object distance and to the periph-

ery as illustrated in the right column of Figure 2.7. Quantisation errors in structured-light

imaging are quadratically distance-correlated [320].

Specularities: Both cameras assume the scene to have Lambertian reflectance [19]. Specu-

larities due to highly reflective surface material, transparent objects or very dark low reflec-

tive objects violate this assumption.

Multi-path interference: In time-of-flight imaging, a sensor pixel is assumed to only cap-

ture directly reflected light that travelled from the emitter to the scene and back to the sensor

on a single path. Yet, light is often scattered or bounces multiple times between the surface

predominantly in corners and regions of concave geometry [217]. Even though cameras

feature a band-pass filter to suppress scattered and background light, the captured signal

often becomes a superposition of received distance information. State-of-the-art correction

methods decompose light into direct and indirect/global illumination components [313]. To

facilitate estimation of composited indirect reflection and correct multi-path effects ampli-

tude images are required as amplitude is inversely proportional to distance [102].

Demodulation: The “wiggling” error in modulated time-of-flight cameras is the approxi-

mation of demodulation at the detector through the use of timed shutters.

Figure 2.7: Random and sampling-related defects in point clouds: (Left to right) Noise, outliers and

non-uniform sampling typically found in point cloud data. The synthetic sagittal image of a skin-

tone breast is indicating the error-free contour. Additionally, a number of systematic errors lower

the data quality (not shown).

In both sensor types errors typically manifest in data loss. In case of multi-path light
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travel in time-of-flight cameras, data drift is observed. The accuracy of both Kinect cameras

has been assessed and compared quantitatively. For diffuse planar objects at a distance

below 3 m in the centre of the field-of-view [262] find the Kinect v1 and v2 to have a noise-

free systematic error of up to 14 mm and 6.8 mm standard deviation respectively. In each

case, the largest error was 62 mm and 29 mm. These numbers are in accordance with the

findings of [159] and [266] who attribute the Kinect v1 a systematic error of 15 mm and

9.3 mm. The latter figure results from a scanning distance below 1.5 m. Errors are found to

be non-linearly increasing with distance to scenery and towards the image boundary. Due

to coarse depth quantisation, no random error is reported for the Kinect v1. The Kinect v2

produces noise with a standard deviation of 4.4 mm at 1 m distance. The reader is referred

to [159, 231, 266] and [174, 262, 277] for a performance evaluation and investigation into

measurement errors of the Kinect v1 and v2 respectively and to [262, 307] in particular

for an extensive comparison between both devices. Extended calibration procedures have

been proposed to correct for systematic errors such as “wiggling” and fixed pattern noise

[152] and multi-path artifacts [101, 150, 217]. Colour-guided filtering and polarisation cues

are only two of various methods proposed to regularise, upsample and inpaint raw depth

maps [151, 235, 306]. In spite of possible enhancements of raw depth maps, every sensing

technology has trade-offs warranting its use for specific applications. Highest accuracy

and resolution in the range of a few millimetres is generally achieved for an acquisition

close to minimal working range for several reasons outlined in this section. Other cameras

have been sold in the same market segment with comparable technology and specifications

like the Asus Xtion PRO. Furthermore, self-built depth cameras such as the active stereo

camera by [329] have been designed to exceed the quality of Kinect depth maps for 3D

reconstruction purposes.

2.2.7 Industrial-grade 3D surface scanner

A number of general5,6 and medical7,8,9 3D surface scanners build from industrial-grade

components are commercially available and have been independently evaluated and re-

viewed [43, 298]. Table 2.2 compares the main product characteristics of highly-accurate

3D surface scanners to those of the Kinect cameras at consumer-level quality. Three 3D sur-

5https://www.artec3D.com/
6http://reconstructme.net/
7http://www.canfieldsci.com/
8http://www.3Dmd.com/
9http://www.axisthree.com/

https://www.artec3D.com/
http://reconstructme.net/
http://www.canfieldsci.com/
http://www.3Dmd.com/
http://www.axisthree.com/
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face scanners designed for clinical breast capture and each using of a different 3D scanning

technique are included in the head-to-head comparison. All of the systems, with exception

of the Kinects, follow a modular approach integrating 3-4 connected camera pods or units

for a synchronous acquisition of the frontal and bilateral torso. The camera units comprise

stereo camera pairs or a camera-projector set. Depending on the model and 3D technology, a

flash and additional colour camera are fitted. Camera units are arranged at different heights

and angles with respect to the torso. Typically, lateral viewpoints and an upwardly tilted

camera from the underside allow a single-shot capture of the whole breast region including

the inframammary fold without provoking occlusion or shadowing. Similar imaging posi-

tions have been adopted in prototypical 3D surface scanner setups [52, 165]. A Kinect is

roughly at a hundredth of the cost but only captures a partial torso at a an accuracy that is

one order of magnitude worse [243, 309]. The main objective of this work is thus the devel-

opment of a 3D breast surface reconstruction algorithm utilising a single Kinect to record

the torso in a sequential fashion. In this way, a 3D breast surface model of equivalent torso

coverage at an anatomic accuracy as close as possible to the aforementioned commercial 3D

surface scanners shall be generated. Ideally, the capture time would match those of modular

state-of-the-art 3D scanners to prevent patient movement during acquisition. However, a

single Kinect setup is pursued in order to meet clinical budgets with respect to cost of the

3D camera, time expenditure for the acquisition and portability of the equipment.

A different approach altogether is taken by Crisalix10, who offer a hardware-free web-

based service for 3D simulations of breast cosmetic surgery. After upload of three standard

photos and the manual provision of additional detail such as the distance to camera and

landmark locations, 3D breast models are computed in the cloud.

2.3 Point cloud registration

Image registration, also closely related to pose estimation, is the process of determining

the transformation that maps image data into a shared coordinate system. As such it is an

extensively researched field and a fundamental building block in any reconstruction system.

Image registration is a parameter estimation problem in which optimal parameter values are

sought. Optimality is defined with respect to some dissimilarity metric between images,

or more precisely, correspondences between images. The parameters themselves determine

10https://www.crisalix.com/
11Approximate prices are currency-converted at the historic exchange rate for the release or indicated date

given.

https://www.crisalix.com/
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3dMD

torso

AxisThree

XS 400

Canfield

Vetra XT

Kinect v1 Kinect v2

3D technique Hybrid

stereo

Structured

light

Passive

stereo

Structured

light

Time of

flight

Imaging positions 4 4 3 1 1

Capture speed [ms] 1.5 <2 000 3.5 <33 1.1

Processing time [s] <12 <30 80

Torso coverage [◦] 190 180 200 <180 <180

Geometric res. [/cm2] 55 300 333 450 426

Accuracy [mm] <0.2 <0.5 <1.0 2.5 4.0

Cost [£]11 ≈89 000 ≈23 100 ≈31 600 120 ≈96

Table 2.2: Head-to-head comparison of state-of-the-art industrial-grade 3D breast surface scanning

systems with the Kinect cameras. The main technical characteristics are listed rowwise as extracted

from [43, 243, 298]. The Kinect cameras capture a less accurate and only partial torso from one

viewpoint at about a percent of the cost.

the degrees of freedom of the transformation. In the rigid case, the transformation combines

a camera location and orientation. Finding an optimal transformation is the inverse problem

to the forward problem of image creation. In the forward case, light - either active or passive

- is reflected from the 3D object of interest onto the camera sensor to form an incomplete

viewpoint-dependent 2D digital representation of the scene. This process is repeated while

the object or camera is moving or done simultaneously from various perspectives utilising

multiple cameras. The output is a set of images. Recovering the pose (and scene model)

from the images alone is reverse engineering this process and inherently ill-posed. To avoid

singularities, the problem needs to be regularised by a number of assumptions. Assump-

tions are essentially reducing the solution space. Typical assumptions constrain the relative

camera motion to be of a certain class or assume a smoothly deforming scene.

Source 

point set

Target 

point set

Correspondence

search

(2.3.1)

Transformation

estimation

(2.3.2-2.3.4)

Converged?
Registered

point set

Figure 2.8: Steps in iterative point set registration flow diagram. Transformation estimation com-

prises formulating the cost 2.3.2 with respect to the transformation class 2.3.3 and actual cost min-

imisation to find optimal transformation parameters 2.3.4.

Registration can be performed between image data from different sensors, time in-

stants, view points and geometries. In this work, registration of 3D point clouds extracted

from low-cost RGBD images is being explored in more depth. The most common solution
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for pairwise registration of 3D point data is the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm al-

ternating correspondence estimation and parameter optimisation until convergence criteria

are satisfied as illustrated in Figure 2.8 and attended to in this section. ICP-based registra-

tion frameworks are popular to track depth cameras through a video stream aligning each

frame to the previous one (frame-to-frame) [260], by aligning the current frame to an in-

crementally updated scene representation built from all previous frames (frame-to-model)

[48, 220, 310] or by aligning a shape template to the current frame [329]. ICP registration

of two frames at a time is also used to derive all camera pose relations in unordered im-

age collections. Links are also made to ICP extensions accommodating scale-ambiguous

or non-rigid shapes. A major drawback of pairwise registration in a sequential manner is

the accumulation of drift justifying the use of multi-view ICP [248], bundle or keyframe

strategies to achieve globally consistent alignment [64, 157].

2.3.1 Correspondence search

The quality of alignment stands or falls with the quality of correspondences. Correspon-

dences are pairs or tupels of point locations, matching a point in the source image or point

cloud to a point in the corresponding target image or point cloud. True correspondences are

unknown. The objective of alignment seeks to minimise an accumulated squared distance

between all found correspondences under transformation. Most contemporary reconstruc-

tion methods establish correspondences automatically. Two conceptually different ways of

estimating correspondences are being distinguished - intensity-based (dense) and feature-

based (sparse) correspondences. According to [259], the correspondence search can be split

up into the steps listed in Table 2.3.

Fiducials in the form of physically attached markers can provide correct correspon-

dences but prompt manual interaction and are limited in number and accuracy with which

they can be resolved. Sparse correspondences can also be found without the aid of physical

markers by either hand-picking matching points or automatically processing the image for

salient features also known as interest points or keypoints. Saliency is typically defined as

high intensity gradients in the image which represent edges and corner points. For each

detected salient point a normalised as well as scale and rotation invariant feature descriptor

is extracted capturing the unique characteristics of the surrounding image patch in a concise

format. Most widely used feature detectors (and descriptors) applicable for intensity im-

ages are Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF),
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Sparse Dense

Select Detected keypoints All points [220]

Random sampling

Uniform sampling [48]

Normal space [259]

Match Descriptor similarity Nearest neighbour [17]

Projective data association [260]

Normal shooting

Weigh Uniform Uniform [220]

Reciprocal distance

Ray-to-surface angle

Reject Distance threshold

RANSAC outliers

Distance threshold

Normal angle threshold [220]

Table 2.3: Steps in correspondence search and their behaviour in the sparse and dense case.

Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) and Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF

(ORB) [8, 199, 255, 258]. 2D feature detectors that incorporate depth cues have also been

proposed in the context of surface registration [124]. 3D interest point detectors for triangu-

lar mesh models have been evaluated in [78, 94]. Based on descriptor similarity matches are

established and often filtered using RANSAC [96]. Sparse feature-based approaches often

initialise dense alignment in case of large inter-frame motion [88] or are used in addition

to dense correspondences to improve convergence [142]. Sparse features alone are usually

not accurate enough for model integration [48]. An initial alignment step can be avoided

altogether if small motions between subsequent frames can be assumed or the approximate

pose is known in advance.

Figure 2.9: Schematic view of ICP phases: (Left) Projective correspondence search for a subset of

points on a 2D contour. (Middle) Source point to target tangent plane distance as error metric to be

minimised illustrated for the same subset of points. (Right) Intermediate alignment result after only

one iteration.

Dense alignment techniques are favoured for depth frame alignment [17] or short base-

line stereo matching [21, 329]. Dense correspondences are searched for in the vicinity of the
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point to be matched. Assuming good initialisation, the closest target point to a source point,

the nearest neighbour, is chosen as a correspondence. The search process can be accelerated

through the use of kD-tree structures resulting in a binary search at complexity O(n logn).

Projective association, also known as reverse calibration, is subject to the availability of

the camera intrinsics. The corresponding target point is found in a small window around

the projection of the source point onto the 2D image plane subject to the current transfor-

mation estimation. Normal shooting picks the intersection of the surface normal with the

target surface as correspondence. Variants of the above exist and clipping criteria are put

in place to discard outlier correspondences [20, 259]. A variety of shape configurations

cause poor alignment due to bad correspondences and have received further attention. They

include partial overlaps, areas of large displacement, geometry-less shapes and grooves in

otherwise flat regions. Weight in dense alignment should reflect the uncertainty about the

correspondence pair with respect to sensor characteristics i.e. decreased weight at acute

angles and depth discontinuities.

On the supposition of fairly similar geometry with good overlap, there are also

correspondence-free ways for coarse alignment based on statistics. Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) computes the principal components of a data matrix which are orthogonal

vectors of decreasing variance in the data with the first vector representing the direction of

largest variance. To this end, a singular value decomposition on the covariance matrix of

the demeaned data is computed. Denoting the resulting principal component matrices for

point sets AAA and BBB as XXXA and XXXB the transformation to align a point ppp in set AAA to BBB is

ppp′ = cccB +(XXXB ·XXX−1
A ) · (ppp− cccA) (2.8)

where ccc denotes the centroid of the respective point set. The ambiguity in the direction of the

eigenvectors can be resolved by looking at the trace of the rotation matrix RRR = XXXB ·XXX−1
A to

choose the transformation with smallest motion (smallest angle of transformation in angle-

axis representation). Eigenvector-based coarse alignment has seen application in surface

registration [59].

2.3.2 Cost formulation

To measure the “closeness” of correspondences ΩAB between two point sets AAA and BBB we

denote dist(AAA,BBB) as a dissimilarity or distance metric. For identical point sets dist(·) is zero,
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for non-identical point sets the dissimilarity always is a positive scalar.

dist(AAA,BBB) =











0 AAA≡ BBB

> 0 AAA 6= BBB

(2.9)

The total dissimilarity is the sum of the dissimilarity over all correspondences (aaai,bbbi)∈ΩAB.

Two geometric terms have seen ubiquitous use in point-based surface alignment - the point-

to-point and the point-to-plane metric [17, 48].

distpoint(aaaiii,bbbiii) = ||aaaiii−bbbiii||2 (2.10)

distplane(aaaiii,bbbiii) = ||nnnT
ai
· (aaaiii−bbbiii)||2 (2.11)

Both measure the Euclidean distance and have been developed for various types of surface

representations [17]. As the latter point-to-plane metric measures the distance of the source

point to the tangent plane of the target point, it requires the normal nnnai
for all target points

aaai in the set of correspondences ΩAB to be available. Feature-based methods typically use a

point-to-point error metric and only require one iteration, as the transformation result has no

effect on the matching of correspondences. Some methods employ a combination of both

error terms [329] while most methods rely on the point-to-plane metric [222, 310] due to its

faster convergence and the ability to let flat geometry regions slide over each other.

In dense photometric formulations a difference of intensity values is typically evaluated

between two colour images converted to single channel intensity images [219, 310], here

IIIttt0 and IIIttt1.

Ergb = ∑
u

∣

∣

∣

∣IIIttt0(uuu)− IIIttt1(KKKTTT 0→1KKK−1DDD0(uuu))
∣

∣

∣

∣

2
(2.12)

Equation 2.12 assumes depth and colour images share a coordinate space and uuu ∈ N
2
0 de-

notes all discrete pixel locations. KKK−1DDD(uuu) backprojects the depth reading at pixel uuu into a

3D point.

Apart from purely geometric formulations probabilistic approaches have been pro-

posed. For instance, [18] assign each data point xxxi a probability Pr(·) of having been gen-

erated by a multivariate normal distribution N(mmmi,σσσ i) estimated from neighbouring model
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points. The maximum likelihood estimator takes the following form.

Pr(XXX) ∝ ∏
i

e

−d2
i

2σσσ2
i with di = |mmmi− xxxi| (2.13)

For identity covariance this is equal to a regular point-to-point error to the neighbours’

mean. For each possible data point location on a discretised grid the parameters for the

normal distributions are precalculated.

To reduce sensitivity to outliers that may unavoidably be present in the data or a result

of false correspondences, robust statistics have been put to use. Robust refers to the fact

that the cost is increasing less than quadratically with distance d of the correspondence

pair. Robust cost terms have been integrated in non-linear [99] as well as closed-form

formulations [14]. The latter is feasible by formulating the problem as an iteratively re-

weighted least squares problem. Instead of solving the minimisation problem stated in

2.3.4, the L2 norm is replaced by an M-estimator function ρ(·) symmetric about the y-axis

with a global minimum at 0.

min∑
i

ρ(ri) (2.14)

A popular M-estimator functional is for instance the Huber loss ρHuber.

ρHuber(x) =











x2/2 |x|< k

k(|x|− k/2) otherwise

(2.15)

Setting the derivative to 0 leads to an ordinary weighted least squares problem. The reader

is referred to the original publication for further details [137]. Both variants have been

shown to be as quick as the original ICP algorithm and even have a wider smooth basin

of convergence. Yet caution is warranted as robust function can be causing local minima.

Alternatively, heavier-tailed or skewed error histograms can be modelled by a Laplacian or

skewed t-distribution [218].

The energy reflecting the dissimilarity between entities being registered is defined with

respect to the parameters Φ that span the transformation space. Rigid point set registration

under point-to-point error with Φ = [RRR, ttt] is thus turned into the following minimisation

problem.

argmin
RRR,ttt

∑
i

((RRR ·aaai + ttt)−bbbi)
2 (2.16)
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Ideally, a closed form solution for the minimum is available. If not, analytical or finite-

difference derivatives are computed and the problem is solved iteratively in a non-linear

numerical solver.

Cost of several weighted terms are often added up to be solved simultaneously in a

non-linear least squares sense. Weights α are usually determined experimentally. A cost

formulation comprising a sparse colour feature term Ecol , a dense ICP point-to-plane term

Eicp and some form of regulariser Ereg may look like in Equation 2.17.

E(ΦΦΦ) = Eicp(ΦΦΦ)+αcol ·Ecol(ΦΦΦ)+αreg ·Ereg(ΦΦΦ) (2.17)

Regulariser could penalise the violation of some a priori known landmarks [183], the degree

of non-rigidity in an as-rigid-as-possible registration strategy [74, 222, 329] or temporal

consistency of the motion across consecutive images [187].

E(TTT ) = ∑
i

min
j

dist(TTT aaa j,bbbi) (2.18)

In a compounded cost formulation, the correspondence search may be encapsulated as an

inner minimisation problem as in Equation 2.18 [75, 329].

2.3.3 Transformation spaces

The set of possible transformations defines the solution space. Assuming a static scene,

the transformation TTT = {RRR, ttt} describes a rigid body camera motion in 3D Euclidean space

amounting to 6 DoF. Each transformation includes a 3D rotation RRR ∈ SO(3) and translation

ttt ∈R3. Rigid transformations are shape-conserving linear mappings that preserve distances

between points, angles, and parallel lines. The rotation RRR can be represented by a number

of mathematical structures such as a 3× 3 rotation matrix with 6 orthonormal constraints

on its rows and columns, Euler angles [329], angle-axis [66] and unit quaternions [279].

Rotations are further reparameterised as exponential maps [310]. Each representation has

its strength (e.g. smooth interpolation of unit quaternions) and weakness (e.g. Gimbal-lock

with Euler angles). An alternative mathematical representation for the entire transformation

TTT are dual quaternions [222, 291]. In SfM, a rigid registration is too restrictive. Due to

its scale ambiguity an isometric scaling factor s ∈ R is introduced and the transformation is

referred to as similarity transform. A point ppp is hence aligned by ppp′= sRRR · ppp+ttt. In Equation

2.19 the similarity transformation is written in homogeneous matrix form that turns into a
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rigid transformation for s = 1.

TTT Similarity =





sRRR ttt

000 1



 (2.19)

Affine transformation as a low parameter non-rigid mapping further allows shearing of

shapes. In principle, surface reconstruction of static objects is considered a solved prob-

lem and has seen mature and commercial software solutions emerging over recent years

[77, 329]. But estimating a rigid or affine transformation between frames is too restric-

tive in a dynamic scene. In modelling dynamic scene deformation two objectives can be

distinguished

• Single mesh reconstruction of a quasi-rigid object

• Live capture of a continuously deforming object

In the former case, low-frequency inter-frame deformations due to camera miscalibra-

tion or subtle body deformation are expected, while in the latter case a template shape is

fitted to the data at any given time with the scene potentially undergoing large deformations

between frames. Parameterising the transformation is balancing the ability to adequately

capture the extent of the deformation and overfitting. Overfitting is related to ill-posed and

highly non-convex optimisation problems. Strong regularisation in turn prohibits modelling

large frame-to-frame deformation and topological changes. Learning-based non-rigid reg-

istration approaches help in reducing the transformation space to the statistical variation

within a group of shapes [65, 193, 246] or the lower-dimensional manifold of a kinematic

model [23, 303, 308]. However, this work focuses on prior-less generic geometric de-

formation for reasons of model simplicity and their widespread successful application in

the field. The basic idea in estimating the non-rigid alignment parameters common to

all methods reviewed is that transformations are assumed to be smooth and locally rigid

[142, 222] or affine [183, 329]. A geometric deformation model may either be extrinsic

or intrinsic. An extrinsic deformation remaps every point in space through discretised uni-

form warping grids [142, 222, 329] whereas intrinsic models decompose a deformation into

embedded graphs to only deform points on the surface inducing a localised deformation

[183, 305, 321]. Efforts have been made to generalise ICP, the longstanding Swiss knife for

rigid alignment, to the non-rigid case [5, 117]. As its rigid counterpart correspondences are
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established iteratively based on spatial proximity limiting its application to range scans with

minor deformations and large overlap. In addition to the familiar correspondence distance

term taken over from standard ICP, a stiffness term Es is added that can progressively be

relaxed and might take the following form.

Es(XXX) = ∑
(i, j)∈Ψ

||(XXX i−XXX j) ·WWW ||2F (2.20)

where XXX is a per-target-vertex affine transformation, || · ||F the Frobenius matrix norm, WWW a

weight matrix and Ψ is the set of neighbouring vertex pairs. A multi-view 4D surface warp

is estimated to explain inter-frame non-rigidity by [211] lifting the problem formulation by

one dimension. Hierarchical standard ICP followed by a thin-plate-spline approximation to

smooth out alignment errors accounting for the non-rigid component of the transformation

is suggested by [28]. Sparse graph structures like the one proposed in [280] can equally

be interpreted as a collection of affine transformations (one per graph node) which inflict

a localised deformation onto nearby space. The influence of which depends on distance or

adjacency of nodes determined through the graph’s edges. A surface position is deformed

as the weighted sum of deformation transformations of all nodes in the graph.

vvv′i = ∑
j

w j(vvvi) · [RRR j(vvvi−ggg j)+ggg j + ttt j] (2.21)

Here, vvv denotes a 3D position on the surface i.e. a vertex in a source mesh, RRR ∈ SO(3) and

ttt ∈ R
3 the rotation and translation components of the local rigid transformation and ggg are

the node locations. A deformation graph is build for the source mesh or point cloud and

either user-manipulated or manipulated through correspondences to the target mesh. These

manipulations form a constraint term in the cost function.

The aforementioned or related techniques are used in state-of-the-art reconstruction

pipelines. Li et al. [183] perform multi-view non-rigid alignment of point clouds of a hu-

man body in the same pose from different viewpoints grounded on [280]. Partitioning the

input RGBD sequence of a rotating subject into several non-rigidly fused segments, Wang et

al. [305] extend the cost function in [280] by correspondences’ constraints between neigh-

bouring segments and those that complete a loop for a final drift-free non-rigid alignment.

Zollhöfer et al. [329] combine a robustified dense geometric and photometric cost term with

an as-rigid-as-possible regulariser [273] for real-time template tracking. Visibility flags are
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statically computed before each solve and a coarse-to-fine scheme is employed. A sparse lo-

cally consistent volumetric flow field is computed by [222] utilising dual quaternion blend-

ing to warp the continuously integrated and denoised canonical model into the live frame

hereby generalising volumetric fusion presented in 2.4.2 to deformable objects. The grid-

based extrinsic transformations are linearly interpolated as needed. Again, per-node rigid

transformations are used. Larger scale deformations have recently been recovered for real-

time virtual and mixed reality applications by [222, 329].

2.3.4 Parameter estimation

Linearising the trigonometric components of a point-to-point or point-to-plane least-squares

cost under small motion assumption turns the rigid camera parameter estimation into a

per-iteration standard linear least squares problem solvable in closed-form under L2 norm

utilising e.g. singular values decomposition [137, 198].

Generally, a highly non-linear multivariate cost functional E is to be solved that re-

quires the use of numerical solvers to iteratively find minima with respect to the camera

and deformation parameter vector βββ ∈ R
N . An initialisation of the parameters close to the

optimum improves convergence properties. The problem is stated in terms of a standard (or

weighted) least-squares minimisation problem,

argmin
βββ

E = argmin
βββ

M

∑
i=1

r2
i (βββ ) (2.22)

where the residuals RRRsss ∈R
M = (r1,r2, ..,rM )T is the difference between some observation

YYY and model function F .

ri = yi−F(xi,βββ ) (2.23)

First-order gradient optimisation methods such as gradient descent [28, 221, 259], Gauss-

Newton [183, 220, 222, 327] and Levenberg-Marquardt [75, 256, 311] are most common.

All require definition of the gradient of the aforementioned cost function.

∂E

∂β j

= 2∑ri ·
∂ ri

∂β j

= RRRsssT JJJ (2.24)

A step is taken by incrementally updating the parameters by a shift vector βββ
k+1 = βββ

k +∆βββ

in the direction that reduces the scalar cost of the objective function at the new location in

parameter space. βββ
k

denotes the parameter values at iteration k. A step size α is chosen
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statically or dynamically by a line search algorithm. Gradient descent, as the most straight-

forward solver, takes a step along the negative gradient.

∆βββ =−α ·RRRsssT JJJ (2.25)

Gauss-Newton is based on the Newton method. In Newton form, Gauss-Newton computes

the roots of the first derivative of the cost function moving along the tangent hyperplane of

its graph. The second derivative in terms of the chain rule has two components of which the

second is assumed small near the optimum and ignored leading to a first-order approximated

Hessian HHHeee.

HHHeee jk = 2∑(
∂ ri

∂β j

∂ ri

∂βk

+ ri ·
∂ r2

i

∂β j∂βk

)≈ 2∑
∂ ri

∂β j

∂ ri

∂βk

= JJJT JJJ (2.26)

Written as a least squares problem, Gauss-Newton minimises the squared sum of residuals

by setting its derivative to zero and solving for the parameters βββ .

∂E

∂βββ

!
= 0 (2.27)

It is doing that by approximating the model function F by a first-order polynomial Taylor

series expansion at the current point

F(xi,βββ )≈ F(xi,βββ
kkk)+F ′(xi,βββ

kkk)(βββ −βββ
kkk)

= F(xi,βββ
kkk)+ JJJT ∆βββ

(2.28)

and substituting it into Equation 2.23.

ri = yi−F(xi,βββ
k)+F(xi,βββ

k)−F(xi,βββ )

= yi−F(xi,βββ
k)+ JJJT ∆βββ

(2.29)

Rewriting yi−F(xi,βββ
k) as ∆y, the current residuals, and replacing ri in Equation 2.24 with

the expression in Equation 2.29 produces the final normal equations written in matrix form

for notational convenience.

JJJT ∆yyy− JJJT JJJ∆βββ = 0 (2.30)

If a weight is carried over per residual assembled in a diagonal weight matrix WWWM×M the
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following normal equations are obtained.

JJJTWWW∆yyy− JJJTWWWJJJ∆βββ = 0 (2.31)

The number of residuals m has to be higher than the number of parameters n leading to an

overdetermined system of equations with full rank that is invertible. The normal equations

are linearly solved per iteration using factorisation methods or conjugate gradient methods.

Levenberg-Marquardt is related to Tikhonov regularisation and in essence a combination of

gradient descent and Gauss-Newton, starting with weighting gradient descent more strongly

for robustness at the beginning and reducing its damping weight αdamp in favour of Gauss-

Newton near the optimum for faster convergence [107].

JJJT ∆yyy− (JJJT JJJ+αdampIII)∆βββ = 0 (2.32)

Derivatives are computed analytically or in a finite difference scheme. To speed up the

solver, the Jacobian matrices are preconditioned [64, 329] and approximated through re-

duction techniques [310, 329]. The exploitation of sparsity patterns in the Jacobian for

parallelism is described in Section 2.5. Numerical solvers do not guarantee to find a global

minimum but have quadratic convergence for a good parameter initialisation, ensuring the

cost is convex around the optimum. To reduce the risk of becoming trapped in local minima

further, coarse-to-fine strategies are part of the majority of reconstruction pipelines i.e. ap-

plied to the resolution of input depth maps [220], volume grids [142] or deformation graphs

[329]. Gradient-free optimisation, via e.g. heuristic methods [283], is rare in the field of 3D

reconstruction and not discussed further.

2.3.5 Global refinement

Pairwise alignment is the workhorse of most reconstruction methods. In sequential SLAM

a new image is pairwise aligned to the previous frame or a cumulative model of all previous

frames [48]. The transformation of frames does not change once integrated although the

inclusion of consecutive images might improve a previous alignment. Recently, Dai et al.

[64] proposed reintegration of frames at their continuously updated global rigid poses after

revisiting previously scanned areas. Typical for SfM is the exhaustive pairwise alignment

of all sufficiently overlapping image pairs from an unordered collection falling short of a

registration achievable through joint alignment of more than two images at a time. This
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paved the way for global alignment methods considering all image data simultaneously.

To counterfeit increasing computational and memory cost, bundle and keyframe alignment

strategies were proposed handling a subset of frames at once.

Multi or n-view extensions of ICP iteratively align each scan to all other scans until sta-

ble convergence [13, 105], iteratively average scans into a mean shape [61] or soft constrain

relative transformations in a redundant pose graph to evenly diffuse a residual registration

error [200, 248, 291]. Brown and Rusinkiewicz [28] follow up a rigid multi-view ICP with

a non-rigid thin-plate-spline warp to improve alignment.

The term “loop closure” stems from the field of robotics and occurs if a vehicle-

mounted camera returns to a previously visited location during scene exploration. In object

reconstruction, loop closures can be part of a designed scan protocol e.g. spinning an object

on a turntable. The detection of loops is crucial to global consistency and robustness of

long-term SLAM. Loops are typically identified with the help of a pose graph. Each camera

pose is represented by a node and an edge is added for each pairwise relative transformation.

A redundant graph edge creates a loop. A loop is found if two non-adjacent frames can be

successfully matched using 3D SIFT features [126] or ICP converges with a good align-

ment for > 20% of frame vertices [326]. A pose graph with loops is optimised to refine all

pairwise camera transformations. Loop closures in deformable body reconstruction are ex-

plicitly detected by computing an overlap ratio between partial surfaces that have previously

been non-rigidly aligned in a sequential fashion [74]. The overlap ratio is the proportion of

vertices in one surface for which a vertex on the second surface is found within a threshold

distance. Loop closure candidates have a peak overlap ratio and are separated by a minimum

number of partial surfaces. For those candidates embedded deformation graph parameters

[280] are estimated and the resulting surface is volumetrically fused.

Bundle Adjustment (BA) refers to a large non-linear camera pose and calibration re-

finement problem. The quality of a stereo-reconstructed 3D point structure is improved by

jointly minimising the reprojection error of corresponding feature locations in 2D image

space [293]. The main drawback of BA is its computational complexity that scales non-

linearly with the number of 3D points and has hindered its use for real-time and large re-

constructions. Multi-core, incremental and sparse bundle adjustment techniques have been

suggested to reduce the computational burden [315, 316].
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2.4 Model integration

To obtain a hole-free complete 3D model of a subject or object, it is necessary to merge

partial surfaces from more than one viewpoint. Individual depth images only cover part of

the scenery. Because of their limitation in perspective they are often referred to as 2.5D12.

Reconstruction as opposed to visualisation of a single depth map from a fixed viewpoint

achieves several goals. It captures the whole geometry some of which might not be visible,

occluded or only sampled sparsely from a single viewpoint and denoises the model through

redundant sampling of the surface. A complete reconstruction of an object’s outer surface

moreover allows rendering novel views and comprehensive geometric analysis. An alter-

native approach to shape recovery is fitting a watertight template shape to a live image. In

either case, we seek to reconstruct a continuous surface from point samples.

2.4.1 Surface representation

The surface is the external boundary of a geometric entity. As such it is a 2D manifold in

3D space. A surface can be defined explicitly, parametrically or implicitly.

• Explicit representations include point clouds and polygonal meshes. Point clouds

consist of an unstructured collection of explicit 3D point samples but lack the con-

nectivity information of meshes. Triangular meshes are the most common kind of

polygonal mesh. A 3D point in either, point cloud or mesh, may have additional

properties such as a normal vector, texture coordinates or radius. Point sets become

effective display primitives when surface detail is high so that faces contribute to less

than a pixel in rendering. A point cloud carries the same information as a surface

as long as a continuous surface can be well-reconstructed from it. That means, as-

suming a certain degree of smoothness, it is sampled densely enough to convey shape

curvature and is therefore neither noisy nor redundant [2]. In surfel representations

a point cloud is extended by a point-wise radius property defining the size of each

patch centred around each point to make up a continuous surface.

• Parametric surfaces are described through analytical functions allowing continuous

generation of surface points through parametrisation by mapping a uv-plane into xyz-

space S(u,v) = [x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v)]T [91]. As an example, a plane in parametric

form is denoted as xxx = xxx0 + avvv+ bwww, where a,b are real variables, xxx0 denotes an

12As is stereo reconstruction due to its scale ambiguity.
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arbitrary point on the plane and vvv and www are linearly dependent vectors stretching the

plane. Complex surfaces of real world objects are build as a composition of piecewise

parametric segments meeting some continuity criteria at the so called knots where

they are joined together. Often, spline models such as NURBS or Bézier surfaces

are employed. Parametric representations and implicit representations are able to fill

holes in irregularly sampled scans and correct errors in oversampled areas.

• Implicit representations, by contrast, define an implicit function f (xxx) over the do-

main xxx ∈ R
3. The surface points are those of an isosurface of the implicit function,

often the zero level set, satisfying f (xxx) = 0 for xxx ∈Ω⊂ R
3 [257]. There is no imme-

diate way of surface point generation but the function provides an easy means to test

if a point is on, inside or outside of the very surface. Continuing with the example, a

plane would be implicitly expressed as nnn(xxx−xxx0) = 0 with nnn being the plane’s normal

vector. Classes of implicit surfaces include discretely sampled and analytical rep-

resentations. Discrete implicit representations define a surface over a scalar-valued

volumetric array field [63]. While early approaches assigned each grid cell, or voxel,

a binary property of occlusion (occupancy grid), modern methods maintain voxel-

wise signed distance function values. The disadvantages of grid-based methods are

loss of geometric detail through discrete form and heightened memory consumption.

Advantageous is the the support for block operations and their insensitivity to object

complexity. Analytical implicit surfaces are built from piecewise polynomials [297].

Figure 2.10: Surface representations: (Left) Point set of 5k samples. (Middle) Triangulation of

the points into a mesh made up of 10k faces. (Right) Surface from implicit b-spline fit through the

points using a control lattice of 1003. While in the triangular surface, the flat individual faces are

discernible, the surface approximated through b-splines contains some degree of unwanted wiggling.
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Frequently, conversion between surface representations is necessary. Volumetric grids

are only used as an intermediate data representation for data fusion. The construction of

a regularly sampled volume grid in Z
3 is called voxelisation [63]. Mesh creation from a

volumetric grid is accomplished running the marching cubes algorithm in which each cell

of the thresholded volume is triangulated based on the binary configuration of the cell’s

corner point configuration. With each voxel cell having 8 corner points, 28 configurations

exist. Their polygon representation is retrieved via dictionary lookup [194].

2.4.2 Data fusion and interpolation

No current camera technology is capable of generating a complete continuous surface model

without aligning, integrating and interpolating data from multiple pixelated images from

different viewpoints. The reconstruction of point-based surface data from multiple images

solves the inverse problem of scattered data interpolation and deals with data imperfections

such as (1) noise (2) outliers and (3) non-uniform sampling to obtain a locally detailed

globally smooth surface model. The estimation of a continuous surface interpolates or

approximates a finite number of discrete scattered 3D points. Exact interpolation in the

presence of noise leads to overfitting in which case an approximation of the data points is

preferable. In doing so, a surface interpolant aims at reducing a distance measure d between

the point set PPP and the desired continuous surface S.

E(S) = ∑
i

d2(pppi,S) (2.33)

Modern cameras often generate imprecise image data in high resolution at high frame rates

with a great degree of redundancy. On the one hand, 3D reconstruction benefits from redun-

dancy to denoise, on the other hand the amount of data represents a processing burden and

may introduce inconsistencies. A common way to lower the processing and memory foot-

print is to only select a subset of images from an input sequence, called keyframes, which

sample the model sufficiently and satisfy some quality criteria with respect to viewpoint

variation [113, 162]. A naive approach to merging point cloud data is adding all registered

3D points together into a “thick point set”. With the amount of data to be processed and

visualised scaling linearly with the input images, this technique runs into computational

problems which is why [2] reduce the number of points based on proximity and colour

similarity. The argument is that any given point set implicitly defines a continuous sur-
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face of some scale and points in oversampled regions are redundant. Points sets may also

be thinned by local approximation of the surface defined by nearby points through a func-

tion in a Moving Least Squares (MLS) approach [176], continuously removing points that

have little effect on the parameters of the fitted function. The local point density in deci-

mated points sets is an indication for high frequency surface details. For visualisation the

model is either upsampled [2], point-splatted [155] or meshed [115]. Many of the success-

ful meshing algorithms are tightly coupled to the concepts of Delauney triangulation and

Voronoi diagrams triangulating point samples by satisfying the “empty circumcircle” prop-

erty [15, 81]. Despite being continuous, intuitive and in widespread use, meshes are locally

unsmooth, have a fixed resolution and are more complex to update than alternative surface

representations. Another option is interpolating scattered point clouds through analytical

functions. This has the additional advantage of closing holes in undersampled regions. As

an infinite number of surfaces passes through a finite number of point samples, some form

of regularisation or smoothing is often applied to constrain the cost minimisation. Piece-

wise polynomials, Radial Basis Function (RBF) and B-Splines are popular tools to model

implicit and parametric surfaces [212, 297].

The fundamental idea behind RBFs is that a sum of infinitely differentiable symmetric

kernel functions φ is capable of modelling a universal and smooth function f interpolating

a scattered data point collection PPP,

f (xxx) =
n

∑
i=1

wi ·φ(xxx−oooiii) (2.34)

where oooi denotes the origin of the radial basis function and xxx ∈R
3 the coordinates at which

the function f is being evaluated. The principle has commonalities with the superposition

of sine waves to build arbitrarily complex signals. In a simple scenario n data points are

interpolated by n radial basis functions with their centre at the location of the data point

[212]. Each basis function is assigned a weight which is linearly solved for. A polynomial

may be added to account for the linear component of the approximated surface. Compactly

supported basis function avoid poorly conditioned systems and reduce the computational

footprint for linear solving and evaluation to O(n1.5) and O(nlog(n)) respectively. Non-

uniformly sampled large point data sets of generic surface topology and containing holes

have successfully been interpolated to a high accuracy [39].

In contrast, basis splines or B-Splines fit a continuous surface S to point data by
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breaking complex surface curvature down into a network of connected small surface prim-

itives. These patches are representable by bivariate polynomial functions per coordinate

S(u,v) = (X(u,v),Y (u,v),Z(u,v)). In B-spline approximation a 2D array of control ver-

tices Vi, j guide the surface patches to pass near them. Each surface point is evaluated as

the scaled sum of B-spline functions B centred at the control vertices. A uniform B-Spline

has equidistantly spaced control vertices. In surface approximation a Cartesian product of

univariate B-spline functions may be reused from curve approximation as stated in Equation

2.35.

S(u,v) = ∑
i, j

VVV i, jBi, j(u,v) = ∑
i, j

VVV i, jBi(u)B j(v) (2.35)

The fixed B-spline function segments, the four actual splines in case of cubic polynomi-

als, are linearly solved for upfront under the requirement of trailing off to zero and C2-

continuity. The zero portion at both ends achieve local control and C2-continuity guarantees

any weighted sum of basis functions to equally be a smooth function. An exemplary implicit

B-spline surface fit is shown in Figure 2.10. Fitting a B-spline surface to a point set, the po-

sition of the control vertices V is optimised over to minimise the distance from the points to

the surface S. Considerable work has been done on spline fitting large point sets of arbitrary

topology [80] or warping of thin-plate splines in the context of point set registration [27].

Figure 2.11: Reconstruction from scattered point set illustrated in 2D: (Left) Noisy input sample

points from three views. (Middle) Smooth and thinned moving least squares fit with cubic poly-

nomial. Red circles denote the resulting point set after moving least squares. Small red dots are

removed during thinning. (Right) Implicit integration on (coarse) rectangular signed distance field

and extracted contour using marching squares.

An advantage of volumetric grid-based surface representations [63] is the ease of

highly-parallelised and incremental data integration. An extensively studied and funda-

mental part of many grid-based reconstruction methods is that the weighted mean signed
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distance under L2-norm can be incrementally computed using a point-wise running average.

dk =
wk−1dk−1 + ŵd̂

wk−1 + ŵ
(2.36)

where the tilde is denoting the new projective signed surface distance d̂ derived from the

corresponding new raw depth measurement and an assigned weight ŵ. Conveniently in-

tegrating values into a running average implicitly assumes an additive white noise model

because the sample mean is equal to the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters

of a Gaussian distribution [246]. Data may easily be clipped upon integration increasing

resilience to outliers. Unfortunately, grid-based representations are limited by RAM size

and always compromise between scale and geometric detail. Buffering mechanisms [312]

and sparse hashed grids [223] have been proposed among others to alleviate the polynomial

increase of memory consumption.

2.4.3 Texture mapping

Realistic modelling of a real world object demands the inclusion of appearance alongside

geometric properties of a surface. For the sake of model simplicity, unavailability of colour

images or irrelevance of model appearance, mapping colour or texture onto 3D reconstruc-

tions has seen little attention with authors artificially shading or pseudo-colouring surfaces

for visualisation purposes. Artefacts typically encountered in colour mapping are (1) blur-

ring, (2) ghosting, (3) brightness variation including specularities, (4) texture seams and

(5) distortions. In point-based representations colour is often directly associated as an addi-

tional vertex, face or edge attribute resorting to a one-to-one colour value or UV-coordinates

linking into a supplemental texture map file mapping surface coordinates into normalised

2D image coordinates f : R3 → [0,1]2. As with geometric reconstruction, a sequence of

colour images is necessary to texture a whole model, resulting in texturing approaches ei-

ther selecting a colour pixel or patch from one image [126, 155], blending colour from mul-

tiple images [312] or constructing a texture atlas [4, 60, 202]. Colour information is often

given small weights near depth discontinuities. Additionally upsampling of colour images

has shown to improve texture quality [202]. In implicit grid-based surface representations,

colour can be populated in a parallel volume of equal dimensions [220] or maintained as

an additional grid cell property in the voxel data [223, 312]. Varying illumination is par-

ticularly unsuited for colour blending when lighting changes throughout acquisition or the
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object moves with respect to a static camera under constant lighting conditions. To counter

lighting and seam artefacts in this scenario, a per-image albedo map may be recovered and

blended [156, 183]. Photometric consistency has been globally optimised for vertex colours

[327] as well as texture mapping [145]. While colour is often ignored during registration,

the integration of photometric cues can improve alignment and therefore overall reconstruc-

tion quality as discussed in Section 2.3.

2.5 Parallel processing

After ever higher clock frequencies and general chip performance in single core micro-

processors slowed down significantly at the end of the last century, multi-core CPUs were

entering the market and with them exploitation of their capacity through parallel process-

ing [108]. Klein and Murray [162] were among the first to execute scene mapping tasks

in a separate thread to not impede real-time camera localisation. Alongside CPU multi-

threading, GPUs became consistently more powerful and offered graphics hardware accel-

eration for computationally-heavy rendering through APIs such as OpenGL and Direct3D.

But it wasn’t until mid-2000s when GPGPU programming caused a shift in programming

paradigms towards high-speed massive parallelism on the GPU for general purpose com-

puting in the mainstream segment [233]. With the advent of platforms like CUDA, pro-

gramming and execution of code on the GPU increased programmability through introduc-

tion of an less abstract intermediate layer making GPU functionality available through the

use of ordinary code written in programming languages such as C++ extended by a few

keywords13. For an algorithm to benefit from GPU (or CPU) multi-threading it needs to

be parallelisable. Many computer vision tasks fall into that category. Particularly dense

methods processing every image pixel, 3D point or grid cell independently are suitable for

concurrent implementation on multiple threads (CPU) and kernels (GPU).

Apart from usage of the standard graphics pipeline for rendering tasks such as surfel

splatting for depth map prediction [310], various algorithms are outsourced to the GPU.

This is especially warranted in real-time systems, multiple camera setups and dynamic

scene reconstruction resulting in tight upper bounds on execution time and an increase in

computational complexity with the amount of data to be processed and the number of pa-

rameters to be estimated. Many methods solve a linearised non-linear system of equations

for image alignment. A performance boost is achieved by constructing, storing and manip-

13http://www.nvidia.com/object/cuda_home_new.html

http://www.nvidia.com/object/cuda_home_new.html
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ulating large data structures efficiently on the GPU [220, 310]. Quick parallelised vector

arithmetic on the GPU benefits Jacobian multiplication [74, 222, 312] and the general ex-

ploitation of sparsity patterns in a parallelised manner [316, 328]. The non-linear solver, i.e.

a Gauss-Newton solver with Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient, may reside on the GPU

completely [142, 220, 329] while in some systems the actual solving still takes place on

the host [220, 312]. ICP variants for pose tracking [220, 304] as well as volumetric [220]

and point-based [155] surface data fusion has been reported in GPU-modified versions. The

GPU-based voxel hash table structure by [223] efficiently compresses the volumetric rep-

resentation leveraging performance further. Some open-source SLAM frameworks flexibly

offer both CPU and GPU implementations [247]. The GPU is also used for preprocessing

tasks such as stereo patch matching [74, 329], optical flow estimation [219], image filtering

[312], SIFT descriptor computation [142] or conditional random field segmentation [74].

An overall runtime speedup by a factor of 3 has been reported between a single core

CPU and multi-core GPU implementation in a multi-camera 3D reconstruction pipeline [4].

Despite a massive parallelism potential on the graphics card, an overhead for data transfer

between GPU and CPU memory cuts into runtime gains.

2.6 Applications to breast surface reconstruction and mor-

phometry

Clinical studies up to this date suggest a broad applicability of 3D breast surface imaging

technology in oncologic, oncoplastic and reconstructive surgery. Patient-specific models of

the breast start to prove beneficial to personalised treatment planning, intraoperative guid-

ance, surgical simulations and quantification of postoperative outcome [43, 45, 225, 230].

In analysing real breasts, 3D surface imaging allows more precise and comprehensive shape

measurements than their 2D counterparts [190, 196]. Despite a growing body of research

underpinning its clinical value and evidence of a strong correlation with reference meth-

ods [166, 225] and experts’ opinion [129, 224, 227], scepticism as to the usefulness and

prospective impact of 3D breast surface imaging persists among clinicians [38, 225].

2.6.1 Clinical value of 3D breast surface imaging

3D surface imaging can support the surgeon in more reproducible treatment decisions that

were previously taken after inspecting the patient (‘eyeballing’ the patient) mainly based

on the surgeon’s personal experience and aptitude [36, 216, 225]. To date, various studies
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successfully employed 3D surface imaging of the breast for implant and expander sizing

in reconstructive surgery [89, 180, 284]. Formulas have been developed on basis of 3D

surface imaging to predict the amount of resection weight in reduction mammoplasties

[84]. Henseler et al. [128] used 3D surface scans in 44 patients after autologous recon-

struction to find significant volume differences between the reconstructed and unaffected

breasts. 3D surface scanning also proves an effective tool to determine the best flap or

implant-based reconstruction procedure among alternative techniques in terms of symme-

try [71, 143, 282]. In prospective studies performing different types of mammoplasties,

3D surface scans served to identify baseline breast asymmetry [195], postoperative vol-

ume loss [271], tissue distribution changes such as the bottoming-out effect [271, 287], the

compressive effect of implants on projection [134, 287] and an increase in the nipple to in-

framammary fold distance [146]. Through the use of 3D surface imaging, Moyer et al. [213]

correlated breast asymmetry after BCS in 23 patients to the amount of excised tissue. In

fat transfer breast augmentation, 3D surface scans give quantitative information about long-

term fat retention rates depending on donor site and concomitant implant reconstruction

[225]. Fat survival is estimated around 40-50% [50]. Further innovative clinical research

is concerned with the prediction of surgical outcome through the use of 3D breast surface

scanning. Wound healing was simulated through biomechanical soft-tissue modelling in 4

patients undergoing BCS integrating a combination of MRI and 3D surface scans. The sim-

ulations were validated against follow-up scans at a mean surface accuracy of 3.3 mm [299].

The method aims to improve the outcome of interventions by reducing adverse wound heal-

ing. In a second strand of literature on biomechanical modelling, Khatam et al. [158] employ

a customised commercial 3D scanner to quantify the variation in breast skin deformation

and movement of breast boundaries due to gravitational loading as the subject orientation is

altered. Commercial 3D scanning systems predicted the result of implant-based breast aug-

mentation procedures in 20, 22 and 39 patients, respectively [111, 203, 253]. The authors

report a good reproducibility and an overall surface accuracy of 4.0 mm [203, 253]. One

of the studies claims accuracies of <1mm for 89% of the breast surface [111]. The virtual

modelling of the postsurgical breast in the different surgical scenarios empowers patients

in the decision making process and improves the surgeon-patient relationship [111, 253].

There is also clinical interest in the innovative area of 3D printing of breasts. Hummer-

link et al. [139] print 3D breast moulds from 3D surface scans of 6 patients. These breast
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templates were then used to support the intraoperative creation of autologous flaps in re-

constructive surgery. An extensive body of literature regards 3D surface images as a useful

adjunct to clinical practice in breast cancer care and beyond. A main concern and limitation

for its widespread adoption remains the high purchasing costs of commercial 3D scanners

[43, 45, 166, 225, 288].

2.6.2 Breast surface reconstruction

Surface reconstruction techniques for objects of different scale and deformity reach maturity

in other fields [12], yet the translation to breast healthcare happens at a slower pace. Tra-

ditionally, clinical studies extract breast surfaces through segmentation of cross-sectional

images [106, 120]. These imaging modalities, however, are often costly, time-consuming,

discomforting to the patient, associated with ionising radiation, low resolution in one or

more dimensions and not part of routine diagnostics. A growing number of clinical publi-

cations are thus applying 3D surface scanning to the breast [43, 45, 225, 298]. Among these,

a large proportion rely on both commercial scanning systems [163, 177, 238] and commer-

cial processing tools [83, 165, 196, 287]. Although delivering high-resolution models with

sub-millimetre accuracy, commercial solutions are generally expensive and bulky or com-

plex to use [43]. Further, their algorithms remain disclosed to the public. Occasionally,

experimental camera setups have been designed, including an active stereo [289], passive

multi-stereo system with flash units [127] and a handheld laser spot scanner [41]. Also, sin-

gle and multi-view Kinect setups have been investigated for dedicated use in breast surface

imaging and reconstruction [59, 242, 309]. A keypoint-driven tesselation-based coarse reg-

istration with correspondence clipping depending on colour histogram similarity followed

by a global registration embedding Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) theory in an ICP

algorithm is proposed by [59]. Scanning protocols require the patient in standing posture

with different arm placement [59, 232, 238] or to rest in prone or semi-prone position to

avoid occlusion in big-breasted subjects [127, 289]. Accuracy and repeatability is validated

in phantom and clinical studies measuring inter-landmark or surface-to-surface distances

as well as comparing volume estimates. Passive markers, a segmented CT scan and a clay

mould serve as reference in the respective experiments. It is concluded that the technol-

ogy is accurate and robust enough for clinical practice [232, 238, 242]. Mammometric

measurements on a reconstructed female mannequin were also compared against software-

based evaluation results showing acceptable agreement [309]. For recent reviews on 3D
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surface imaging of the breast the reader is referred to [43, 225]. Table 2.4 summarises
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Thomson [289] 2009 Active stereo 1 X ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ X

Catanuto [41, 237] 2009 Laser spot scanner ≫1 ✗ X ✗ o ✗ X

Henseler [127] 2011 Multi-stereo system 4 X ✗ X ✗ ✗ X

Wheat [309] 2014 2x Microsoft Kinect 2 ✗ X X ✗ ✗ ✗

Oliveira [232] 2014 Microsoft Kinect 1 X X ✗ ✗ ✗ X

Costa [59] 2014 Microsoft Kinect 3 X X X ✗ X X

Pöhlmann [242] 2014 Microsoft Kinect 1 ✗ X ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Table 2.4: Overview of methods using low-cost and custom scanners for 3D breast surface imaging.

The scanner is moving during acquisition in [41, 237]. Despite not handling deformations explicitly

motion is compensated through respiratory gating marked in the table with an “o” in [41, 237].

cost-effective solutions to 3D breast surface imaging employing consumer depth cameras

or prototype camera systems in particular.

One of the main challenges in 3D breast reconstruction is the correction of involun-

tary motion in multi-shot or incremental acquisition setups. Kovacs et al. [165] investigate

different setups and report the highest precision and accuracy for two synchronised sensors

placed laterally relative to the sagittal plane in comparison to a single sensor. Reproducibil-

ity was also better for shorter acquisition times and when a repositioning of the patient

could be avoided. Several publications specifically address breathing deformation. They

try to alleviate the affects of breathing imposing a ‘hold breath’ acquisition protocol [83],

subsequent compensation [252], low-pass filtering [252] or respiratory gating [237]. Liu et

al. [191] advocate standardised 3D scanning protocols with respect to respiratory states af-

ter obtaining a mean breast volume difference of 6% between inhalation and exhalation in a

10-patient study. There has also been work on statistical modelling of breathing in the com-

puter graphics community [294]. Appreciating the breast to be a highly deformable organ,

there is a general trend towards 4D or temporal reconstruction [24, 41, 131]. While im-

pressive with high-quality dynamic reconstructions at up to 60 Hz, this can however require

costly and sensitive setups preventing a transition into clinical use [35, 245]. Additionally

and despite the integration of several viewpoints, some areas remain occluded so called

“blind areas” and result in holes in the final reconstruction like the intra-mammary fold in
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saggy breasts. Factors that generally complicate the reconstruction in comparison to other

fields is the fact that the region of interest is mainly made up of texture-less homogeneous

skin of the bare torso complicating any form of keypoint detection and matching [230].

By definition, a surface lacks information about internal structures. A recurrent hurdle in

breast surface imaging has been determining the chest wall boundary or mammary anatomic

border [197, 236]. Various approaches have been taken to tackle this problem including cal-

culation of a breast-less torso [236], cut-off regression plane [252] and projected superior

boundary [287]. It is known that the rib cage is curved [236], still the approximation of the

chest wall through simpler geometric entities such as a plane is common practice.

2.6.3 Breast morphometry

Preserving or even improving the cosmesis is a critical secondary goal of BCS after oncolog-

ically safe tumour removal [68]. Therefore, the 3d breast is to be critically and objectively

analysed in its shape, symmetry, size and appearance as these properties are decisive factors

in choosing an appropriate course of treatment [225]. This includes the choice of the surgi-

cal procedure that will give the best possible postoperative aesthetic outcome. Surgeon and

patient may benefit from a geometrically faithful and realistic visualisation of the 3D breast

model, allowing a spatial appreciation and interactive viewing of the breast. However, the

complex breast region also needs to be summarised into a set of discriminative and compa-

rable parameters. These parameters can then be consulted at different stages of treatment.

Breast morphometry or volumetry aims at assessing and quantifying breast shape in such

parameters with respect to breast cosmesis. Morphological parameters typically derived as a

predictor and surrogate for shape are volume, surface area, projection, distribution, contours

and colour similarity [225]. Tepper et al. [288] coined the term mammometrics to standard-

ise a set of fixed planes, distances and volumes derived from various anatomical landmarks.

Traditionally, total breast volume was treated as an indicator of whole-organ change [197].

Breast volume has long been of clinical interest [140, 208]. Nonetheless, early methods

did not publish accuracy data or performed poorly [197]. Basic contact volumetry included

Archimedian or negative plaster cast water displacement methods and anthropometric mea-

surements [166]. In all calculations, although patients’ perception can differ, generally the

higher the similarity of the treated breast in comparison to the contralateral breast the su-

perior the outcome. To facilitate a visual comparison between both breasts in absence of a

longitudinal study, the healthy breast may be mirrored, overlaid and registered to the treated
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breast.

With the widespread use of digital photography, software tools for breast aesthetic

evaluation, namely BCCT.core and BAT, were designed to semi-automatically extract 2D

measurements of patient photos compliant to a minimal set of acquisition specifications

[33]. Manual landmark selection though has been shown to be erroneous and research

into automation of landmark detection with the help of 3D surface imaging has been con-

ducted [228, 236]. In follow-up work, several publications find breast symmetry evalu-

ations using 3D surface data to outperform 2D photography derived scores in precision

demonstrating significantly higher correlation to consultants’ opinion and manual measure-

ments [83, 228, 232]. Various active stereo-photogrammetry systems have been used for

breast distance, area, circumference and volume estimation in synthetic, phantom and pa-

tient studies in the context of oncoplastic and aesthetic breast surgery. Pioneering work used

film stereo cameras computing breast volume by trapezoidal accumulation of sparsely de-

fined contour regions delineating the chest wall border as the location of noticeable change

in slope. A chi-squared test confirmed correlation between perceived and estimated breast

size differences, age and menstrual status [197]. Either interactive or automatic landmark

placement facilitates contouring and approximation of the closed breast volume via Coons

patch interpolation [9, 236], centroid method [252] or parametric model [47]. Tumour lo-

cation (p < 0.05), tumour to breast volume ratio (p = 0.028) and the absolute amount of

resected tissue (p = 0.036) have recently been shown to be a significant predictor for cos-

metic outcome [213, 301]. Mammometrics were repeatedly correlated to symmetry and

assist in measuring ptosis [181], breast contour and volume regression [40, 236]. The earli-

est work to employ the Kinect for 3D breast surface measurements by Oliveira et al. [229]

automates breast contour localisation. Feasibility studies carrying out breast volumetry us-

ing the Kinect sensor in the context of implant size prediction followed [130, 244].

Although accepted as a key metric, Catanuto et al. [42] argue that the volume alone

does not describe breast shape sufficiently and lament the lack of reliable shape descriptors.

Chen et al. [47] highlight that 3D surface imaging is a reliable, reproducible and the least

discomforting imaging technique available for breast shape assessment. This is supported

by O’Connell et al. [224] who find a strong correlation between volume and symmetry

measurements from 3D surface imaging and expert panel assessment.
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2.7 Discussion

In this literature survey we reviewed low-cost active RGBD cameras pervading consumer

markets with different technologies such as structured light and time-of-flight taking a tech-

nological leap and complementing each other in their imaging characteristics. 3D surface

imaging has gained momentum in the context of breast surface reconstruction. However,

studies in breast surface reconstruction has overwhelmingly been relying on commercial

solutions for image acquisition and processing with little technical detail disclosed about

the workings of proprietary algorithms. There is a vast body of non-medical research hav-

ing produced mature techniques for general scene 3D surface reconstruction working with

freely exploring monocular video cameras, single-shot multi camera setups and recently

combinations thereof for temporal 4D reconstructions. In breast surface reconstruction the

bare upper torso can be expected to be textureless suggesting the use of dense over sparse

feature-based registration methods. Loop closure techniques as a form of global optimi-

sation shall not be considered as data recorded in accordance with the predefined clinical

acquisition protocol does not loop. In addition, the rigid scene assumption is violated to

a varying degree due to inherent deformation caused by patients’ self rotation and breath-

ing motion in front of a static tripod-mounted camera calling for quasi-rigid or non-rigid

registration techniques to not compromise shape accuracy. In the attempt to devise an easy-

to-operate low cost surface reconstruction system as a tool for breast cancer treatment a set

of reasonable assumptions will have to be established congruent with the data. On basis

of these assumptions available methodologies can be combined and tailored into a solution

capable of building a consistent high quality 3D breast surface model.



Chapter 3

Two-Kinect clinical breast data capture

Kinect data is recorded in the context of a comprehensive clinical trial. Collected data serve

the development of standardised methods for the simulation of surgical outcomes and ob-

jective outcome assessment in breast conservative cancer treatment. 3D reconstruction of

the breast surface plays a crucial role in achieving this primary research goal. As a precursor

to reconstruction, a capture application needs to be designed, implemented and deployed in

hospital. The contributions of this chapter are in the development of such an application to

capture medical photographic images from two software-synchronised RGBD cameras to

reconstruct the surface shape and appearance of the patient’s body. A capture workstation

is deployed in the medical photography studio of a hospital for a longitudinal study that en-

tails recording marker-free patient data of 87 patients overall 16 of which prior to and post

surgery and radiation treatment. This constitutes a unique RGBD data set of breast cancer

patients of different clinical subgroups regarding tumour size, cup size, age and nodal status

representative for early breast cancer patients across Europe. The capture process is de-

signed to be controlled through a minimal graphical interface by the medical photographer

on site. The data set is extended to include captures of a phantom model. For phantom data

acquisition a fleshtone anthropomorphic mannequin is rotated on an electric rotation plat-

form to abide to the guidelines of the acquisition protocol. To the best of our knowledge,

the capture setup is the first and only one to have been reported for simultaneous capture of

both a Microsoft Kinect v1 and Kinect v2.
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3.1 Requirements

3.1.1 Existing applications

A capture application for dedicated use within the project has been developed by project

partners. Yet, this application only supports capture of Kinect v1 data. The Microsoft SDK

supplies demo applications and the Point Cloud Library (PCL) includes an open-sourced

KinectFusion variant allowing visualisation and real-time reconstruction from Kinect data.

Unfortunately recording data or the use of more than one camera at a time are not supported.

Neutral blue background

Workstation

Tripod

Mounted Kinects

Studio light

Figure 3.1: (Left) Photography studio setup for data acquisition including light blue unicoloured

wallpaper, floor markings, continuous light sources and a table with a portable workstation running

the capture application. (Right) Both Kinect sensors are mounted on the tripod. The Kinect v2 is

screwed into tripod head. On top, the Kinect v1 is attached with a Velcro strap.

3.1.2 Use case analysis in compliance with acquisition protocol

Data is acquired in adherence to a predefined acquisition protocol to ensure relevant medi-

cal information is captured subject to least variability under comparable conditions between

patients and modalities. A medical photographer is instructing the patient, using the appli-

cation and supervising the capture process. The patient is standing in a windowless evenly

illuminated room without jewellery and bare-breasted in front of a neutral homogeneous

background. To offer the highest contrast to skin colour a light blue is chosen. No flash is

used. Time and inconvenience for the patient is to be limited to a minimum. As shown in

Figure 3.1, the Kinect cameras are mounted on a tripod at an approximate distance of 0.9 m

to the patient. For data protection reasons the field-of-view excludes the head, an unique

subject identifier is used and data is encrypted. To avoid lateral occlusions the patients are
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asked to place their hands on their hips and slowly rotate their body 180◦ between lateral

views while maintaining their pose as rigid as possible. For the phantom data sequences

an electric rotating platform is used. The application is started by initialising the Kinect

cameras and visualise the four live input streams on a single tiled screen. The Kinects are

positioned on a tripod facing the patient. Correct positioning is assessed by checking that

the patient is broadly centred within the four video streams and the hand of the outstretched

arm is just above the minimum measurable distance. The patient identifier is entered into a

validated text field. The main use case involves recording data on the press of a button (see

Figure 3.2). Feedback is given to the user in terms of the current capture rate and an appli-

cation status (ready, capturing, saving files). The system may be shutdown after capturing

finishes or another sequence of the next patient may be recorded.

Capture application

Medical Photographer

Enter patient ID

Record

Instruct patient

Initialise Kinects

Status feedback

<<extend>>

Patient

<<include>>
Kinect SDK

<<include>>

Figure 3.2: UML use case diagram. The medical photographer is to record Kinect data of the

self-rotating patient using the capture application’s user interface.

3.1.3 Non-functional requirements

The focus in non-functional requirements lies on privacy, performance and usability. Ac-

quisition is carried out in a medical photography studio on the hospital site. The capture

application is run on a system that includes a portable workstation and a camera setup ca-

pable of recording Kinect data sequences in a quick and straightforward fashion via a clear

graphical user interface. After acquisition, the studio can be freed up again as it is generally

on a tight schedule and used for other internal projects and imaging requests. The solution

needs to support anonymisation and encryption of data. The hardware used to run the ap-

plication needs to have enough cores, general processing power and large enough memory
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to capture, hold and store frames from four streams simultaneously at full frame rate.

3.2 Implementation, deployment and support

The application is implemented and run in native C++ on a Windows 64 bit machine using

Cinder for a lightweight OpenGL-based graphical user interface, OpenCV for 16 bit image

file I/O and Boost for CPU multi-threading libraries. To fulfil non-functional requirements,

the application is able to subscribe data from all four streams at output frame rate simul-

taneously running four cores on a hyper-threaded quad-core Intel Core i7-4710MQ CPU.

Each Kinect comes with their own SDK and interface (Kinect for Windows SDK 1.8 for

Kinect v1, Kinect for Windows SDK v2.0 1409 for Kinect v2). As depicted in Figure 3.3,

the adapter design pattern is used to unify and abstract the proprietary interfaces. A thread

pool is implemented managing available threads for batch job scheduling. New frames

are constantly polled from the opened camera streams in parallel threads and stored in a

shared synchronized queue as well as visualised for the operator to continuously inspect

the field-of-view and patient-to-camera distance throughout the acquisition. To simultane-

ously capture two streams of two Kinect cameras at full frame rate the application processes

around 120 frames per second. Thread jobs are also used to dump software-timestamped

frames to hard disc during capture in a FIFO fashion. A lock mechanism is used internally

to avoid race conditions. Both RGB and depth frames are stored as digital images in the

lossless PNG image format.

kinect

concurrency

CaptureApplication

ThreadPool

Sensor

Kinect1SensorImpl Kinect2SensorImpl
SynchronizedFrameQueue

FrameProducerFrameQueue
T

Figure 3.3: Simplified UML class diagram for capture application.

A small menu with hotkey-support is added to allow the operator to enter an

anonymised unique subject identifier, start and stop the scanning process as well as read the

application status (see Figure 3.4). Medical photographers in the department were trained

at the beginning of patient accrual. As the workstation was detached from intra and internet
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for data protection reasons, software updates and support were provided manually by the

author on an on-demand basis.

Figure 3.4: Capture application. Screenshot of the graphical interface of the capture application

visualising all depth and colour streams live at once next to a menu to control the scanning process.

In the tiled layout, the top row displays the Kinect v1 and the bottom row the Kinect v2 streams.

3.3 Latency analysis

The minimal latency of the Kinect v2 has been specified as 20 ms [92] with much higher

latencies measured in practice. The latency of the Kinect v1 including data transfer from

the camera has been experimentally evaluated to be 73±10.8 ms [16]. Figure 3.5 plots the

software side latencies in our capture application measured for a sequence of frames. The

number of frames are corresponding to a typical scanning duration. The top row shows

the latency for polling and processing a new frame in the capture application using Mi-

crosoft’s official Kinect for Windows programming interface. The latency measurement

includes checking the availability of a new frame, retrieving the frame data and pushing it

to a synchronised queue. Therefore latencies are affected by delays in the communication

over the bus. Latencies are negligibly low for the Kinect v1 but higher for the Kinect v2

mainly due to the larger size of HD colour images. Higher camera and processing latencies

cause inaccurate software timestamps and can lead to buffer overruns with frames occa-

sionally being dropped. The latencies in writing the images to disc do not cause frame loss

and strongly depend on what hardware is used and the scheduling of the operating system.

Nonetheless, the lower right plot emphasises that writing latencies are significantly higher

and non-deterministic and therefore justify decoupling image data I/O from camera stream
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subscription.
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Figure 3.5: Capture application latencies: (From top left to bottom right) Latencies to poll and

process new colour and depth frames in separate plots for Kinect v1 and v2, inverse frame rate for

incoming depth frames and writing-to-disc latency.

3.4 Clinical data collection

Radiological, photographic and non-image data were collected at three clinical sites across

Europe (Royal Free Hospital London, Champalimaud Breast Unit and Leiden University

Medical Center) making up a digital patient representation to facilitate patient-specific cos-

metic evaluation, simulation and treatment planning. Intermediate data derived from this

collected data includes e.g. tumour segmentations as well as breast surface reconstructions.

Among the clinical sites, Kinect v1 and v2 as well as gold-standard 3D stereophotogram-

metric data from a 3dMD torso system1 were only recorded at the Royal Free Hospital

in London. The clinical protocol was defined by the project consortium to ensure a suffi-

cient sample of commonly seen early breast cancer cases by including different age groups,

patients with varying tumour size and location, breast size and nodal status.

An overall 87 patients have been scanned before treatment with both Kinects. Among

these, 16 patients were part of a longitudinal study and had a 1 year follow post-treatment

1http://3dmd.com

http://3dmd.com
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Figure 3.6: Clinical data statistics: (Left) Pie chart of patients’ cup sizes. (Middle) Patients’ BMI.

The average BMI in the patient cohort was 27.1 kg/m2. (Right) A total of 235.9 GB of Kinect v1 and

v2 data were collected of which Kinect v2 takes the majority due to its uncompressed HD colour

images.

scan. Figure 3.6 visualises some patient and data-related statistics. Figures 3.7 to 3.10 show

a cross-section of depth and colour frames from both Kinect v1 and v2 data sequences for a

selection of four patients. The letter ‘L’ in the patient identifier stands for patients that are

part of the longitudinal study. All other patient identifier carry the letter ‘X’ instead.
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Figure 3.7: Four frames from the Kinect v1 depth camera stream. Depth values are windowed with

a centre of 0.9 m and a width of 0.6 m. Invalid pixels marked purple.
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Figure 3.8: Four frames from the Kinect v1 RGB sequences of the same patients.
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Figure 3.9: Four frames from the Kinect v2 depth camera stream for exemplar patients. Depth

windowing as in Figure 3.7. The field-of-view of the Kinect v2 is wider.
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Figure 3.10: Four frames from the Kinect v2 RGB sequences for the same patients. Kinect v2 RGB

camera captures in HD resolution. Depth and colour also come in different resolution and aspect

ratio. Depth and colour are scaled differently for visualisation purposes.

3.5 Discussion

The outlined acquisition setup in this chapter involves capturing data from two Kinects.

However, the protocol was designed for the Kinects to independently image a similar scene

from the same viewpoint under equal imaging conditions to establish comparability between

both generations of Kinect cameras. Simultaneous capture was implemented solely on the

grounds of time-efficiency accepting the technical trade-offs of this approach.

Actual multi-camera setups make use of different viewpoints and have the advantage

to capture the whole geometry of interest instantaneously or within a very short capture

time, ‘freezing’ the subject and thus eliminating motion. A number of 360◦ body scanning

systems exist with numerous clinical applications in epidemiology, diagnosis, treatment and

monitoring [292]. Although full body scanners may consist of up to 46 camera units e.g. for

dermatoscopy2, 2 to 4 anterior torso viewpoints provide sufficient coverage in breast scan-

ning [52, 127, 165, 309]. Multi-camera setups naturally reduce random and quasi-random

error when filtering or averaging multiple measurements. Quasi-random error is the mixture

of various systematic errors that cannot be distinguished anymore. Multi-camera setups re-

quire a more involved geometric calibration subject to additional systematic error. Extrinsic

2https://www.canfieldsci.com/common/docs/products/11/brochures/

VECTRAWB360brochure.pdf

https://www.canfieldsci.com/common/docs/products/11/brochures/VECTRAWB360brochure.pdf
https://www.canfieldsci.com/common/docs/products/11/brochures/VECTRAWB360brochure.pdf
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calibration of multiple Kinect cameras may be performed using standard checkerboards in

a time-consuming manner or will require specialised calibration objects such as a checked

cube or other marked calibration objects [4, 295]. In multi-Kinect capture, special atten-

tion has to be paid to the design of the acquisition setup and protocol in order to prevent

crosstalk of the light emitters of two or more active cameras. Both generations of Kinect use

near-infrared laser light for 3D inference. Multi-camera interference results in up to 95%

data loss in the Kinect v1 [205] and causes severe measurement error in the Kinect v2 [185].

Thus far, there is no evidence for depth degradation due to interference between a Kinect v1

and v2 camera. Different strategies to cancel interference are proposed in literature such

as scheduling sensors through mechanical shutters [10] or electronic toggling [90], subtle

sensor vibration [32, 179, 204], minimisation of frustum overlap [290] and mathematically

modelling of the interference components [185]. Some multiple-Kinect studies do not con-

sider interference arguing that no significant deterioration of depth quality was observed

[4, 314]. Despite some clear advantages, the concurrent operation of multiple Kinects in

a synchronised multi-camera setup brings its own challenges and sacrifices affordability,

portability and simplicity over a one Kinect setup. As it was necessary to remove the scan-

ning equipment after each imaging session, an inevitable recalibration of a multi-Kinect

setup before every patient would have overstretched clinical schedules further favouring a

monocular solution.

The current acquisition protocol also lacks appropriate lighting control. It requires

an even unmixed illumination with known colour temperature to avoid shadows and allow

correct white balancing. Therefore, two studio lamps on a rolling stand were placed to the

left and right of the camera tripod facing the patient (see Figure 3.1). However, no lim-

itations were imposed on the spectrum of the emitted light. The manufacturer-specified

spectral properties of the used halogen light bulbs reveal a high-amplitude emission beyond

the frequency ranges of visible light into near-infrared wavelengths. The ambient light

overlaps with the operating wavelengths of the Kinect sensors leading to crosstalk oversatu-

rating the pixels and reducing the signal-to-noise ratio [174]. To achieve a higher robustness

against ambient light, the Kinect cameras dispose of a band-pass filter and suppression of

background illumination through subtraction of ambient light on the chip [262]. Despite

these measures, experiments confirm the Kinect v2 suffers from high depth variation and

the Kinect v1 stops delivering depth altogether under the influence of intense ambient light
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[262]. The extent to which the room illumination and concurrent operation of two Kinects

corrupted the acquired data in this work has not been determined.

The limited viewpoint variation in the captured data is another weakness of the simple

acquisition protocol. The static Kinect camera images a subject that is only rotating around

its yaw axis leading to a camera trajectory within a horizontal plane. This causes grazing

angles of incidence throughout the entire capture sequence in certain parts of the breast such

as the submammary region. The sharper the angle of the surface to the camera, the less light

is returned to the sensor resulting in a worse signal-to-noise ratio affecting measurement

precision of both Kinects and ultimately causing failure to deliver depth in case of the

Kinect v1 and wrong depth measurements through flying pixels in case of the Kinect v2 [58,

243]. Most commercial 3D scanners (see Section 2.2.7) and many clinical breast surface

studies therefore incorporate a camera position at a low-angle leading to more accurate and

precise measurements in the submammary region [52, 127, 165].

With different patient heights, adjustments of the tripod legs and unspecific placement

of the studio lamps, the angle of the breast surface to the light source and thus the reflec-

tion of light onto the camera varies between patients and between both vertically-displaced

Kinect cameras. Due to the patients’ rotation in a stationary photography studio, the light-

ing relative to the patient also constantly changes. The poor control of the angle to the light

may have confounded the results of this study. A setup where the angle of the light source

stays fixed with respect to the patient is preferable. Extracting the albedo could help in

minimising shadow artefacts increasing texture quality. Indirectly, texture mapping quality

will improve with higher geometric accuracy of the reconstruction.





Chapter 4

Low-cost rigid breast surface reconstruction

pipeline

In this chapter we develop a method to create a complete 3D breast surface model from the

sequence of captured RGBD images. Advances in aesthetic evaluation, surgical planning

and outcome prediction have been investigated by using geometrically precise 3D mod-

elling of the breast surface before and after the procedure. However, existing 3D scanning

and modelling solutions are based on expensive site specific setups and remain weakly val-

idated. We model the underlying inverse vision problem as a SLAM problem through a

reconstruction pipeline using algorithms from the robotics and computer vision domain.

These type of algorithms have gained huge popularity and maturity in recent years for rigid

cluttered office type environments. The two main components are sequential alignment of

the reprojected depth images from their camera into a shared global coordinate frame and

progressive fusion of all image data into a complete denoised and gap-free model (see Fig-

ure 4.1). Each image only covers a viewpoint-dependent part of the torso. Visual tracking is

particularly difficult in this scenario as we wish to track a single moving foreground subject

whose measurements are noisy and textureless. The methodology relies on an end-to-end

dense SLAM-based reconstruction pipeline comprising additional preprocessing and subse-

quent non-linear graph-based pose optimisation to diffuse residual pose errors. Results from

a phantom study, with ground truth obtained through commercially available scanners, indi-

cate that the approach is promising with RMS errors around 2 mm. A clinical study shows

the practical applicability of our method and compares favourably to high-end scanning so-

lutions. The pipeline is the first to densely track and fuse RGBD sequences in a volumetric

grid for breast surface reconstruction for potential clinical use and constitutes an important
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Figure 4.1: (Left) Selection of segmented and windowed depth frames from acquisition sequence

alongside corresponding segmented colour images. Invalid depth pixels are marked purple. (Right)

Superimposed surface reconstruction with estimated camera trajectory.

step towards increased use of objective reproducible measures in aesthetic outcome eval-

uation. Moreover, we compare breast surface reconstructions from two consumer-grade

RGBD cameras i.e. the Microsoft Kinect v1 and Kinect v2 against a gold standard refer-

ence model acquired using a medical-grade 3D capture system. Due to the different depth

sensing technology and specifications of both devices we contribute insights into the short-

comings of applying standard reconstruction methods to our kind of data. In particular, the

violation of the rigid scene assumption comes at a cost of loss of detail and geometrical dis-

tortions. Regarding the image formation process, multi-path interference in time-of-flight

data causes reconstruction of non-existing particles as a symptom of flying pixels or distorts

surface features (among other errors). We believe the underestimation of breast size to be

linked to the overestimation of distance in the concave inframammary fold captured with

little viewpoint variation in all data sequences.

4.1 Introduction

We report our framework for breast surface reconstruction using two Microsoft Kinect sen-

sors. This work has in part been previously described in the publications [86, 170]. Our

method involves system calibration and data pre-processing, initial reconstruction using

KinectFusion [220] and reconstruction refinement by using non-linear pose optimisation.

We compare the 3D reconstruction quality in a twofold experimental validation using a man-

nequin phantom model as well as clinical data. For ground truth (GT) acquisition during

our experimental evaluation we use high-precision commercial-grade scanning solutions.
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram visualising the steps of the extended reconstruction pipeline divided into

the three packages: preprocessing, reconstruction and postprocessing. New and changing input/out-

put variables are added as labels for ease of understanding.

4.2 Data preprocessing

Our semi-automatic framework for breast surface reconstruction relies on the RGBD sen-

sor to be geometrically calibrated. Further preprocessing steps include image undistortion,

foreground segmentation, clipping of unreliable depth measurements as well as the pairing

of individual images from the captured depth and RGB input stream.

4.2.1 Sensor calibration and image undistortion

Each RGBD sensor is modelled as a pair of pinhole cameras with radial distortion as in-

troduced in 2.2.1. 2D camera calibration establishes the projective mapping between 3D

world and 2D pixel coordinates. Stereo 3D calibration determines the transformation from

the coordinate system of one camera to another. The former is usually represented by a

3×3 intrinsics matrix KKK that holds the internal optical camera characteristics and the latter

through an extrinsic matrix TTT ∈ SE(3) storing the camera pose comprising a location and

orientation. The Kinect cameras are shipped with an on-board factory calibration. There

are two reasons calling for a redo of that geometric calibration.

1. The manufacturer calibration can only be accessed when the device is attached and

proprietary library functions are used

2. With an extensive set of calibration images it is possible to improve on the factory

calibration as previously demonstrated in the literature [132, 322]
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The calibration procedure per pinhole camera involves three steps. Firstly, an edge de-

tector localises the checkerboard corners given their strong black and white contrast. Corner

positions are probabilistically optimised based on the known geometric regularity and size

of the pattern. Because all checkerboard corners lie in a plane their z component in world

coordinates can be defined as 0 simplifying the projective transformation to a 8 DoF scale-

ambiguous homography HHH ∈ R
3×3.

q̃qq = λ
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(4.1)

λ denotes the scaling factor, q̃qq = [u v 1]T the homogeneous pixel coordinates of a

checkerboard corner and [x y 1]T the homogeneous world coordinates of the same corner

omitting the z component. Secondly, a closed-form solution exploiting the underlying or-

thogonality constraints initialises the homography using at least four corner point correspon-

dences in three different views. Lastly, this homography is refined in an iterative non-linear

least squares optimisation minimising the target reprojection error using all corner point

pairs as constraints and extending the parameter space by including the non-linear distor-

tion coefficients. As calibration target a planar wooden board was fitted with a checkerboard

pattern of uneven grid resolution 10× 7 and squares of size 24.52 mm. A classic checker-

board pattern is used because it can readily be printed, is compatible with the calibration

software and suited for subpixel accurate estimation of camera parameters [1]. Per sensor

24 or more calibration images were captured at a variety of distances, positions and incli-

nations to the camera. In case of the Kinect v1 the pattern projector was covered to not

obscure the calibration target in the infrared images. Alternative calibration targets such as

those containing circular point patterns have not been considered. Simultaneous calibration

of a sensor with a camera pair such as the Kinect has been reported using the depth and

colour images [132, 322]. As depth is a derived measurement from the infrared sensor both

images share a coordinate frame allowing the use of infrared for a standard stereo camera

pair calibration. The individual cameras in the Kinect sensors were calibrated using the

Matlab Computer Vision Toolbox1 in version 7.0 providing an easy-to-use interface to clas-

1http://uk.mathworks.com/products/computer-vision
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sic camera calibration algorithms [125, 325]. Higher-order radial distortion coefficients,

tangential distortion and skew were either close to zero or did not measurably improve the

reprojection error and were omitted.

Checkerboard dimensions

X

Y

Checkerboard corners IR Checkerboard corners RGB

Figure 4.3: The checkerboard dimensions, the localised checkerboard corner coordinates in the

infrared and colour calibration target images and the camera intrinsics from the individual camera

calibration are passed to the stereo camera calibration function which outputs a relative camera pose

in a two-step calibration procedure.

Finally, the relative pose TTT between the infrared and RGB sensor is to be estimated in

a stereo camera calibration. Widely available stereo calibration tools rely on an identical

image resolution between both sensors for the rectification step. Due to the difference in

image resolution between the RGB and infrared sensor in case of the Kinect v2 OpenCV’s

routine cv::stereoCalibrate was used instead. This function is working on the detected cor-

ner points directly as shown in Figure 4.3. Stereo calibration, as does the pinhole camera

calibration, comprises a linear initialisation step and a non-linear refinement step. All re-

projection errors were below 0.2 px.

The colour profile of the Kinect v1 and v2 are noticeably different from each other al-

though both are set to automatically expose and white balance. Unfortunately the Kinect v2

API does not provide functionality to adjust the colour camera settings. Another option is

the use of a colourchecker with reference colours to neutralise colours after capture through

a colour correction matrix. However, the Kinect v2 colour images have areas of overexpo-

sure which cannot be recovered because the colour information is missing (data overflow).

As a result, only a geometric camera calibration is performed at this stage.

All input frames were undistorted using 2nd and 4th order radial distortion coefficients

and the widely adopted model proposed by [324] before being passed on to the reconstruc-

tion process as described in Section 2.2.1. Depth frames were transformed using discrete

inverse maps from the undistorted destination image to the distorted source image subject
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to nearest neighbour interpolation error.

4.2.2 Frame selection and pairing

The ends of each data set are trimmed manually to the actual 180◦ rotation. All incom-

ing frames were software timestamped in the capture application (see Section 3.2). Based

on these timestamps, depth and colour frames are paired prior to reconstruction. Pairing

happens by assigning each depth frame to the closest colour frame in acquisition time and

below a fixed threshold of 30 ms. The threshold is justified by the little amount of interframe

motion and to accommodate for inaccuracies in timestamping due to variable latencies in

driver and software. The resulting sequence of RGBD frame pairs is typically sampled a

bit lower but close to the 30 Hz frame rate of the Kinect’s sensors. Too large a gap, which

might occur in cases of lags during acquisition, may cause texture mapping artefacts or

brittle tracking up to tracking failure.

4.2.3 Depth segmentation

The captured data is preprocessed before driving the sequential reconstruction to obtain an

initial 3D model and sensor pose estimates.

Foreground segmentation: A pixelwise threshold operation is applied to naively subtract

the foreground from the background in the depth images similar in principle to [183]. In

our case, due to a variation in the distance to the background wall, the threshold is automat-

ically estimated as a fixed offset from the median of the depth values in a corner patch of

the image. Given the camera specifications and acquisition setup the corners of the image

always belong to the background hence serve as a useful metric for foreground segmenta-

tion. The median of a patch is determined to prevent the use of an outlier or invalid pixel as

segmentation threshold. The offset accounts for noise and the fact that the background wall

may not be perfectly parallel to the camera sensor plane.

Clipping of depth discontinuities: Depth cameras are known to suffer from artefacts on

depth boundaries and surface regions facing away from the optical axis. The reader is

referred back to 2.2.6 for a comprehensive list on sensor data imperfections. The patch

matching in structured light cameras might fail at depth edges due to a violation of the con-

tinuity constraint or occlusion. In this case the respective pixel is marked invalid. Owing to

the abundance of many million depth measurements per patient from different viewpoints

missing values are usually without consequences for 3D reconstruction. In time-of-flight

cameras however, such as the Kinect v2, ’flying pixels’ occur as a type of multi-path inter-
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ference. Instead of a single photon bouncing multiple times on the surface [102], the signal

of different photons reflected in part from the foreground and in part from the background is

accumulated and mixed in the same sensor pixel [262]. This results in an incorrect ‘flying’

depth value between foreground and background. Various algorithms have been reported to

detect ‘flying pixels’ by analysing neighbouring depth pixels and their reprojections in 3D

space [261].

To remove corrupted pixels, an erosion on the background-clipped and masked depth

frame in pixel space MMMD
′′ ⊖ SSSEEE with SSSEEE = 111n×n being the rectangular structuring element

and MMMD
′′ the binary mask of the undistorted depth frame DDD

′′
is applied. The morphological

closing, however, is a 2D operator that only affects depth discontinuities that are part of

the 2D contour between foreground and background. Therefore, this step is followed by

a point-wise rejection of large angles between the point’s surface normal and the camera’s

z-axis as discussed in [261]:

DDD
′′′
(qqq) =











DDD
′′
(qqq) ẑzzT NNN(qqq)> α ∨ ẑzzT NNN(qqq)<−α

0 otherwise

(4.2)

DDD
′′′

denotes the undistorted, foreground segmented and filtered depth frame, NNN the corre-

sponding normal map, qqq the pixel location, ẑzz a unit vector along the z-axis in camera coor-

dinates and α the threshold. Nonetheless, normal clipping relies on normals calculated via

the inner product between the reprojection of noisy neighbouring depth pixels and therefore

produces unsatisfactory results and another approach is considered.

Similar to but less involved than using weighted Gaussian-modelled depth differences

[138], a spatial filter discards pixels independently if the depth variance σ2 in a local win-

dow centred at qqqww = [uww vww]
T exceeds the preset threshold. wwwwww ∈ N

N
0 holds the vec-

torised depth values around qqqww.

σ =

√

〈wwwwww,wwwwww〉
N

− (
s

N
)2 , s =

N

∑
i

wwi (4.3)

A rectangular 3×3 window with N =9 is generally sufficient. If the chosen threshold is

too low large chunks of the surface will be mistakenly deleted creating gaps in the final

reconstruction. If the threshold is too high the filter fails to remove any ‘flying pixels’. The
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Remaining points

Discarded points

Figure 4.4: Filtering of flying pixels. Backprojected point cloud of single input depth frame ren-

dered from two viewpoints. Pixels removed by the spatial filter are coloured red.

effect of the filter is demonstrated in Figure 4.4. The filter is trivially parallelised over all

images reducing the runtime to a few seconds for a whole data sequence on a standard PC.

4.3 Pose tracking and reconstruction

Our aim is to reconstruct a single 3D torso surface model from a sequence of processed

RGBD images containing a segmented self-rotating patient in front of a static camera.

While for each time frame the RGBD sensor delivers depth information, multiple depth

maps from distinct views have to be merged for a high quality 3D reconstruction. This

can be posed as a SLAM problem for real-time 3D scene reconstruction and camera pose

estimation where the sensor moves within a rigid environment [144, 220]. A point map PPPi

and normal map NNNi at any given time instant i are derived from the corresponding input

depth frame. They are rigidly tracked in a frame-to-model fashion by projecting the 3D

model estimate into the camera pose of the last frame TTT i−1 where TTT i−1 is short for TTT 0,i−1

and transforms from the global to the coordinate frame of the (i−1)th frame. The point and

normal map pair of the latter is denoted by (P̂PPi−1, N̂NNi−1), while all camera transformations

are given as TTT 1..i−1,i ∈ R
4×4, representing the relative camera transformation between the

up-to-date model integrated from all previous frames at the previously integrated pose and

the newest pose i. Due to high tracking frame rates, coarse alignment is not necessary and

each new frame is initialised with the last frame’s pose. A multi-scale ICP registration then

minimises a point-plane error metric defined as:
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E(TTT 1..i−1,i) =
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whose L2-norm can be linearised under the reasonable assumption of low displacements

between consecutive frames. The global energy function E(···) is optimised over the camera

transformation space for all pixels qqq providing a correspondence is found in which case

qqq ∈ Ω. For a computationally effective correspondence estimation, projective data asso-

ciation is used, which in turn rejects gross outliers exceeding a distance or normal angle

threshold. Normal maps are precomputed as the cross product between neighbouring depth

map vertices.

1

-1

Figure 4.5: Interim grid-based representation of the surface during reconstruction. The figure shows

the extracted discrete zero isosurface as well as a colourmapped slice of the underlying Truncated

Signed Distance Function (TSDF) volume. (Left to right) Surface after initialisation with a single

frame, after fusion of all frames and using a lower grid resolution of 323.

If each depth frame DDDi generates a point set PPPi the surface is defined as the union of

all point sets SSS =
⋃|D|

i=1 PPPi. Data fusion is accomplished using a non-parametric discrete

voxel grid GGG. This implicit surface representation holds TSDF values alongside a weight

per voxel which are updated incrementally using a uniformly weighted running average.

Iterating over each grid cell, the grid cell’s location is projected onto the depth frame to

yield depth pixel coordinates. A new depth value is integrated if the backprojection of

the depth pixel coordinates are equal to the grid cell’s location within a margin. This is a

projective approximation of the true signed distance value as first proposed by [20]. On the

condition that tracking is accurate, this denoises while at the same time adds new details to

the reconstruction as shown in Figure 4.5. We use KinectFusion, firstly, for an initial guess

of poses for the whole camera trajectory and, secondly, rely on its volumetric mapping

functionality for data integration after poses have been optimised independently as depicted
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in Figure 4.2. For this final data integration, the global coordinate frame is chosen in such a

way that the origin is anterior to the patient.

4.4 Graph-based pose optimisation

The final step in the framework is to refine the 3D model and poses through multi-view

pose graph diffusion. The nature of the clinical data acquisition results in a certain inher-

ent degree of non-rigid scene deformation which in our case is made up of the patients’

upper body exhibiting some torsion between body parts in the field of view during self-

rotation. Furthermore, despite frame-to-model tracking clearly being superior to pairwise

registrations, this sequential form of SLAM accumulates drift because of the permanent in-

tegration of increasingly misaligned frames into the model. To mitigate accumulation errors

and non-rigidity inaccuracies we perform multi-view registration. Earlier approaches [248]

base their energy function E on Euclidean or Mahalabonis distances between all points from

overlap areas of the pairwise registrations ppp ∈ S⊂ R
3.

E = ∑
k

∑
l∈Ne(k)

dist(TTT l,k TTT l,TTT k) (4.5)

= ∑
k

∑
l∈Ne(k)

∑
ppp∈S

∣

∣

∣

∣TTT l,kTTT l ppp−TTT k ppp
∣

∣

∣

∣ (4.6)

modelling the neighbourhood relation of poses trough the function Ne. A newer graph-

based pose optimisation technique as presented in [291] solely relies on pose constraints to

optimise for all points in R
3 simultaneously without the need for explicit correspondences.

Diffusion of pose errors is accomplished by replacing the energy function to be minimised

between neighbouring views by an energy function based on a screw motion that is the

combination of a rotation around an arbitrary axis in space and a translation along that

very axis. The screw distance between two poses is defined as the path length of its screw

motion represented by dual quaternions. Iteratively blending the dual quaternions, the screw

average (ScAVG) of all pairwise motions then minimises the sum of squared screw distances

for all points alike [291]:

TTT t+1
k = ScAV Gl∈Ne(k)(±TTT l,kTTT t

l) s.t. TTT l,kTTT t
l ·TTT t

k > 0 (4.7)
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In an attempt to overcome the need for manual registrations or robust feature matching in

the accompanying colour frames, we notice different drift profiles depending on the starting

frame and order in which input frames are fed into the SLAM system. Starting from this

observation, we are closing the loop by adding multiple links between poses from several

trajectories obtained by a different set and order of input frames. A final surface mesh is

generated integrating depth data from the whole sequence with deactivated tracking using

the diffused poses {TTT tmax

i }i [291]. Marching cubes is employed to extract a triangle mesh

from the volumetric grid residing on the GPU.

4.5 Volumetric texture mapping

As discussed in 2.4.3, texture alongside geometry is an important part of a realistic digital

representation and may come in different forms. Due to its omnipresence in state-of-the-art

literature [142, 144, 223, 312] and the availability of core functionality in the PCL library

a volumetric approach was chosen that integrates colour samples over a voxel grid. A

second volumetric grid GGGc of identical resolution to the one holding the signed distance

values is constructed. For every new RGBD frame pair {DDDi,CCCi} with known intrinsics

KKKd and KKKc and extrinsic calibration TTT d,c each grid cell is being iterated over for colour

integration. Whenever a depth value of a 3D point is integrated at a certain grid location as

its signed distance to the surface, the global coordinates of the cell are projected onto depth

pixel coordinates using the ICP pose estimate. The pixel location qqq ∈ N
2 is discretised

using nearest-neighbour interpolation. It is then mapped onto colour pixel coordinates qqqc as

follows

qqqc = ⌊(KKKc ·TTT d,c ·KKK−1
d ·DDD(qqq))+ [0.5,0.5]⌋ , (4.8)

dropping the homogeneous coordinate transformation (division of the vector by its last el-

ement) to declutter notation. TTT d,c performs a coordinate system transformation from depth

camera reference frame to colour camera coordinates. All transformations of coordinates

are subject to boundary and validity checks. Mapping simplifies to a mere lookup if depth

and colour images share a coordinate frame which is not the case in Kinect data but could

be achieved in a preprocessing step. The main sources of error in texture mapping stem

from noise in shape and camera estimates, bad synchronisation between depth and colour

image pairs, calibration inaccuracies, interpolation errors, and adopting a volumetric ap-
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proach, discretisation artefacts. Most commonly these texture mapping errors manifest as

blurring, ghosting and shadowing artefacts. To mitigate them modifications are made to the

open-sourced volumetric texture mapping algorithm as follows:

1. Skip if cell already has been assigned a colour (do not blend)

2. Only map colour in neighbourhood of little depth variation

3. Skip if pixels are masked as belonging to the background

The first criteria reduces shadowing artefacts of the self-rotating patient under constant

illumination. The second criteria encourages integration of colours frontal to the surface

rejecting colour from depth boundaries, areas where colour might change rapidly and inac-

curacies in the mapping process are likely to lead to assignment of a wrong colour. The latter

prevents wrongly attributing background colours at boundaries but requires the background

to be segmented upfront in colour image space. To that extent, a hue and depth-guided

graph cut segmentation is employed. Firstly, the image is transformed into HSV colour

space in which a valid pixel mask is generated excluding pixels from the blue band in the

hue channel followed by a dilation of the mask with a 3× 3 structuring element to close

holes and capture pixels partially containing background. The masked pixels are passed to

a graph cut segmentation labelled as probably-background. Equally, the clipped foreground

in the depth image is projected onto colour image space contributing probably-foreground

pixels. After segmentation, the part of the colour image below the lowest depth projection

(lowest y-value in colour image coordinates) are additionally masked out as background.

Given the large field of view of the Kinect v2 the segmentation does not always capture all

background. Nonetheless as long as the patients torso is delineated properly a smearing of

background into mesh texture is successfully avoided. Fig. 4.6 shows an exemplary colour

segmentation. result

RGB input Depth augmented hue mask Graph cut segmentation

Figure 4.6: A mask is automatically created combining colour cues and depth measurement projec-

tions. They translate into pixelwise likelihood of foreground for the subsequent graph cut segmen-

tation algorithm.
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A triangle mesh SSS defined a set of 3D points PPP = (ppp0, .., pppl) with l = |PPP| and triangular

faces FFF = ( fff 0, .., fff n) where fff i ∈ [1..|PPP|]3 ⊂N
3 is extracted from the TSDF volume GGG using

Marching Cubes [194]. Texture is mapped vertex-wise onto the mesh from the colour vol-

ume GGGc with the help of a KD-tree. If the distance between a mesh vertex and the closest

coloured point in the tree is below a certain threshold colour is used as vertex colour for the

mesh vertex adding a colour attribute CCC to the surface SSS = {PPP,FFF ,CCC} with CCC = (ccc0, ..,cccl)

and ccci ∈ [0..255]3.

4.6 Experiments and results

Figure 4.7: Anthropomorphic mannequin and Artec Eva scanner: (Left) The fleshtone mannequin

used in phantom experiments. (Right) The portable stereophotogrammetric Artec Eva 3D scanner.

The mesh model of the mannequin captured with this scanner and reconstructed with the accom-

panying studio software is accurate to a fraction of a millimetre and therefore considered GT at

validation stage.

We use both versions of the Kinect sensor as introduced in Subsection 2.2.5, which

rely on different underlying technologies and have different specifications [265], but in

essence deliver RGBD data to use for multi-view 3D geometry reconstruction. Synthetic

and patient data were recorded using the in-house multi-threaded application from the last

chapter capturing all sensor streams simultaneously without frame loss at 120 images/s.

Reconstruction was carried out post-capture employing the KinectFusion implementation
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Figure 4.8: Qualitative comparison of Kinect and GT scans. Fine geometric details such as the patch

or nipple are resolved with both Kinects and particularly well with the Kinect v2. However, with a

noticeable improvement in detail resolution going from Kinect v1 to Kinect v2 comes an aggravated

misestimation of the breast size. The breast volume appears to be consistently reconstructed smaller

using the Kinect v2 (see markings with red arrow). Changes in patients’ pose between modalities

hint at difficulties in surface registration and distance calculation for validation. This is particularly

evident in the variation of hand placement (marked with a blue arrow).
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Figure 4.9: Qualitative comparison of textured reconstructions. Although details like the areola

or the umbilicus can be resolved, texture generally suffers from smearing, blending artefacts, poor

colour balancing and substantial oversaturation in case of the Kinect v2.

available in the Point Cloud Library (PCL)2 repository as of version 1.7.2. All processing

was done on a standard PC with a mid-range NVidia graphics card. For reconstruction, the

volumetric grid was set to a size of 5123 where the reconstruction volume was clipped to the

dimensions of the patient’s torso resulting in a voxel resolution of ≈ 1 mm. Visual results

are shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9.

2http://pointclouds.org
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Figure 4.10: —— Kinect v1 —— Kinect v2. Euclidean distance and normal error box plot showing

a better match between GT and reconstructed surface in the rigid phantom experiments.

4.6.1 Validation

Reconstruction accuracy is assumed to coincide with inter-mesh similarity which is mea-

sured by (1) Euclidean surface distances and (2) curvature deviation by normal angle dis-

crepancy. The GT and reconstructions are transformed into a reference coordinate system

by using manual landmarks for a coarse alignment followed by an ICP-based fine registra-

tion. Subsequently, the GT mesh is upsampled by midpoint subdivision down to a maximal

edge length of 0.4 mm bounding the maximum sampling error to half this edge length and

maintaining its original topology while avoiding sampling bias. The surface-to-surface dis-

tance is hence approximated by a point-to-point distance to the upsampled GT mesh as

proposed in [256]. Closest point search is implemented as a naive exhaustive binary search

accelerated through the use of a previously populated octree. The curvature error is mea-

sured as the angular difference between the normal of each source mesh vertex and the

normal of its closest counterpart on the target surface.

4.6.2 Depth clipping and pose optimisation results

In this examination, we attempt to assess the effects of the proposed additional pre and

postprocessing steps - depth clipping and graph-based pose optimisation - as described in

Sections 4.2.3 and 4.4. For depth clipping the variance threshold is set to σ = 52 which

has been experimentally found to successfully suppress the vast majority of ‘flying pixels’.

In the pose optimisation, all relative camera transformations were added to the graph with

an equal constant weight of 1. The redundant pose graph was constructed from repeated
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Figure 4.11: Results for the Kinect v1 in the depth clipping and pose optimisation experiment. The

colourmapped models are displayed next to the surface distance error histograms corresponding to

the surface errors of all models in each row.

sequential SLAM-runs tracking the camera through the entire sequence in a different order

of frames as follows:

1. From the first to the last frame Seq f orward = {{DDDi,CCCi}}n
0

2. Reverse order from the last to the first frame Seqbackward = {{DDDi,CCCi}}0
n

3. Starting tracking in the middle of the sequence to the first frame

Seqmiddle to f irst = {{DDDn/2,CCCn/2},{DDDn/2−1,CCCn/2−1}, ..,{DDD0,CCC0}}
and from the middle to the last frame

Seqmiddle to last = {{DDDn/2,CCCn/2},{DDDn/2+1,CCCn/2+1}, ..,{DDDn,CCCn}}
joined subsequently into

Seqanterior = {−Seqmiddle to f irst ,Seqmiddle to last}
where the minus operator reverses the order of the sequence
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Figure 4.12: Results for the Kinect v2 in the depth clipping and pose optimisation experiment. The

layout follows Figure 4.11.

Results are presented visually as colourcoded surface-to-surface errors and surface-to-

surface error histograms in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. In case of strongly visible “flying pixel”

artefacts such as in the Kinect v2 phantom data sequence, depth clipping is performing well

as expected. The high error result without depth clipping for this data sequence is partly

due to a misalignment in the process of computing the surface errors. This misalignment is

caused by the reconstruction artefacts. Overall the results from applying either depth clip-

ping or pose optimisation or both are subtle. Considering the high variance of errors in the

histograms the changes in mean error listed in Table 4.1 appear inconsistent, may be mostly

random and are only demonstrating an improvement of potential practical significance in

some data sequences.
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None Depth clipping Pose optimisation Both

Phantom 1.49 1.74 1.49 1.75

PL03 3.48 3.39 3.51 3.42

PL08 1.71 1.84 1.73 1.81

PL15 1.78 1.75 1.78 1.73

None Depth clipping Pose optimisation Both

Phantom 25.3 2.3 25.17 2.27

PL03 5.29 3.57 4.96 3.6

PL08 3.24 3.95 3.33 3.9

PL15 2.6 3 2.51 2.83

Kinect v1

Kinect v2

Table 4.1: Depth clipping and pose optimisation mean surface error table in millimetres. Best result

per data set indicated in bold.

Figure 4.13: Pseudocoloured models and histograms comparing normal errors between Kinect v1

and v2. Histogram are computed from the normal error data of all patients for the respective camera.

Normal error is measured in degrees of angular discrepancy to the GT model.
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4.6.3 Phantom data results

Our phantom is a fleshtone anthropomorphic mannequin at human scale. The phantom is

scanned by an Artec Eva3, a white light scanner combining stereo-photogrammetry with

structured light, to obtain Ground Truth (GT). The scanner yields an accuracy of up to

0.1 mm. The mannequin and handheld GT scanner are shown in Figure 4.7. Acquisition

of phantom data with the two RGBD sensors was done in accordance with the clinical

acquisition protocol outlined below. Phantom reconstructions show a good GT match both

in mean metric distance < 2 mm and in mean normal error < 9 degrees.

4.6.4 Clinical data results

Data acquisition for patients about to undergo breast cancer surgery follows a predetermined

protocol where the RGBD sensors are attached to a stationary photographic tripod in front

of which the patient is instructed to perform a 180° self-rotation as described in in Sec-

tion 3.1.2. A 3dMDtorso4 hybrid stereophotogrammetric system acts as GT scanner for the

clinical data with a capture time of 1.5 ms and a geometric precision of 0.2 mm [298]. At

this capture speed using a frame housing several calibrated and synchronized stereo camera

units including flash the system can capture all viewpoints for a 180-degree reconstruction

instantly thus avoiding motion artefacts altogether but involves expensive and bulky hard-

ware.

Due to longer acquisition times with the Kinects, involuntary movement and change in

pose lead to small errors in our reconstruction system and much more severe non-accounted-

for deformation between GT and reconstruction in the validation. Most noticeable exam-

ples are torsion of the shoulder, breathing deformation or hand placement. The inclusion of

these outliers in the calculation of similarity metrics has a negative impact on its utility for

comparative purposes as shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.10. The lack of breathing motion correc-

tion alone has previously been reported as the cause for ‘major artefacts’ [238]. Another

study estimates the average chest wall displacement through breathing to be less than 2 mm

[252]. Nonetheless, and in the absence of a clearly defined clinically required accuracy,

quantitative results from three patients with varying breast sizes shown in Fig. 4.10 are with

3.3±4.0 mm for the mean Euclidean surface distance in agreement with the numbers given

by [207] for a comparable scanning distance. Inspecting the Kinect v2 reconstructions in

3http://www.artec3d.com/hardware/artec-eva/
4http://www.3dmd.com/3dMDtorso
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Figure 4.8, a distortion of breast shape and underestimation of breast size is noticeable in

comparison to the GT models as well as the Kinect v1 reconstructions. Two possible reasons

are identified. Firstly, Kinect v2 uses time-of-flight technology where especially concave

areas, such as the inframammary fold of the inferior breast, might be affected by multi-path

interference which has been shown to lead to bulging of Kinect v2 depth measurements

[307]. Secondly, [207] found surfaces reconstructed with the KinectFusion algorithm to be

underestimated in regions of high curvature. To that effect, the Kinect v1 also outperforms

the Kinect v2 in terms of curvature accuracy by 1.7° of mean normal error (see Figure 4.13).

Still, we obtain a remarkable reconstruction accuracy by visual assessment. The Kinect v2

surfaces resolve fine details such as the nipple, umbilicus and minor skin profile changes

from underlying muscular or bone structure. However, holes in the inframammary fold oc-

cur especially in saggy breasts due to the vertical viewpoint limitation and an exclusion of

points in that region in a preprocessing step. Failure cases occur largely when the patient

moved erratically causing misalignment and tracking accuracy to drop. While the variation

in quality activating the pose optimisation is small, undistortion and depth filtering make

significant improvements and illustrate the importance of these in a preprocessing step.

4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we demonstrate a preliminary breast surface reconstruction pipeline combin-

ing KinectFusion and global pose optimisation. We show quantitative and qualitative results

from two RGBD sensors in a clinical study. We used an established system for depth-based

tracking and mapping but attained a perceptible improvement filtering unreliable depth pix-

els at pre-processing stage and final joint graph-based pose optimisation. Vertex-wise colour

is recovered alongside geometry giving a more realistic appearance. For real patient data,

our method yields a geometric reconstruction quality in the range of 2-4 mm mean absolute

error. A slightly better mean accuracy of 1.8 mm was achieved on phantom data. In the

following chapters, we investigate various rigid reconstruction frameworks in terms of their

ability to reconstruct breast surfaces using our clinical data. We will further analyse the

effects of patients’ breathing and postural sway on reconstruction quality under the rigid

motion assumption.





Chapter 5

A comparative study of rigid approaches to

breast surface reconstruction

Last chapter we adapted and extended a sequential SLAM system for breast surface re-

construction. Even though we obtained promising preliminary results by visual inspection

and quantified surface accuracy, we experienced inaccuracies in the recovery of camera tra-

jectory leading to shape distortion and general loss of geometric detail as well as blurring

and shading artefacts in the mapped texture. In order to further validate the reconstruction

method developed in the previous chapter, we assess its accuracy in comparison to freely

available state-of-the-art rigid reconstruction frameworks. The obtained results with the two

Kinects as low-cost off-the-shelf 3D scanners are compared against those from significantly

more expensive 3D commercial scanning solutions. In this chapter, 28 synthetic and clini-

cal RGBD sequences, including 12 unique patients and an anthropomorphic phantom, are

studied demonstrating the applicability of low-cost RGBD sensors and research software to

real clinical cases. We find complex body deformation and homogeneous skin texture to

pose challenges to the studied reconstruction systems. Although these should be addressed

appropriately if higher model quality is warranted, we observe that low-cost sensors are able

to obtain valuable reconstructions comparable to the state-of-the-art within an error margin

of 3 mm.

5.1 Introduction

3D surface models of the breast assume a role in improving treatment planning, prediction

and outcome evaluation for patients with early breast cancer although there is still dissent

on the impact of 3D data on clinical decision making [225]. The maturation of 3D scan-

ning technology and intensified research in the area of 3D reconstruction lead to standard
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solutions for modelling generic static scenes with near-Lambertian reflectance. Neverthe-

less, commercial systems remain, however more accurate, typically infrastructure-heavy

and expensive [225]. The aim of this chapter is to show low-cost breast reconstruction

on a standard desktop computer utilising free research software from the computer vision

and robotics field and mass-market camera technology. Four dense SLAM and SfM sys-

tems without any shape prior and including our own reconstruction method as laid out in

Chapter 4 are compared. A three-fold experiment comprising synthesised and real phan-

tom and patient data was conducted. Results are validated against submillitmetre-accurate

gold standard models from commercial scanning systems, as well as, in the synthetic case,

GT camera trajectories. For validation we devise an automatic registration scheme combin-

ing a robust spin-image matching and common ICP alignment step (see Figure 5.1). We

report qualitative and quantitative results using two types of surface-to-surface errors met-

rics measuring geometric distance and curvature deviation. Even though low-cost depth

cameras have previously been used for reconstructing breast surfaces, existing methods

manually select sparse keyframes rather than building a model from full frame-rate video

[59, 309]. The characteristics and differences between both generations of Kinect have been

comprehensively explored by [262] but no study has been conducted assessing the sensors

for breast surface reconstruction as other comparative studies did with respect to prototyp-

ical or commercial 3D scanners [238]. The work presented in this chapter is described in

the publication [169].

5.2 Compared reconstruction frameworks

We compare 3D breast reconstruction using two high-precision scanning solutions, a

structured-light handheld Artec Eva scanner for the phantom and a single shot 3dMD

stereophotogrammetry system for patients, against reconstructions obtained from a low-

cost RGBD Microsoft Kinect v1 and Kinect v2. Such systems rely upon proprietary soft-

ware, whereas we only use freeware and open-source code. As our objective is aesthetic

assessment we require an accurate and dense reconstruction of the breast favouring high

geometric fidelity over processing speed and pose estimation. Therefore, only methods ca-

pable of producing dense reconstructions are being considered in this study. A taxonomy

of reconstruction strategies is discussed in the literature review Section 2.1. While early

SLAM systems predominantly operated on all kinds of odometry sensors and made heavy

use of temporal models, the ubiquity of cameras lead to visual tracking with images as the
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only measurements. More and more systems emerge that improve reconstruction results

through the use of machine-learning to incorporate object-specific priors and reduce the

ill-posedness of the problem but also increasing complexity of the system [12, 65, 286].

While this is a highly promising research direction, to the best knowledge of the authors,

there is no off-the-shelf software available matching the application domain and this study

will hence be confined to generic-scene reconstruction systems. In this study, Kinect data

sets are 3D reconstructed through three different state-of-the-art algorithms for RGBD data

(ElasticFusion [310], InfiniTAM [247], Lacher et al. [170]), along with an algorithm purely

using RGB data (VisualSfM [103, 315]). ElasticFusion features a joint geometric and pho-

tometric tracking component and time-windowed non-rigid loop closure strategies fusing

data into a dense surfel cloud. A surfel extends the notion of a point to a locally planar

patch of some radius. Multiple surfels within each others’ radius are merged in a running

average and new surfels are added in newly explored regions. InfiniTAM is an extensible

SLAM framework integrating a hierarchical TSDF volume representation while sharing its

core functionality with the works of [220]. Lacher et al. introduce an explicit clipping of

unreliable measurements and extend the latter system by a pose graph diffusion step [291].

Lacher et al. and InfiniTAM [247], in default configuration, use a fixed volumetric grid of

Signed Distance Function (SDF) values as an implicit representation of the reconstructed

scene. For computational reasons, the type of distance function used is a truncated projec-

tive SDF. The SDF value at a certain grid cell is maintained as a weighted running average

of all images. ElasticFusion, InfiniTAM and Lacher et al. all alternate tracking and mapping

and additionally overlap in their use of a frame-to-model depth tracker. Despite their differ-

ent scene representations, each of these frameworks predicts a model depth image from the

entire scene at the current timepoint to establish correspondences via projective data associ-

ation and minimises the least-squares point-to-plane ICP error in an iterative coarse-to-fine

scheme. Whereas InfiniTAM and our method ignore the RGB data altogether for tracking,

ElasticFusion devises a compound cost function including a photometric term penalising

grayscale intensity differences. The core of the tracking component of these visual SLAM

systems assumes a static scene. The alignment between correspondences from two different

camera views of the same static scene is given by Equation (5.1). A least squares minimi-

sation of the Euclidean error between the points of frame AAA = {aaai} ⊂ R
3 to the tangent

planes of corresponding points in frame BBB = {bbb j} ⊂R
3 finds a rigid relative transformation
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TTT AB ∈ SE(3) that best aligns both point sets. The correspondence relationship is denoted

by Ω.

argmin
TTT AB

∑
(i, j)∈Ω

‖〈TTT AB ·aaai−bbb j,nnn j〉‖2 (5.1)

If the two frames being aligned are the previous frame and a live frame, this approach is

called frame-to-frame tracking. As it has proven more accurate, ElasticFusion, InfiniTAM

and our method all use a surrogate of the current model, a projection of the model into the

previous frame’s camera pose, to align the new frame which is referred to as frame-to-model

tracking. The algorithm runs iteratively until convergence and is known as ICP. The cor-

respondence problem in all of the above methods is solved by projective data association.

Here, the back projection of a source point at pixel index i is transformed by the current es-

timate of the relative coordinate transformation between both frames and projected onto the

target image plane KKKB ·TTT AB ·aaai. The point at the projected target pixel index is, most of the

times, a compatible correspondence. Finding the rigid transformation between correspon-

dences is a non-linear problem. As detailed in Section 2.3.4, assuming high frame-rate and

hence small angles between consecutive frames, substituting sin(α) ≈ α and cos(α) ≈ 1

linearises the estimation problem and makes it solvable in closed-form [198]. Various re-

finements robustify the standard technique such as a coarse-to-fine resolution hierarchies to

reduce number of iterations needed and avoid getting stuck in local minima. Also, down-

weighting and clipping of erroneous points reflecting the sensors’ data imperfection charac-

teristics is commonly applied (i.e. at depth boundaries in particular with time-of-flight data).

Despite all this sophistication, the sequential fashion in which visual SLAM systems oper-

ate inevitably leads to drift which is why loop closure or bundle adjustment strategies are

often incorporated to achieve global consistency. ElasticFusion categorises scene parts into

active and inactive constantly trying to match the active with inactive parts and on success

triggering a non-rigid loop closure correction. This strategy is more geared towards longer

sequences of entire rooms or buildings with the camera revisiting previous locations and

will not come into play with our loop-free RGBD sequences of a single subject segmented

against the background. Our method presented in Chapter 4 adds a pose graph optimisation

in which a dual-quaternion interpolation of redundant relative pose transformations diffuses

residual pose errors in an attempt to improve global consistency. In contrast, VisualSFM

combines a near linear time incremental SfM with subsequent semi-dense MVS [315] as-
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suming an unstructured partly overlapping colour image collection. The general approach

combines preemptive SIFT feature detection [199], pairwise SIFT descriptor matching and

triangulation. The method uses RANSAC [96] for detecting inliers that satisfy epipolar

constraints. A partial and full bundle adjustment is triggered upon adding images until the

full scene graph is processed. The classical reprojection error is non-linearly minimised

using a Levenberg-Marquardt solver inside which the solution to the normal equations is

found using Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG). A retriangulation stage attempt-

ing to triangulate feature matches that failed initially is put in place to mitigate drift that

otherwise accumulates with the incremental SfM approach. This reconstruction of sparse

point matches using VisualSfM serves as an initialisation for the quasi-dense patch MVS

reconstruction algorithm by Furukawa [103]. Like ElasticFusion, Furukawa’s method as the

second stage of VisualSfM defines local patches p as the building blocks of their scene rep-

resentation. A photometric discrepancy function g(p) as in Equation (5.2), internally mea-

suring one minus the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) between two projected image

patches in gpairwise, optimises the depth along the reference viewing ray and the orientation

of the patch over all images V (p) in which this patch p is visible (R(p) being its reference

image) in a conjugate gradient solve.

g(p) =
1

|V (p)\R(p)| ∑
I∈V (p)\R(p)

gpairwise(p, I,R(p)) (5.2)

Each image cell1 keeps track of all patch projections onto it to make up for missing infor-

mation about connectivity. That way patches can be expanded by

1. Identification of image cells in the neighbourhood of the patch that are not already

occupied

2. Minimisation of photometric discrepancy of the new patch candidate (that was ini-

tialised with the attributes of the original patch)

3. Filtering of outlier patches by enforcing visibility consistency rules i.e. patches in

adjacent cells need to be close, patches need to be visible in a minimum number of

images.

All compared reconstruction methods make heavy use of the GPU.

1An image cell is defined as a pixel window of fixed size.
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5.3 Automatic ICP-based registration

Given our aim of evaluating how low-cost technologies fare against high-accuracy commer-

cial scanning systems, their reconstructions serve as GT. Reconstructions from aforemen-

tioned techniques which are using Kinect data are registered against a reference model, in

our case the GT, based on the reference model’s geometry. Registration consists of two

automatic stages, a common ICP [17] with point-to-plane error metric for fine alignment

initialised by a robust matching of spin-images for coarse alignment [147]. Right hand

coordinates are being assumed.

Coarse: For scale-ambiguous models reconstructed with VisualSfM the estimation of a

similarity transform precedes the feature-driven coarse alignment step. Due to similar

eigenvalues, poor reconstruction quality or only partly overlapping reconstructions, man-

ual alignment is necessary to roughly align some VisualSfM reconstructions.

To find a coarse alignment from feature correspondences we need to choose a feature de-

tector or descriptor that is able to capture shape characteristics at a certain scale while being

robust to noise, level of detail and invariant to orientation. Spin images are localised non-

parametric shape descriptors. Starting from a surface mesh or point-normal cloud, a spin

image is constructed for each individual point by projecting 3D surface data onto 2D im-

ages. This encodes the position of neighbouring surface points with respect to the local

coordinate basis of the reference point. Two surfaces can then be aligned by correlating a

sufficient number of spin images between both surfaces as depicted in Figure 5.1. Spin-

images [147] offer good scalability from local to global and a good descriptiveness through

parameterisation of the support angle (180◦), radius (5cm) and descriptor dimensions. Both

source and target models are downsampled in a voxel grid approximation with a uniform

grid size of 2 cm to unify sampling density. We use Pearson’s correlation coefficient for

exhaustive spin-image matching on the downsampled models, selecting the best spatially

distributed correspondence as suggested by [269] followed by a naive robust sample con-

sensus [96].

Fine: A common ICP with point-to-plane error metric as implemented in PCL version

1.8.02 registers both surfaces until convergence. A rigid transformation between ICP corre-

spondences is recovered per iteration using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). In case

2http://pointclouds.org/

http://pointclouds.org/
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of VisualSfM PCL extends SVD by Umeyama’s method to estimate a similarity transform

additionally solving for scale. To best align the region around the breasts and limit the

influence of the more severely deformed or non-overlapping extremities on the registration

result we discard all vertices outside of a sphere centred around the intersection of the z-axis

with the GT model as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Automatic registration stages for validation: (Left) Vertex-wise spin images are matched

between the downsampled source and target model for coarse alignment. (Right) Point-to-plane ICP

is limited to all source vertices inside a sphere centred at the intersection of the sources’ surface and

a line parallel to the z-axis through the sources’ centroid.

5.4 Reconstruction quality assessment

In the comparative evaluation part, the reconstruction quality of the methods is assessed.

Reconstruction quality is assessed in terms of geometric accuracy of the reconstructed sur-

face models and, in case of synthetic data, through estimation of camera trajectory errors.

5.4.1 Surface error metrics

Surface model accuracy is measured as surface-to-surface distance between the surface

under evaluation and its reference surface. Additionally, deviations in surface orientation

are measured by comparing corresponding surface point normals. The gold standard and

ground truth surface models serve as reference surfaces. Both accuracy metrics assume

rigidity of surfaces between modalities and optimal rigid alignment prior to evaluation. In

the following, the two 3D surface accuracy metrics are detailed:

Surface-to-surface distance: The smallest distance min j distptt(ppps
i , fff t

j) of all N source

points PPPs = {ppps
i ∈ R

3}N
i=1 to the closest of the M target mesh triangular faces FFF t = { fff t

j ∈
[1..N]3}M

j=1. This distance is computed using the exact point-to-triangle algorithm proposed

as the 2D method by [148] in a naively GPU-parallelised reimplementation. This algorithm
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divides each triangle into seven distinct regions - the three corner points, the three edges and

the plane of the triangle - as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Any source point is always closest to

one of these regions. In the 2D algorithm, the triangle is projected so that one corner point

is at the origin, one edge coincides with a basis vector and the triangle plane with a coordi-

nate plane. The source point is trivially projected onto the coordinate plane by ignoring the

respective coordinate. The problem can then be solved in 2D using the edge equations [148]

that determine the source point’s position in relation to the edges. This is not only mathe-

matically more efficient due to the reduction in dimension but also allows pre-computation

and caching of the triangle transformation and is easily parallelisable.

Surface normal deviation: The normal error is defined as the difference in normal orien-

tation cos−1(〈nnns
i , n̂nn〉) between the normal of source vertex ppps

i and the normal n̂nn ∈ R
3 at the

intersection with the closest target triangle fff t
j. In case an edge or the inside plane of the tri-

angle is closest to the source point, the target normal will be the bilinear interpolation of the

edge’s corner point normals in ratio of the distance to the corner points to the intersection

after projection onto the edge or the barycentric interpolation of all triangle corner points to

the intersection point weighted by subtriangle areas and calculated using Heron’s formula

respectively.

1

2

3

45
6

7

P'

Figure 5.2: The seven triangle regions in the 2D point-to-triangle distance algorithm. P’ exemplifies

a source point’s projection.

With both metrics, error computation is heuristically confined to a region of interest

covering the breasts in a bounding sphere. This sphere is centred at the intersection of a line

parallel to the z-axis passing through the target mesh’s centroid as depicted in Figure 5.3.

This way, parts with foreseeable large deformation are excluded and a direct comparison

of methods is possible as errors are accumulated over an identical region. Likewise, source

points matching to a boundary target triangle indicating a non-overlap region are excluded
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from error statistics. Boundary triangles are determined by finding all triangles with one or

more single edges.

5.4.2 Camera pose and trajectory error

Since all methods also estimate the sensor motion trajectories for each acquisition, trans-

lational and rotational camera pose errors are reported for reconstructions from synthetic

RGBD for which GT trajectory data is available (see Figure 5.9). Prior to computation of

trajectory errors, right hand coordinates are assumed and trajectories are transformed into

a reference coordinate system. Correspondences between camera centres CCCCCC of different

trajectories are given through camera/frame indices. The principal components of the de-

meaned camera centres yield the optimal orientation in a least squares sense as originally

proposed by [136]. In case of VisualSFM, which recovers a scale-less shape and motion, we

seek a similarity transform rather than a rigid transformation such that scale ξ ∈ R is addi-

tionally estimated as the quotient of covariance and variance of the demeaned and reoriented

trajectories:

ξ =
cov(CCCCCCs,CCCCCCt)

var(CCCCCCs)
(5.3)

with CCCCCC being a n× 3 matrix of n camera centres. The translational error is the absolute

difference between aligned source and corresponding ground truth camera centre. The rota-

tional error is extracted as the shortest arc angle 2cos−1(q̂w) of an interpolating quaternion

q̂ = qs · q̄t between two corresponding camera orientations in normalised quaternion form

qs and qt , where q̄ is denoting the quaternion conjugate. A total scalar error score EAT E per

trajectory, the RMS Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) as suggested by [279] is estimated.

It is defined as the sum of the norm of difference vectors between camera centres over all

camera indices i and restated in Equation (5.4) for clarity.

EAT E =

√

1

n
∑

i

(‖CCCCCCs
i −CCCCCCt

i‖)2 (5.4)

ATE for both synthetic data sets are listed in the result section in Table 5.1.

5.5 Experiments

The experimental procedures involve generation of synthetic and selection of clinical data

sets as well as uniform data preprocessing to ensure comparability of results among meth-
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0.9m

180°

Figure 5.3: Illustration of synthetic data generation. GT model is placed in virtual scene and pro-

jected into simulated RGBD camera. A sequence of images is generated while the model spins

around its y-axis compliant with protocol. Two point light sources illuminate the model (not de-

picted): (Left) Phantom model. (Right) Patient model.

ods.

5.5.1 Data acquisition and selection

Before acquisition, Kinect intrinsic and extrinsic geometric parameters were calibrated us-

ing a checkerboard grid as outlined in Section 4.2.1. Albeit, both Kinects provide mid-

resolution depth, however the Kinect v2 uses a third fewer pixels and is equipped with

shorter lenses, yet streams RGB in full HD. Subjects and phantom model are positioned in

front of a blue homogeneous background in front of a static tripod-mounted Kinect. Patients

were instructed to slowly self-rotate whereas a rotation platform was used for the phantom.

Details of the acquisition protocol are described in Section 3.1.2. The region around the

patient’s breast is assumed to remain rigid for the duration of the acquisition, which allows

the fusion of all frames into a single 3D breast model. 24 data sequences from 12 patients

with a mean scanning duration of 11.5±2.9 s (608±171 frames) were selected from a larger

cohort of patients undergoing breast conservative surgery including patients of varying cup

sizes and age groups. To softly enforce equal sampling, this selection was made such that no

two adjacent timestamps in any RGBD sequence exceeded 100 ms. The ends of the RGBD

sequences were cut insofar as they included excessive frames before and after patients’

self-rotation. Additionally, synthetic phantom and patient data was created by placing the

respective GT model obtained through an Artec Eva or 3dMD torso scanner in a virtual
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scene with two point light sources (see Figure 5.3). RGBD images were rendered into a

simulated camera utilising a customised framebuffer as well es custom vertex and fragment

shader for depth and normal computation in camera coordinates. This procedure results in a

half circular in-plane camera trajectory in accordance with the clinical acquisition protocol.

Synthetic data sequences are made up of 200 frames only undergo rigid motion and are free

of noise and lens distortions. The synthetic phantom was artificially textured with a uniform

skin tone. Therefore, all colour variation in the synthetic phantom sequence is due to shad-

ing. Overall, this gradual change in illumination in front of a stationary background, the

regular symmetric geometry, the reflective properties and texture of the single subject with

mostly homogeneous skin tone are considered very challenging for detection and tracking.

5.5.2 Uniform data processing steps

The preprocessing steps detailed in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 are applied to the input RGBD

sequences for all methods to ensure equal conditions for the competing reconstruction meth-

ods. Lens distortion coefficients were provided when the method allowed for it but are con-

sidered to have minor impact with the object mainly in the centre of the field of view and the

relatively small distortion coefficients of either Kinect camera. In addition to these steps,

ElasticFusion requires RGBD data to be registered. RGBD registration simplifies colour

mapping in that the corresponding colour to a depth value is retrieved through a lookup at

the same pixel location in the corresponding registered colour image. In RGBD registration,

all depth pixels are backprojected into 3D depth camera space through use of the inverse

intrinsic matrix of the depth camera KKK−1
D . After change from depth into colour camera co-

ordinates using the extrinsic calibration matrix TTT D→RGB, the RGB value at the projection of

the 3D points onto colour image space via multiplication with KKKRGB is stored in a colour

image of equal dimensions to the depth image. Invalid depth readings or projections out of

bounds of the colour image cannot be assigned a colour. Figure 5.4 illustrates the RGBD

registration by the example of a single frame pair.

Input images are also consistently clipped below the hip for all methods as the march-

ing legs are deforming in a complex articulated and non-rigid manner during self-rotation

and are not of interest in a breast surface study. This measure prevents failure of the methods

due to gross violation of the rigid scene assumption. Explicit cropping of the legs was not

necessary in the reconstruction pipeline presented in Chapter 4 as the legs were implicitly

clipped by the reconstruction volume which was limited to the torso area.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of RGBD registration. Backprojection of depth values to 3D depth camera

coordinates. (1) is followed by a change of 3D coordinate frame (2). The projection onto colour

pixel coordinates (3) yields the corresponding RGB value which is stored in a new registered colour

image (4). After RGBD registration, depth and RGB images share a coordinate frame. Thus, colour

mapping simplifies to a mere lookup at identical pixel coordinates.

While the other three methods work with image data in standard formats, ElasticFu-

sion requires the input data to be in the binary KLG format. The specifics of the KLG

format have been reverse engineered into a script facilitating a conversion from image se-

quences into a single KLG file from the logger applications supplemental to the ElasticFu-

sion reconstruction framework.3 All compared reconstruction methods are run with default

parameters. Elasticfusion statically defines image resolution. As we are processing image

data with different resolution from two cameras the setting had to be adjusted in source and

the respective component recompiled. All reconstructed models are stored as indexed tri-

angular meshes in PLY format. InfiniTAM as a grid-based reconstruction method employs

marching cubes to export the reconstructed models. These are output as triangle strips and

have to subsequently be converted into indexed meshes. Moreover, despite implementing a

voxel data type and scene reconstruction engine that support RGB colour, InfiniTAM is the

only method in this study that cannot export a coloured model.

5.6 Results

The mean surface error averaged over all reconstruction methods for the synthetic patient

and synthetic phantom was 0.95 mm and 3.4 mm respectively. Each method performed bet-

ter on the synthetic patient even if only using depth tracking (see Figures 5.7 and 5.8). The

textureless and perfectly symmetrical phantom makes motion estimation and registration

more challenging. The graphs in Figure 5.9 show that our method is way closer to the

ground truth trajectory for all degrees of freedom of the camera pose and for both synthetic

3https://github.com/mp3guy/Logger1

https://github.com/mp3guy/Logger1
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ElasticFusion InfiniTAM Lacher et al. VisualSFM Ground Truth
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Figure 5.5: Qualitative results in frontal view. Patch-based reconstructions (ElasticFusion, Visu-

alSfM) are rendered using surface splatting [330], triangular meshes are phong-shaded. Texture,

where available, is partly blended onto geometry. (Top to bottom) Synthetic, Kinect v1 and v2 re-

constructions for the same patient, phantom reconstructions and two patients of different cup size.

(Left to right) The four competing reconstruction methods and the GT
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Keypoint scale and location Inlier matches with adjacent frame

Figure 5.6: Keypoints on segmented colour frame: (Left) Keypoint location and scale. (Right) Key-

point descriptor matches between adjacent colour frames. Few and often large scale keypoints are

detected. Keypoints from heavily downsampled/blurred images are less reliable for pose estimation.

Many regions are without keypoints altogether while some parts of small scale contrast like the hand

or the plaster produce a bunch of keypoints.

data sequences. Drift is minimal and of small scale. ElasticFusion’s rotational error in Fig-

ure 5.9 is consistent with the perceived loss of tracking towards the end of the synthetic

phantom sequence. This drift is a symptom of low geometric and photometric variation

in the input images. The tracking errors in turn lead to geometric distortions in Elastic-

Fusion’s surface model for the synthetic phantom sequence. The boxplots in Figures 5.7

and 5.8 also show reconstructions with our method to be up to a magnitude more accurate

with mean errors of 0.3 mm and 1.2 mm exhibiting little misestimation for both synthetic

data sequences. Nonetheless, a minor smear of the nipple is apparent in the surface dis-

tance error colourmap for Patient 8 in Figure 5.10 due to approximations in the discrete

volumetric fusion algorithm. VisualSfM failed to reconstruct or did not show sufficient

breast coverage in 33% of data sets including all phantom sequences. VisualSfM also suf-

fers from severe noise, outliers and holes. This is expected as our data violates all major

assumptions made by VisualSfM including Lambertian reflectance (skin specularities), il-

lumination invariance (shading varies for self-rotating patient under static illumination) and

reliable texture (homogeneous skin). Moreover, VisualSfM discards the temporal order of

images, using feature detection and matching instead of feature tracking. Oversaturation

in auto-exposed Kinect v2 RGB also makes feature matching more difficult and causes

reconstruction gaps. The Kinect v2 does not allow a configuration of exposure settings.

As VisualSfM does not support masks, 2D pixel edges between skin and background are

frequently picked up wrongly as salient features leading to background blending artefacts.

Baked-in assumptions, such as scene rigidity and high-saliency features, do generally not fit

the data well and suggest the inclusion of shape priors, a more elaborate deformation model
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Synthetic phantom

ElasticFusion 47.5

InfiniTAM 71.6

Lacher et al. 1.9

Synthetic patient

ElasticFusion 17.2

ElasticFusion (depth tracking only) 1.7

InfiniTAM 33.5

InfiniTAM (max iterations) 2.3

Lacher et al. 1.5

VisualSFM 61.2

Table 5.1: Scalar trajectory errors in synthetic experiment. RMS ATE [mm] metric as proposed by

[279]. We achieve substantially lower camera pose errors with our reconstruction method.

and adequate handling of all sensor-related data imperfections. The inferiority of the results

using the RGB-only reconstruction method highlights the fundamental importance of depth

data to solve the inverse problem of 3D reconstruction from 2D imaging data in this partic-

ular application. Colour information alone in most cases is not reliable enough to constrain

the reconstruction. Despite being able to match between 50 to 100 features per neighbour-

ing frame pair (see Figure 5.6), state-of-the-art SfM fails to recover poses in a sparse colour

feature bundle optimisation. This observation is underpinned by the results presented in

Table 5.1 from combined methods such as ElasticFusion which shows stronger pose error

up to complete misregistration with gradually increased weight for the dense photometric

cost over its ICP counterpart. This stems from the type of data used that mainly features

bare human torso and arms having rather homogeneous skin texture throughout and varying

shading due to patient self-rotation under static illumination.

On top of VisualSfM’s consistently higher surface errors averaging to over 10 mm

poor point density is not penalised in the unidirectional surface error metric. As Lacher

et al.’s solution is tailored to reconstruct a human torso, its reconstructed models have less

discernible discretisation artefacts in comparison to InfiniTAM whose default settings are

tuned to larger objects in a fixed-size volume representation. Confining the reconstruction

volume to the torso increases resolution and improves registration due to the exclusion of

non-rigidly moving parts like the arms. As the motion in the data sequences does not loop,

ElasticFusion might have performed below its capabilities being only restricted to rigid

tracking. In light of scarce research on clinically acceptable accuracies, InfiniTAM mea-

sures a surface error of 3.7±1.9 mm over all patient data sets on par with ElasticFusion’s

3.9±1.0 mm but marginally less accurate than Lacher et al. with 2.9±0.9 mm. Figure 5.10

reveals larger surface errors in the abdominal region in real patient reconstructions. This

is likely caused by involuntary non-rigid motions such as breathing, changing hand place-
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Lacher et al.InfiniTAMElasticFusion VisualSFM

Figure 5.7: Boxplots surface-to-surface error evaluation for synthetic and Kinect v1 sequences.

Surface-to-surface error distributions horizontally grouped into synthetic and Kinect v1 results. The

bars on the left show the surface distances, the bars on the right the surface normal deviation. The

box itself corresponds to the interquartile range with the centre tick indicating the median.
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Lacher et al.InfiniTAMElasticFusion VisualSFM

Figure 5.8: Boxplots surface-to-surface error evaluation for Kinect v2 sequences.

ment and shoulder torsion. Being equipped with different camera technology, the Kinect

v2 generates smaller depth images and has a wider field-of-view contributing to an even

lower object resolution per frame. It is also worth of note that Kinect v2, unlike Kinect v1,

is affected by flying pixel effects on the boundaries between foreground and background

that can result in the reconstruction of small inexistent particles. Depth discontinuities are a

challenge for both Kinect cameras. But whereas the superposition of signals leads to flying

pixels in the Kinect v2, a failure in Kinect v1’s patch matching will simply mark the pixel

as invalid. A missing value is much less detrimental to reconstruction quality than outliers.
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Figure 5.9: Pose error profile in synthetic data experiment. The figure shows the quantified transla-

tional and rotational error plotted against estimated camera poses. VisualSFM failed on the synthetic

phantom sequence plotted in the top row and can therefore only be reported for the synthetic patient

sequence in the bottom row.

Kinect v1 Kinect v2 Synthetic

ElasticFusion 2.6 (3.5) 3.3 (4.5) 1.6 (4.4)

InfiniTAM 2.0 (3.0) 3.4 (5.6) 0.8 (1.4)

Lacher et al. 1.5 (2.3) 2.4 (3.3) 0.4 (0.7)

VisualSFM 6.7 (11.2) 5.6 (10.8) 2.8 (4.0)

Phantom Patients

ElasticFusion 3.0 (7.1) 2.6 (3.7)

InfiniTAM 3.2 (7.6) 2.3 (3.7)

Lacher et al. 0.8 (1.3) 1.9 (2.8)

VisualSFM 5.6 (10.6)

Phantom Patients

Kinect v1 1.3 (2.6) 1.8 (2.7)

Kinect v2 1.2 (4.5) 2.7 (3.7)

Synthetic 1.0 (2.2) 0.3 (0.6)

Table 5.2: Median surface error tables. Higher errors are assigned a darker red background colour.

The mean is given in brackets and indicates that error distributions are positively skewed. The

error for VisualSfM on synthetic data is the result from the synthetic patient sequence only. The

bottom right table does not take VisualSfM into account at all as this method failed on all phantom

sequences. All units are in millimetres.

Due to the circular camera trajectory part of the breast geometry like the mammary fold is

always captured at a steep angle with little viewpoint variation lowering reconstruction qual-

ity in this area. Despite both being KinectFusion-based methods, Lacher et al. filter flying

pixels and thus produce visibly better reconstructions with Kinect v2 data when compared

to InfiniTAM in Figure 5.5.

Before statistical analysis, normalised histograms of surface-to-surface distance and
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Figure 5.10: Colourmapped surface-to-surface distance to the left of surface normal deviation for

all methods excluding VisualSfM. We display and label the data sets with the overall smallest and

largest average distance error alongside real patient results with visible artefacts such as the move-

ment of hands leading to gross errors.
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normal errors between synthetic and Kinect data sets as well as between reconstruction

methods are plotted in Figure 5.11. Unsigned surface-to-surface distances and normal er-

rors are non-normally distributed with unequal variances. The shape of the surface error

distributions do not permit a mutual transformation into a near-normal distribution for the

applicability of parametric hypothesis tests which assume symmetry. Individual surface er-

ror observations in the two samples are independent advocating the use of the distribution-

free unpaired Mann-Whitney test for hypothesis testing. Our null hypothesis states that the

surface error observations in both samples come from a distribution with identical medi-

ans. We analyse the surface errors of the two Kinect sensors and between reconstruction

methods. The results of the statistical analysis are presented in Table 5.3. The superiority

of our method in median surface error could be shown to be statistically significant. Due to

large sample sizes in the order of 106, highly statistically significant findings are expected,

as even faint differences in the sample distributions lead to a significant effect. The null

hypothesis is therefore rejected in all cases at a very low significance level. The obtained

p-values in all tests of statistical significance were in fact 0 due to limited floating point

precision. Effect size r was computed as

r =
z

√

Nstudy

(5.5)

in line with [254], where z denotes the standardised z score and Nstudy the size of the

study. Effect size was small to medium. The largest effect size of 0.184 was found between

the Kinect v1 and Kinect v2. Smallest effect size and thus highest agreement in surface

error distribution was estimated between our method and InfiniTAM which share their core

reconstruction algorithm. These results are corroborated by the error histogram mismatch

in Figure 5.11 which is most evident between Kinects as well as between VisualSfM and all

other methods. Moreover, our method produces higher-quality reconstructions of practical

significance on synthetic, phantom and Kinect v2 data sequences where other methods fail,

accumulate substantial drift and exhibit geometric artefacts.

The design of the clinical acquisition protocol placed its focus on patient safety and

least process overhead. In doing so, it introduced two sources of non-rigid deformation.

Firstly, patients’ self-rotation results in slight articulated motion of body parts and invol-

untary soft tissue deformity. Secondly, minor posture changes occur between Kinect and

GT acquisition. As an indicator of the latter, a residual ICP alignment error of 0.9±0.2 mm
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Figure 5.11: Error histograms comparing all synthetic and Kinect data sets as well as reconstruction

methods. Normalised frequency of occurrence is plotted against surface distance in the first and third

row and normal error in the second and last row.
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Cameras

Sample A Sample B Obs. A Obs. B Median

diff. [mm]

P-value Effect

size r

Kinect v1 Kinect v2 1 803 400 1 554 065 -0.93 < 10−7 0.184

Reconstruction methods

Sample A Sample B Obs. A Obs. B Median

diff. [mm]

P-value Effect

size r

Lacher et al. ElasticFusion 2 510 172 571 987 -0.93

< 10−7

0.148

Lacher et al. InfiniTAM 2 510 172 463 083 -0.63 0.103

Lacher et al. VisualSFM 2 510 172 82 886 -3.93 0.168

Table 5.3: Analysis of statistical significance using the Mann-Whitney test for unpaired non-

parametric surface error data. P-values and effect size are reported.

between repeatedly acquired GT scans hints at the extent of non-rigid deformation and sets

a realistic lower bound for reported surface-to-surface errors.
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Figure 5.12: Green InfiniTAM trajectories aligned to red GT trajectory in world coordinates for the

synthetic patient data set in xz-plane view: (Left) Estimated camera poses for InfiniTAM in default

configuration. (Right) Estimated camera poses for InfiniTAM with modified convergence criteria.

The comparison of camera trajectories in the synthetic experiment for which GT cam-

era poses are available suggests that the reconstruction pipeline proposed in the previous

chapter outperforms other methods by a factor of 10 or greater. Trajectory errors are plot-

ted in Figure 5.9 and ATE are listed in Table 5.1. InfiniTAM in particular exhibits an odd

zigzagging behaviour in the estimation of camera locations (see Figure 5.13). Bearing in

mind that InfiniTAM shares its fundamental tracking and reconstruction components with

our reconstruction method we established in Section 4.6.2 that none of our proposed exten-

sions to the standard reconstruction pipeline explain an accuracy difference of this magni-

tude. Rather, the inferior performance of compared reconstruction frameworks is caused by

inappropriate tracker approximations and the reliance on sparse or dense colour features.

• VisualSfM detects and matches colour features for sparse triangulation of 3D points
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of a single foreground subject with homogeneous texture under varying lighting and

performs understandably poorly.

• ElasticFusion uses a joint dense photometric and geometric tracker. The photometric

component is unreliable for the same reasons as in VisualSfM and accuracy improves

with stronger weight in favour of the ICP depth tracker. Using a significantly larger

weight of 106 for the depth tracker or disabling the colour tracker altogether Elastic-

Fusion achieves comparably low trajectory errors of 1.7 mm.

• InfiniTAM uses an ICP based hierarchical depth tracker. On the lower resolutions

only translation is estimated for computational reasons. For subsequent frames at

high camera frame rates this translational alignment is accurate enough to satisfy

the convergence criteria on our data sets with a regular constrained camera motion.

Convergence is determined by the magnitude of the relative transformation parameter

vector from iteration to iteration. After a couple of frames translation alone does not

align the frame well enough to the live model, convergence criteria are not satisfied

and a full 6DoF pose update is computed on finer resolution levels. This causes

jerks in the camera location. Modifying the convergence criteria in the source code

forcing the tracker to run until the maximum number of iterations is reached on all

resolution levels brings trajectory accuracy with 2.3 mm close to the best trajectory

error achieved with our reconstruction pipeline (see Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.13: Pose error graph for the synthetic patient data set running InfiniTAM with modified

convergence criteria. Termination threshold is reduced to 10−10 forcing the tracker to complete all

iterations computing a full pose update and track in fine resolution. The trajectory error achieved

with our method is plotted for reference.
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5.7 Discussion

In this chapter we conducted an investigation into the performance of state-of-the-art visual

SLAM and SfM frameworks on breast data sets. This includes a patient study with a total

of 28 data sets from 12 patients. The capability of the compared methods to reconstruct

patients of e.g. different breast sizes, skin tone and body deformations - correlating to pa-

tients’ ability to comply with the protocol - was extensively tested. The characteristics of

our Kinect RGBD sequences of 180◦ self-rotating early breast cancer patients in front of a

homogeneously blue background deviate from those of data sets typically used with generic

scene systems such as e.g. freehand flythroughs in cluttered office environments. The the-

sis contributes findings regarding necessary preprocessing and optimal parameterisation of

components in order to prevent failure and yield better results specific to the data within the

application realms. Global optimisation strategies that heavily rely on revisiting locations

such as loop closure and bundle optimisations are not triggered/effective. Colour feature

detection only yields sparse and inaccurate matches. Equally, colour feature tracking per-

forms poorly and is prone to drifting. Both are additionally affected by a non-configurable

overexposure of RGB images. Common tracker approximations such as estimation of trans-

lation only from downsampled input images coupled with loose convergence criteria cause

gross errors and ultimately shape distortions and inaccuracies. Moreover, approximations

in the volumetric fusion lead to geometric error. We conclude surface accuracy from open-

source/free reconstruction frameworks to be comparable to gold standard models with an

error margin of a few millimetres. The chapter further contributes synthetically generated

data sets using previously acquired gold standard models placed in a virtual scene projected

into a virtual camera and artificial illumination according to protocol specifications. Simi-

lar to phantom and patient data sets, the model rotates around its central vertical axis at a

fixed distance in front of the virtual camera. Synthetic data sets are useful as they provide

a controlled acquisition environment allowing for distortion-free lenses, noise-free images,

perfectly rigid motion and ground truth camera trajectories. A surface accuracy validation

strategy employing distance and curvature-related error metrics on triangular meshes is pre-

sented. Methodologically, we first introduce an automatic two-stage registration scheme

tailored to the geometrical properties and error characteristics of the reconstructed breast

surfaces encountered in our patient cohort. We experimentally find spin image descrip-

tors to be able to capture shape at a useful scale and detail level to allow robust matching
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and alignment of most breast surface models in our study. In extension to the approximate

surface-to-surface error computation in Chapter 4, we port an exact point-to-triangle dis-

tance algorithm to GPU as part of our accuracy validation in estimating pointwise exact

surface-to-surface error metrics on triangular meshes. The surface error validation heuristi-

cally accommodates for data characteristics to provide most useful accuracy estimates in the

given application scenario. Such measures include removal of pointwise surface error val-

ues at boundary triangles and error values measured outside a central sphere including the

breast region of interest but excluding non-overlapping or moving parts such as the arms.

5.8 Conclusions

We qualitatively and quantitatively assess four generic 3D reconstruction systems for breast

surface modelling in the context of surgical planning and treatment evaluation. Experi-

ments include synthetic phantom and patient as well as clinical phantom and patient RGBD

data. GT for non-synthesized data used at validation stage comes from high-quality profes-

sional grade 3D cameras. Validation employs a two-staged automatic registration scheme

coupled with GPU-parallelised exact surface-to-surface error metrics. Our results indicate

that low-cost systems produce promising results that can potentially be used clinically and

significantly increase the use of objective measures for aesthetic planning and assessment.

In detail, two out of four methods produce submillimetre-accurate results on synthetic and

three out of four errors in the order of a few millimetres on clinical data. We believe this

to be the first comparison study to focus on a low-cost, infrastructure-less pipeline from ac-

quisition to reconstruction only using consumer market cameras, freely available research

software and a standard PC.





Chapter 6

Quasi-rigid breast surface reconstruction

Bearing in mind our goal of reconstructing clinical-quality 3D breast surface models using

only a portable consumer-grade RGBD camera, the rigid reconstruction pipeline presented

in Chapter 4 proved too restrictive to adequately track the postural changes of the self-

rotating breast cancer patients. This conclusion was further supported by the comparison

study of reconstruction frameworks conducted in Chapter 5. The resulting breast models

suffered from smearing of surface detail, geometric distortions and poor texture mapping

quality. We are able to visualise the inherent deformation as the colourcoded residual error

after rigid alignment in Section 6.1. This non-rigid component of the inter-frame motion

affects reconstruction quality thereby diminishing the utility of the reconstructed surface

models for surgical planning, simulation and aesthetic outcome assessment. As a conse-

quence, in this chapter, we move on from defining inter-frame deformation with a 6 DoF

rigid body camera transform to a more flexible deformation model. A broad overview of

approaches to non-rigid registration of surface data is given in Section 2.3.3.

We follow suit with recent work on 3D reconstructing a single human body surface

from various viewpoints captured with a consumer-grade RGBD camera in a nonmedical

context [74, 183, 321]. The authors demonstrate the suitability of purely geometric align-

ment methods. Like with our acquisition protocol, there is complex yet small inter-frame

motion. The said methods remain agnostic to the class of object they are reconstructing and

merely regularise the optimisation problem by encouraging locally smooth transformations.

For its success in related lines of work in Section 6.2 we adopt the intrinsic deformation

model by Sumner et al. [280] who use a regularised embedded graph that describes a sur-

face transformation through localised affine transformations. We couple this notion of a

deformation graph with the linear formulation of pairwise nonrigid alignment proposed by
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Bundle

Frames 0-19 20-39 40-59 60-79 80-99 100-119 120-139 140-159 160-179 180-199

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 6.1: Data sequence rigidly reconstructed in bundles. Each consecutive 20 frames are merged

and triangulated into a separate partial mesh model.

Amberg et al. [5]. Such a deformation model facilitates nonrigid but smooth inter-frame mo-

tion without a template or learning. As our data is sequential and captured at a fairly high

frame rate we can rely on correspondence estimation based on spatial proximity assuming

good initial alignment. However, we replace the widely used closest-point correspondences

and propose shortest distance correspondences. Shortest distance correspondences, as de-

tailed in Section 6.2.3, find the shortest line connecting a source node to the target and

interpolate its intersection point on the target. To ameliorate the accumulation of drift ob-

servable in temporal tracking we combine the nonrigid pairwise alignment with a globally

consistent multi-view alignment strategy that considers all frames simultaneously in refining

framewise transformation parameters. To handle the large number of frames per sequence,

consecutive sets of frames are prior partitioned into bundles.

In the experiment part, a subset of 6 patients with the most salient torso features in the

registered colour images are selected. Landmarks are manually picked and matched across

the spatially and temporally registered colour images of the patients’ data sequences. We

qualitatively compare the reconstruction results from the proposed method against results

from Chapter 4 and the high-precision 3dMDtorso scanner first introduced in Section 1.4.

Our method is quantitatively validated by using a new landmark-based error metric mea-

suring the spread of the backprojected and nonrigidly deformed landmark points. In the

results section 6.4 we are able to demonstrate both a visual improvement in geometrical and

textural quality as well as a consistent decrease in landmark error. A large part of the work

presented in this chapter was described in the publication [168].

6.1 Non-rigid motion analysis

The circumstance that patients self-rotate in front of a stationary camera leads to unwanted

articulated joint motion and soft tissue deformation aggravated by the limited mobility of

some patients. Previous chapters found that rigid reconstructions suffer from a smoothing

of surface detail and a blurring of texture aside various artefacts. It was concluded that a
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single rigid camera transform is too crude an approximation of the upper body deformation.

In support of this hypothesis, Li et al. [183] argue rigid alignment is wholly insufficient

to account for inevitable deformation in a similar acquisition setup. Zeng et al. [321] also

compensate involuntary motion during successive scanning of human bodies by fitting a

gradually growing deformation graph to each scan quasi-rigidly.

7mm

0mm

Bundles 200-219, 220-239

Phantom

Bundles 294-313, 314-333

PL26

Bundles 200-219, 220-239

PL08

Figure 6.2: Inter-bundle surface-to-surface error colour maps. Residual error after rigid alignment

is depicted as surface-to-surface error between consecutive bundles and is colour mapped for a side-

by-side comparison between the phantom and two exemplary patients. In patient colour maps errors

are generally higher and localised in body regions that are deforming nonrigidly. This includes but

is not limited to breathing motion (middle) and movement of arms and hands (right).

To confirm torso deformation in our patient data collected in Chapter 3, we fully track

8 data sets including synthetic and phantom data with the rigid reconstruction framework

presented in Chapter 4. After tracking, data sets are partitioned into bundles of 20 con-

secutive frames for which individual triangular meshes are reconstructed as illustrated in

Figure 6.1. We visualise the dynamic component of the patients’ motion as a pseudocolour

mapping of the inter-bundle surface-to-surface error. Exemplary pseudocoloured bundle

meshes are displayed in Figure 6.2. While the whole torso can be assumed to deform in a

complex manner, specific body regions are particularly prone to involuntary displacement

or torsion such as the hands or shoulders. These findings motivate the use of a nonrigid

deformation model. Quantitative results are plotted in Figure 6.15. The surface-to-surface

error between bundles of the synthetic and phantom sequence consists solely of tracking

inaccuracies and noise and serves as a reference. Mean absolute errors are with 1.6 mm

more than a magnitude higher in real patient data sequences compared to 0.14 mm in syn-

thetic data. These errors are caused by inherent nonrigid motion and data imperfections.

Despite only containing rigid motion, the phantom sequence does not surpass real patient

data in terms of inter-bundle errors. This can be explained by the fact that phantom data is
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Figure 6.3: Pipeline overview. We use the sequential rigid reconstruction method from Chapter 4

to estimate camera poses (section 6.2.1). To deal with the vast number of transformation parameters

lower resolution meshes are constructed by uniform downsampling and triangulation constituting

a deformation graph structure as described in Sumner et al. [280] (section 6.2.2). The pairwise

nonrigid ICP method proposed in Amberg et al. [5] is utilised to refine the alignment of all frames

in the data set nonrigidly (sections 6.2.3 to 6.2.8). Consistent nonrigid refinement is achieved in

two steps. A local phase sees consecutive frames being merged into nonrigidly aligned bundles that

are jointly aligned in a global phase. Resulting node-wise affine transformations are subsequently

interpolated to deform the full resolution point clouds (section 6.2.9) prior to fusion and meshing

(section 6.2.10).

generally harder to track due to its symmetric regular surface lacking sufficient geometric

details (see Section 5.7). Inter-bundle surface-to-surface error after nonrigid refinement of

alignment as proposed in this chapter is presented in Section 6.4.4.

6.2 Graph-based nonrigid surface reconstruction algorithm

In reconstructing a single complete 3D breast surface from a sequence of input RGBD im-

ages we face the challenge of having to transform all surface data into a common reference

space thus aligning all surface data tracing the subject’s motion during the acquisition of the

respective input images.

In assuming the self-rotating human body to be a rigid object we reduce the complexity

of the inter-frame transformation to a single 3D rotation and translation but this oversim-

plification comes at a cost of lower reconstruction quality. In reality, the deformation of

the patients’ upper body although instructed to turn as rigidly as possible is more complex

consisting of articulated joint and soft tissue motion. To reconstruct to a higher accuracy,

the versatility of this deformation needs to be reflected in our transformation model. The

physical laws and human physiology driving our movements are sophisticated and subject

to unknown variables elusive to us given only a number of discretised projected 2D im-
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ages of the scene. We instead look into finding a suitable deformation model that is simple

enough to be tractable yet elaborate enough to capture most of the motion faithfully.

To this extent we define a minimal set of general geometric assumptions to restrict the

solution space but without imposing strong assumptions on learned human shape, poses or

motion.

• Albeit now nonrigid we continue to rely on the quasi-rigid or small motion assump-

tion. Owing to the large number of images we expect small motion and therefore large

overlap between consecutive frames which allows us to search for correspondences

from the source to the target surface in a spatial neighbourhood (see Section 6.2.3).

• Although we showed deformation is globally nonrigid, we assume it is locally

smooth. That is a reasonable assumption as the skin is connected and naturally tends

to move together especially on the torso. By allowing each surface point (or node of

a downsampled embedded graph) to deform in an affine manner we otherwise end

up with an inverse problem with a large number of parameters that is illdefined. Re-

quiring neighbouring nodes to move smoothly, that is the difference in transformation

between neighbouring nodes to be minimal, we constrain the optimisation problem

effectively increasing the rank of the optimisation problem for it to be solvable (see

Sections 6.2.5 and 6.2.7).

• Acknowledging that the overall surface deformation might comprise articulated mo-

tion in arms and shoulders and soft-tissue deformation in the breast itself, we assume

a single model for the whole surface for the sake of algorithmic simplicity.

• We assume a constant topology throughout the sequence as we reconstruct a single

surface mesh to explain all RGBD data.

We base our method on the work of Amberg et al. [5] for their linear formulation

of the nonrigid regularised minimisation of correspondence distances and Sumner et al.

[280] for their notion of a coarse deformation graph embedded in our surface data. Beyond

pairwise registration, we seek a globally consistent alignment of all frames. Owing to the

loop-free 180◦ subject rotation and the homogeneous featureless skin texture we neither

can detect and exploit loop closures nor bundle adjust for a simultaneous optimisation of

the final shape. We therefore opt to couple the pairwise registration algorithm with an

exhaustive joint alignment strategy described in Section 6.2.8 similar in concept to [13].
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In the course of this we partition the whole image sequence into bundles of neighbouring

frames analogous to [74] and perform a two-phased hierarchical alignment refinement. A

schematic overview of our proposed template-free nonrigid reconstruction pipeline can be

found in Figure 6.3.

6.2.1 Preprocessing of the data

Many preprocessing stages are identical to those outlined in previous chapters. In addition,

the rigid camera pose estimation as part of the rigid reconstruction pipeline proposed in

Chapter 4 comes down to a mere initialisation step for the method presented in this chapter.

Frame selection and pairing: We observe a sequence of depth {DDD}Di=1 and colour images

in RGB format {CCC}Cj=1 from the Kinect camera. We follow the steps for selecting and pair-

ing depth and colour frames {DDDi,CCC j} with i ∈ [1..D], j ∈ [1..C ] based on their acquisition

timestamps according to the descriptions given in Section 4.2.2. In this chapter we exclu-

sively work with data from the Kinect v1, because of the lower degree of overexposure of

the colour images which is crucial for manual landmark picking at validation stage.

Foreground segmentation and subject clipping: Segmentation of a 2D foreground sil-

houette by means of automatic planar background cutoff as well as clipping of the legs and

foreground mask erosion is performed as detailed in Section 4.2.3. The 2D foreground mask

is eroded to reduce colour mapping artefacts at depth boundaries between the foreground

and background that might otherwise arise due to image and depth discretisation as well as

camera calibration inaccuracies. Further measures to handle multi-path interference are not

required in case of the Kinect v1.

Point cloud backprojection: Point cloud backprojection presumes calibration of the indi-

vidual sensors of the Kinect camera, the depth and RGB sensor, which define a linear map-

ping from metric to pixel space as well calibration of the extrinsic matrix spatially relating

both sensors as described in Section 4.2.1. The individual intrinsic camera matrices com-

prising focal lengths and principal point shall be denoted as KKKD ∈ R
3×3 and KKKRGB ∈ R

3×3,

respectively. The extrinsic matrix to change camera coordinates from depth to RGB camera

space is denoted as TTT D→RGB ∈ SE(3) = R
3×SO(3). This allows RGBD registration to as-

sign each 3D point in camera coordinates a corresponding RGB value through the use of the

extrinsic matrix TTT D→RGB (see Figure 5.4). These RGB values are conveniently cached in a

registered colour image. Normals are computed in a pointwise parallelisation on the GPU.

The normal orientation is estimated through principal component analysis in a projective
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depth neighbourhood of size 3. The ambiguity in normal orientation is resolved by flipping

normals consistently towards the origin of the camera coordinate system. This is achieved

trivially by enforcing the dot product between the vector of the point coordinates (viewpoint

is at origin) and the normal to be consistently negative or positive. Altogether, for surface

point i of frame k we hold their location pppk
i ∈ R

3, unit length normal nnnk
i ∈ R

3 with |nnnk
i |= 1

and RGB value ccck
i ∈ [0,1]3. A valid depth pixels give rise a surface point via the inverse

of the perspective image projection as follows PPPk(iii) = DDDk(iii) ·KKK−1
D · [iii,1]T , where iii denotes

the depth pixel coordinates. The accumulation of all surface points PPPk = {pppk
i ,nnn

k
i ,ccc

k
i }Ki=1 per

frame k makes up a surface cloud in camera coordinates.

Rigid pose estimation: Each depth image from the input sequence was taken with the cam-

era observing the scene from a different viewpoint in 3D Euclidean space. The camera’s

relative location and orientation TTT k = RRRk ∪ tttk ∈ SE(3) with respect to the first camera pose

which coincides with the origin are the result of tracking (and possibly optimising) the cam-

era egomotion through our image stream (or tracking the segmented patients’ movement

assuming a stationary camera). Using the camera poses we can transform all point cloud

data from camera space to a global reference space. If the camera space of the first image

is chosen to be the global reference space the transformation of point pppi from the backpro-

jected point cloud of frame k to the global reference space simplifies to a multiplication with

the affinely inverted camera pose to PPP′k(iii) = TTT−1
k ·PPPk(iii). Whereas this constitutes the final

registration result after a hierarichal dense rigid ICP of the current frame to an incremental

model in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we solely use the rigid camera poses to initialise the nonrigid

alignment process.

6.2.2 Graph construction

Sumner et al. [280] suggest the use of a coarse embedded graph to recover realistic shape

deformations at human scale. We use a similar technique and downsample all source point

clouds via voxel grid averaging to a uniform sampling density of 6 mm. The quantity and

distribution of graph nodes is analogous to the first step of any ICP-based alignment which

is the selection of point samples. The downsampled point clouds are meshed employing

the greedy projective triangulation algorithm with a search radius of 2.5 cm and a µ of 2.5

[206]. The best parameterisation depends on the noise level and point density and was deter-

mined by exhaustively sweeping the parameter space triangulating a string of point clouds

from various data sequences. Following triangulation, we perform a connected component
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G
tgtG

src

(a) (b)

(d)

Accepted correspondence Rejected correspondence

(c)

Figure 6.4: Illustration of correspondence estimation and rejection in pairwise nonrigid ICP by

the example of 2D contours. The blue contour represents the target graph Gtgt , the green contour

the source graph Gsrc. Solid black lines denote accepted and dashed lines rejected correspondence

pairs. (a) For every source graph node a closest intersection point with the target is determined to

yield preliminary correspondences. These exact correspondences are superior to nearest point corre-

spondences especially with coarsely resolved models. Correspondences are subsequently trimmed.

(b) Source nodes in a non-overlap region mapping to target nodes or edges belonging to the target’s

boundary are discarded as a correspondence and instead softly enforced to stay in place. (c) Corre-

spondences that exceed a fixed distance threshold are rejected. (d) Correspondences whose normals

deviate strongly are equally rejected. For normal comparison, the normal at the target intersection

point is barycentrically interpolated.

analysis by iteratively traversing the triangular mesh. We discard smaller unconnected parts

that otherwise cause a rank deficiency in the coefficient matrix in Section 6.2.7. The tri-

angulated downsampled single component point clouds serve as our deformation graphs as

in [280] {GGG j}Nj=1 with GGG j = {ggg j
i }

J
i=1 ⊂ R

3. J denotes the number of nodes in GGG j. Each

graph node gggi
j is associated with an affine transformation specified by a matrix XXX

j
i ∈ R

4×3.

6.2.3 Pairwise correspondence search

Geometric shape correspondences from the downsampled source to target graph are sought

on the grounds of spatial proximity. This is justified under the small motion assumption

between frames as discussed earlier. There are several popular correspondence matching

techniques. The most common are classic closest point correspondences [17], source nor-

mal shooting [48] and projective data association [20]. Recently, more involved approaches

using e.g. decision trees are taken to deliver more reliable correspondences that accommo-

date fast motion or topological changes [75]. These methods however are computationally
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expensive or require offline training and large annotated data sets. The reader is referred to

Section 2.3.1 for more details on the topic of correspondence estimation. In this chapter,

alongside closest point correspondences we investigate shortest distance correspondences.

Shortest distance correspondences are established using the intersection point at the end

of the shortest line connecting the source vertex with the target mesh. They are therefore

related to correspondences obtained from source normal shooting in that they both seek to

intersect the target shape exactly rather than choosing a discrete point sample for matching.

The closest point correspondence search is sped up using an octree structure initially pop-

ulated with the target’s vertices. We implement the algorithm by Jones [148] on the GPU

for fast intersection point computation in shortest distance correspondence estimation. This

algorithm determines the closest intersection point which either coincides with a target ver-

tex, edge or lies within a triangular face. We omit superscript indices for readability. The

projection of a source vertex gggi on the plane of the respective target triangular face denoted

as ggg′i simplifies to the following expression

ggg′i = gggi−〈gggi− fff 1,nnn f 〉 ·nnn f (6.1)

where nnn f is the unit face normal and fff 1 an arbitrarily chosen face corner. In case ggg′i falls

within the triangle it is also the intersection point ggg′′i . Assuming ggg′i lies outside the triangle

and is instead closer to edge eee1,2 = fff 2− fff 1, we find the intersection point ggg′′i on the edge as

follows.

ggg′′i = ggg′i +
〈 fff 1−ggg′i,rrr〉 · rrr
〈rrr,rrr〉 with rrr = [( fff 2−ggg′i)× ( fff 1−ggg′i)]× eee1,2 (6.2)

A complete geometrical derivation is found in Jones [148]. Per iteration the set of source

graph nodes are updated by multiplication with the current matrix XXX . As illustrated in Figure

6.4 and in accordance with Amberg et al. [5], correspondences are clipped if one or more

of the following conditions apply.

wi 6= 0 iff



























dcorr < 0.02m and

ggg′′i /∈Ψ⊂ R
3 and

cos−1(〈nnni,nnn
′′〉)< 45◦

(6.3)
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The normals nnni and nnn′′ denote the normals of gggi and ggg′′i respectively. Given the target

is a non-watertight surface, Ψ denotes the set of edges that make up the target’s border.

The border edges are the set of all single edges. A single edge is an edge that is only

part of one triangle. Correspondences that are rejected carry zero weight. The weight for

accepted correspondences is set to constant 1. The first two criteria ensure the algorithm

is capable of dealing with non-overlap regions correctly while the last criterion prevents

false correspondences when the still misaligned source and target intersect in regions where

several geometric layers are close to each other. In the case of the torso, the latter may

happen at the armpit or where the fingers are placed on the hip. Similar correspondence

trimming criteria are ubiquitous in literature [259].

6.2.4 Data term

The most crucial term is the data term that drives the alignment of two deformation

graphs. Specifically, it penalises a distance measure between our correspondences from

Section 6.2.3. The data term Ed is expressed as the sum of weighted quadratic point-to-

point distances of correspondences. For simplicity of notation we assume the correspond-

ing matching point in graph k for the query point ggg
j
i in graph j to be gggk

i . As outlined in the

previous section, gggk
i is the nearest intersecting point with the target graph and need not be

an actual node in the target graph GGGk. It follows that Θ = {(ggg j
1,ggg

k
1), ..,(ggg

j

J ,gggk
J )} is the set

of fixed correspondences between the graphs j and k for a particular step and iteration.

Ed := ∑
ggg

j
i∈GGG j

wi||XXX i ·ggg j
i −gggk

i || (6.4)

Equation (6.4) may be vectorised and rearranged to be amenable to linear solving through

post-multiplication with XXX . Let WWW constitute a J ×J diagonal weight matrix with

diag(WWW ) = [w1, ..,wJ ]. Let ḠGG
j ∈ R

J×4J be a matrix containing the graph’s formatted

nodes. Further we define GGG to store the graph’s nodes in a row-major matrix as written in

Equation (6.5).
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Edata(XXX) := ||WWW (ḠGG
j
XXX−GGGk)||2F =
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6.2.5 Stiffness regularisation

The remaining terms regularise the optimisation. Allowing each vertex to deform in a lo-

cally affine manner leads to an underconstrained optimisation problem with a huge solution

space of J · 12 parameters and hence a singular coefficient matrix AAA. As we do not in-

corporate any human shape or motion priors which could sensibly reduce the number of

parameters and hence the size of the parameter search space we instead choose to regularise

the problem adding two regularising terms to our cost function.

The first term Es controls the overall smoothness of deformation by penalising the

weighted difference of the transformation applied to adjacent vertices. This cost is measured

as the Frobenius norm || · ||F of the difference of the respective transformation matrices.

Adjacency between two vertices a and b is defined as vertex a having a connecting edge

to vertex b. The connectivity information is retrieved from the target deformation graph

and stored in a neat matrix form using a node-arc incidence matrix MMM constructed similarly

to the formulation in Amberg et al. [5]. Matrix MMMk is sparse and of dimension F ×K

where F and K are denoting the number of target faces and nodes respectively. Edge 1

connecting the nodes 2 and 3 would appear as two nonzero entries -1 at MMM1,2 and 1 at MMM1,3.

In literature we find stiffness weights to be lowered gradually for an increasingly nonrigid

and localised deformation [5, 280]. We did not detect any noticeable difference in the final

deformation between using a series of decreasing stiffness weights and only using the lowest

stiffness weight. This might be explained by the small motion between successive images.

We therefore stuck to a single stiffness weight optimisation in our experiments for a near-

linear speedup in computation time in the number of skipped stiffness weights. Let III4 be a

4 × 4 identity matrix and ⊗ denote the Kronecker product, our stiffness regulariser takes

on the form of Equation 6.6.
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Es(XXX
j) := ||(MMMk⊗ III)XXX j||2F (6.6)

6.2.6 Mobility constraints

In every pairwise registration, the source and target graphs are only partially overlapping

as we are progressively capturing the torso under rotation exploring unseen geometry with

every new frame. The source nodes in a nonoverlap region do not have a correspondence

and would otherwise only be driven by the stiffness regulariser. This leads to a flattening or

bulging of curved surface parts e.g. around the core which does not reflect the actual body

shape. As shown in Figure 6.5 this effect is most apparent in sequential reconstructions. We

add mobility constraints that softly enforce nodes without correspondences to stay station-

ary by quadratically penalising any displacement from their starting location. Specifically,

we implement the mobility constraints by stacking the matrix of the ‘parked’ nodes P̄PP on

our coefficient matrix AAA and the matrix PPP onto the BBB matrix. P̄PP and PPP are similar in defi-

nition to the matrices ḠGG and GGG in Section 6.2.4 where correspondences Θ are replaced by

self-correspondences Θs = {(ggg j
i ,ggg

j
i )}i for all i with wi = 0.

Em := ||P̄PP j ·XXX j−PPP j||2F (6.7)

Figure 6.5: Visualising the effect of softly constraining the mobility of graph nodes in nonover-

lapping surface parts: (Left) Exemplar nonrigidly reconstructed upper body in sequential fashion

without the mobility constraint term. The black arrows indicate areas of visible flattening of the

curved torso unfaithful to the true body shape. The landmark error score is twofold higher than after

rigid reconstruction. (Right) Reconstruction of the same data set with mobility constraint.
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6.2.7 Linear least squares minimisation

Assuming a minimisation of the cost to align graph j to k for fixed stiffness αs the total cost

E is the weighted sum of our three terms: the data term Ed , the stiffness term Es and the

mobility constraints term Em. The weight for the mobility constraints is fixed to αm = 1.

We aim to minimise E with respect to XXX j.

min
XXX j

E(XXX j) = min
XXX j

Ed(XXX
j)+αs ·Es(XXX

j)+αm ·Em(XXX
j) (6.8)

The matrices for the individual cost terms can be conveniently stacked upon [5]. This yields

the linear matrix form below.

E(XXX j) =
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This system of linear equations in the form AAAXXX = BBB can now be solved for optimal trans-

formations XXX j in closed form for a fixed set of correspondences and stiffness.

XXX = (AAAT AAA)−1 ·AAAT BBB (6.10)

As correspondences are implicit and change with every update of XXX j, optimisation still

follows an iterative approach. The iterative process is considered to have converged if the

change in XXX j defined as ||XXX j−XXX∗||F where superscript XXX∗ equals XXX j from the last iteration

drops below a threshold of 10−4 or the maximum number of 10 iterations has been reached.

6.2.8 Global iterative optimisation scheme

As commonly known and explained in Section 2.3.5, sequential tracking in either frame-to-

frame or frame-to-model fashion is prone to accumulate tracking error over time leading to a

quality loss in the reconstruction subject to drifted camera poses. In the absence of a looping

camera trajectory for global pose optimisation and RGB saliency for global feature-based

optimisation approaches like bundle adjustment, we aim to achieve globally consistency

through multi-view alignment of frames or, more precisely, deformation graphs. Rigid

multi-view alignment approaches with the aim to equally distribute residual alignment er-

rors in a network of views can be found in literature. The authors either diffuse relative

pose transformations directly [291] or use fixed [248] or iteratively reestimated pairwise
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constraints [13] to simultaneously improve alignment in a set of overlapping frames. We

pick up this idea but instead of further relying on establishing correspondences between

adjacent frames directly we merge all but one frame into a fused surface representation that

acts as our target in a single pairwise alignment optimisation per iteration. Early approaches

typically performed multi-view registration on a single digit number of frames [13, 248].

To reduce the computational footprint in large image sequences of several hundreds frames,

the data is partitioned into subset of frames. This has previously been proposed in vari-

ous forms [64, 74, 202]. Assuming temporal consistency between consecutive frames we

employ a similar approach in a two-phased hierarchical alignment strategy. A first local or

intra-bundle phase refines the alignment of a set of adjacent frames locally by independently

aligning all frames to the first of the set nonrigidly. Small inter-frame motion and a high

frame rate lead to a high temporal consistency ensuring sufficient spatial overlap. The re-

fined frames within a bundle are fused into a chunk or segment we denote as bundle ĜGG
s

for

the second globally consistent inter-bundle alignment phase. The aggregate point set of each

bundle after fusion is resampled and retriangulated to make up a deformation graph of fixed

and uniform point density identical to the source bundle. In a repeating loop over all bun-

dles, a bundle’s deformation graph at index s acting as source is sequentially aligned to the

entirety of all other bundles T = [1..B]\ s defined as the target. This way sufficient spatial

overlap is again guaranteed. Per iteration, the target is created by resampling and remeshing

the joint set of 3D points {ggg j
i | i ∈ [1..N j] and j ∈ T } of all other bundles subject to their

current node-wise deformation parameters {X̂XX j} j∈T . This casts the multi-bundle alignment

as an exhaustive pairwise alignment problem. Each pairwise alignment counts as a step.

The alignment process terminates after convergence criteria are satisfied. Convergence is

reached either after a maximum number of 100 steps or if the supremum Frobenius ma-

trix norm of the incremental transformation updates of all deformation graphs is below a

threshold of 8·10−3. Algorithm 1 shows the global alignment routine in pseudocode with

a pairwise quasi-rigid ICP refinement at its core. The procedure has been simplified for

clarity. All output commands, landmark handling, unvisited branches in default configura-

tion, dependencies on parameters and statements to check convergence criteria have been

omitted.
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point clouds {VVV i}Ni=1← read in and backproject frames;

frame indices per bundle {bbbi}Bi=1← getFrameIndices(N , B);

for all bundles bi with i ∈ [1..B] do

for all frames j in bbbi do

deformation graph GGG j← preprocess(VVV j);

end

intra-bundle transformations {XXX j} j∈bbbi ←
runNonrigidAlignmentIntraBundle({GGG j} j∈bbbi

);

initialise VVV b← [];

for all frames j in bbbi do

V̂VV
j← propagateDeformation(XXX j, GGG j);

aggregate bundle points VVV b← merge(VVV b, V̂VV
j
) ;

end

ĜGG
b← preprocess(VVV b);

end

{X̂XX i}Bi=1← runNonrigidAlignmentInterBundle({ĜGGi}Bi=1);

for all point clouds V̂VV
j

in {V̂VV i}Ni=1 do

k← contains({bbbi}Bi=1, j);

V̂VV
j ← postprocess(V̂VV

j
, ĜGG

k
, X̂XX

k
);

end

coloured mesh SSScolour← reconstruct({V̂VV i}Ni=1);

Algorithm 1: Two-phased iterative alignment procedure for the entire image se-

quence through (1) intra-bundle and (2) inter-bundle refinement of nonrigid trans-

formation parameters.

Function runNonrigidAlignmentIntraBundle({GGGi}N /B
i=1 ):

/*XXX1 initialised to identity matrices*/;

for all GGGi in {GGGi}N /B
i=2 do

XXX i← nonrigidICP(GGGi, GGG1);

end

return {XXX i}N /B
i=1 ;

end

Function runNonrigidAlignmentInterBundle({ĜGGi}Bi=1):

while convergence criteria not met do

source graph GGGs← ĜGG
b∈[1..B]

;

target graph GGGt ← preprocess(ĜGG
{1..B}\b

);

∆← nonrigidICP(GGGs, GGGt);

X̂XX
b← ∆ · X̂XXb

;

b← b+1 % B;

end

return {X̂XX i}Bi=1;

end

Algorithm 2: Continuation of Algorithm 1. Definition of intra and inter bundle

alignment functions.
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Function preprocess(point cloud VVV):

VVV ′ ← transformIntoReferenceFrame(VVV);

VVV ′′ ← resample(VVV ′);

deformation graph GGG← triangulate(VVV ′′) /*clean nonmanifold faces*/ ;

GGGcc ← extractLargestConnectedComponent(GGG) ;

return GGGcc;

end

Function postprocess(point cloud VVV , graph GGG, graph transformations XXX):

VVV ′ ← removeNonoverlap(GGG, VVV);

V̂VV ← propagateDeformation(GGG, XXX, VVV ′);

return V̂VV ;

end

Function reconstruct(point clouds {V̂VV i}Ni=1):

for all point clouds V̂VV
i

in {V̂VV i}Ni=1 do

VVV concat ← merge(VVV concat , V̂VV
i
);

end

VVV mls ← movingLeastSquares(VVV concat) /*rectify normals, delete NaNs*/;

SSS← poisson(VVV mls);

SSScolour← integrateHsvInterpolatedColour(SSS);

return SSScolour;

end

Algorithm 3: Pseudocode definition of the helper functions used in Algorithms 1

and 2.

6.2.9 Spatial propagation

With completion of each phase, the intra and inter-bundle optimisation as outlined in Sec-

tion 6.2.8, we estimated a nonrigidly refined deformation graph per frame f, GGG f and ĜGG
f
,

respectively. We now wish to apply the respective deformation stored in XXX f or X̂XX
f

to our

topologically similar full resolution point clouds. Therefore, all affine transformation ma-

trices XXX
f
j for graph nodes ggg

f
j need to be sensibly prolongated to the point clouds’ vertices

{VVV f
i }. In the following, superscripts indicating the frame are omitted for brevity. Prolonga-

tion is achieved by smoothly interpolating the transformation for arbitrary point locations

in 3D Euclidean space, i.e. the vertices of the full resolution point clouds. We denote this

propagation function by X(·). The weighted interpolation technique averaging the affine

transformation of surrounding nodes is outlined in Sumner et al. [280] and restated for

completeness.

v̄vvi = X(vvvi) =
M

∑
j=1

w j(vvvi)
[

RRR′j(vvvi−ggg j)+ggg j + ttt ′j
]

(6.11)

where vertex vvv is transformed to v̄vv. RRR′ and ttt ′ denote the transformation relative to the node

position extracted from either XXX or X̂XX depending on the phase of refinement. To obtain

the affine transformation in local node coordinates the translation part needs recomputing
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to ttt ′j = ttt j +RRR j · ggg j − ggg j. M is the number of nearest node neighbours and set to 5. In

practice, we argue assuming even spacing of nodes that the weight for any more distant

graph nodes is negligible. The propagation function X(·) also takes a deformation graph

GGG or ĜGG and its node transformations XXX or X̂XX as input arguments which have been omitted

in Equation (6.11) for readability. Normals are adjusted similarly ignoring the translation

part. The precomputed weights for each node radially decay with distance. We take over

the weight formulation from [280].

w j(vvvi) =
1

ζ

(

1−
||vvvi−ggg j||

dmax

)2

(6.12)

dmax is the largest vertex-node distance in the set of M nearest nodes. The weight of

node j with respect to vertex i is intuitively decaying with the distance between the node

and the vertex. This way we are ensuring local overlapping but limited influence on the

final transformation. Finally, weights are normalised to sum to one through use of the the

normalisation constant ζ .

6.2.10 Model generation

After nonrigid alignment and propagation of the transformation to the full resolution point

clouds, each point cloud is fused in a joint thick model point set V̄VV f used containing point

cloud data from all images previously nonrigidly registered.

V̄VV f used =
N
⋃

i=1

V̄VV
i

(6.13)

We then run the MLS algorithm on the resulting model point set [3]. This algorithm fits a

low order polynomial to each point over a small spatial neighbourhood reducing noise while

maintaining surface detail. The optimal radius depends on the noise level and sampling den-

sity. We use a constant search radius of 8 mm. As the algorithm itself is oblivious to the

camera location, a subsequent reorientation of flipped ‘rogue’ normals was necessary. The

model size grows linearly with the number of frames being fused leading to oversampling.

In a grid-based resampling we reduce point redundancy to a uniform density of 1 mm. To

turn the point set into a triangular mesh we apply Poisson reconstruction [154] with a max-

imum octree depth of 9 for a fine mesh resolution and a minimum of 10 samples per point

to increase resiliency to residual noise. We obtain surface SSS. Excess surface is clipped.

Figure 6.6 showcases the noise suppression through MLS and the extent of surface detail
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with respect to the parameterisation of the Poisson surface reconstruction algorithm.

Max octree depth: 9
MLS: No

Max octree depth: 7
MLS: Yes

Max octree depth: 8
MLS: Yes

Max octree depth: 9
MLS: Yes

Figure 6.6: Choice of reconstruction parameters: (Left) Level of noise in the final reconstructed

mesh without running MLS. (Inner left to right) Visualisation of the coarseness of the triangulation

depending on the maximum octree depth setting in Poisson surface reconstruction.

For a realistic appearance of the digital torso model, we reintegrate vertexwise colour

values via interpolation of colour values from 3D points nearest in space. In particular, for

each vertex of the final meshed model we search in a radial neighbourhood of the fused

point cloud data for the closest k=20 3D points. We explore three different techniques of

colour mapping: nearest neighbour RGB colour assignment, RGB per channel averaging

and sequential averaging of hue values. The latter requires a conversion to and from HSV

colour space. Despite being a more natural colour representation, due to the circular nature

of the hue component, hue values are sequentially averaged determining the shortest path

between two hue values. This avoids colour blending artefacts in regions of stark contrast.

In Figure 6.7 we qualitatively compare the results of aforementioned colour mapping tech-

niques. Due to the variation in shading during acquisition nearest neighbour RGB colouring

leads to a noisy unnaturally textured skin colour. RGB and HSV interpolation both result in

smoother skin colours. As the HSV colour representation is more intuitive and aligns better

with the human perception of colours. Therefore, this colour space is considered more suit-

able than RGB for interpolation and will be used for colour mapping of the reconstructed

model in the result section 6.4.

6.3 Experiments

To evaluate the accuracy of our nonrigid alignment we run experiments on clinical data

of patients diagnosed with early breast cancer. As there are no comparison data sets or

benchmarks in the specific field of breast surface reconstruction from RGBD sequences we

resort to our clinical data captured in the cross-sectional and longitudinal study compliant to

the acquisition protocol detailed in Chapter 3. For the experiments in this chapter, 6 patient

data sets are chosen containing natural nonrigid movement. In a separate rigid experiment,

we run our proposed algorithm on a phantom Kinect data set and a noisefree synthetic

sequence (see Section 5.5 for details on synthetic data set generation).
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Figure 6.7: Side-by-side comparison of non-interpolated nearest neighbour colour assignment and

interpolation of colour values in RGB and HSV colour space. The fewer points are interpolated the

more noise and shadowing artefacts become notable.

6.3.1 Rigid phantom and synthetic experiment

An objective comparison of registration results is difficult in case of complex deformation.

Ground truth is typically hard to attain requiring elaborate multi-camera setups [23]. As

a consequence, numerous publications in the realm of nonrigid reconstruction lack quan-

titative validation [222, 329] or limit themselves to quantitative surface-to-surface error

validation for the rigid case [74, 183]. This has its merits in showing a nonrigid algorithm’s

capability to handle the restricted case of rigid scenes. While a nonrigid algorithm should

not fail or produce degenerate results, better results can neither be expected due to over-

fitting and forgoing exploits on scene rigidity [74, 283]. We run the nonrigid algorithm

proposed in this chapter on the phantom data sequence acquired with a Kinect scanner (see

Section 4.6.3). Additionally, we reuse the synthetic patient data set which also only contains

perfect rigid body camera motion (see Figure 5.3).

6.3.2 Validation metric

Two surfaces can generally be brought into perfect alignment using high-dimensional non-

rigid registration. However, a small surface-to-surface distance does not necessarily mean

the alignment reflects the true physical deformation and corresponding parts were mapped

correctly onto each other. The challenges in evaluating nonrigid registration algorithms are

manifold and are acknowledged in literature [283]. Apart from visual assessment, mea-
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sures of nonrigid alignment quality are complicate to formulate owing to the complexity

and variety of natural motion. Nonrigid alignment is typically evaluated indirectly through

correspondences but ground truth correspondences are rarely available. Template-based

methods are in the fortunate situation to have ground truth corresponding points to measure

a orientation or distance-based error for pairwise registrations [5]. If a template is available,

surface-to-surface errors are occasionally also measured for dynamic scene reconstructions

using a parametric body model that is optimised to best match the template shape [23] or

extracting a surface model in canonical space from an incrementally built TSDF volume

grid [142]. In addition to visual assessment we also seek a quantitative metric to validate

the quality of our proposed nonrigid alignment method in absence of ground truth data for

the clinical patient data sets. Surface-to-surface distances from our reconstruction to a gold

standard model captured with a high-precision 3D scanner are not suitable for validation

due to postural differences between both acquisitions.

Instead we devise a landmark validation strategy based on explicit sparse feature cor-

respondences. A prominent feature such as the nipple, beauty spots, skin marks or other

salient point becomes a landmark sample instance lll
j
i = (x,y)T where i indexes the landmark

with x ∈ [1..W ] and y ∈ [1..H ] where W and H denote the image resolution. Features are

manually picked in a subset Ωi ⊆ {1,2, ..,N } of registered 2D colour frames C̄CC
j∈Ωi of

the patient’s RGBD sequence in which the landmark i could be successfully manually de-

tected. All landmark sample pixel coordinates are backprojected, rigidly transformed into

a common coordinate system using the rigid initialisation and subsequently refined via the

affine transforms XXX and X̂XX . Owing to the use of coarse graphs as deformation proxies the

affine transformation per landmark is obtained via a distance-weighted interpolation of the

affine transformations associated with spatially close deformation graph nodes as described

in 6.2.9 which we denote as function X j(·) for frame j.

LLL
j
i = X j

(

TTT−1
j ·KKK−1

D ·DDD(lll j
i )
)

(6.14)

Ideally, after nonrigid refinement all samples of one landmark coincide in the same 3D

location with a smaller spread correlating to a better alignment. To obtain the total landmark

error score EL, we compute a per landmark covariance matrix and report the mean Frobenius

matrix norm || · ||F over all covariances in Equation 6.15. We let L denote the number of

landmarks.
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EL =
1

L

L

∑
i=1

||cov([LLL j
i , ..,LLL

k
i ]

T )||F with j,k ∈Ωi (6.15)

A lower error value EL indicates a better nonrigid alignment. Figure 6.8 depicts detected

skin features marked in frontal and lateral colour images and as error ellipsoids in 3D space

before and after nonrigid alignment. An error ellipsoid represents the multivariate normal

distribution fit to all samples of a landmark with elliptic radii of two standard deviations.

The number of landmarks and samples per patient are listed in Table 6.1.

PL08 PL20 PL25 PL26 PX51 PX72

# landmarks 24 20 19 14 20 21

# samples 206 204 154 145 155 227

Table 6.1: Per patient number of identified landmarks and manually picked landmark samples.

In addition to geometrical and textural qualitative side-by-side comparisons our non-

rigid validation metric serves as a tool to quantify any improvement in reconstruction accu-

racy of the method presented in this chapter over the rigid reconstruction pipeline proposed

in Chapter 4.

6.3.3 Manual landmark picking

It is crucial for the validation to match points of interest on the skin across images. Therefore

patients with clearly distinguishable beauty spots, moles, scars or other visible marks across

the breasts and torso are chosen by visual inspection. These interest points need to be

perceivable at the given image resolution and sharpness. Due to the oversaturation in the

autoexposed RGB images we favour Kinect v1 over Kinect v2 data sets for our experiments

in this chapter. Out of the patient cohort 6 patients with a high distinctiveness of skin

features were chosen. Patients’ RGB images were visually sampled with respect to the

number, distribution and scale of local skin features. Figure 6.8 illustrates how 2D integer

pixel coordinates of all picked landmark points were then extracted from the registered RGB

images of each sequence to form our sparse ground truth motion correspondences for the

validation metric in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.4 Hardware and implementation details

Data was reconstructed offline on a standard PC equipped with an Intel i7 2.8GHz CPU

with 32GB of RAM and an Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 graphics card. Our algorithm is

written as a command-line tool in native C++. Beyond the standard library, we use PCL
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Figure 6.8: Salient points make up landmarks that are picked in the registered RGB images and

matched throughout the input sequence from lateral to lateral. In the figure, landmark locations are

marked by purple dots.
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framework1 in version 1.8 for point cloud processing, Eigen libraries2 in version 3.3.4 for

sparse matrix arithmetic and linear solvers and boost 1.5.7 for file IO. The CUDA platform

in version 7.0 was put to use for general-purpose GPU parallelisation of correspondence es-

timation and auxiliary functions. For reconstruction, RGBD sequences were subsampled to

about 15 Hz or 1 frame per degree of rotation. A backprojected point cloud from one depth

frame comprises between 28000 and 70000 vertices, which is reduced to between 4000 and

11000 deformation graph nodes using a constant grid cell size of 6 mm. Lateral frames

have fewer 3D points due to self-occlusion in the projection plane which leads to fewer

foreground pixels. The final model comprising all warped full-resolution point clouds was

reconstructed using a finer resampling grid size of 1 mm and a MLS radius of 8 mm. Global

optimisation ran with a constant step size of 100 after which landmark error asymptotically

converged (see Figure 6.12). A fixed stiffness parameter value of 20 was chosen for final

reconstructions to ensure sufficient regularisation in all cases and avoid overfitting.

6.4 Results

In this section, we compare against our rigid reconstruction method [170] developed in

Chapter 4 and against our gold standard models from a costly commercial 3D scanner3.

We report qualitative results based on Phong-shaded and textured renderings of the recon-

structed 3D models as well as landmark errors for the clinical patient sequences. In the rigid

part of the experiments, surface-to-surface error scores and colour maps are presented.

6.4.1 Qualitative results

In this section, qualitative results of 6 patients are presented as textured and Phong-shaded

frontal screenshots of the 3D mesh models in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10, respectively. The

right columns show close-ups on one surface region per patient that differs notably between

reconstruction methods. Overall, the nonrigid reconstruction proves itself against the rigid

variant with higher levels of detail in areas such as the nipples, umbilicus or fine features

of the trousers such as the seam or belt loops. Although the gold standard model was

scanned in a slightly different posture, it resolves small surface details sharply while the

other models suffers from some amount of oversmoothing in comparison. Apart from detail

resolution, the rigidly reconstructed models exhibit artefacts like a ‘doubling’ or distortion

1http://pointclouds.org/
2http://eigen.tuxfamily.org
3http://www.3dmd.com/3dmd-systems/#torso

http://pointclouds.org/
http://eigen.tuxfamily.org
http://www.3dmd.com/3dmd-systems/#torso
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Figure 6.9: Qualitative results figure comparing Phong-shaded breast surface models from the non-

rigid reconstruction method presented in this chapter (left column), the rigid reconstruction pipeline

from Chapter 4 (middle column) and the high-precision gold standard 3D scans. Accounting for

nonrigid deformation our method is able to resolve finer geometric details with less artefacts such as

the nipple, belly button or fingers.
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Figure 6.10: Qualitative results figure comparing breast surface models in a vertexwise colour ren-

dering. The figure follows the same layout as above. Corroborating our previous findings surface

texture is also resolved to a higher precision using our method. Beauty spots, moles or the areola

are clearly delineated. Background blending and shadowing artefacts are greatly reduced. White

balancing leads to an overall more natural colour profile.
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of the nipple, protrusions or ‘cracks’ in otherwise featureless surface patches. Despite the

gold standards model superior resolution it is very noisy on dark objects, e.g. black trousers,

and limited to reconstruct an object of a maximum size from a few fixed camera viewpoints

leading to patchy coarse triangulation on the arms or shoulders. The breasts being our

region of interest these shortcomings can be ignored. Texture-mapping quality differs be-

tween reconstruction methods by mere visual inspection too. On the one hand, all three

methods have a different colour tone. We argue that the nonrigid reconstruction method

suggested in this chapter has the most natural lighting over the rigid models with a warm

colour bias and the harsh lighting in the gold standard model texture under the influence

of a flash light. On the other hand, judged visually, the signal-to-noise ratio is best in the

gold standard model producing crisp details, whereas the rigid version suffers from signifi-

cant background blending and shadowing artefacts, smearing of details and overall ‘patchy’

skin texture. The texture of the nonrigidly reconstructed models displays a decent detail

resolution with a capacity to clearly delineate moles, larger beauty spots and the areola. At

the same time both the rigid and gold standard models exhibit a larger number of and more

severe unwanted shadows due to variable lighting. Neither models have specular highlights

due to the generally low reflectivity of human skin.

6.4.2 Quantitative results

For quantitative validation, a manual landmark validation strategy was devised in Sec-

tion 6.3.2 and its reported landmark error is consistently reduced by an average of 38%

with our method as shown in the bar plots in the right column of Figure 6.11. In our 6

patient study, landmark error drops from 1.39±1.02−5 m2 with the sequential rigid recon-

struction using [170] over 1.15±0.92−5 m2 using closest point correspondences with our

nonrigid reconstruction technique to 0.95±0.81−5 m2 switching to shortest distance corre-

spondences. Additionally, we demonstrate the reduction in landmark error through visu-

alisation of shrunken error ellipsoids. Still, due to the fact that the torso is featureless for

the most part, landmarks are sparse and not evenly distributed across the surface leaving

regions in which the quality of registration cannot be quantified. Specularities causing an

oversaturation of RGB values are aggravating this circumstance.

6.4.3 Rigid results

In the rigid experiment we use an anthropomorphic phantom scanned with a Kinect v1

and a synthetically generated patient sequence. We quantify the accuracy of our proposed
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Figure 6.11: Landmark error in three scenarios is examined: Sequential rigid reconstruction (Chap-

ter 4), nonrigid reconstruction using closest point (Chapter 6) and shortest distance correspondences

(Chapter 6). On the left the error is visualised as ellipsoids. Samples of each landmark are axis

aligned and normal fitted. Ellipsoids axes’ length is chosen to represent a 95% confidence interval.

The Poisson reconstructed surface mesh [154] is overlaid for guidance. The bar plots on the right

quantify the landmark error reduction.
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Figure 6.12: (Left column) Landmark error versus stiffness chart per patient. Landmark error is

monotonically decreasing with lower stiffness values reaching a minimum in the range of 2 to 15.

(Right column) Quantile plot showing a reduction in landmark error over the number of steps for all

patients at the optimum stiffness.
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nonrigid algorithm in the restricted case of only rigid motion by measuring the surface-to-

surface distances to the gold standard and ground truth model, respectively. Its symmetrical

detail-less geometry caused slight misalignment in the rigid reconstruction and more severe

artefacts such as surface layering or complete tracking failure in other state-of-the-art recon-

struction frameworks evaluated in Chapter 5. The nonrigid refinement is not provoking any

unwanted phantom deformation due to overfitting but is instead on par with the rigid result

with a slightly higher mean surface-to-surface error up from 1.48±1.4 mm to 1.74±1.7 mm

and a lower mean normal deviation of 3.94±4.5 mm compared to 5±5.5 mm in the rigid

case. In the synthetic case, we obtain an exceptionally low mean error of 0.15±0.2 mm

using the nonrigid method outperforming the rigid method fourfold despite the flexible

inter-frame motion supported by our deformation model. The near perfect alignment is re-

flected in the consistent dark blue colouring of the pseudo-colour error mapping in the last

column of the first row in Figure 6.13. The rigid experiment could successfully show that

the proposed algorithm generalises well to the simpler case of only rigid motion.
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Figure 6.13: Qualitative results from the rigid scene experiment: (Left to inner right) Phong-shaded

surface models from the rigid reconstruction pipeline proposed in Chapter 4, the nonrigid algo-

rithm developed in this chapter and the ground truth model respectively. (Right) Pseudocoloured

surface-to-surface error from the nonrigid reconstruction to the GT model. The first row displays the

results from the synthetic patient data sequence, the second row from the anthropomorphic phantom

sequence captured with the Kinect v1.

6.4.4 Inter-bundle surface error

We refer the reader back to Section 6.1 where vertexwise surface-to-surface distances be-

tween consecutive bundles after rigid alignment were quantitatively reported and visualised

in pseudocolour mesh plots. This error showcased the poor alignment of frames in the
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RGBD sequence under only rigid body transformations leading to generally less accurate

models with loss of surface detail and the presence of artefacts. One would expect alignment

to improve in a nonrigid alignment scenario using an algorithm such as the one proposed in

this chapter. To verify this expectation, surface-to-surface errors are recomputed between

the same bundles after nonrigid optimisation of the inter-frame transformations using the

method suggested in this chapter. Mean surface distance over all patients is considerably

reduced from 1.6 to 0.9 mm as plotted in Figure 6.15. The phantom sequence just about out-

performs real patient data after nonrigid refinement measuring a mean error of 0.75 mm. All

surfaces align better visually in areas prone to complex deformation such as the abdomen,

shoulders and the hands sitting on the hips. Figure 6.14 depicts the inter-bundle surface-

to-surface error between the very same bundles previously shown in Figure 6.2. Synthetic

inter-bundle error drops to 0.06 mm and is hence nearly approaching perfect alignment after

nonrigid refinement. Please note that mean surface errors will remain above zero even for a

perfect alignment due to partial overlap. Neighbouring bundles, i.e. source and target, will

naturally have areas of nonoverlapping surface. Errors in such an area will be discarded

above a sensible threshold. Nonetheless, this will bias the overall error score. Compara-

bility between surface-to-surface errors under rigid and nonrigid alignment is however not

affected.

7mm

0mm

Bundles 200-219, 220-239

Phantom

Bundles 294-313, 314-333

PL26

Bundles 200-219, 220-239

PL08

Figure 6.14: Inter-bundle surface-to-surface error colour maps after nonrigid optimisation. Mis-

alignment of bundles is considerably reduced through our nonrigid refinement step in all data sets

compared to Figure 6.2.

6.4.5 Performance

For hardware details of the workstation used please refer back to 6.3.4. Overall timings are

reported in Table 6.16 and relative run times per optimisation step in Figure 6.2. The recon-

structed mesh models contain an average of 271K vertices. Single core nonrigid alignment

measured a total of about 1 hours processing time for 100 optimisation steps excluding
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Figure 6.15: Inter-bundle surface-to-surface error boxplot. Errors are less than a tenth after nonrigid

refinement for the synthetic data sequence. An overall reduction of mean error and variance of 44%

and 30% respectively is achieved in real patient data using the nonrigid method proposed in this

chapter. This is confirming the incapability of the rigid camera transform alone to track the patients’

motion during capture adequately.

the first within-bundle nonrigid alignment phase. Each step consists of a pairwise non-

rigid alignment in 10 iterations with each iteration totalling ≈0.8 s in execution time. That

implies most of the computation time during nonrigid alignment is spent merging bundle

graphs as well as resampling and retriangulating the joint set of bundles. Surface recon-

struction including denoising and meshing takes close to 12 minutes. Run time increases

linearly with the number of vertices and has a near quadratic negative growth with the grid

cell dimensions used in the voxel grid based downsampling.

6.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we developed an algorithmic solution to the problem of low-cost breast

surface reconstruction from a sequence of RGBD images of a human torso under small-

scale nonrigid deformation. In a single consumer-level camera acquisition, various view-

points are consecutively captured for a hole-free complete scan of a torso. Between images

some degree of involuntary limb movement, breathing or soft-tissue motion is unavoidable

[60, 183, 290]. The low price and portability requirements preclude a setup with multiple

calibrated camera pods capable of single shot acquisition. Moreover noise level tends to

be higher and the resolution lower with cheaper hardware such as the Kinect sensors [307]

suggesting the fusion of a larger number of images for greater detail and noise suppression.
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Patient
# of

frames

# of

points

Bundle

fit

Global

fit
MLS

Poisson

recon.
Misc. Sum

# of model

vertices

PL08 152 9,386,548 22m 44s 1h 27m 10s 8m 57s 4m 03s 3m 00s 2h 05m 54s 317,755

PL20 131 6,818,374 23m 15s 1h 09m 51s 5m 12s 3m 12s 2m 15s 1h 43m 44s 275,455

PL25 151 9,128,226 19m 04s 51m 10s 5m 49s 2m 42s 2m 22s 1h 21m 07s 214,582

PL26 157 8,730,287 16m 14s 50m 10s 4m 29s 3m 37s 2m 24s 1h 16m 54s 297,960

PX51 117 5,150,698 15m 44s 1h 27m 19s 7m 00s 3m 04s 2m 07s 1h 55m 14s 244,292

PX72 101 6,561,076 16m 50s 1h 09m 11s 7m 19s 3m 21s 2m 20s 1h 39m 01s 278,315

Figure 6.16: Overall run time distribution of our method on all clinical cases. Our method runs

on a single core making only occasional use of CPU multi-threading or the GPU. The computa-

tion time scales near-linearly with the size of the deformation graphs and therefore the degree of

downsampling applied internally.

Misc. 3%

Cholesky solver 38%

Sparse matrix operations 39%

Correspondence search 11%

Estimate boundary vertices 9%

Table 6.2: Pie chart with relative timings per optimisation step. The linear solver and corresponding

sparse matrix manipulations consume about three-quarter of the processing time.

This is reflected in the reconstruction approach taken in this chapter which appropriately

models the interframe transformation to be flexible enough to support small-scale natural

body motion. We deliberately decided against parametric subspace models [23] that require

large training data and prior learning of a low dimensional shape space which moreover

limits these models to a certain class of characteristic object motion and often results in

inferior high-frequency details. Instead, we adopt a purely geometric, generic and regu-

larised ICP algorithm employing surface-embedded coarse deformation graphs which have

proven a popular proxy representation in related work on non-medical body or body part

reconstruction [74, 183, 329]. Despite their appeal a limitation of model-free techniques

relying on good initial alignment for proximity-based correspondence search is that they

may only recover small-scale motion. This limitation is unlikely to come into effect as our

controlled-acquisition image sequences contain slow and smooth patient movement. Fur-

thermore, the least squares problem estimating the surface transformation is per se ill-posed

due to its large number of DoF. An adequate regularisation as explained in Section 6.2.5 is

put in place to avoid rank-deficiencies in the internal coefficient matrices and overfitting.

To our best knowledge, our rigid reconstruction pipeline is the only competitive breast
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reconstruction method fusing a sequence of breast images from a low-cost depth camera for

a complete denoised reconstruction. We hence use the latter method for a meaningful com-

parison of results on the same data sets. A direct comparison against other methods would

be desirable. Results are visually superior to those obtained through rigid reconstruction

and fare well against the gold standard reconstructions. We successfully demonstrate the

superior quality of the reconstructed 3D breast models after global nonrigid refinement as

proposed in this chapter. This applies to both completely rigid and more dynamic motion se-

quences of self-rotating patients. Our simultaneous bundle alignment technique consistently

reduces the overall landmark error score suggesting a relatively convex error landscape.

Likely due to the good initial rigid alignment using the method presented in Chapter 4 we do

not observe any data sets becoming stuck in local minima during optimisation. Pulli [248]

recommends an incremental multi-view alignment to prevent the formation of cliques. We

indeed see double layering artifacts of parts of the surface in regions of larger deformation

such as the arms in several patients and the abdomen of Patient PL26. However, an in-

crease of the ICP parameter maximum correspondence distance proves an effective remedy

without the need to adapt and complicate the multi-view alignment algorithm.

We experience variable illumination in both rigid and nonrigid Kinect input image se-

quences due to patients’ self-rotation under constant photography lighting. Yet, the avarag-

ing of colour values reduces colour noise and patchiness (comparison in Figure 6.7). Colour

tone is adjusted through white balancing in a preprocessing step. Despite similar input data

and preprocessing, background blending is greatly reduced in the nonrigidly reconstructed

texture. This stays true even if the number of nonrigid registration steps is set to 0, suggest-

ing the reason lies in the transition from a grid-based to a point-based surface representation

and various heuristics and approximations applied in the former for real-time performance.

To alleviate shading artefacts in situations of uncontrolled lighting, related research has

suggested the recovery of albedo maps [183].

We have witnessed that swapping closest point against shortest distance correspon-

dences achieved lower landmark errors. This is due to the fact that if discrete neighbouring

points make a correspondence and the transformation delta is small this quickly leads to

similar correspondence configurations stalling further refinement of the alignment. Shortest

distance correspondences, in turn, seek an exact intersection with the target triangles leading

to infinitesimally different correspondences even when the alignment is converging. This
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allows more iterations and finer pairwise alignment. Shortest distance correspondence share

this property with other popular exactly interpolating correspondence estimation techniques

such as normal shooting [259].

The choice of maximum correspondence distance also affects the alignment outcome.

If this distance is too small few or no correspondences can be established due to a lack

of candidates. If this distance is too large points are paired that do not in fact make up

corresponding point pairs between surfaces. In case of breathing motion as apparent in some

patients a maximum correspondence distance of 3 cm was necessary to allow matching the

abdominal area. This is especially true in the global alignment phase where bundles across

the whole sequence and thus the entire breathing cycle are aligned.

While the warping between frames is generally smooth the regularised geometric de-

formation model with coarsely spaced transformation nodes is limited in its capacity to

recover local articulated motion such as the spontaneous bending of fingers. We did not

observe an evident case of such a motion in the processed clinical cases. We resample the

point cloud data to generate deformation graphs with a constant node spacing of 6 mm us-

ing a voxel grid filter. A smaller grid cell size increases the number of transformation nodes

and can theoretically recover motion of a smaller scale. Apart from nonlinearly longer

computation times however we measured higher landmark error scores for higher resolu-

tion deformation graphs which we attest to overfitting. A grid cell size of 4 mm for instance

already lead to a substantial increase in computation time and 25% higher landmark error

scores. The landmark error was higher for all patients consistently. The potential for overfit-

ting is plausible taking into account the quadratically higher number of parameters as well

as the combination of noise profile and object resolution of the Kinect camera at capture

time.

Examining the rigid results, we believe the registration performance in the phantom

sequence stem from a difficulty to visually track the mannequin reliably due to its symmet-

ric, fairly planar structure with little local geometric detail. Correspondences fail to fully

constrain the degrees of freedom of the nonrigid or even rigid transformation leading to

poor registration. This aligns with our findings in Section 5.6 and discussions in literature

[11, 73, 76, 220, 312].

Although there is only rigid motion, the globally consistent manner in which the data

is aligned is able to improve on rigid inter-frame transformations estimated sequentially in
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a frame-to-model alignment strategy. The reduction in surface error for the synthetic se-

quence can partly be explained by the partitioning during surface data fusion. In the case

of rigid reconstruction, discretisation of the volumetric grid is coarser and limited by the

amount of video RAM. Data fusion itself is subject to heuristics and approximations. In

the nonrigid method presented in this chapter, surface reconstruction is posed as a spatial

Poisson problem which is at its core the problem of fitting an implicit function or more

precisely estimating a scalar indicator function whose gradients best approximate a vector

field from the oriented point samples. This very vector field is discretised too, but, given a

sufficient number of samples, more flexible in its spatial subdivision via the adaptive max-

imum octree depth which leads to a more faithful reconstruction of the surface geometry.

Despite the data only exhibiting rigid motion, the globally consistent fashion in which data

is aligned seems to

Although the Kinect cameras have been thoroughly calibrated, the calibration assumed

a common frame of reference for the infrared and the depth data derived thereof. However,

both images - infrared and depth - appear to be offset in pixel coordinates as a consequence

and in relation to the correlation window size4. During perspective projection this infrared

to depth offset may manifest in poor texture mapping and geometric error. The fact that this

offset was not or only corrected experimentally may have impacted reconstruction quality.

The global alignment scheme implemented as an exhaustive iterative alignment of each

bundle of views to all other view improves overall alignment of the RGBD sequence and

therefore achieves superior reconstruction quality of the final 3D surface model. Nonethe-

less, the prototype source code is highly unoptimised leaving room for runtime gains

through code optimisation. Notwithstanding the runtime, the reconstruction is completely

non-interactive which is an important characteristic for potential clinical use.

Visually inspecting the landmark locations before and after refinement and the land-

mark error ellipsoids derived from these, it appears that landmark error is mostly reduced

perpendicular to the surface normal. Landmarks have previously been more apart due to

poor inter-frame alignment of the entire surface data when using rigid tracking only. Al-

though this is conclusive with a better alignment it does not necessarily imply matching

points in distinct frames moved closer to each other on the surface manifold. This obser-

vation has not been further investigated in the scope of this chapter. We also acknowledge

4http://wiki.ros.org/kinect_calibration/technical

http://wiki.ros.org/kinect_calibration/technical
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that landmark sample proximity in 3D space, that is the closeness of the backprojection

of matching features in multiple frames, is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the

alignment to be accurate. An intuitive counter example is the case of a degenerated recon-

struction where all points are mapped onto one location with a landmark error of 0. Yet,

regularisation successfully thwarts such scenarios and we deem the landmark error score

to be a good predictor of registration quality. Another shortcoming of our landmark error

metric is its inability to detect systematic errors and its incapacity to give a precise picture

of the actual error in relevant metric units. We address this weakness by a breast volume

evaluation study in Chapter 7 using the method developed in this chapter.

The choice of depth camera is application-dependent. Although we recorded patient

data with both the older and newer generation Kinect v1 and v2 which are based on different

imaging technologies, we only used data from the Kinect v1 for the reconstructions in this

chapter. The main reason for this is the oversaturation and specularities in the chest area of

the RGB images. Exposure settings of the RGB sensor of the Kinet v2 are not adjustable and

patient data was recorded under lighting conditions as specified in the acquisition protocol.

This hinders landmark selection which is required for the validation of our method. More-

over, the Kinect v2 is less suited due to its shorter focal length and lower depth frame reso-

lution both contributing to an even lower object resolution. The Kinect v2 also comes with

various systematic errors such as wiggling error, temperature drift, intensity-related errors,

and multi-path interference artifacts such as ‘flying pixels’ as well as buldging of concave

geometry which are particularly relevant to our application scenario [135, 262, 277, 307].

These errors bring about additional algorithmic complexity as further preprocessing steps

are required to model and correct these errors. In fact, compensation techniques for signal

superimposition due to multi-path interference often require either the modification of the

modulation frequencies or amplitude images. Neither is a possibility at this point. The

Kinect v1 does not suffer from systematic errors to the same extent [307].

In terms of performance, note that although real-time is not a requirement the relatively

high computational cost might impede our method’s utility in practice. However, our code

is highly unoptimised and mass parallelism on the graphics card could be exploited to a

higher degree for run-time acceleration.
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6.6 Conclusions

Breast cancer treatment planning and outcome evaluation are believed to benefit funda-

mentally from the use of 3D scanning technology and reconstruction software. Subjective,

costly and time-inefficient steps may be replaced or leveraged through the use of accurate

patient-specific 3D breast modelling. However, despite tremendous interest in monocu-

lar low-cost general scene surface reconstruction, methods investigating 3D breast surface

reconstruction from low-cost RGBD video are scarce. Existing methods suffer from over-

smoothing and artefacts due to inevitable postural sway during lengthy data acquisition.

Building on our insights from rigid breast surface reconstruction in Chapter 4 and our com-

parison study in Chapter 5, we drop the rigid scene assumption in this chapter and incor-

porate a purely geometric but more flexible well-established deformation model based on

surface-embedded coarse deformation graphs in conjunction with a quasi-rigid pairwise

ICP. Doing so we are able to track small-scale but more natural motion. We couple this

latter nonrigid pairwise alignment technique with a global alignment strategy that promotes

consistency throughout the whole RGBD sequence by iteratively refining the alignment

between each segment of neighbouring frames, termed bundle, and all other frames simul-

taneously. In combination, this achieves higher geometric model accuracy and better texture

mapping quality than our previous approach in Chapter 4 which we demonstrate in 6 clin-

ical patients. Quantitatively, we show a consistently better alignment for all patients using

the proposed landmark error metric formulation. In a rigid body experiment, our method

also successfully handled the restricted motion case obtaining a lower mean surface error

to ground truth on a synthetic patient data set. In achieving a high reconstruction qual-

ity through mitigation of postural sway we believe to overcome a major obstacle towards

routine clinical use of low-cost 3D breast surface reconstruction.





Chapter 7

Surface-based breast volume evaluation

The previous chapters were devoted to reconstructing the breasts’ geometric shape and ap-

pearance as faithful as possible to the real patients’ breasts only using low-cost camera

equipment and a standard computer. The resulting 3D surface models of the breast find

use in various stages of breast conserving cancer treatment. The cosmetic goal of breast

cancer treatment in turn is an aesthetic outcome that is reproducible. Accurate and reli-

able volumetric breast measurements aid in achieving this goal more easily [43, 47, 153].

In this direction, 3D surface scanning has been reviewed in various studies as a promis-

ing yet expensive technological alternative to classic techniques for breast volume analysis

[82, 166, 178, 196, 318]. In this chapter, the development of a method for breast volume-

try based on existing and new mathematical techniques will serve us in two ways: On the

one hand, breast volume per se constitutes a key metric and surrogate for breast shape of

high clinical relevance and long standing interest for ample applications in oncological and

reconstructive breast surgery [43, 47, 153, 166, 319]. On the other hand, breast volume

evaluation adds to the empirical validation of our nonrigid reconstruction method proposed

in the last chapter by providing a means to detect systematic errors through breast volume

comparison against gold standard scans. This contributes to the limited research on breast

volumetric analysis only employing an economic portable RGBD camera. Further, breast

volume assessment allows us to report errors in metric units familiar and relevant to clini-

cians.

Volume analysis entails the identification of anatomical points of reference on the

breast, the isolation of the breast through contouring and segmentation as well as the in-

terpolation of a ‘breastless’ torso which encloses the breast on the presumed chest wall.

The respective algorithms for these tasks are laid out in the following sections. Using 3D
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surface imaging, these steps come with a number of challenges such as uncertainties in the

breast delineation and a need to approximate the invisible dorsal breast boundary which will

also be discussed in more depth in this chapter.

7.1 Introduction

The breast is a complex and dynamic object with a large variability in shape and form. Early

work studied volume changes of the breast during the menstural cycle [141] and under the

influence of oral contraceptives [208]. Surgery also transforms the shape of the breast.

The estimation of breast volume in reduction and augmentation mammaplasty procedures

both prior [161] and during surgery [25] is well documented in literature since the 1970s.

Mammary tissue is composed of fibroglandular tissue covered in a fat envelope with breast

density depending on age, nutritional status and other factors. A correlation of breast size

to body weight, height and chest circumference among other characteristics has also been

demonstrated [250]. Breast volume characterises the shape of the breast succinctly. Breast

volumetry therefore is an integral part or at least beneficial to a number of different areas

related to and stages of breast cancer treatment and breast surgery. Those broadly include

diagnosis, preoperative planning, and postoperative assessment. Specifically, among other

applications, breast volume analysis permits or supports the determination of breast-tumour

ratio in selecting a surgical approach [43], surgical outcome simulation [45], classification

of macromastia [153], achieving breast symmetrisation [43, 82], correct implant sizing [161,

244], biomechanical breast modelling, wound healing and aesthetic outcome assessment

[153, 232, 238, 288, 318]. There is ample ways to breast volume measurement [43, 153,

166, 318]. Subjective practices such as the visual estimation of breast volume from 2D

photographs which are barely reproducible and depend largely on the clinical experience of

the expert are replaced by objective methods [43]. Classical objective methods include:

• Anthropomorphic measurements based on mathematical equations. Manual measure-

ments of anatomical distances and radii as well as the forward breast projection are

taken and inserted into formula for breast volume [250]

• Negative moulding through plaster casting. A cast is placed on the patient’s chest that

forms around the breast. The cast is later filled with sand of known density or water.

[140]

• Archimedian principle also known as water displacement. This involves submersing
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the breast in a water-filled container. The breast volume is derived from the amount

of displaced water. [25]

• Grossman-Roudner device a scaled disc that forms a cone around the breast. It is

made of transparent plastic that can be shaped to the size of the breast. [116]

• Tape measuring and weighing breast specimen excised during surgery

The aforementioned techniques have not been established in routine clinical practice

due to patient discomfort and technical obstacles to perform the measurement adequately,

high cost, and general poor accuracy [30, 43, 153, 166]. A number of medical imaging

modalities also serve for breast volumetry such as mammography, CT, MRI and ultrasound

[153]. A common difficulty of the described breast volume determination techniques, clas-

sic and modern, is that they take into account different areas of breast tissue impeding their

widespread use and comparability [166, 318].

The advent of 3D surface scanning has triggered research into the use of this technol-

ogy as a tool for breast volumetry. Although not universally appreciated by clinicians given

the still low level of evidence a number of studies conclude 3d surface imaging to be reason-

ably accurate and reproducible for breast volume estimation [82, 166, 178, 196, 318]. Breast

volume from 3D scans also ranked high in precision coming second to MRI [166]. A further

study showed the absence of a systematic bias in the volume results comparing 3D surface

imaging to the actual volume [196]1. Contactless 3D surface scans as a means to breast

volume estimation combine several advantages over classic methods beyond accuracy like

its simplicity, good patient tolerance, noninvasiveness and safety [178]. Commercial 3D

scanners however require a stationary installation and periodic maintenance and are costly.

The high cost are generally seen as the main limiting factor to prevent widespread clinical

use and standardisation of 3D surface imaging based breast volume analysis [43]. Please

see Section 2.2 for a review and more detail on surface scanning methodology. Through

thorough experimentation measuring known implant/mannequin and real patients’ breast

volumes the Kinect cameras as low-cost RGBD sensors have also been shown to be in

good agreement with classic breast volume estimation techniques. Two studies used sin-

gle images from the Kinect [130, 242] whereas another publication reconstructed an image

sequence rigidly into a single mesh model prior to volume estimation [244]. A sufficient

1Through manual landmarking and the use of the proprietary 3dMD Analyze software
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accuracy of the Kinect cameras for breast volume estimation was confirmed. Oliveira et al.

[232] deduct breast volume and surface area from Kinect data to extend an aesthetic eval-

uation tool. They achieve automation and higher robustness and conclude that volumetric

features help aesthetic evaluation. In a more recent publication the added value of including

3d images for use in a new version of the aesthetic evaluation tool is questioned [38].

Despite its evident advantages, breast volume calculation from a 3D breast surface

model suffers from the same limitation we dealt with reconstructing the breast from surface

scans that is the lack of vision on internal structures and areas occluded from the camera’s

line of sight. A necessity for the particular task of breast volume estimation is the definition

of the breast’s limits on the skin surface as well as internally on the rib cage [318]. Even

though the inframammary fold is a natural demarcation to the breast’s lower pole area, this

part is occluded in larger and ptotic breasts [196]. The upper breast outline where the breast

takes off from the chest wall is usually fuzzy especially in small and flat breasts [178].

The lateral margins of the breast near the axillary fold line varies depending on how wide

the root of the breast is which is easily palpable or visible in a volume scan but unreliable

to determine in a surface model of the breast alone [178, 244]. This leads to high intra-

observer and inter-observer errors with the reliability of the volume measurement being

directly correlated to the accuracy of the breast margins [166, 178, 319]

Classic volume estimation techniques are often time-consuming and discomforting for

the patient. 3D surface scans are acquired without body contact typically in an upright

sitting or standing position [82, 166, 244, 319]. There is a higher variability in the arms’

position ranging from placed on the hips, put behind the back to elevated above the head.

Pöhlmann et al. [244] investigate optimal patient posture for breast volume measurement.

In the evaluation in this chapter we are restricted to the patients’s posture specified in the

acquisition protocol (see Section 3.1.2).

In order to measure breast volume, the posterior breast boundary needs to be defined.

The problem of chest wall estimation is inherently flawed as the true chest wall location

and curvature is unknown and invisible to a 3D surface scanner. Approaches to chest wall

estimation that is the dorsal boundary to the breast on the pectoral muscle can be categorised

into two major variants: planar and curved. Whereas the thorax on which the breast rests

is anatomically curved, a plane has fewer degrees of freedom and is mathematically easier

to compute. A number of recent publications use a flat plane as posterior breast volume
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delimitation [178, 232, 244, 289], one of them even restricting this plane to be parallel to

the camera’s z axis [232] and another one choosing the planar over the curved chest wall

approximation due to higher repeatability [244]. Classic techniques like water displacement

are technically only able to approximate the rear demarcation of the breast as a cut plane

too. Curved approximations often in the mathematical formulation of a Coon’s patch are

also found in literature [47, 82, 127, 196, 288]. In these cases, the curvature of the artificial

chest wall patch is guided by the breast boundary contours on the skin surface. Eder et al.

[82] verified the agreement of a curved chest wall estimated from 3D surface data with the

true anatomical dorsal breast boundary segmented from reference MRI volumes.

The input data for the interpolation of a chest wall patch are typically breast edges

retrieved from connecting breast corner points through geodesic paths. These breast edges

or contours mark the breast base and define the breast segment on the surface manifold.

The quality of those most often manually picked anatomical breast landmarks significantly

impacts breast volume accuracy and precision [166, 319]. There is no consensus in the

number or position of landmarks as a basis for breast delineation leading to different breast

margins and breast areas being considered for volume estimation [82, 318]. Markers can

be attached in forms of stickers or beads before capture [242, 319], picked and annotated

digitally in the 3D model after scanning [127, 178, 196, 288] or automatically computed

[47, 232]. Similar prominent points are typically identified across publications such as the

nipple and areola, the sternal notch and lower points on the chest midline, the anterior ax-

illary line as well as the most lateral, medial and inferior point on the inframammary fold

[42, 178, 196, 232, 288]. The corner points of the sought after breast segmentation are

occasionally picked directly on the 3D model [127] or derived from the latter set of anatom-

ical landmarks [42]. Resulting breast segmentations may be rectangular [42, 127], elliptic

[196, 244, 288] or any combination thereof [47, 82]. Easily recognizable anatomically

well-defined landmarks lead to more precise manual segmentation with lower measurement

variability [166]. Overall, as stated earlier and generally noted as a limitation, manual land-

marking has a low reproducibility.

In the majority of studies, breast volume is estimated through the use of proprietary

software without disclosure of the technical workings of the algorithms [127, 166, 196,

319]. Total breast volume is conceptually defined as the volume enclosed between the ap-

proximated breastless torso surface and the actual breast. Thomson et al. [289] employ a
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custom active stereophotographic system consisting of two cameras that record the projec-

tion of a regular square lattice grid which is processed into a square surface mesh of the

breast. The total breast volume is computed as the sum of square prism volumes expressed

as a formula of the grid corner vertices. Oliveira et al. [232] and Chen et al. [47] both obtain

the breast volume in a discretised fashion through summation of volume units. In the for-

mer work, the sum of voxels between torso and breast surface and in the latter the pixelwise

depth differences as per z-buffer are multiplied by a unit volume.

Breast volumetry from 3D surface scans is inherently difficult and subject to heuristics

and approximations. We justify the choice of a few reliable landmarks and the computa-

tion of a curved chest wall as a more anatomically realistic breast boundary. We integrate

existing algorithms for individual steps of our breast volume estimation to achieve accurate

volume measurement on breast surface models obtained from a portable and inexpensive

Kinect camera.

7.2 Systematic error detection

In Chapters 4 to 6, we investigate and propose techniques for multiple point cloud regis-

tration in order to reconstruct complete 3D breast surfaces. The breast volume evaluation

in this chapter adds to and strengthens the validation effort for those reconstruction tech-

niques. This is particularly relevant for our quasi-rigid reconstruction method presented in

the previous chapter which cannot be validated by measuring mere surface-to-surface dis-

tances. Merging point cloud data from a large number of views is capable of smoothing

out random measurement error which is substantial for the type of commodity camera used.

This does however not apply to systematic measurement bias affecting all points in the same

manner. In all likelihood, they are rendered undetectable by the landmark-based validation

metric employed. Apart from inaccurate camera calibration parameters, systematic camera

error in low-cost RGBD cameras ranges from imperfection of the optical lens properties to

errors related to the depth sensing principles and are well-documented for low-cost RGBD

cameras such as the Kinects (see Section 2.2.6 for an overview). Breast volume evaluation

provides a means to further empirically validate the method presented in the last chapter by

comparing breast volumes against a gold standard. The comparison employs two distinct

camera systems which provides a basis for the detection of systematic errors assuming a

good observability of these errors through breast volumetry. A good test statistic would

ideally make use of redundant measurements provided by the extra camera. Unfortunately,
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point and distance measurements cannot be compared directly due to the complex manner

in which the torso is deforming distinctly in both imaging sessions. We assess the derived

breast volume as our test statistic on the assumption of soft-tissue incompressibility [109].

7.3 Breast volume analysis

With breast volume we introduce a clinically relevant succinct shape metric that plays a vi-

tal role in clinical practice. Through breast volumetry we complement the landmark-based

validation outlined in the previous section in which systematic errors might go undetected

(see Section 7.2 for further explanation). Volume estimation requires an enclosed breast

segmentation to be isolated from the torso surface whereby the breast boundaries and chest

wall are estimated as shown in Figure 7.1. This process is inherently challenging and error-

prone using surface data alone.

(a) Picked landmarks (b) Derived corner points (c) Cut along Dijkstra contours

(d) Coon's patch fill-in (e) Breast segmentation (f) Enclosed breast volume

Figure 7.1: Illustration of breast volume analysis steps: (a) Reliable landmarks are picked manu-

ally on the 3D reconstruction. (b) Corner points are derived from these landmarks. (c) Geodesic

paths form the rectangular contours of our breast segmentation. (d) A curved bilinearly interpolated

Coon’s patch fills the void to create a ‘breastless’ thorax. (e) The breast is segmented by grow-

ing a seed triangle towards the contours. (f) Oblique view of the enclosed breast volume between

segmented breast surface and torso patch.
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7.3.1 Landmark selection and contouring

Many breast delineation strategies based on landmark selection have been suggested in lit-

erature as laid out in Section 7.1. We argue that breast segmentation has sufficient repeata-

bility to perform relative volume comparisons between methods. We achieve this through

rigid alignment of the patients’ torso prior to validation and the use of a single set of five

manually picked landmarks per torso. Before the landmark points are placed, the surface

model undergoes clean-up steps that remove non-manifold edges and vertices as well as

non-connected components. The landmarks are defined on the body of the sternum lllsternum,

the lowest point on the inferior inframammary fold lllim f old and the anterior axillary line

point near the armpit lllaxillary. The latter two are picked bilaterally. We define the breast as a

rectangular region of interest along the lines of [42]. An octree structure is populated with

the surface vertices VVV = {vvvi}Ni=1 and vvvi ∈ R
3 to swiftly find the closest mesh vertices to the

picked locations on the mesh. Contour corner points of that rectangle are algorithmically

derived from aforementioned landmarks as follows.
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(7.1)

ccclateral upper is set equal to the mesh vertex closest to lllaxillary. ccclateral lower is found by com-

puting the point closest to the intersection of line LLL with the subsurface VVV ′′′. VVV ′′′ only contains

those vertices for which the dot product of the vertex’ normal with the mean normal of the

picked landmarks is positive. Subsequently, we apply Dijkstra’s algorithm to connect the

corner points with four geodesic contours [72]. Dijkstra’s algorithm expands iteratively out-
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ward from a starting point to find the shortest path to its destination point. The contours are

an ordered list of existing mesh vertices making up the edges to traverse to reach the desti-

nation from the starting point. That means there is no modification to the mesh connectivity

and no necessity to introduce new mesh vertices.

7.3.2 Chest wall approximation

The four contours meet at their end points and a grid GGGCoon is bilinearly blended between

them as defined in Equation 7.2.

GGGx
Coon(u,v) = (1− û) ·GGGx

Coon(1,v)

+(1− v̂) ·GGGx
Coon(u,1)

+û ·GGGx
Coon(Nu,v)

+v̂ ·GGGx
Coon(u,Nv)

+(û−1) · (1− v̂) ·GGGx
Coon(1,1)

−û · v̂ ·GGGx
Coon(Nu,Nv)

+û · (v̂−1) ·GGGx
Coon(Nu,1)

+v̂ · (û−1) ·GGGx
Coon(1,Nv)

(7.2)

The interpolation is equally applicable to the y and z coordinate. A bilinear interpolation of

the patch can be broken down to the sum of linear interpolations between opposite contours

for both manifold variables minus the bilinear interpolation of the four corner points. Pla-

nar as well as Coon’s patch chest wall approximations can be found in literature. A Coon’s

patch has the advantage to be able to model the anatomic breast boundary more flexibly

and therefore more accurately than a flat plane. Visualisations of the Coon’s torso patches

generated from our patient data are shown in Figure 7.1 and the results section. Overlap-

ping contour segments are deleted prior to patch triangulation. For instance, the last edge

of the top contour might be identical to the first edge of the right contour assuming clock-

wise direction. The superscript denotes the coordinate, u and v are the embedded and û

and v̂ are the normalised embedded coordinates or interpolation factors along the contour

patch dimensions. An unequal number of contour points of opposite contours is adjusted

beforehand by duplicating points through linearly spacing the contour point indices to the

length of the contour comprising more points. Although this might introduce some negligi-

ble unevenness in the contour patch we do not want to alter the mesh triangulation. Mesh
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triangulation and vertex positions need to be constant for the segmented breast and the torso

patch to result in a watertight breast mesh. Due to uniform spacing in the parameterisation

of the greedy triangulation algorithm used and the roughly equal length of opposite con-

tours, the number of contour points should about coincide. This patch closes the breastless

torso neatly attaching to the current mesh configuration.

7.3.3 Breast segmentation

Subsequently, the breast is segmented. A pseudocode formulation is given in Algorithm 4.

The segmentation uses the closest triangle to the geometric mean of the breast contour points

as a seed. The breast segment is iteratively grown from seed triangle until the contour is

reached.

Function segmentBreast(contours CCC, vertices VVV , faces FFF, landmarks LLL):

seed vvvseed ← mean(LLL);

seed face fff seed ← closest face in FFF to vvvseed ;

breast faces FFFbreast ← fff seed ;

faces to be checked FFFcheck← fff seed ;

initialise faces already checked FFFchecked to empty set;

while FFFcheck is not empty do

clear FFFnext ;

forall fff i in FFFcheck do

forall edges eeei in fff i do

if eeei not in CCC then

fff e← other faces containing eeei;

if fff e not in FFFchecked then

add fff e to faces to be checked next FFFnext ;

add fff e to FFFbreast ;

end

end

end

end

add FFFcheck to FFFchecked ;

FFFcheck← FFFnext ;

end

return FFFbreast ;

end

Algorithm 4: Pseudocode formulation of the breast segmentation from contours.

The arithmetic mean of the landmarks marking the breast boundary is chosen as

a seed. The breast segmentation is dilated until the contours are reached and no

candidate faces remain.

7.3.4 Volume computation

The breast volume is computed as the volume difference of the closed breast segmentation

and torso patch mesh. The breast segmentation and torso patch are closed by triangulating

all contour edges of the boundary to a mutual point. This mutual point is found by following

the opposite mean normal direction scaled by the size of the bounding box. We choose
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this option over merging both meshes and correcting for consistent winding of the merged

faces. Mesh volume is defined through its rigid body mass properties. Due to its presumed

uniform density the mass of the mesh is proportional to its volume. The total volume is

denoted as the volume integral over the polyhedral space V that is bounded by the external

mesh surface S.
∫∫∫

V
∇ ·FFF dV =

∫∫

S
(FFF · n̂nn)dS (7.3)

The volume integral can be successively reduced in dimensionality applying the divergence

theorem. In essence, the divergence theorem lets us express a volume integral over the

polyhedral domain as a 2D surface integration. It relates the divergence of a vector field

F to the product of the same vector field with its exterior normal n̂nn resulting in a sum of

integrals over 2D mesh faces. The total surface area equals the sum of face areas. Given

the faces are planar, the normal is constant and can be pulled out of the integration. Any F

whose divergence computes to 1 may be conveniently chosen to simplify integration. The

only requirement for F is to have continuous first order partial derivatives. Parameterisation

of the triangular domain allows derivation of the following equation for the area ai of face

Si ∈ S working directly on the vertex coordinates:

ai =
1

6
· (eee1× eee2) ·











x0 + x1 + x2

0

0











(7.4)

where x j denotes the x-coordinate of the jth corner point and eee j the jth edge of Si. The

complete mathematical derivation can be found in [210]. In this study, we used the imple-

mentation of the algorithm as found in vcglib v1.0.1. Input meshes must be watertight and

manifold.

7.4 Results

We analyse a total of 51 volumes, 17 per method measured on 11 breasts of 6 patients in

9 imaging sessions. The right breast of PX72 was excluded due to poor lateral coverage in

the gold standard scan. Volume differences between methods appear normally distributed

as per visual inspection in histogram and Q-Q plots as shown in Figure 7.8. A χ2 test

for normality failed to reject the null hypothesis that volume differences follow a normal

distribution at p=0.86. A clear linear association between volumes of all methods can be
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Figure 7.2: Breast volume qualitative results for patient PL08. Methods are compared columnwise.

The approximated breastless torso and estimated breast boundary contours are depicted above the

coloured breast segmentation. Actual breast volume is shown in the top right corners of the breast

segmentation visualisations. Left and right breasts as well as preoperative and follow-up scans are

shown in separate rows. The left breast of PL08 was reconstructed with the smallest variability

among the three methods.
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Figure 7.3: Breast volume qualitative results for patient PL25. Layout is similar to Figure 7.2. Our

method was most accurate in estimating the breast volume of the left breast of this patient.
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Figure 7.4: Breast volume qualitative results for patient PL26. Layout is similar to Figure 7.2. The

rigid reconstruction presented in Chapter 4 was most accurate on the right breast of this patient.
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Figure 7.5: Breast volume qualitative results for patients PL20 and PX51. No follow-up scan was

acquired for these patients. Patient PL20 has the highest variability in volume estimates of all cases.

This is due to a gross difference in the location and orientation of the estimated torso patch.
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Figure 7.6: Breast volume qualitative results for patient PX72. The gold standard scan of this patient

is incomplete because of which no volume estimate for the right breast could be obtained. Again, no

follow-up data is available for this patient.

seen in Figure 7.7. Owing to the lack of ground truth, volume errors in the gold standard

have to be assumed because of which we have chosen to use orthogonal over standard lin-

ear regression. A reference for the magnitude of errors in our gold standard scans using a

3dMD torso scanner can be extracted from [298]. In cases of failing processing steps dur-

ing breast volume computation due to irregularities in the mesh such as nonmanifoldness of

the arms we manually cropped the models to the torso as the only region of interest. This

does not effect the estimated volume in any way but explains the different appearance of

the breast models in Figures 7.2 and 7.4. Even though originally part of the longitudinal

trial, no follow-up data is available for PL20. The Bland-Altman plots in the right column

of Figure 7.7 also show that volume differences do not seem to increase in absolute values

with breast size. With a mean and median volume difference of 18 and 15 ml over 19.2 and

18.5 ml results indicate our method outperforms the rigid reconstruction in terms of breast

volume accuracy by a small margin. For the nonrigid method, the 95% limits of agreement

at the absolute mean of 18 ml and signed mean of 3.9 ml were -39.5 to 47.2 ml. We achieve

an accuracy within 20 ml in more than three-quarters of breast volume measurements com-

pared to gold standard. An Anderson-Darling test on the volume differences between the

rigid and nonrigid reconstruction technique fails to reject the null hypothesis of normality

(p=0.77). It could thus not be shown that any difference in volume results by both methods

is statistically significant.

7.4.1 Volume bias

As already mentioned in Chapter 6, lower stiffness weights εs mean a less strong regulari-

sation which leads to overfitting given the fairly large number of deformation parameters.
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Figure 7.7: Quantitative results in breast volume estimation. The left column shows linear re-

gression and the right column Bland-Altman plots for the estimated breast volume data. Each row

compares two methods against each other. Top to bottom: The nonrigid reconstruction (Chapter 6)

and the gold standard, the rigid reconstruction (Chapter 4) and the gold standard as well as the non-

rigid and rigid reconstruction method in direct comparison. The analysis suggests a narrow gain in

accuracy and precision running the nonrigid refinement over the rigid method alone.
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Figure 7.8: Normality test of breast volume differences. (Left) Histogram plot with overlaid normal

distribution. (Right) Q-Q plot graphically showing a fair similarity between breast volume differ-

ences and the standard normal.
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Figure 7.9: Low stiffness artefacts displayed in two patients. Reconstructed models using low

stiffness settings of 1 exhibit artefacts such as double layering and small disconnected particles here

visible in the abdominal region and arms.

The occurrence of reconstruction artifacts such as double layering, spurious small particles

and the modelling of noise increases which we show in Figure 7.9. We also observe volume

shrinkage with low stiffness values. We therefore conduct an experiment to determine the

correlation between breast volume and stiffness parameterisation. We observe a non-zero

volume bias that is quantified in the bar plot of Figure 7.10. We demonstrate that volume

bias is quasi eliminated by setting a higher stiffness. At higher stiffness, both the proposed

as well as the rigid method suggest a remaining minute volume bias of 4 and 3 ml respec-

tively. When reconstructing the human body, isometry preserving constraints as employed

by [74, 182, 329] in different formulations may in future work be considered to counter

underestimation of breast volume too. Mean overall landmark error scores follow a similar

trend of worsening results in the lower stiffness range as shown in the quantitative results

section of the last chapter in Figure 6.12. This finding reinforces our choice of a conserva-

tive stiffness parameterisation of 20 for all experiments to avoid any overfitting symptoms.
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Figure 7.10: Bar plot showing a non-zero volume bias that correlates to the stiffness value used.

Increasing the stiffness parameter for a stronger regularisation diminishes this effect. The horizontal

dashed line represents the mean gold standard volume for reference. The green bar corresponds to

the conservative fixed stiffness used in the experiments in Chapters 6 and 7.

7.4.2 Repeatability

We compute the Coefficient of Repeatability (CR) from volume difference measurements

in two imaging sessions. The healthy breast is assessed pre and postoperatively in a subset

of three longitudonal patients. The CR is a measure for both the reproducibility of the

respective method as well as the repeatability of the breast segmentation. The latter is

affected by postural changes and subject to intra-observer variance in manually picking the

landmarks. The utility of this metric is also biased through body weight change of subjects

between imaging sessions [86]. The CR is defined as stated in Equation (7.5).

CR =
√

2 ·1.96 ·σw (7.5)

with σw =
√

∑i σ2(vvvi)/Nv denoting the within-subject variance. In addition, as a rela-

tive measure of the deviation in percentage of the volume we introduce the Coefficient of

Variation (CV) as the ratio between σw and the mean of all absolute volumes µv.

CV =
σw

µv

(7.6)

Our reported CRs are lower by a factor of 2-4 compared against those in a related breast

volume study also evaluating 3D surface reconstructions from a Kinect device measured pre

and postoperatively [244]. Sample size is therefore comparably small. Henseler et al. [130]

use a Kinect camera for 4 repeat measurements of the volume of 9 silicone breast implants

placed on a table. In this setup, with 2.3% the authors achieve a CV of less than half the CV
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reported for our method in Table 7.1. In comparison, MRI has been found to be the most

precise technique with a CV of 1.56% [166].

Nonrigid Rigid Gold standard

Coefficient of Repeatability [ml] 63.9 34.8 57.6

Coefficient of Variation [%] 5.2 2.2 5.1

Table 7.1: CRs and CVs calculated using the healthy breast volume differences from two imaging

sessions in a subset of three longitudinal patients. Patient-related factors and measurement errors

contribute to a higher variability in volume estimates.

7.5 Discussion

The results of this chapter support the findings from the landmark-based validation of the

previous chapter in that the method proposed in Section 6.2 is well capable of 3D recon-

structing breast surfaces from a sequence of RGBD data with substantial noise, postural

sway and some degree of complex deformation. A clear improvement has been demon-

strated qualitatively as well as quantitatively as opposed to the reconstruction pipeline only

recovering a rigid transformation per frame as described in Chapter 4. An error of less

than 10% from the true volume is generally considered satisfactory for clinical application

[130, 196]. Breasts are declared symmetrical given a volume difference of up to 50ml which

has been reported to not be visible to the human eye [127, 267]. This corresponds to the

relative error limit of 10% assuming a breast volume of 500 ml. The mean breast volume

in our study as per gold standard measurement was 444±188 ml. The volume difference

in 16 of 17 breasts did not exceed 50 ml and 15 out of 17 breasts were within 10% of the

reference volume. There was no statistically significant volume bias.

The ability to measure volume of differently sized or shaped breasts, e.g. flat and ptotic

breasts, was not assessed explicitly. On the contrary, 3D scanning of large or ptotic breasts

is difficult due to occlusion and these types of breasts might therefore be underrepresented

in our study. Due to low sample size and the cohort criteria a comprehensive breast volume

study comprising all varieties of breast size and shape is beyond the scope of this work.

It is to be noted that various sources of uncertainty limit the interpretability of the

volume evaluation in general including manual landmarking, mesh discretisation, posture

variation and sample size. There is also no universal consensus on either breast segmen-

tation or volume calculation [51]. Yip et al. [319] argue the accuracy of breast margins

directly reflect accuracy of volume estimation. This is directly linked to the circumstance
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that the manual selection of the same or different landmarks will lead to different areas of

breast tissue being taken into account forfeiting interpretability of the volume result [318].

This does apply equally to classical as well as to 3D surface based volume estimation tech-

niques [82]. In support of this, Losken et al. [196] conclude existing breast volume methods

must be inaccurate and imprecise due to the sheer number of different methods available

hinting at the fact that further research is warranted.

We showed an accuracy improvement moving from rigid to nonrigid alignment for

some patients, however a full statistical analysis on more data is required for a reliable claim.

Evidence of the validity of our breast boundary definition is absent in the work presented in

this chapter. The anatomically-correct chest wall approximation using the proposed method

needs to be verified through e.g. longitudinal surface data of mastectomy patients or 3D

surface segmentations from cross-sectional scans. An examination of volume difference

outlier revealed misestimations in the chest wall approximation caused by subtle changes in

the patient’s posture between modalities, especially in the presence of saggy breasts with a

partly occluded inframammary fold. These samples might therefore not reliably reflect the

actual volume difference. The propagation of error from landmark location to breast volume

estimate should therefore also be explored. Given sufficient collected data, the feasibility of

an automatic breast segmentation employing deep learning techniques should be evaluated.

Given the high variability of the volume differences, the finding of a minor volume

bias in Section 7.4.1 shall be interpreted with caution. The same applies to the superiority

in terms of volume precision in Section 7.4.2. We report repeatability to be better using the

rigid reconstruction method whereas the nonrigid method is on par with the gold standard.

The nonrigid deformation has a considerably larger parameter space which can impact re-

peatability. Also, repeatability coefficients are computed on a very small sample size due

to the limited amount of longitudinal data. Furthermore, and independent of the recon-

struction method used, repeatability is potentially influenced by substantial weight gain or

loss between imaging sessions. The intra and inter-rater variability of anatomical landmark

selection is a critical aspect that should be validated separately.

Various studies have been conducted that use mastectomy specimen volume as a con-

trol group [153]. As opposed to ablative surgery, BCS would only allow a differential

volumetry of the excised breast tissue. A pre and postsurgical volume measurement from

breast surface scans would be necessary for validation. The subtraction of two absolute
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volume measurements further leads to a higher measurement uncertainty. In addition to

potential confounding factors such as wound swelling, wound contracture and body mass

change, the majority of patients in this study only had one 3D surface scan taken and the

volume of excised tissue during BCS was not documented for this research.

Cross-sectional imaging is recognised to be the most reliable method for breast vol-

ume assessment whereas traditional methods lack practicability and accomplish only low-

levels of accuracy [43, 51, 153, 166]. MRI and CT are reported to achieve highest volume

accuracies due to a good soft-tissue contrast and low systematic error [51, 166]. Never-

theless, MRI is also the most expensive, time-consuming and discomforting to the patient

whereas CT exposes the patient to carcinogenic ionising radiation. According to [43], an

MRI and CT examination cost $280-$1 400 and $390, respectively. Breast volume analy-

sis from cross-sectional data often further requires labour-intensive manual segmentation of

the anatomical structures in each axial slice [43]. Despite its suitability to quantify breast

volume, an MRI image cannot readily be visualised for a qualitative comparison due to the

extensive breast deformation upon acquisition. The breast is primarily subjected to grav-

itational loading through the prone imaging position and further deformed in a complex

manner due to the applied plate compression [85, 160]. This deformation would have to be

inverted which would add complexity and error. Besides, both MRI and CT are non-routine

imaging studies in breast cancer treatment and were unavailable for the majority of patients

in our study. In consideration of the above, a volumetric validation against the results from

the industrial-grade 3dMD torso scanner was pursued.

Breast volume as a metric is criticised for being insufficient to fully characterise breast

shape. Other techniques to quantify breast shape or measure similarity between breasts have

been proposed [42, 47, 288]. Skin thickness was not measured or estimated for subtraction

from the total breast volumes as proposed in some literature [47].

7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we conducted a breast volume analysis study evaluating the volume of 17

breasts on 51 3D surface models obtained via two different reconstruction methods devel-

oped in this thesis - a rigid and a nonrigid technique - and the gold standard. We show a

marginal superiority of our method presented in the last chapter in terms of volume accuracy

which may however not be statistically significant. Quantitative results also show there is

no or negligible volume bias compared to the gold standard. We find 80% of breast volume
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measurements to be accurate within 20 ml of the reference volume and 88-94% of measure-

ments to be accurate to clinically acceptable limits. Given the clinical importance, we think

this breast volume study provides relevant evidence of the capabilities of low-cost RGBD

cameras such as the Kinect in this field and further helps facilitating clinical transition of

economical and portable 3D breast surface scanning and modelling solutions for an overall

more patient-driven treatment.





Chapter 8

Summary and conclusions

In this thesis, we researched 3D breast surface scanning and reconstruction using low-cost

RGBD cameras for key clinical applications in early breast cancer treatment. For data

collection a capture application was implemented and deployed in hospital. In succession,

our rigid 3D breast surface reconstruction pipeline delivered preliminary reconstructions.

A comparative study of state-of-the-art generic-scene reconstruction methods uncovered

various shortcomings which were subsequently addressed in the development of a quasi-

rigid reconstruction algorithm. Both methods were subject of a volumetric study in the

following chapter owing to the numerous applications and the clinical significance of breast

volumetry. This last chapter summarizes the contributions of this work, its limitations and

suggests directions for future research.

8.1 Thesis overview

Breast cancer is a major health problem worldwide [112]. BCS has proven as successful

in oncological outcome as breast removal while providing patients a better quality of life

after treatment [97]. Clinical practice still falls short of standardized aesthetic evaluation

and planning tools. Such tools would have the potential to reduce the percentage of patients

with adverse cosmesis by helping advance personalised surgical and radiological treatment

options [36]. Time and cost-effective reconstruction of the breast surface plays a critical

role in implementing objective aesthetic outcome assessment into clinical routine [230].

To this end, this thesis explores 3D breast surface reconstruction from low-cost RGBD

video as delivered by the Kinect cameras as consumer-grade depth-sensing cameras for

gaming consoles. Chapter 3 introduces a C++ in-house capture application based on the

Microsoft Kinect SDK that is deployed in hospital to simultaneously record Kinect v1 and

v2 patient data in the context of the trans-European PICTURE project. While other research
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has employed a Kinect to image the breast before [52, 69, 244, 309], this is the only work

having used both Kinects for a direct comparison on clinical breast data. More importantly,

this is the only research so far leveraging full RGBD video for breast surface reconstruction.

Chapter 4 presents a novel preliminary end-to-end dense reconstruction pipeline based on an

established SLAM framework accomplishing clinically useful mean accuracies of 2-4 mm.

We demonstrate the advantages of casting breast surface reconstruction as a SLAM problem

showing its capacity to denoise and create patient-specific textured 3D breast surface mod-

els. Yet, the system suffers from drift and a has the limitation to only recover rigid motion.

In subsequent research, as covered in Chapter 5, we are the first to conduct a comparative

study that investigates and analyses open-source reconstruction algorithms found within

the research community with respect to their ability to produce 3D breast surfaces from 28

Kinect data sets and on a larger group of 12 patients. The study underpins the importance of

depth over RGB in reconstructing a single subject with homogeneous texture. Similar short-

comings such as drift and loss of surface detail are identified in patient and phantom recon-

structions failing to achieve better reconstruction quality. Synthetic data sequences devoid

of noise and postural sway expectedly allow for more accurate reconstructions with mean

surface errors as low as 0.3 mm. We address one of the principal limitations of the pipeline

in Chapter 4 by modelling inter-frame motion nonrigidly in Chapter 6. Natural body move-

ment as present in the patients’ RGBD sequences can be tracked more accurately than with

a single rigid camera transform. Surface-to-surface alignment is repetitively refined, first in

a pairwise fashion between neighbouring frames, and second in a global iterative scheme

that organises segments of frames into bundles. The extension of an existing pairwise non-

rigid ICP algorithm to depth video is a key novelty at the core of the reconstruction method

detailed in Section 6.2. The non-rigid alignment itself is achieved through regularised de-

formation of surface-embedded graphs that store nodewise affine transformation matrices.

A further technical contribution is a new shortest distance correspondence search technique

that interpolates the closest point to the source on the target geometry. The superiority

of the proposed nonrigid reconstruction algorithm could be demonstrated qualitatively and

by achieving lower manual landmark error scores. A volumetric evaluation in Chapter 7

could further corroborate our method’s performance in achieving state-of-the-art precision

and clinically acceptable accuracy in 9 out of 10 breast volume measurements compared

to the gold standard. As opposed to most existing studies that refer to commercial soft-
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ware products for breast volumetric assessment [127, 166, 319], this thesis puts forth a new

landmark-based method for breast volume computation from surface data. It combines Di-

jkstra’s algorithm for contouring, a Coon’s patch chest wall approximation and an efficient

volume formula derived from the divergence theorem.

In conclusion, this thesis demonstrates that both Kinect cameras are well capable of

3D scanning the breast surface in a healthcare context by streaming depth and colour data of

moderate quality at high frame rates in a lightweight acquisition setup. Formulating breast

surface reconstruction as a SLAM problem, we recover a complete denoised breast model

within clinically useful accuracy and at superior reconstruction quality to state-of-the-art

frameworks. Our revised method permits even better results through consistent quasi-rigid

refinement of inter-frame alignment. Nonetheless, drawbacks in the design of the acqui-

sition protocol, image data imperfections and unfavourable assumptions in modelling the

3D reconstruction problem give rise to numerous future improvements. Improvements with

the potential to close the remaining gap in reconstruction quality between our Kinect-based

solution and those that come at a several digits higher price tag.

8.2 Limitations and future work

We have shown that 3D breast surface reconstruction for breast conservative cancer treat-

ment planning is feasible at clinically useful accuracy using only low-cost depth cameras,

a standard PC and a reconstruction pipeline build from open-source algorithms. Results

could then be improved by integrating a nonrigid pairwise refinement step that better de-

scribes subtle inter-frame postural changes. Although this work is a promising step towards

objective and affordable aesthetic evaluation suitable for clinical routine, a number of bot-

tleneck limitations remain suggesting extensions of the proposed reconstruction techniques.

Leaving aside possibly ways to enhance raw depth data or 3D models by e.g. sensible

hole filling [11], reconstruction quality is generally limited by the resolution and sharpness

of images as well as regions of occlusion like the inframammary fold in saggy breasts. Over-

saturated colour values present an unrecoverable data loss too. Colour information could

be leveraged to co-guide alignment [310, 329] as it is currently only used to map texture.

On the other hand this goes contrary to our findings about photometric tracking constraints

with regards to breast surface reconstruction in Section 5.6 that suggest colour is of little

importance or even detrimental to tracking. Due to the specific imaging conditions in our

acquisition setup, this finding is not generalisable. Our reconstruction pipeline proposed in
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Chapter 4 which is also part of the comparative study of low-cost approaches in Chapter 5

assumes only rigid scene deformation. Breathing and other involuntary movements caused

by patients’ self-rotation in front of the recording tripod-mounted camera violate this under-

lying rigid motion assumption. We demonstrated that our Kinect data exhibits involuntary

non-rigid movement that in a rigid reconstruction leads to loss of detail and shape distortion.

In line with non-clinical publications that reconstruct a single subject under rotation

[60, 183], we integrate a generic class-agnostic and strongly regularised nonrigid ICP vari-

ant in Chapter 6. Although our results suggest the merits of this approach, the spread of

projected landmarks and breast volume differences in Chapter 7 only indirectly assess re-

construction quality and a validation of this or any nonrigid alignment technique remains

challenging. Breast volume assessment, in particular, requires an accurate definition of the

breast’s external and posterior boundary from surface data. This is inherently flawed due

to the lack of anatomically well-defined locations on the breast and the surface scanners

inability to image the internal chest wall. Breast margins were therefore approximated on

both the 3D breast surfaces of the proposed method and the gold standard control method.

Approximations were derived from manually picked landmarks. The anatomical validity of

the obtained breast segmentations and the operator-induced landmark error are still to be

investigated quantitatively. Ideally, the reconstruction algorithm would be equipped with a

deformation framework capable of globally consistent modelling of motion exploiting the

information contained in the whole image sequence rather than sequentially tracking off

a live video which is prone to error accumulation. In the absence of looping motion, we

take a step towards globally consistent alignment of the entire sequence in a multi-view

alignment attempt that is leveraging pairwise alignment by joining the vertices of multi-

ple frames together. Bundle-adjusted registration may improve global consistency further

[4, 74, 183]. Generic deformable approaches are also fundamentally ill-posed and therefore

only support small-scale motion and are sensitive to regularisation. Extracting class-specific

knowledge about the captured body parts from the data, low-dimensional subspace models

such as statistical shape or kinematic models could be learned to neither over nor underfit

inter-frame transformations [22, 294]. Particularly exciting in this regard is the current trend

towards the use of deep learning in SLAM and SfM problems [286, 300]. 4D capture of

physically marked subjects providing high-frequency ground truth correspondences across

the breast area or realistically-generated dynamic ground truth sequences would be valuable
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in determining the extent to which deformation is faithfully recovered and could serve as

training data [24]. A less mathematically-involved approach to handle non-rigidity in the

patient data is ‘gating’ or the identification of a subset of only rigidly transformed frames.

However, this is not promising because determining the rigidity between frames and the se-

quential alignment of frames require about 90% surface overlap and at most 5-20◦ rotation

between partial surfaces [59, 173]. Noise suppression can equally only be achieved fusing

a substantial number of frames. That does not leave much room to exclude frames. By the

example of respiration as one source of pose variation [294], an adult breathing cycle lasts

about 4 seconds. The average acquisition of a 180◦ sequence amounts to 11.5s and contains

608 frames which means more than 60◦ or 200 frames would have to be skipped.

The adequacy of the captured breast data depends on a large number of imaging con-

ditions that have a strong bearing on 3D surface reconstruction quality. The acquisition

protocol itself was designed with a focus on patient safety and was required to accommo-

date tight clinical schedules. Its implementation exhibits several technical flaws which are

discussed in detail in the respective chapter (see Section 3.5). In summary, these are poor

control of lighting, complex patient motion during capture, and insufficient viewpoint vari-

ation. The simultaneous use of two active Kinect cameras provokes interference. The same

applies to the room illumination with a continuous spectrum extending into the near-infrared

band that is also used by the Kinect laser. Further lighting issues include varying angle to

the light sources of the patient under rotation causing transient shadowing and varying light-

ing conditions between patients through ad hoc adjustments of the lights and tripod. During

lengthy capture times, the patient is undergoing complex compound motion comprising

self-rotation, soft-tissue jiggling and breathing that are difficult to reconstruct. Numerous

studies have attested to the measuring variability of the breast surface under the affects of

respiratory or other involuntary motion [165, 191, 238, 252]. In future clinical trials, a re-

vision of the acquisition protocol is paramount to prevent motions that are challenging to

reconstruct reliably. Conceivable amendments to the acquisition protocol might be a tran-

sition to a multiple-camera setup, moving the camera freely around the patient, have the

patient stand on a rotation stage or capture a full 360◦ to incorporate loops. A synchronised

two-camera setup has been shown to produce more accurate and reproducible results due to

fast capture of the entire breast region and the inclusion of several angles [165]. If instant

capture is unobtainable, respiratory status monitoring is a possible tool to mitigate motion-
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induced inaccuracies. A small wireless breathing sensor might be placed in front or under

the nostrils for a minimally intrusive real-time breathing pattern measurement during 3D

surface capture [149, 188]. Modern thermal breathing sensors consist of thermosensitive

material that allows mapping of the breathing phases to the change of breath temperature

between inhalation and exhalation [149]. The response time of such breathing sensors in

the magnitude of half a second will require a synchronisation with the 3D scanner and the

room will have to be kept at a constant temperature free of air flow that might disturb mea-

surements [188]. Kinect data sequences also suffer from holes, spurious sampling and high

measurement error in particular breast regions throughout the sequence. This is due to the

fixed horizontal viewing angle of the statically positioned camera. In some patients the

submammary region is at a constant grazing incident angle to the camera while the upper

breast pole is at an angle of specular reflection of room light. Other than manipulating the

camera position and orientation in relation to the torso, better results can be expected using

custom depth cameras with characteristics more suitable for the application scenario such

as a larger focal length or smaller minimum working distance and configurable exposure

and modulation parameters. In the future, advances in camera technology are anticipated to

deliver ever higher resolution and accuracy benefiting reconstruction quality further.

Runtime for an automated complete nonrigid reconstruction with the stated parameter

settings amounts to about 2 hours. Even though real-time application is not of relevance,

this is an impediment. Runtime could be reduced by code optimisation and parallelisation

making heavier use of GPGPU and algorithmic improvements. The breast volume assess-

ment requires the manual selection of three landmark points per breast. From the surgeon’s

perspective, the immediate availability of 3D breast surfaces and derived volumetric mea-

surements without laborious manual intervention is highly desirable. Given enough labelled

training data, suitable machine learning algorithms could possibly automate the landmark-

ing or segmentation process and overcome the challenges in manual landmark identification

on the breast. Learning-based approaches to landmark detection from depth data have al-

ready been reported for other body parts such as the face [234]. Correct landmark placement

could retrospectively be reviewed by the surgeon. Validity of learned landmarking will be

demonstrated through regression accuracy on validation datasets. Breast volume measure-

ments will in turn be more reproducible and precision is likely to improve by minimising

human picking error and variability. The computation of 3D breast models and shape met-
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rics may be offloaded into the cloud to further reduce waiting times for surgeon and patient

and streamline the treatment [67].

Apart from improving reconstruction quality or speed, future research could be under-

taken to learn aesthetic scoring from reference expert scores utilising state-of-the-art ma-

chine learning techniques. Established indices as discussed in Section 1.4 are compounded

to correlate symmetry and scarring to an aesthetic score. These measurements, and pos-

sibly new ones to be investigated in the future, would have to be automatically extracted.

Machine learning techniques can again play a role in this research.





Appendix A

Supplemental algorithm

This appendix provides the C++ programme and CUDA routines making up the core quasi-

rigid refinement algorithm as proposed in Chapter 6. The availability of the source code

shall facilitate a better understanding of the working principles and drive forward develop-

ment of non-rigid reconstruction techniques applicable to the human torso. The algorithm

is mathematically grounded on the publications by [5] and [280]. The programme depends

on the Point Cloud Library v1.8.0, OpenCV 3.0.0 and Cinder v0.8.6. Although generally

cross-platform, the programme was compiled and run on Microsoft Windows 10 Profes-

sional only.

main.cpp

Main function and overall structure of routine including the functions to perform quasi-rigid

refinement of frames within a bundle and between bundles. This file also contains code to

parse command line arguments and high-level data loading logic.

1 /* Copyright (c) Rene Lacher <rene.lacher.13@ucl.ac.uk>, 2014-2019 */

2 #include <boost/filesystem.hpp>

3 #include <boost/exception/diagnostic_information.hpp>

4 #include <boost/make_shared.hpp>

5 #include <pcl/common/io.h>

6 #include <pcl/point_types.h>

7 #include <numeric>

8 #include "io.h"

9 #include "helper.h"

10 #include "processing.h"

11 #include "QuasiRigidICP.h"

12

13 namespace fs = boost::filesystem;

14 using pcl::PointCloud;

15 using pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal;
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16 using pcl::PointNormal;

17 using ci::TriMesh;

18 using ci::Matrix44f;

19 using ci::Matrix33f;

20 using namespace std;

21 using namespace rl::breast;

22

23 namespace rl {

24 namespace breast {

25

26 struct Configuration

27 {

28 fs::path PathToFrames;

29 size_t NumberFramesPerBundle;

30 unsigned int NumberInterpolatedColours;

31 float GridSize;

32 float ModelGridSize;

33 float MlsRadius;

34 float ModelMlsRadius;

35 unsigned int MaxSteps;

36 io::CameraSetup CameraSetup;

37 QuasiRigidICP::Options OptimiserOptions;

38 };

39

40 struct Input

41 {

42 vector<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> PointClouds;

43 vector<Matrix44f> InitialPoses;

44 };

45

46 Configuration parseCommandLineArguments(const unsigned int argc, char* argv

[])

47 {

48 Configuration conf;

49 conf.PathToFrames = fs::path(argv[1]);

50 conf.CameraSetup = io::setupFromString(argv[2]);

51 conf.NumberFramesPerBundle = atoi(argv[3]);

52 conf.NumberInterpolatedColours = atoi(argv[4]);

53 conf.GridSize = atof(argv[5]);

54 conf.ModelGridSize = atof(argv[6]);

55 conf.MlsRadius = atof(argv[7]);

56 conf.ModelMlsRadius = atof(argv[8]);

57 conf.MaxSteps = atoi(argv[9]);

58 istringstream(argv[10]) >> boolalpha >> conf.OptimiserOptions.

ignoreBoundary;

59 conf.OptimiserOptions.epsilon = atof(argv[11]);
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60 conf.OptimiserOptions.maxIterations = atoi(argv[12]);

61 conf.OptimiserOptions.beta = atof(argv[13]);

62 conf.OptimiserOptions.maxCorrespDist = atof(argv[14]);

63 conf.OptimiserOptions.alpha = atof(argv[15]);

64 return conf;

65 }

66

67 Input loadData(const Configuration configurationIn)

68 {

69 Input input;

70 input.InitialPoses = io::loadCameraPoses(configurationIn.PathToFrames / "

poses.json");

71 input.PointClouds = io::loadPointClouds(configurationIn.PathToFrames,

configurationIn.CameraSetup);

72 helper::transformIntoGlobalCoordinates(input.InitialPoses, input.

PointClouds);

73 return input;

74 }

75

76 vector<vector<Matrix44f>> intraBundleAlign(const Configuration configuration,

const vector<shared_ptr<TriMesh>> downsampledMeshes)

77 {

78 vector<vector<Matrix44f>> XvecBundle(downsampledMeshes.size());

79 for (auto i = 0; i < XvecBundle.size(); ++i) { XvecBundle[i] = vector<

Matrix44f>(downsampledMeshes[i]->getNumVertices(), Matrix44f::identity

()); }

80

81 auto targetDs = downsampledMeshes[0];

82 auto options10Iterations = configuration.OptimiserOptions;

83 options10Iterations.maxIterations = max(options10Iterations.maxIterations,

10u);

84 QuasiRigidICP qricp;

85 for (auto i = 1; i < downsampledMeshes.size(); ++i)

86 {

87 qricp.qricp(*downsampledMeshes[i], *targetDs, options10Iterations,

XvecBundle[i]);

88 }

89

90 return XvecBundle;

91 }

92

93 vector<vector<Matrix44f>> interBundleAlign(const Configuration configuration,

const vector<shared_ptr<const TriMesh>> bundlesIn)

94 {

95 auto numberBundles = bundlesIn.size();

96 vector<shared_ptr<TriMesh>> graphs(numberBundles);
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97 transform(bundlesIn.cbegin(), bundlesIn.cend(), graphs.begin(), [](

shared_ptr<const TriMesh> bundle) { return make_shared<TriMesh>(*bundle

); });

98

99 vector<vector<Matrix44f>> Xvec(numberBundles);

100 transform(bundlesIn.cbegin(), bundlesIn.cend(), Xvec.begin(), [](shared_ptr

<const TriMesh> bundle) { return vector<Matrix44f>(bundle->

getNumVertices(), Matrix44f::identity()); });

101 if (numberBundles == 1) { return Xvec; }

102

103 float maxEpsilon = FLT_MAX;

104 unsigned int step = 0;

105 int idx = 0;

106 QuasiRigidICP qricp;

107 const float convergenceEpsilon = 8e-3;

108 while (step < configuration.MaxSteps && (idx != 0 || maxEpsilon >=

convergenceEpsilon))

109 {

110 if (idx == 0) { maxEpsilon = 0; }

111

112 auto sourceDs = graphs[idx];

113 auto targetPc = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointNormal>>();

114 for (auto i = 0; i < numberBundles; i++)

115 {

116 if (i == idx) { continue; }

117 auto targetIDs = graphs[i];

118 auto targetIPc = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointNormal>>();

119 helper::convert(*targetIDs, targetIPc);

120 *targetPc += *targetIPc;

121 }

122

123 shared_ptr<TriMesh> targetDs;

124 targetDs = processing::generateDeformationGraph(targetPc, configuration.

GridSize);

125

126 vector<Matrix44f> X;

127 qricp.qricp(*sourceDs, *targetDs, configuration.OptimiserOptions, X);

128

129 helper::accumulate(Xvec[idx], X);

130 helper::transform(sourceDs, X);

131

132 Eigen::Matrix<double, Eigen::Dynamic, 3, Eigen::RowMajor> Xeigen = helper

::convertMatrices(X);

133 Eigen::Matrix<double, Eigen::Dynamic, 3, Eigen::RowMajor> Xeye = helper::

initX(X.size());

134
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135 float epsilon = (Xeigen - Xeye).norm();

136 if (epsilon > maxEpsilon) { maxEpsilon = epsilon; }

137

138 ++step;

139 ++idx;

140 idx = idx % numberBundles;

141 }

142 return Xvec;

143 }

144

145 vector<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> runQuasiRigidRefinement(const

Configuration configuration, const Input& input)

146 {

147 auto refinedPointClouds = helper::copyPointClouds(input.PointClouds);

148 auto numberBundles = (refinedPointClouds.size() - 1) / configuration.

NumberFramesPerBundle + 1;

149 vector<shared_ptr<const TriMesh>> bundleGraphs(numberBundles);

150

151 for (auto i = 0; i < numberBundles; ++i)

152 {

153 vector<shared_ptr<TriMesh>> intraBundleGraphs;

154

155 for (auto j = 0; j < min(refinedPointClouds.size() - i * configuration.

NumberFramesPerBundle, configuration.NumberFramesPerBundle); ++j)

156 {

157 intraBundleGraphs.push_back(processing::generateDeformationGraph(

refinedPointClouds[j + i * configuration.NumberFramesPerBundle],

configuration.GridSize));

158 }

159

160 auto XvecIntraBundle = intraBundleAlign(configuration, intraBundleGraphs)

;

161

162 auto bundlePc = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>>();

163 for (auto j = 0; j < min(refinedPointClouds.size() - i * configuration.

NumberFramesPerBundle, configuration.NumberFramesPerBundle); ++j)

164 {

165 auto pcJ = refinedPointClouds[j + i * configuration.

NumberFramesPerBundle];

166 processing::removeNonOverlapArea(*intraBundleGraphs[j], pcJ,

configuration.GridSize);

167 processing::propagateDeformationWeigthedAverage(intraBundleGraphs[j],

XvecIntraBundle[j], *pcJ);

168 *bundlePc += *pcJ;

169 }

170
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171 bundleGraphs[i] = processing::generateDeformationGraph(bundlePc,

configuration.GridSize);

172 }

173

174 auto Xvec = interBundleAlign(configuration, bundleGraphs);

175

176 for (auto i = 0; i < refinedPointClouds.size(); ++i)

177 {

178 auto pcJ = refinedPointClouds[i];

179 auto bIdx = i / configuration.NumberFramesPerBundle;

180 processing::removeNonOverlapArea(*bundleGraphs[bIdx], pcJ, configuration.

GridSize);

181 processing::propagateDeformationWeigthedAverage(bundleGraphs[bIdx], Xvec[

bIdx], *pcJ);

182 }

183

184 return refinedPointClouds;

185 }

186

187 }}

188

189 int main(int argc, char* argv[])

190 {

191 try

192 {

193 Configuration config = parseCommandLineArguments(argc, argv);

194 Input input = loadData(config);

195

196 auto refinedPointClouds = runQuasiRigidRefinement(config, input);

197

198 auto mergedCloud = helper::join(refinedPointClouds);

199 auto model = processing::createMesh(mergedCloud, config.ModelGridSize,

config.ModelMlsRadius, config.NumberInterpolatedColours);

200

201 fs::path outputDir = fs::path("output");

202 fs::create_directory(outputDir);

203 io::savePly(outputDir / "model.ply", *model);

204 }

205 catch (...) { cerr << boost::current_exception_diagnostic_information() <<

endl; }

206

207 return 0;

208 }
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QuasiRigidICP.h

Iterative quasi-rigid alignment function. Manipulates matrices and runs the linear solver.

1 #pragma once

2

3 #include "internal.h"

4 #include <Eigen/Core>

5 #include <Eigen/Geometry>

6 #include <Eigen/SparseCore>

7 #include <cinder/TriMesh.h>

8 #include <vector>

9 #include <flann/flann.h>

10 #include <boost/filesystem.hpp>

11

12 namespace rl {

13 namespace breast {

14

15 class QuasiRigidICP

16 {

17 public:

18

19 struct Options

20 {

21 Options();

22

23 double epsilon;

24 float alpha;

25 bool ignoreBoundary;

26 unsigned int maxIterations;

27 float beta;

28 float maxCorrespDist;

29 };

30

31 void qricp(Eigen::MatrixX3d sourceVerticesIn,

32 Eigen::MatrixX3d sourceNormalsIn,

33 Eigen::MatrixX3i sourceFacesIn,

34 Eigen::MatrixX3d targetVerticesIn,

35 Eigen::MatrixX3d targetNormalsIn,

36 Eigen::MatrixX3i targetFacesIn,

37 const Options optionsIn,

38 Eigen::MatrixX3d& transformationsOut);

39

40 void qricp(

41 const ci::TriMesh& sourceIn,

42 const ci::TriMesh& targetIn,

43 const Options optionsIn,
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44 std::vector<ci::Matrix44f>& transformationsOut);

45

46 private:

47 Eigen::SparseMatrix<bool> triangulation2Adjacency(const Eigen::

MatrixX3i& sourceFacesIn, const unsigned int

numberOfSourceVerticesIn) const;

48 Eigen::SparseMatrix<int> adjacency2Incidence(const Eigen::SparseMatrix<

bool>& A) const;

49 Eigen::SparseMatrix<double> createDMatrix(Eigen::MatrixX3d& v) const;

50 Eigen::SparseMatrix<double> createDnMatrix(Eigen::MatrixX3d& n) const;

51 Eigen::SparseMatrix<double> naiveSparseKroneckerProduct(const Eigen::

SparseMatrix<double>& A, const Eigen::Matrix4d B) const;

52 Eigen::SparseMatrix<double> sparseDiagonal(const Eigen::VectorXd& vIn)

const;

53 Eigen::SparseMatrix<double> stack(const Eigen::SparseMatrix<double>& A,

const Eigen::SparseMatrix<double>& B) const;

54 void triMesh2EigenMatrices(const ci::TriMesh& meshIn, Eigen::MatrixX3d&

v, Eigen::MatrixX3d& n, Eigen::MatrixX3i& f) const;

55 void eigen2CinderMatrices(const Eigen::MatrixX3d& X, std::vector<ci::

Matrix44f>& transformationsOut) const;

56 void getIntesectionPointCorrespondences(Eigen::MatrixX3d& U, const std

::vector<float>& currentSourcePoints, const std::vector<float>&

targetFacesTriangleStrip, std::vector<float>& distances, std::

vector<float>& targetIntersectionPoints, std::vector<unsigned int>&

triangleIndices, std::vector<device::TriangleRegion>&

triangleRegions) const;

57 void rejectCorrespondencesByDistance(const float maxCorrespDist, const

std::vector<float>& distances, Eigen::VectorXd& weights) const;

58 void rejectBoundaryCorrespondences(const std::vector<char32_t>&

triangleIndices, const std::vector<device::TriangleRegion>&

triangleRegions, const Eigen::MatrixX3i& targetFacesIn, const std::

set<unsigned int>& targetBoundaryVertexIndices, const Options

optionsIn, Eigen::VectorXd& weights, Eigen::VectorXd &betas) const;

59 void rejectByNormalOrientation(const Eigen::Matrix<double, Eigen::

Dynamic, 3, Eigen::RowMajor>& N, const std::vector<float>&

intersectionPointsIn, const std::vector<char32_t>&

intersectionPointTargetFaceIndicesIn, const std::vector<float>&

targetFacesTriangleStripNormalsIn, const std::vector<float>

targetFacesTriangleStripIn, Eigen::VectorXd& weights) const;

60 std::vector<float> createTargetTriangleStrip(const Eigen::MatrixX3d&

targetVerticesIn, const Eigen::MatrixX3i& targetFacesIn) const;

61 };

62

63 }}
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QuasiRigidICP.cpp

1 #include "QuasiRigidICP.h"

2 #include <boost/range/irange.hpp>

3 #include <boost/range/algorithm_ext/push_back.hpp>

4 #include <set>

5 #include <Eigen/SparseQR>

6 #include <Eigen/SparseLU>

7 #include <Eigen/SparseCholesky>

8 #include <Eigen/IterativeLinearSolvers>

9 #include <GenEigsSolver.h>

10 #include <MatOp/SparseGenMatProd.h>

11

12 using namespace std;

13 using namespace Eigen;

14

15 namespace rl {

16 namespace breast {

17

18 QuasiRigidICP::Options::Options() : epsilon(1e-4), ignoreBoundary(true),

maxIterations(10), beta(0.), maxCorrespDist(0.02), alpha(20)

19 {}

20

21 double relativeError(SparseMatrix<double> A, MatrixX3d X, SparseMatrix<

double> B)

22 {

23 VectorXd r(X.cols() * X.rows());

24 for (auto i = 0; i < B.cols(); ++i)

25 {

26 VectorXd b = B.col(i);

27 VectorXd x = X.col(i);

28 VectorXd ri = A * x - b;

29 r.block(ri.size() * i, 0, ri.size(), 1) << ri;

30 }

31

32 return r.norm() / B.norm();

33 }

34

35 void QuasiRigidICP::qricp(

36 const ci::TriMesh& sourceIn,

37 const ci::TriMesh& targetIn,

38 const Options optionsIn,

39 vector<ci::Matrix44f>& transformationsOut)

40 {

41 MatrixX3d sv; MatrixX3d sn; MatrixX3i sf;

42 triMesh2EigenMatrices(sourceIn, sv, sn, sf);

43
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44 MatrixX3d tv; MatrixX3d tn; MatrixX3i tf;

45 triMesh2EigenMatrices(targetIn, tv, tn, tf);

46

47 MatrixX3d X;

48 qricp(sv, sn, sf, tv, tn, tf, optionsIn, X);

49

50 eigen2CinderMatrices(X, transformationsOut);

51 }

52

53 //Amberg, Romdhani, Vetter 2007 Eq. 12

54 void QuasiRigidICP::qricp(

55 MatrixX3d sourceVerticesIn,

56 MatrixX3d sourceNormalsIn,

57 MatrixX3i sourceFacesIn,

58 MatrixX3d targetVerticesIn,

59 MatrixX3d targetNormalsIn,

60 MatrixX3i targetFacesIn,

61 const Options optionsIn,

62 MatrixX3d& transformationsOut)

63 {

64

65 auto nSourceVerts = sourceVerticesIn.rows();

66 SparseMatrix<bool> A = triangulation2Adjacency(sourceFacesIn,

nSourceVerts);

67 SparseMatrix<int> Mt = adjacency2Incidence(A);

68 SparseMatrix<int> M = Mt.transpose();

69

70 if (!M.size()) { printf("M is empty\n"); return; }

71 Matrix4d G = Matrix4d::Identity();

72 SparseMatrix<double> KronMG = naiveSparseKroneckerProduct(M.cast<double

>(), G);

73

74 SparseMatrix<double> D = createDMatrix(sourceVerticesIn);

75 SparseMatrix<double> Dn = createDnMatrix(sourceNormalsIn);

76

77 VectorXd weights = VectorXd::Ones(nSourceVerts);

78 VectorXd betas = VectorXd::Zero(nSourceVerts);

79

80 set<unsigned int> targetBoundaryVertexIndices;

81 if (optionsIn.ignoreBoundary)

82 {

83 Eigen::Matrix<int, Dynamic, 3, RowMajor> targetFacesRowMajor =

targetFacesIn;

84 targetBoundaryVertexIndices = device::getBoundaryVerticesCached(vector<

char32_t>(&targetFacesRowMajor.data()[0], &targetFacesRowMajor.data

()[0] + targetFacesRowMajor.size()));
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85 }

86

87 transformationsOut = MatrixX3d::Zero(4 * nSourceVerts, 3);

88 for (auto i = 0; i < nSourceVerts; ++i)

89 {

90 transformationsOut.block<3, 3>(i * 4, 0) << Matrix3d::Identity();

91 }

92

93 vector<int> indicesv(sourceVerticesIn.rows());

94 flann::Matrix<int> indices(&indicesv[0], sourceVerticesIn.rows(), 1);

95 vector<double> distancesv(sourceVerticesIn.rows());

96 flann::Matrix<double> dists(&distancesv[0], sourceVerticesIn.rows(), 1);

97 Eigen::Matrix<double, Dynamic, 3, RowMajor> targetVerticesRowMajor =

targetVerticesIn;

98 flann::Matrix<double> targetVerticesFlann(targetVerticesRowMajor.data(),

targetVerticesIn.rows(), 3);

99 shared_ptr<flann::Index<flann::L2<double>>> index;

100

101 Eigen::Matrix<double, Dynamic, 3, RowMajor> XlastIt;

102 Eigen::Matrix<double, Dynamic, 3, RowMajor> X = transformationsOut;

103 Eigen::Matrix<double, Dynamic, 3, RowMajor> V = sourceVerticesIn;

104 Eigen::Matrix<double, Dynamic, 3, RowMajor> N = sourceNormalsIn;

105 MatrixX3d UL = sourceVerticesIn;

106

107 vector<float> targetFacesTriangleStrip;

108 vector<float> targetFacesTriangleStripNormals;

109

110 targetFacesTriangleStrip = createTargetTriangleStrip(targetVerticesIn,

targetFacesIn);

111 targetFacesTriangleStripNormals = createTargetTriangleStrip(

targetNormalsIn, targetFacesIn);;

112

113 MatrixX3d U(nSourceVerts, 3);

114 int it = 0;

115 double currepsilon = DBL_MAX;

116

117 while (currepsilon > optionsIn.epsilon && it < optionsIn.maxIterations)

118 {

119 V = D*X;

120 N = Dn*X; //Only apply rotational part

121

122 weights.fill(1);

123 betas.setZero();

124 vector<float> currentSourcePoints(V.data(), V.data() + V.size());

125

126 vector<float> distances;
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127 vector<char32_t> triangleIndices;

128 vector<device::TriangleRegion> triangleRegions;

129 vector<float> targetIntersectionPoints;

130 getIntesectionPointCorrespondences(U, currentSourcePoints,

targetFacesTriangleStrip, distances, targetIntersectionPoints,

triangleIndices, triangleRegions);

131

132 rejectCorrespondencesByDistance(optionsIn.maxCorrespDist, distances,

weights);

133 if (optionsIn.ignoreBoundary)

134 {

135 rejectBoundaryCorrespondences(triangleIndices, triangleRegions,

targetFacesIn, targetBoundaryVertexIndices, optionsIn, weights,

betas);

136 }

137

138 rejectByNormalOrientation(N, targetIntersectionPoints, triangleIndices,

targetFacesTriangleStripNormals, targetFacesTriangleStrip, weights

);

139

140 int numCorrespondences = weights.squaredNorm();

141

142 SparseMatrix<double> W = sparseDiagonal(weights);

143 SparseMatrix<double> Betas = sparseDiagonal(betas);

144 SparseMatrix<double> A = stack(stack(optionsIn.alpha * KronMG, W * D),

Betas * D);

145 SparseMatrix<double> Z(M.rows()*G.rows(), 3);

146 SparseMatrix<double> WU(nSourceVerts, 3);

147 WU = W * U;

148 SparseMatrix<double> BetasUL(nSourceVerts, 3);

149 BetasUL = Betas * UL;

150 SparseMatrix<double> B = stack(stack(Z, WU), BetasUL);

151 SparseMatrix<double> At = A.transpose();

152 SparseMatrix<double, ColMajor> AtA = At * A;

153

154 SparseMatrix<double> AtB = At * B;

155

156 SimplicialLLT <SparseMatrix<double, ColMajor>, Eigen::Lower> solver; //

SPD matrices

157 solver.compute(AtA);

158

159 if (int inf = solver.info() != Success) { printf("Decomposition failed

with code %d\n", inf); return; }

160 XlastIt = X;

161 for (auto j = 0; j < B.cols(); ++j)

162 {
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163 VectorXd b = AtB.col(j);

164 VectorXd x = solver.solve(b);

165 X.col(j) = x;

166 if (int inf = solver.info() != Success) { printf("Solve failed with

code %d\n", inf); return; }

167 }

168

169 currepsilon = (XlastIt - X).norm();

170 {

171 double error = relativeError(AtA, X, AtB);

172 printf("alpha %6.2f, it %3d, error %e, currepsilon %e, num

correspondences %d\n", optionsIn.alpha, it, error, currepsilon,

numCorrespondences);

173 fflush(stdout);

174 }

175 ++it;

176 }

177

178 V = D * X;

179 transformationsOut = X;

180 }

181

182 SparseMatrix<bool> QuasiRigidICP::triangulation2Adjacency(const MatrixX3i&

sourceFacesIn, const unsigned int numberOfSourceVerticesIn) const

183 {

184 SparseMatrix<bool> A(numberOfSourceVerticesIn, numberOfSourceVerticesIn);

185

186 VectorXi triplets0(sourceFacesIn.rows()*6);

187 triplets0 << sourceFacesIn.col(0),

188 sourceFacesIn.col(0),

189 sourceFacesIn.col(1),

190 sourceFacesIn.col(1),

191 sourceFacesIn.col(2),

192 sourceFacesIn.col(2);

193

194 VectorXi triplets1(sourceFacesIn.rows() * 6);

195 triplets1 << sourceFacesIn.col(1),

196 sourceFacesIn.col(2),

197 sourceFacesIn.col(0),

198 sourceFacesIn.col(2),

199 sourceFacesIn.col(0),

200 sourceFacesIn.col(1);

201

202 vector<Triplet<bool>> triplets(triplets0.size());

203 for (auto i = 0; i < triplets.size(); ++i)

204 {
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205 triplets[i] = Triplet<bool>(triplets0[i], triplets1[i], true);

206 }

207

208 A.setFromTriplets(triplets.begin(), triplets.end());

209

210 return A;

211 }

212

213 SparseMatrix<int> QuasiRigidICP::adjacency2Incidence(const Eigen::

SparseMatrix<bool>& A) const

214 {

215 set<pair<unsigned int, unsigned int>> edges;

216 for (int k = 0; k<A.outerSize(); ++k)

217 for (SparseMatrix<bool>::InnerIterator it(A, k); it; ++it)

218 {

219 auto edge = make_pair(min(it.row(), it.col()), max(it.row(), it.col()))

;

220 edges.insert(edge);

221 }

222

223 vector<Triplet<int>> triplets(edges.size() * 2);

224 auto ti = 0;

225 for_each(edges.cbegin(), edges.cend(),

226 [&ti, &triplets](const pair<unsigned int, unsigned int> p)

227 {

228 triplets[ti*2] = Triplet<int>(p.first, ti, 1);

229 triplets[ti*2+1] = Triplet<int>(p.second, ti, -1);

230 ++ti;

231 });

232

233 SparseMatrix<int> Ic(A.rows(), edges.size());

234 Ic.setFromTriplets(triplets.begin(), triplets.end());

235

236 return Ic;

237 }

238

239 Eigen::SparseMatrix<double> QuasiRigidICP::createDMatrix(Eigen::MatrixX3d&

v) const

240 {

241 SparseMatrix<double> D(v.rows(), v.rows() * 4);

242

243 vector<Triplet<double>> triplets;

244 for (auto i = 0; i < v.rows(); ++i)

245 {

246 for (auto j = 0; j < v.cols(); ++j)

247 {
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248 triplets.push_back(Triplet<double>(i, i * 4 + j, v(i, j)));

249 }

250 triplets.push_back(Triplet<double>(i, i * 4 + 3, 1));

251 }

252 D.setFromTriplets(triplets.begin(), triplets.end());

253

254 return D;

255 }

256

257 Eigen::SparseMatrix<double> QuasiRigidICP::createDnMatrix(Eigen::MatrixX3d&

n) const

258 {

259 SparseMatrix<double> Dn(n.rows(), n.rows() * 4);

260

261 vector<Triplet<double>> triplets;

262 for (auto i = 0; i < n.rows(); ++i)

263 {

264 for (auto j = 0; j < n.cols(); ++j)

265 {

266 triplets.push_back(Triplet<double>(i, i * 4 + j, n(i, j)));

267 }

268 }

269 Dn.setFromTriplets(triplets.begin(), triplets.end());

270

271 return Dn;

272 }

273

274 SparseMatrix<double> QuasiRigidICP::naiveSparseKroneckerProduct(const

SparseMatrix<double>& A, const Matrix4d B) const

275 {

276 SparseMatrix<double> KronAB(A.rows() * B.rows(), A.cols() * B.cols());

277

278 vector<Triplet<double>> triplets;

279 for (int k = 0; k < A.outerSize(); ++k)

280 {

281 for (SparseMatrix<double>::InnerIterator it(A, k); it; ++it)

282 {

283 Matrix4d C = it.value() * B;

284 for (auto i = 0; i < C.size(); ++i)

285 {

286 auto c = i / 4;

287 auto r = i % 4;

288

289 triplets.push_back(Triplet<double>(it.row() * 4 + r, it.col() * 4 +

c, C.coeff(i)));

290 }
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291 }

292 }

293 KronAB.setFromTriplets(triplets.begin(), triplets.end());

294

295 return KronAB;

296 }

297

298 Eigen::SparseMatrix<double> QuasiRigidICP::sparseDiagonal(const Eigen::

VectorXd& vIn) const

299 {

300 SparseMatrix<double> W(vIn.size(), vIn.size());

301

302 vector<Triplet<double>> triplets;

303 for (auto i = 0; i < vIn.size(); ++i)

304 {

305 if (vIn[i] != 0)

306 {

307 triplets.push_back(Triplet<double>(i, i, vIn[i]));

308 }

309 }

310 W.setFromTriplets(triplets.begin(), triplets.end());

311

312 return W;

313 }

314

315 SparseMatrix<double> QuasiRigidICP::stack(const SparseMatrix<double>& A,

const SparseMatrix<double>& B) const

316 {

317 SparseMatrix<double> C(A.rows() + B.rows(), A.cols());

318 C.reserve(A.nonZeros() + B.nonZeros());

319

320 vector<Triplet<double>> triplets;

321 for (int k = 0; k < A.outerSize(); ++k)

322 {

323 for (SparseMatrix<double>::InnerIterator it(A, k); it; ++it)

324 {

325 triplets.push_back(Triplet<double>(it.row(), it.col(), it.value()));

326 }

327 }

328 for (int k = 0; k < B.outerSize(); ++k)

329 {

330 for (SparseMatrix<double>::InnerIterator it(B, k); it; ++it)

331 {

332 triplets.push_back(Triplet<double>(it.row() + A.rows(), it.col(), it.

value()));

333 }
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334 }

335 C.setFromTriplets(triplets.begin(), triplets.end());

336

337 return C;

338 }

339

340 void QuasiRigidICP::triMesh2EigenMatrices(const ci::TriMesh& meshIn,

MatrixX3d& v, MatrixX3d& n, MatrixX3i& f) const

341 {

342 unsigned int N = meshIn.getNumVertices();

343 v.resize(N, 3);

344 n.resize(N, 3);

345 for (auto i = 0; i < N; ++i)

346 {

347 auto vertex = *(meshIn.getVertices().begin() + i);

348 v.block<1, 3>(i, 0) << vertex.x, vertex.y, vertex.z;

349

350 auto normal = *(meshIn.getNormals().begin() + i);

351 n.block<1, 3>(i, 0) << normal.x, normal.y, normal.z;

352 }

353

354 vector<char32_t> indices = meshIn.getIndices();

355 f = Map<Eigen::Matrix<char32_t, Dynamic, 3, RowMajor>>(&indices[0],

meshIn.getNumTriangles(), 3).cast<int>();

356 }

357

358 void QuasiRigidICP::eigen2CinderMatrices(const MatrixX3d& XI, vector<ci::

Matrix44f>& XO) const

359 {

360 XO.clear();

361 XO.resize(XI.rows() / 4);

362

363 for (auto i = 0; i < XO.size(); ++i)

364 {

365 Eigen::Matrix<double, Dynamic, 3, RowMajor> T = XI.block<4, 3>(i * 4,

0);

366 ci::Matrix33f R;

367 copy(&T.data()[0], &T.data()[9], &R.m[0]);

368 ci::Vec3f t;

369 copy(&T.data()[9], &T.data()[12], t.ptr());

370 ci::Matrix44f M(R);

371 M.setTranslate(t);

372 M.m[15] = 1;

373 XO[i] = M;

374 }

375 }
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376

377 void QuasiRigidICP::getIntesectionPointCorrespondences(MatrixX3d& U, const

vector<float>& currentSourcePoints, const vector<float>&

targetFacesTriangleStrip, vector<float>& distances, vector<float>&

targetIntersectionPoints, vector<unsigned int>& triangleIndices, vector

<device::TriangleRegion>& triangleRegions) const

378 {

379 device::closestIntesectionPoint(currentSourcePoints,

targetFacesTriangleStrip, targetIntersectionPoints, distances,

triangleIndices, triangleRegions);

380

381 auto n = currentSourcePoints.size() / 3;

382 for (auto j = 0; j < n; ++j)

383 {

384 U.row(j) = Vector3f(&targetIntersectionPoints[j * 3]).cast<double>();

385 }

386 }

387

388 vector<float> QuasiRigidICP::createTargetTriangleStrip(const MatrixX3d&

targetVerticesIn, const MatrixX3i& targetFacesIn) const

389 {

390 vector<float> triangleStrip(targetFacesIn.rows() * 9);

391 for (auto i = 0; i < targetFacesIn.rows(); ++i)

392 {

393 Vector3i indices = targetFacesIn.row(i);

394 for (auto j = 0; j < indices.size(); ++j)

395 {

396 Vector3d v = targetVerticesIn.row(indices[j]);

397 triangleStrip[i * 9 + j * 3] = v.x();

398 triangleStrip[i * 9 + j * 3 + 1] = v.y();

399 triangleStrip[i * 9 + j * 3 + 2] = v.z();

400 }

401 }

402 return triangleStrip;

403 }

404

405 void QuasiRigidICP::rejectBoundaryCorrespondences(const vector<char32_t>&

triangleIndices, const vector<device::TriangleRegion>& triangleRegions,

const MatrixX3i& targetFacesIn, const set<unsigned int>&

targetBoundaryVertexIndices, const Options optionsIn, VectorXd& weights

, VectorXd &betas) const

406 {

407 for (auto j = 0; j < triangleIndices.size(); ++j)

408 {

409 if (weights[j] == 0) { continue; }

410
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411 auto region = triangleRegions[j];

412 int A = targetFacesIn(triangleIndices[j], 0);

413 int B = targetFacesIn(triangleIndices[j], 1);

414 int C = targetFacesIn(triangleIndices[j], 2);

415

416 switch (region)

417 {

418 case device::TriangleRegion::TRI_VERTEX_A:

419 if (targetBoundaryVertexIndices.end() != targetBoundaryVertexIndices.

find(A))

420 {

421 weights[j] = 0;

422 betas[j] = optionsIn.beta;

423 }

424 break;

425 case device::TriangleRegion::TRI_VERTEX_B:

426 if (targetBoundaryVertexIndices.end() != targetBoundaryVertexIndices.

find(B))

427 {

428 weights[j] = 0;

429 betas[j] = optionsIn.beta;

430 }

431 break;

432 case device::TriangleRegion::TRI_VERTEX_C:

433 if (targetBoundaryVertexIndices.end() != targetBoundaryVertexIndices.

find(C))

434 {

435 weights[j] = 0;

436 betas[j] = optionsIn.beta;

437 }

438 break;

439 case device::TriangleRegion::TRI_EDGE_AB:

440 if (targetBoundaryVertexIndices.end() != targetBoundaryVertexIndices.

find(A) &&

441 targetBoundaryVertexIndices.end() != targetBoundaryVertexIndices.

find(B))

442 {

443 weights[j] = 0;

444 betas[j] = optionsIn.beta;

445 }

446 break;

447 case device::TriangleRegion::TRI_EDGE_BC:

448 if (targetBoundaryVertexIndices.end() != targetBoundaryVertexIndices.

find(B) &&

449 targetBoundaryVertexIndices.end() != targetBoundaryVertexIndices.

find(C))
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450 {

451 weights[j] = 0;

452 betas[j] = optionsIn.beta;

453 }

454 break;

455 case device::TriangleRegion::TRI_EDGE_CA:

456 if (targetBoundaryVertexIndices.end() != targetBoundaryVertexIndices.

find(A) &&

457 targetBoundaryVertexIndices.end() != targetBoundaryVertexIndices.

find(C))

458 {

459 weights[j] = 0;

460 betas[j] = optionsIn.beta;

461 }

462 break;

463 default:

464 //Nothing to do for inside of triangle

465 break;

466 }

467 }

468 }

469

470 void QuasiRigidICP::rejectCorrespondencesByDistance(const float

maxCorrespDist, const vector<float>& distances, VectorXd& weights)

const

471 {

472 for (auto j = 0; j < distances.size(); ++j)

473 {

474 if (distances[j] > maxCorrespDist) { weights[j] = 0; }

475 }

476 }

477

478 void QuasiRigidICP::rejectByNormalOrientation(const Eigen::Matrix<double,

Dynamic, 3, RowMajor>& N, const vector<float>& intersectionPointsIn,

const vector<char32_t>& intersectionPointTargetFaceIndicesIn, const

vector<float>& targetFacesTriangleStripNormalsIn, const vector<float>

targetFacesTriangleStripIn, VectorXd& weights) const

479 {

480 vector<float> intersectionPointNormals;

481 device::barycentricNormalInterpolation(intersectionPointsIn,

intersectionPointTargetFaceIndicesIn, targetFacesTriangleStripIn,

targetFacesTriangleStripNormalsIn, intersectionPointNormals);

482

483 const double normalAngleThresholdCos = 0.7071;// cos(M_PI / 4);

484 for (auto j = 0; j < weights.rows(); ++j)

485 {
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486 Vector3d sourceNormal = N.row(j);

487 Vector3d targetNormal;

488 targetNormal << intersectionPointNormals[j * 3],

intersectionPointNormals[j * 3 + 1], intersectionPointNormals[j * 3

+ 2];

489 if (sourceNormal.dot(targetNormal) < normalAngleThresholdCos)

490 {

491 weights[j] = 0;

492 }

493 }

494 }

495

496 }}

helper.h

Provides a collection of helper functions realising conversion, copying and transformation

tasks operating on matrices, point cloud and mesh data.

1 #pragma once

2

3 #include <cinder/TriMesh.h>

4 #include <cinder/Vector.h>

5 #include <pcl/point_cloud.h>

6 #include <pcl/point_types.h>

7 #include <Eigen/Core>

8 #include <Eigen/Geometry>

9 #include <vector>

10

11 namespace rl {

12 namespace breast {

13 namespace helper {

14

15 Eigen::Matrix<double, Eigen::Dynamic, 3, Eigen::RowMajor> convertMatrices(

std::vector<ci::Matrix44f>& X);

16 Eigen::Matrix<double, Eigen::Dynamic, 3, Eigen::RowMajor> initX(const

unsigned int N);

17 pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr join(const std::vector<pcl::

PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> pointCloudsIn);

18 void transformIntoGlobalCoordinates(const std::vector<ci::Matrix44f> poses,

std::vector<pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> pcsInOut);

19 template<typename PointT> std::shared_ptr<ci::TriMesh>

generateDeformationGraph(const boost::shared_ptr<pcl::PointCloud<PointT

>> pc, const float gridSize);

20 void removeNonOverlapArea(const ci::TriMesh& m0, boost::shared_ptr<pcl::

PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>> pc1, const float maxTolerableDist);
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21 void propagateDeformationWeigthedAverage(const std::shared_ptr<const ci::

TriMesh> sourceIn, const std::vector<ci::Matrix44f> deformationsIn, pcl

::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>& sourceHigherResInOut);

22 std::shared_ptr<ci::TriMesh> createMesh(const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::

PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr modelIn, const float modelGridSize, const float

modelMlsRadius, const unsigned int numberInterpolatedColourValues);

23 std::vector<pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> copyPointClouds(

const std::vector<pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr>

pointClouds);

24 void accumulate(std::vector<ci::Matrix44f>& Xacc, const std::vector<ci::

Matrix44f> Xinc);

25 template<typename PointT> void convert(const ci::TriMesh mesh, boost::

shared_ptr<pcl::PointCloud<PointT>> pc);

26 template<typename T> std::shared_ptr<ci::TriMesh> convert(const T&);

27 void transform(std::shared_ptr<ci::TriMesh> meshIn, const std::vector<ci::

Matrix44f> X);

28

29 }}}

helper.cpp

1 #include "helper.h"

2 #include <pcl/common/io.h>

3 #include <pcl/common/transforms.h>

4 #include <pcl/PolygonMesh.h>

5 #include <boost/smart_ptr.hpp>

6 #include <cinder/Color.h>

7 #include <numeric>

8

9 using namespace pcl;

10 using namespace std;

11 using namespace ci;

12 using boost::filesystem::path;

13

14 namespace rl {

15 namespace breast {

16 namespace helper {

17

18 Eigen::Matrix4f convert(Matrix44f C)

19 {

20 Eigen::Matrix4f E;

21 for (auto i = 0; i < 4; ++i)

22 {

23 auto col = C.getColumn(i);

24 E.col(i) = Eigen::Vector4f(col.x, col.y, col.z, col.w);

25 }
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26 return E;

27 }

28

29 Eigen::Matrix<double, Eigen::Dynamic, 3, Eigen::RowMajor> convertMatrices(

vector<Matrix44f>& X)

30 {

31 Eigen::Matrix<double, Eigen::Dynamic, 3, Eigen::RowMajor> Xeigen = Eigen

::MatrixX3d::Zero(4 * X.size(), 3);

32 for (auto i = 0; i < X.size(); ++i)

33 {

34 auto T = X[i];

35 auto Teigenf = convert(T);

36 Eigen::Matrix4d Teigen = Teigenf.cast<double>();

37 Xeigen.block<3, 3>(i * 4, 0) << Teigen.block < 3, 3>(0, 0);

38 Xeigen.block<1, 3>(i * 4 + 3, 0) << Teigen.block<3, 1>(0, 3).transpose

();

39 }

40

41 return Xeigen;

42 }

43

44 Eigen::Matrix<double, Eigen::Dynamic, 3, Eigen::RowMajor> initX(const

unsigned int N)

45 {

46 Eigen::Matrix<double, Eigen::Dynamic, 3, Eigen::RowMajor> eye43 = Eigen::

MatrixX3d::Identity(4, 3);

47 auto eyeN43 = eye43.replicate(N, 1);

48 return eyeN43;

49 }

50

51

52 PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr join(const vector<PointCloud<

PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> pointCloudsIn)

53 {

54 auto mergedCloud = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>>();

55 for_each(pointCloudsIn.cbegin(), pointCloudsIn.cend(), [mergedCloud](

PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr pc) { if (pc) { *mergedCloud += *

pc; } });

56 return mergedCloud;

57 }

58

59 void accumulate(vector<Matrix44f>& Xacc, const vector<Matrix44f> Xinc)

60 {

61 auto XaccIt = Xacc.begin();

62 for_each(Xinc.begin(), Xinc.end(),

63 [&XaccIt](Matrix44f T)
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64 {

65 *XaccIt = T * *XaccIt;

66 ++XaccIt;

67 });

68 }

69

70 void transform(shared_ptr<TriMesh> meshIn, const vector<Matrix44f> X)

71 {

72 auto vert = &meshIn->getVertices();

73 auto vertIt = vert->begin();

74 for_each(X.begin(), X.end(),

75 [&vertIt](ci::Matrix44f T)

76 {

77 *vertIt = T * *vertIt;

78 ++vertIt;

79 });

80 meshIn->recalculateNormals();

81 }

82

83 void transform(PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>& pointCloudIn, Matrix44f

transformationIn)

84 {

85 auto TEigen = Eigen::Affine3f(convert(transformationIn));

86 for_each(pointCloudIn.begin(), pointCloudIn.end(), [TEigen](

PointXYZRGBNormal& p) { p = transformPoint(p, TEigen); });

87 }

88

89 void transformIntoGlobalCoordinates(const vector<Matrix44f> poses, vector<

PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> pcsInOut)

90 {

91 auto Ttarget = poses[(poses.size()-1)/2];

92 auto pcIt = pcsInOut.begin();

93 auto poseIt = poses.cbegin();

94 for (; poseIt != poses.cend(); ++poseIt, ++pcIt)

95 {

96 if (*pcIt) { transform(**pcIt, Ttarget * poseIt->affineInverted()); }

97 }

98 }

99

100 vector<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> copyPointClouds(const vector<

PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> pointClouds)

101 {

102 vector<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> pointCloudsOut(pointClouds.

size());

103 for (auto i = 0; i < pointCloudsOut.size(); ++i) {

104 if (pointClouds[i])
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105 {

106 pointCloudsOut[i] = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal

>>();

107 copyPointCloud(*pointClouds[i], *pointCloudsOut[i]);

108 }

109 }

110 return pointCloudsOut;

111 }

112

113 PointXYZ assign(const Vec3f v)

114 {

115 PointXYZ p;

116 copy(&v.ptr()[0], &v.ptr()[0] + 3, &p.data[0]);

117 return p;

118 }

119

120 PointNormal assign(const Vec3f v, const Vec3f n)

121 {

122 PointNormal pn;

123 copy(&v.ptr()[0], &v.ptr()[0] + 3, &pn.data[0]);

124 copy(&n.ptr()[0], &n.ptr()[0] + 3, &pn.data_n[0]);

125 return pn;

126 }

127

128 PointXYZRGBNormal assign(const Vec3f v, const Vec3f n, const Color c)

129 {

130 PointXYZRGBNormal pnc;

131 copy(&v.ptr()[0], &v.ptr()[0] + 3, &pnc.data[0]);

132 copy(&n.ptr()[0], &n.ptr()[0] + 3, &pnc.data_n[0]);

133 auto c8u = Color8u(c);

134 pnc.r = c8u.r; pnc.g = c8u.g; pnc.b = c8u.b;

135 return pnc;

136 }

137

138 void convert(const TriMesh mesh, boost::shared_ptr<PointCloud<PointXYZ>> pc

)

139 {

140 auto vertices = mesh.getVertices();

141 pc->resize(mesh.getNumVertices());

142 for (auto i = 0; i < pc->size(); ++i)

143 {

144 auto pcI = &(*pc)[i];

145 *pcI = assign(vertices[i]);

146 }

147 }

148
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149 void convert(const TriMesh mesh, boost::shared_ptr<PointCloud<PointNormal>>

pc)

150 {

151 auto vertices = mesh.getVertices();

152 auto normals = mesh.getNormals();

153 pc->resize(mesh.getNumVertices());

154 for (auto i = 0; i < pc->size(); ++i)

155 {

156 auto pcI = &(*pc)[i];

157 *pcI = assign(vertices[i], normals[i]);

158 }

159 }

160

161 void convert(const TriMesh mesh, boost::shared_ptr<PointCloud<

PointXYZRGBNormal>> pc)

162 {

163 auto vertices = mesh.getVertices();

164 auto normals = mesh.getNormals();

165 auto colours = mesh.getColorsRGB();

166 pc->resize(mesh.getNumVertices());

167 for (auto i = 0; i < pc->size(); ++i)

168 {

169 auto pcI = &(*pc)[i];

170 *pcI = assign(vertices[i], normals[i], colours[i]);

171 }

172 }

173

174 shared_ptr<TriMesh> convert(const PolygonMesh& polygonMeshIn)

175 {

176 PointCloud<PointXYZ> pointCloud;

177 fromPCLPointCloud2(polygonMeshIn.cloud, pointCloud);

178

179 auto triMesh = shared_ptr<TriMesh>(new TriMesh());

180 for_each(pointCloud.begin(), pointCloud.end(), [&triMesh](PointXYZ p) {

triMesh->appendVertex(Vec3f(p.x, p.y, p.z)); });

181

182 auto polygons = polygonMeshIn.polygons;

183 auto numIndices = polygons.size() * 3;

184 shared_ptr<uint32_t> indices(new uint32_t[numIndices]);

185 for (auto polygonIndex = 0; polygonIndex < polygons.size(); ++

polygonIndex)

186 {

187 copy(polygons[polygonIndex].vertices.begin(), polygons[polygonIndex].

vertices.end(), &indices.get()[polygonIndex * 3]);

188 }

189
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190 triMesh->appendIndices(indices.get(), numIndices);

191 triMesh->recalculateNormals();

192 return triMesh;

193 }

194

195 shared_ptr<TriMesh> convert(const PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>&

pointCloudIn)

196 {

197 auto numVertices = pointCloudIn.size();

198 vector<Vec3f> vertices(numVertices);

199 vector<Vec3f> normals(numVertices);

200 vector<Color> colours(numVertices);

201 for (auto i = 0; i < numVertices; ++i)

202 {

203 auto p = pointCloudIn[i];

204 vertices[i] = Vec3f(p.x, p.y, p.z);

205 normals[i] = Vec3f(p.normal_x, p.normal_y, p.normal_z);

206 colours[i] = Color(Color8u(p.r, p.g, p.b));

207 }

208

209 auto mesh = make_shared<TriMesh>();

210 mesh->appendVertices(&vertices[0], numVertices);

211 mesh->appendNormals(&normals[0], numVertices);

212 mesh->appendColorsRgb(&colours[0], numVertices);

213 return mesh;

214 }

215

216 shared_ptr<TriMesh> convert(const PointCloud<PointNormal>& pointCloudIn)

217 {

218 auto numVertices = pointCloudIn.size();

219 vector<Vec3f> vertices(numVertices);

220 vector<Vec3f> normals(numVertices);

221 for (auto i = 0; i < numVertices; ++i)

222 {

223 auto p = pointCloudIn[i];

224 vertices[i] = Vec3f(p.x, p.y, p.z);

225 normals[i] = Vec3f(p.normal_x, p.normal_y, p.normal_z);

226 }

227

228 auto mesh = make_shared<TriMesh>();

229 mesh->appendVertices(&vertices[0], numVertices);

230 mesh->appendNormals(&normals[0], numVertices);

231 return mesh;

232 }

233

234 }}}
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processing.h

Auxiliary mesh processing such as connected component analysis and propagation of graph

deformations.

1 #pragma once

2

3 #include <cinder/TriMesh.h>

4 #include <cinder/Vector.h>

5 #include <pcl/point_cloud.h>

6 #include <pcl/point_types.h>

7 #include <vector>

8

9 namespace rl {

10 namespace breast {

11 namespace processing {

12

13 template<typename PointT> std::shared_ptr<ci::TriMesh>

generateDeformationGraph(const boost::shared_ptr<pcl::PointCloud<

PointT>> pc, const float gridSize);

14 void removeNonOverlapArea(const ci::TriMesh& m0, boost::shared_ptr<pcl

::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>> pc1, const float

maxTolerableDist);

15 void propagateDeformationWeigthedAverage(const std::shared_ptr<const ci

::TriMesh> sourceIn, const std::vector<ci::Matrix44f>

deformationsIn, pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>&

sourceHigherResInOut);

16 std::shared_ptr<ci::TriMesh> createMesh(const pcl::PointCloud<pcl::

PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr modelIn, const float modelGridSize, const

float modelMlsRadius, const unsigned int

numberInterpolatedColourValues);

17 std::shared_ptr<ci::TriMesh> findConnectedComponent(const ci::TriMesh&

meshIn);

18 boost::shared_ptr<pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointNormal>> computeNormals(

boost::shared_ptr<pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ>>

organisedPointCloudIn);

19

20 }}}

processing.cpp

1 #include "processing.h"

2 #include "helper.h"

3 #include "internal.h"

4 #include <pcl/common/io.h>

5 #include <pcl/point_types_conversion.h>

6 #include <pcl/surface/poisson.h>
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7 #include <pcl/surface/gp3.h>

8 #include <pcl/surface/mls.h.>

9 #include <pcl/search/kdtree.h>

10 #include <pcl/filters/voxel_grid.h>

11 #include <pcl/gpu/features/features.hpp>

12 #include <cinder/Color.h>

13 #include <boost/smart_ptr.hpp>

14 #include <numeric>

15 #include <cmath>

16

17

18 using namespace pcl;

19 using namespace std;

20 using namespace ci;

21

22 namespace rl {

23 namespace breast {

24 namespace processing {

25

26 PointCloud<PointNormal>::Ptr calculateMLSSurface(PointCloud<PointXYZ>::Ptr

pointCloudIn, const float searchRadiusIn)

27 {

28 auto tree = boost::make_shared<search::KdTree<PointXYZ>>();

29 auto pointNormalCloud = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointNormal>>();

30 MovingLeastSquares<PointXYZ, PointNormal> mls;

31 mls.setComputeNormals(true);

32 mls.setInputCloud(pointCloudIn);

33 mls.setSearchMethod(tree);

34 mls.setSearchRadius(searchRadiusIn);

35 mls.process(*pointNormalCloud);

36 return pointNormalCloud;

37 }

38

39 shared_ptr<TriMesh> triangulateGreedy(PointCloud<PointNormal>::Ptr pcIn)

40 {

41 auto tree = boost::make_shared<search::KdTree<PointNormal>>();

42 tree->setInputCloud(pcIn);

43 GreedyProjectionTriangulation<PointNormal> gp3;

44 gp3.setSearchRadius(0.025);

45 gp3.setMu(2.5);

46 gp3.setMaximumSurfaceAngle(1.6);

47 gp3.setMinimumAngle(0.5);

48 gp3.setNormalConsistency(true);

49 gp3.setConsistentVertexOrdering(true);

50 gp3.setInputCloud(pcIn);

51 gp3.setSearchMethod(tree);
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52 PolygonMesh triangles;

53 gp3.reconstruct(triangles);

54 return helper::convert(triangles);

55 }

56

57 template< typename PointT>

58 auto resample(const float voxelGridSizeIn, typename PointCloud<PointT>::Ptr

pointCloudIn) -> typename PointCloud<PointT>::Ptr

59 {

60 VoxelGrid<PointT> voxelGrid;

61 voxelGrid.setInputCloud(pointCloudIn);

62 voxelGrid.setLeafSize(voxelGridSizeIn, voxelGridSizeIn, voxelGridSizeIn);

63 auto downsampledPointCloud = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointT>>();

64 voxelGrid.filter(*downsampledPointCloud);

65 return downsampledPointCloud;

66 }

67

68 size_t deleteZeroAreaFaces(TriMesh& meshInOut)//Possibility of unreferenced

vertices

69 {

70 auto indices = &meshInOut.getIndices();

71 auto vertices = meshInOut.getVertices();

72 set<unsigned int> zeroAreaFaces;

73 for (auto i = 0; i < indices->size(); i += 3)

74 {

75 auto a = vertices[(*indices)[i]];

76 auto b = vertices[(*indices)[i + 1]];

77 auto c = vertices[(*indices)[i + 2]];

78

79 auto ab = b - a;

80 auto ac = c - a;

81 auto angle = acos(ab.dot(ac) / (ab.length() * ac.length())) / M_PI *

180;

82

83 if (_isnan(angle) || angle < 0.1 || angle > 179.9)

84 {

85 auto ti = i / 3;

86 zeroAreaFaces.insert(ti);

87 }

88 }

89

90 auto i = 0;

91 for_each(zeroAreaFaces.begin(), zeroAreaFaces.end(),

92 [&indices, &i](unsigned int ti)

93 {

94 indices->erase(indices->begin() + ti * 3 - i * 3, indices->begin() + ti
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* 3 + 3 - i * 3);

95 ++i;

96 });

97

98 return zeroAreaFaces.size();

99 }

100

101 shared_ptr<TriMesh> generateDeformationGraph(const PointCloud<PointNormal

>::Ptr pc, const float gridSize)

102 {

103 auto pcDs = resample<PointNormal>(gridSize, pc);

104 auto meshDsOut = triangulateGreedy(pcDs);

105 deleteZeroAreaFaces(*meshDsOut);

106 meshDsOut->recalculateNormals();

107 return findConnectedComponent(*meshDsOut);

108 }

109

110 shared_ptr<TriMesh> generateDeformationGraph(const PointCloud<

PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr pointCloudRgb, const float gridSize)

111 {

112 auto pointNormalCloud = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointNormal>>();

113 copyPointCloud(*pointCloudRgb, *pointNormalCloud);

114 return generateDeformationGraph(pointNormalCloud, gridSize);

115 }

116

117 void replaceNormalsMeanOfNeighbourNormals(const PointCloud<

PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr pointNormalCloudIn, PointCloud<PointNormal>&

pointNormalCloudInOut)

118 {

119 search::KdTree<PointXYZRGBNormal> tree;

120 tree.setInputCloud(pointNormalCloudIn);

121 const auto N = 5;

122 for_each(pointNormalCloudInOut.begin(), pointNormalCloudInOut.end(),

123 [tree, pointNormalCloudIn, N](PointNormal& pn)

124 {

125 PointXYZRGBNormal pxyzrgbn;

126 copy(&pn.data[0], &pn.data[0] + 3, &pxyzrgbn.data[0]);

127

128 vector<int> indices(N);

129 vector<float> distsSq(N);

130 tree.nearestKSearch(pxyzrgbn, N, indices, distsSq);

131

132 Vec3f meanNormal = Vec3f::zero();

133 for (auto i = 0; i < N; ++i)

134 {

135 auto foundPnI = (*pointNormalCloudIn)[indices[i]];
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136 auto foundNormal = Vec3f(foundPnI.normal_x, foundPnI.normal_y,

foundPnI.normal_z);

137 meanNormal += foundNormal;

138 }

139 meanNormal.normalize();

140

141 pn.normal_x = meanNormal.x;

142 pn.normal_y = meanNormal.y;

143 pn.normal_z = meanNormal.z;

144 });

145 }

146

147 float interpolateHue(const float hue0, const float hue1, const float weight

)

148 {

149 float distWithin = abs(hue0 - hue1);

150 float distModulo = abs(hue0 + hue1 - 360);

151

152 if (distWithin < distModulo)

153 {

154 return (1 - weight) * hue0 + weight * hue1;

155 }

156 else

157 {

158 if (hue0 < hue1)

159 {

160 return ((1 - weight) * (hue0 + 360) + weight * hue1) - 360;

161 }

162 else

163 {

164 return ((1 - weight) * hue0 + weight * (hue1 + 360)) - 360;

165 }

166 }

167 }

168

169 Color hsvInterpolateColour(const vector<Color> colours)

170 {

171 float meanHue = 0;

172 float meanSaturation = 0;

173 float meanValue = 0;

174 float p = 1 / (float)colours.size();

175 for (auto i = 0; i < colours.size(); ++i)

176 {

177 auto colour = colours[i];

178 Color8u c8u(colour);

179 PointXYZRGB prgb(c8u.r, c8u.g, c8u.b);;
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180 PointXYZHSV phsv;

181 PointXYZRGBtoXYZHSV(prgb, phsv);

182 meanHue = interpolateHue(meanHue, phsv.h, 1 / (i + 1.));

183 meanSaturation += p * phsv.s;

184 meanValue += p * phsv.v;

185 }

186

187 PointXYZHSV interpolatedHsv;

188 interpolatedHsv.h = meanHue;

189 interpolatedHsv.s = meanSaturation;

190 interpolatedHsv.v = meanValue;

191 PointXYZRGB interpolatedRgb;

192 PointXYZHSVtoXYZRGB(interpolatedHsv, interpolatedRgb);

193

194 return Color(Color8u(interpolatedRgb.r, interpolatedRgb.g,

interpolatedRgb.b));

195 }

196

197 void reAddRgbHsvInterpolated(const PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>&

colouredCloudIn, TriMesh& toBecolouredMeshInOut, const unsigned int N)

198 {

199 auto pc = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointXYZ>>();

200 copyPointCloud(colouredCloudIn, *pc);

201 search::KdTree<PointXYZ> tree;

202 tree.setInputCloud(pc);

203

204 auto v = toBecolouredMeshInOut.getVertices();

205 vector<Color> interpolatedColours(v.size());

206 for (auto i = 0; i < toBecolouredMeshInOut.getNumVertices(); ++i)

207 {

208 vector<int> indices(N);

209 vector<float> distsSq(N);

210 auto p = PointXYZ(v[i].x, v[i].y, v[i].z);

211 tree.nearestKSearch(p, N, indices, distsSq);

212

213 vector<Color> foundRgbs(N);

214 for (auto j = 0; j < N; ++j)

215 {

216 foundRgbs[j] = Color(Color8u(colouredCloudIn[indices[j]].r,

217 colouredCloudIn[indices[j]].g,

218 colouredCloudIn[indices[j]].b));

219 }

220

221 interpolatedColours[i] = hsvInterpolateColour(foundRgbs);

222 }

223
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224 toBecolouredMeshInOut.appendColorsRgb(&interpolatedColours[0],

interpolatedColours.size());

225 }

226

227 void adjustTriangleIndices(const vector<uint32_t>& oldIndices, const set<

unsigned int>& deletedVertexIndices, vector<uint32_t>& newIndices)

228 {

229 newIndices.clear();

230 if (!oldIndices.empty())

231 {

232 for (auto i = 0; i < oldIndices.size(); i += 3)

233 {

234 auto vi0 = oldIndices[i];

235 auto vi1 = oldIndices[i + 1];

236 auto vi2 = oldIndices[i + 2];

237 if (deletedVertexIndices.find(vi0) == deletedVertexIndices.end() &&

238 deletedVertexIndices.find(vi1) == deletedVertexIndices.end() &&

239 deletedVertexIndices.find(vi2) == deletedVertexIndices.end())

240 {

241 for (auto j = 0; j < 3; ++j)

242 {

243 auto it = deletedVertexIndices.lower_bound(oldIndices[i + j]);

244 int n = distance(deletedVertexIndices.begin(), it);

245 newIndices.push_back(oldIndices[i + j] - n);

246 }

247 }

248 }

249 }

250 }

251

252 void conditionalDelete(const TriMesh& m0, TriMesh& m1, std::function<bool(

float, unsigned int)> predicate)

253 {

254 auto pc0 = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointXYZ>>();

255 helper::convert(m0, pc0);

256

257 search::KdTree<PointXYZ> tree;

258 tree.setInputCloud(pc0);

259

260 auto m1Verts = m1.getVertices();

261 auto m1Normals = m1.getNormals();

262 auto m1Rgbs = m1.getColorsRGB();

263 vector<Vec3f> m1VertsNew;

264 vector<Vec3f> m1NormalsNew;

265 vector<Color> m1RgbsNew;

266 set<unsigned int> deletedVertexIndices;
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267 for (auto i = 0; i < m1Verts.size(); ++i)

268 {

269 vector<float> dist;

270 vector<int> idx;

271 auto v = m1Verts[i];

272 tree.nearestKSearch(PointXYZ(v.x, v.y, v.z), 1, idx, dist);

273

274 if (!predicate(dist[0], idx[0]))

275 {

276 m1VertsNew.push_back(v);

277 m1NormalsNew.push_back(m1Normals[i]);

278 if (m1Rgbs.size() > i) { m1RgbsNew.push_back(m1Rgbs[i]); }

279 }

280 else

281 {

282 deletedVertexIndices.insert(i);

283 }

284 }

285

286 vector<uint32_t> newM1Indices;

287 auto m1Indices = m1.getIndices();

288 adjustTriangleIndices(m1Indices, deletedVertexIndices, newM1Indices);

289

290 m1.clear();

291 if (!m1VertsNew.empty()) { m1.appendVertices(&m1VertsNew[0], m1VertsNew.

size()); }

292 if (!m1NormalsNew.empty()) { m1.appendNormals(&m1NormalsNew[0],

m1NormalsNew.size()); }

293 if (!m1RgbsNew.empty()) { m1.appendColorsRgb(&m1RgbsNew[0], m1RgbsNew.

size()); }

294 if (!newM1Indices.empty()) { m1.appendIndices(&newM1Indices[0],

newM1Indices.size()); }

295 }

296

297 void shrinkMesh(TriMesh& m0, TriMesh& m1)

298 {

299 auto border = device::getBoundaryVerticesCached(m0.getIndices());

300 function<bool(float, unsigned int)> partOfBoundaryPredicate = [border](

float dist, unsigned int idx) { return border.find(idx) != border.end

(); };

301 conditionalDelete(m0, m1, partOfBoundaryPredicate);

302 }

303

304 void removeNonOverlapArea(const TriMesh& m0, PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal

>::Ptr pc1, const float maxTolerableDist)

305 {
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306 auto m1 = helper::convert(*pc1);

307 function<bool(float, unsigned int)> exceedTolerableDistPredicate = [

maxTolerableDist](float dist, unsigned int idx) { return dist >=

maxTolerableDist * maxTolerableDist; };

308 conditionalDelete(m0, *m1, exceedTolerableDistPredicate);

309 helper::convert(*m1, pc1);

310 }

311

312 void removeNonOverlapArea(const PointCloud<PointNormal>& pn0, TriMesh& m1,

const float maxTolerableDist)

313 {

314 auto m0 = helper::convert(pn0);

315 function<bool(float, unsigned int)> exceedTolerableDistPredicate = [

maxTolerableDist](float dist, unsigned int idx) { return dist >=

maxTolerableDist * maxTolerableDist; };

316 conditionalDelete(*m0, m1, exceedTolerableDistPredicate);

317 }

318

319 shared_ptr<TriMesh> poissonReconstruction(const PointCloud<PointNormal>::

Ptr pc, const unsigned int samplesPerNode, const unsigned int

maxTreeDepth)

320 {

321 Poisson<PointNormal> poisson;

322 poisson.setDepth(maxTreeDepth);

323 poisson.setSamplesPerNode(samplesPerNode);

324 poisson.setInputCloud(pc);

325 PolygonMesh triangles;

326 poisson.reconstruct(triangles);

327 return helper::convert(triangles);

328 }

329

330 void deleteNaNs(PointCloud<PointNormal>& pointCloudIn)

331 {

332 for (auto it = pointCloudIn.begin(); it < pointCloudIn.end();)

333 {

334 auto pn = *it;

335 if (_isnan(pn.x) || _isnan(pn.y) || _isnan(pn.z)

336 || _isnan(pn.normal_x) || _isnan(pn.normal_y) || _isnan(pn.normal_z))

337 {

338 it = pointCloudIn.erase(it);

339 }

340 else

341 {

342 ++it;

343 }

344 }
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345 }

346

347 std::shared_ptr<TriMesh> createMesh(const PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::

Ptr modelIn, const float modelGridSize, const float modelMlsRadius,

const unsigned int numberInterpolatedColourValues)

348 {

349 auto modelDs = resample<PointXYZRGBNormal>(modelGridSize, modelIn);

350 auto modelPcDs = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointXYZ>>();

351 copyPointCloud(*modelDs, *modelPcDs);

352 auto modelMls = calculateMLSSurface(modelPcDs, modelMlsRadius);

353 deleteNaNs(*modelMls);

354 replaceNormalsMeanOfNeighbourNormals(modelIn, *modelMls);

355 auto modelOut = poissonReconstruction(modelMls, 10, 9);

356 removeNonOverlapArea(*modelMls, *modelOut, modelMlsRadius);

357 shrinkMesh(*modelOut, *modelOut);

358 reAddRgbHsvInterpolated(*modelIn, *modelOut,

numberInterpolatedColourValues);

359 return modelOut;

360 }

361

362 //Sumner, Schmid, Pauly 2007 Eq. 2, 4

363 void interpolatedVertexTransformation(const search::KdTree<PointXYZ>&

treeIn, const vector<Matrix44f>& deformationsIn, const unsigned int N,

Vec3f& v, Vec3f& n)

364 {

365 auto vertices = treeIn.getInputCloud();

366 vector<float> dists(N);

367 vector<int> indices(N);

368 treeIn.nearestKSearch(PointXYZ(v.x, v.y, v.z), N, indices, dists);

369

370 for_each(dists.begin(), dists.end(), [](float& f) { f = sqrt(f); });

371 auto distMax = *max_element(dists.begin(), dists.end());

372 vector<float> w(N, 1);

373 for (auto i = 0; i < N; ++i)

374 {

375 w[i] -= dists[i] / distMax;

376 w[i] *= w[i];

377 }

378 const auto wSum = accumulate(w.begin(), w.end(), 0.);

379 for_each(w.begin(), w.end(), [wSum](float& w) { w /= wSum; });

380

381 Vec3f vout = Vec3f::zero();

382 Vec3f nout = Vec3f::zero();

383 for (auto i = 0; i < indices.size(); ++i)

384 {

385 auto gxyz = (*vertices)[indices[i]];
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386 auto g = Vec3f(gxyz.x, gxyz.y, gxyz.z);

387 auto T = deformationsIn[indices[i]];

388 auto R = T.subMatrix33(0, 0);

389 auto t = T.getTranslate().xyz() + R * g - g;

390 vout += w[i] * (R*(v - g) + g + t);

391 nout += w[i] * (R * n);

392 }

393

394 v = vout;

395 n = nout;

396 n.normalize();

397 }

398

399 void propagateDeformationWeigthedAverage(const shared_ptr<const TriMesh>

sourceIn, const vector<Matrix44f> deformationsIn, PointCloud<

PointXYZRGBNormal>& sourceHigherResInOut)

400 {

401 search::KdTree<PointXYZ> tree;

402 auto pc = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointXYZ>>();

403 auto vertices = sourceIn->getVertices();

404 for_each(vertices.cbegin(), vertices.cend(), [&pc](Vec3f v) { pc->

push_back(PointXYZ(v.x, v.y, v.z)); });

405 tree.setInputCloud(pc);

406

407 const auto N = 5;

408 for (auto i = 0; i < sourceHigherResInOut.size(); ++i)

409 {

410 auto v = Vec3f(sourceHigherResInOut[i].x, sourceHigherResInOut[i].y,

sourceHigherResInOut[i].z);

411 auto n = Vec3f(sourceHigherResInOut[i].normal_x, sourceHigherResInOut[i

].normal_y, sourceHigherResInOut[i].normal_z);

412 interpolatedVertexTransformation(tree, deformationsIn, N, v, n);

413

414 copy(v.ptr(), v.ptr() + 3, &sourceHigherResInOut[i].data[0]);

415 copy(n.ptr(), n.ptr() + 3, &sourceHigherResInOut[i].data_n[0]);

416 }

417 }

418

419 void findNeighbouringVertices(const unsigned int v, const vector<unsigned

int>& indices, set<unsigned int>& connectedV, set<unsigned int>&

toBeChecked)

420 {

421 for (auto i = 0; i < indices.size(); i += 3)

422 {

423 if (find(&indices[i], &indices[i] + 3, v) != &indices[i] + 3)//Triangle

that contains v
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424 {

425 for (auto vi = i; vi < i + 3; ++vi)

426 {

427 auto connectedVertexIdx = indices[vi];

428 auto insertionResult = connectedV.insert(connectedVertexIdx);

429 if (insertionResult.second) { toBeChecked.insert(connectedVertexIdx

); }

430 }

431 }

432 }

433 }

434

435 void findConnectedVertices(const unsigned int v, set<unsigned int>&

connectedV, const vector<unsigned int>& indices)

436 {

437 set<unsigned int> toBeChecked;

438 toBeChecked.insert(v);

439

440 while (!toBeChecked.empty())

441 {

442 set<unsigned int> toBeCheckedLast = toBeChecked;

443 toBeChecked.clear();

444 for (auto vi : toBeCheckedLast)

445 {

446 findNeighbouringVertices(vi, indices, connectedV, toBeChecked);

447 }

448 }

449 }

450

451 shared_ptr<TriMesh> findConnectedComponent(const TriMesh& meshIn)

452 {

453 vector<set<unsigned int>> connectedComponentsOut;

454 set<unsigned int> visitedVertices;

455 unsigned int currComp = 0;

456 unsigned int nextVIdx = 0;

457

458 while (nextVIdx != UINT_MAX)

459 {

460 connectedComponentsOut.resize(currComp + 1);

461 connectedComponentsOut[currComp].insert(nextVIdx);

462 findConnectedVertices(nextVIdx, connectedComponentsOut[currComp],

meshIn.getIndices());

463 connectedComponentsOut[currComp].size();

464 visitedVertices.insert(connectedComponentsOut[currComp].begin(),

connectedComponentsOut[currComp].end());

465 ++currComp;
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466 nextVIdx = UINT_MAX;

467 for (auto i = 0; i < meshIn.getNumVertices(); ++i)

468 {

469 if (visitedVertices.end() == visitedVertices.find(i)) { nextVIdx = i;

break; }

470 }

471 }

472

473 sort(connectedComponentsOut.begin(), connectedComponentsOut.end(), [](set

<unsigned int>& s0, set<unsigned int>& s1) { return (s0.size() > s1.

size()); });

474 auto largestComponentMesh = make_shared<TriMesh>();

475 for_each(connectedComponentsOut[0].cbegin(), connectedComponentsOut[0].

cend(), [&largestComponentMesh, meshIn](const unsigned int i) {

largestComponentMesh->appendVertex(meshIn.getVertices()[i]); });

476 vector<unsigned int> deletedVerts;

477 for_each(next(connectedComponentsOut.begin(), 1), connectedComponentsOut.

end(),

478 [&deletedVerts](set<unsigned int> v) { copy(v.begin(), v.end(),

back_inserter(deletedVerts)); });

479 vector<unsigned int> newIndices;

480 adjustTriangleIndices(meshIn.getIndices(), set<unsigned int>(deletedVerts

.begin(), deletedVerts.end()), newIndices);

481 largestComponentMesh->appendIndices(&newIndices[0], newIndices.size());

482 largestComponentMesh->recalculateNormals();

483 return largestComponentMesh;

484 }

485

486 float distance(const PointXYZ& p0, const PointXYZ& p1)

487 {

488 return sqrt((p0.x - p1.x)*(p0.x - p1.x) +

489 (p0.y - p1.y)*(p0.y - p1.y) +

490 (p0.z - p1.z)*(p0.z - p1.z));

491 }

492

493 PointCloud<PointNormal>::Ptr computeNormals(PointCloud<PointXYZ>::Ptr

organisedPointCloudIn)

494 {

495 gpu::NormalEstimation::PointCloud cloud_device;

496 cloud_device.upload(organisedPointCloudIn->points);

497

498 vector<vector<int>> neighbours(organisedPointCloudIn->size());

499 const int neighbourWindow = 15;

500 const int maxNumNeighbours = neighbourWindow * neighbourWindow;

501 const int windowHalfWidth = (neighbourWindow - 1) / 2;

502 for (auto i = 0; i < organisedPointCloudIn->size(); ++i)
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503 {

504 auto pi = (*organisedPointCloudIn)[i];

505 if (!isnan((*organisedPointCloudIn)[i].x))

506 {

507 auto r = i / organisedPointCloudIn->width;

508 auto c = i % organisedPointCloudIn->width;

509 for (auto ri = r - windowHalfWidth; ri < r + windowHalfWidth; ++ri)

510 for (auto ci = c - windowHalfWidth; ci < c + windowHalfWidth; ++ci)

511 {

512 auto p = (*organisedPointCloudIn)[ri * organisedPointCloudIn->

width + ci];

513 if (!isnan(p.x) && distance(pi, p) < 0.005)

514 {

515 neighbours[i].push_back(ri * organisedPointCloudIn->width + ci)

;

516 }

517 }

518 }

519 if (neighbours[i].size() < 4)

520 {

521 neighbours[i].clear();

522 }

523 }

524

525 vector<int> numNeighbours;

526 for_each(neighbours.cbegin(), neighbours.cend(), [&numNeighbours](vector<

int> nn) { numNeighbours.push_back(nn.size()); });

527 vector<int> neighboursFlat(organisedPointCloudIn->size()*maxNumNeighbours

, 0);

528 auto nit = neighbours.cbegin();

529 for (auto it = neighboursFlat.begin(); it <= neighboursFlat.end() -

maxNumNeighbours; it += maxNumNeighbours, ++nit)

530 {

531 copy((*nit).cbegin(), (*nit).cend(), it);

532 }

533

534 gpu::NeighborIndices neighbours_device;

535 neighbours_device.upload(neighboursFlat, numNeighbours, maxNumNeighbours)

;

536

537 gpu::NormalEstimation::Normals normals_device(organisedPointCloudIn->size

());

538 gpu::NormalEstimation::computeNormals(cloud_device, neighbours_device,

normals_device);

539 gpu::NormalEstimation::flipNormalTowardsViewpoint(cloud_device, 0.f, 0.f,

0.f, normals_device);
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540 vector<PointXYZ> normals;

541 normals_device.download(normals);

542

543 auto pointNormalCloud = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointNormal>>();

544 copyPointCloud(*organisedPointCloudIn, *pointNormalCloud);

545 vector<float> NaN(3, numeric_limits<float>::quiet_NaN());

546 for (auto i = 0; i < normals.size(); ++i)

547 {

548 if (!neighbours[i].empty()) { copy(&normals[i].data[0], &normals[i].

data[0] + 3, &pointNormalCloud->points[i].data_n[0]); }

549 else { copy(NaN.cbegin(), NaN.cend(), &pointNormalCloud->points[i].

data_n[0]); }

550 }

551

552 return pointNormalCloud;

553 }

554

555 }}}

io.h

Interface to load and save camera poses and mesh data.

1 #pragma once

2

3 #include <string>

4 #include <vector>

5 #include <set>

6 #include <cinder/Matrix.h>

7 #include <cinder/TriMesh.h>

8 #include <pcl/point_types.h>

9 #include <pcl/point_cloud.h>

10 #include <boost/filesystem.hpp>

11

12 namespace rl {

13 namespace breast {

14 namespace io {

15

16 enum CameraSetup

17 {

18 RFH = 0, LAB = 1, SYNTHETIC = 2

19 };

20 CameraSetup setupFromString(std::string s);

21

22 std::vector<ci::Matrix44f> loadCameraPoses(boost::filesystem::path

configFilenameIn);
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23 std::vector<boost::shared_ptr<pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGBNormal>>>

loadPointClouds(const boost::filesystem::path pathIn, const CameraSetup

cameraSetupIn, const std::set<unsigned int> selectedFrameSetIn = std::set

<unsigned int>());

24 void savePly(const boost::filesystem::path filenameIn, const ci::TriMesh&

meshIn);

25

26 }}}

io.cpp

1 #include "io.h"

2 #include "processing.h"

3 #include <boost/filesystem.hpp>

4 #include <boost/make_shared.hpp>

5 #include <pcl/common/io.h>

6 #include <opencv2/highgui/highgui.hpp>

7 #include <opencv2/core/core.hpp>

8 #include <opencv2/imgcodecs.hpp>

9 #include <opencv2/imgproc/imgproc.hpp>

10 #include <cinder/json.h>

11 #include <regex>

12 #include <algorithm>

13 #include <limits>

14 #include <cmath>

15 #include <map>

16

17 using namespace std;

18 using namespace pcl;

19 using namespace ci;

20 using boost::filesystem::path;

21 using cv::Mat;

22 typedef unsigned short UINT16;

23 typedef unsigned char BYTE;

24

25 namespace rl {

26 namespace breast {

27 namespace io {

28

29 struct DepthFrame

30 {

31 shared_ptr<UINT16> data;

32 Vec2i resolution;

33 };

34

35 struct ColourFrame
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36 {

37 shared_ptr<BYTE> data;

38 Vec2i resolution;

39 };

40

41 CameraSetup setupFromString(std::string s)

42 {

43 transform(s.begin(), s.end(), s.begin(), ::tolower);

44 map<string, CameraSetup> cameraSetupMap;

45 cameraSetupMap["rfh"] = CameraSetup::RFH;

46 cameraSetupMap["lab"] = CameraSetup::LAB;

47 cameraSetupMap["synthetic"] = CameraSetup::SYNTHETIC;

48 return cameraSetupMap[s];

49 }

50

51 Matrix44f jsonExpressionToCameraPose(ci::JsonTree& subtreeIn)

52 {

53 ci::Matrix44f cameraPose;

54 for (auto rowIndex = 0; rowIndex < 4; ++rowIndex)

55 {

56 auto subTreeRow = subtreeIn.getChild(rowIndex);

57 auto subTreeRowNumValues = subtreeIn.getNumChildren();

58 for (auto columnIndex = 0; columnIndex < 4; ++columnIndex)

59 {

60 cameraPose.at(rowIndex, columnIndex) = stof(subTreeRow.

getValueAtIndex(columnIndex));

61 }

62 }

63 return cameraPose;

64 }

65

66 string file2String(string fileNameIn)

67 {

68 const char *fname = fileNameIn.c_str();

69 ifstream file(fname, ios::in);

70 file.seekg(0, istream::end);

71 size_t size(static_cast<size_t>(file.tellg()));

72 file.seekg(0, istream::beg);

73 string result(size, 0);

74 file.read(&result[0], size);

75 return result;

76 }

77

78 vector<Matrix44f> loadCameraPoses(path filename)

79 {

80 auto jsonTreeAsString = file2String(filename.generic_string());
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81 replace(jsonTreeAsString.begin(), jsonTreeAsString.end(), ’\\’, ’/’);

82 JsonTree tree(jsonTreeAsString);

83

84 vector<Matrix44f> poses;

85 for_each(tree.begin(), tree.end(),

86 [&poses](JsonTree& tree)

87 {

88 poses.push_back(jsonExpressionToCameraPose(tree));

89 });

90

91 for_each(poses.begin(), poses.end(), [](Matrix44f& P) { P.affineInvert();

});

92 return poses;

93 }

94

95 vector<path> getDepthFrameFilenamesInFolder(const path pathIn)

96 {

97 vector<path> depthFrameFilenames;

98 regex depthRegex("[0-9]+d.png", regex_constants::icase);

99 for (auto & p : fs::directory_iterator(pathIn))

100 {

101 auto filename = p.path().filename().generic_string();

102 size_t match = regex_match(filename, depthRegex);

103 if (match && fs::is_regular_file(p.path()))

104 {

105 depthFrameFilenames.push_back(p.path());

106 }

107 }

108 return depthFrameFilenames;

109 }

110

111 vector<Vec2f> loadUndistortionMap(string pathIn)

112 {

113 ifstream input(pathIn);

114 string line;

115 vector<Vec2f> undistortionMapXY;

116 while (getline(input, line))

117 {

118 replace(line.begin(), line.end(), ’,’, ’ ’);

119 istringstream iss(line);

120

121 float x, y;

122 while (iss >> x >> y)

123 {

124 undistortionMapXY.push_back(Vec2f(x, y));

125 }
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126 }

127

128 return undistortionMapXY;

129 }

130

131 PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr addColourToPointCloud(const PointCloud<

PointNormal>& pcIn, const ColourFrame colourFrameIn)

132 {

133 auto pointCloudXyzRgbNormal = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<

PointXYZRGBNormal>>();

134 copyPointCloud(pcIn, *pointCloudXyzRgbNormal);

135

136 for (auto i = 0; i < pcIn.size(); ++i)

137 {

138 auto p = pcIn[i];

139 if (!isnan(p.x))

140 {

141 auto p = &(*pointCloudXyzRgbNormal)[i];

142 p->b = colourFrameIn.data.get()[i * 3];

143 p->g = colourFrameIn.data.get()[i * 3 + 1];

144 p->r = colourFrameIn.data.get()[i * 3 + 2];

145 }

146 }

147 return pointCloudXyzRgbNormal;

148 }

149

150 vector<path> deriveColourFrameFilenames(const vector<path>& filenames)

151 {

152 vector<path> colourFilenames(filenames);

153 for_each(colourFilenames.begin(), colourFilenames.end(), [](path& p)

154 {

155 auto newStem = p.stem().string();

156 newStem = newStem.replace(newStem.end()-1, newStem.end(), "c");

157 p = p.parent_path() / (newStem + p.extension().string());

158 });

159 return colourFilenames;

160 }

161

162 Matrix33f getIntrinsics(const CameraSetup cameraSetupIn)

163 {

164 Matrix33f intrinsics;

165 switch (cameraSetupIn)

166 {

167 case CameraSetup::LAB: intrinsics = Matrix33f(586.1, 0, 321,

168 0, 585, 241.8,

169 0, 0, 1, true); break;
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170 case CameraSetup::RFH: intrinsics = Matrix33f(583.4, 0, 309.8,

171 0, 582.8, 241.3,

172 0, 0, 1, true); break;

173 case CameraSetup::SYNTHETIC: intrinsics = Matrix33f(360, 0, 256,

174 0, 360, 212,

175 0, 0, 1, true);

176 }

177 return intrinsics;

178 }

179

180 PointCloud<PointXYZ>::Ptr backprojectDepth(const Matrix33f

depthIntrinsicsIn, const UINT16* dataIn, const Vec2i resIn, vector<

Vec2f> undistortionMapXYIn = vector<Vec2f>(), const Vec2i

infraredToDepthOffsetIn = Vec2i::zero())

181 {

182 auto cloudOut = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<PointXYZ>>();

183 cloudOut->resize(resIn.x * resIn.y);

184 cloudOut->width = resIn.x;

185 cloudOut->height = resIn.y;

186 cloudOut->is_dense = true;

187

188 auto Kinv = depthIntrinsicsIn.inverted();

189 auto isOutOfBounds = [resIn](Vec2i p) { return p.x < 0 || p.y < 0 || p.x

>= resIn.x || p.y >= resIn.y; };

190 auto isValid = [](const UINT16 d) { return d != 0 && d != UINT16_MAX; };

191 PointXYZ invalidPoint;

192 fill(&invalidPoint.data[0], &invalidPoint.data[0] + 3, numeric_limits<

float>::quiet_NaN());

193 fill(cloudOut->begin(), cloudOut->end(), invalidPoint);

194

195 for (auto y = 0; y < resIn.y; ++y)

196 {

197 for (auto x = 0; x < resIn.x; ++x)

198 {

199 auto p = Vec2i(x, y) + infraredToDepthOffsetIn;

200 if (isOutOfBounds(p)) { continue; }

201

202 Vec2f p_;

203 if (undistortionMapXYIn.empty()) { p_ = p; }

204 else { p_ = undistortionMapXYIn[p.y * resIn.x + p.x]; }

205 auto p_hom = Vec3f(p_.x, p_.y, 1);

206 auto depth = dataIn[y * resIn.x + x];

207

208 if (!isValid(depth)) { continue; }

209

210 auto P = Kinv * p_hom;
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211 float depthInM = (float)depth / 1000.f;

212

213 (*cloudOut)[y*resIn.x + x] = PointXYZ(P.x * depthInM, P.y * depthInM,

depthInM);

214 }

215 }

216 return cloudOut;

217 }

218

219 vector<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> backprojectFrames(const vector<

DepthFrame> depthFrames,

220 const vector<ColourFrame> colourFrames,

221 const CameraSetup cameraSetupIn,

222 const set<unsigned int> selectedFrameSetIn)

223 {

224 auto pointCloudsOut = vector<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr>();

225 for (auto i = 0; i < depthFrames.size(); ++i)

226 {

227 Matrix33f depthIntrinsics = getIntrinsics(cameraSetupIn);

228 PointCloud<PointXYZ>::Ptr pointCloud;

229 switch (cameraSetupIn)

230 {

231 case CameraSetup::LAB:

232 {

233 vector<Vec2f> undistortionMapXY = loadUndistortionMap("

undistortion_map_lab_k1.csv");

234 Vec2i infraredToDepthOffset = Vec2i(-9, 7);

235 pointCloud = backprojectDepth(depthIntrinsics, depthFrames[i].data.

get(), depthFrames[i].resolution, undistortionMapXY,

infraredToDepthOffset);

236 break;

237 }

238 case CameraSetup::RFH:

239 {

240 vector<Vec2f> undistortionMapXY = loadUndistortionMap("

undistortion_map_rfh_k1.csv");

241 Vec2i infraredToDepthOffset = Vec2i(-4, 13);

242 pointCloud = backprojectDepth(depthIntrinsics, depthFrames[i].data.

get(), depthFrames[i].resolution, undistortionMapXY,

infraredToDepthOffset);

243 break;

244 }

245 case CameraSetup::SYNTHETIC:

246 {

247 pointCloud = backprojectDepth(depthIntrinsics, depthFrames[i].data.

get(), depthFrames[i].resolution);
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248 break;

249 }

250 }

251

252 {

253 auto pointNormalCloud = processing::computeNormals(pointCloud);

254 auto pointXyzRgbNormalCloud = addColourToPointCloud(*pointNormalCloud

, colourFrames[i]);

255 auto unstructuredPointCloudOut = boost::make_shared<PointCloud<

PointXYZRGBNormal>>();

256 for_each(pointXyzRgbNormalCloud->begin(), pointXyzRgbNormalCloud->end

(), [&unstructuredPointCloudOut](PointXYZRGBNormal p) { if (!

isnan(p.x) && !isnan(p.normal_x)) { unstructuredPointCloudOut->

push_back(p); }});

257

258 pointCloudsOut.push_back(unstructuredPointCloudOut);

259 }

260 }

261 return pointCloudsOut;

262 }

263

264 DepthFrame readDepthFrame(const path pathIn)

265 {

266 Mat frameAsMatrix = cv::imread(pathIn.generic_string(),

CV_LOAD_IMAGE_UNCHANGED);//16 bit

267

268 DepthFrame depthFrame;

269 depthFrame.resolution = Vec2i(frameAsMatrix.cols, frameAsMatrix.rows);

270 depthFrame.data.reset(new UINT16[frameAsMatrix.rows * frameAsMatrix.cols

]);

271 for (int byteIndex = 0; byteIndex < frameAsMatrix.rows * frameAsMatrix.

cols * 2; byteIndex += 2)

272 {

273 depthFrame.data.get()[byteIndex / 2] = (frameAsMatrix.data[byteIndex +

1] << 8) + frameAsMatrix.data[byteIndex];//Little Endian

274 }

275 return depthFrame;

276 }

277

278 ColourFrame readColourFrame(const path pathIn)

279 {

280 Mat frameAsMatrix = cv::imread(pathIn.generic_string(),

CV_LOAD_IMAGE_COLOR);//BGR format

281 ColourFrame colourFrame;

282 colourFrame.resolution = Vec2i(frameAsMatrix.cols, frameAsMatrix.rows);

283 auto dataLength = frameAsMatrix.cols * frameAsMatrix.rows * 3;
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284 colourFrame.data.reset(new BYTE[dataLength]);

285 copy(frameAsMatrix.data, frameAsMatrix.data + dataLength, colourFrame.

data.get());

286 return colourFrame;

287 }

288

289 void runEdgeRemoval(shared_ptr<UINT16>& depthDataInOut, const Vec2i

resolutionIn, const unsigned int numberOfErosionsIn)

290 {

291 Mat depth(resolutionIn.y, resolutionIn.x, CV_16UC1, depthDataInOut.get())

;

292 Mat inputMask;

293 depth.convertTo(inputMask, CV_8UC1);

294

295 cv::Mat erodedMask;

296 unsigned int dilationIterations = 1;

297 cv::Mat closedMask;

298 cv::dilate(inputMask, closedMask, cv::getStructuringElement(cv::

MORPH_RECT, cv::Size(3, 3)), cv::Point(-1, -1), dilationIterations);

299 cv::erode(closedMask, erodedMask, cv::getStructuringElement(cv::

MORPH_RECT, cv::Size(3, 3)), cv::Point(-1, -1), numberOfErosionsIn);

300

301 auto maskIt = erodedMask.begin<unsigned char>();

302 auto depthIt = depth.begin<unsigned short>();

303 for (; maskIt != erodedMask.end<unsigned char>(); ++maskIt, ++depthIt) {

*depthIt = *maskIt ? *depthIt : 0; }

304 }

305

306 void loadFrames(const vector<path> depthFrameFilenames,

307 const vector<path> colourFrameFilenames,

308 const set<unsigned int> selectedFrameSetIn,

309 vector<DepthFrame>& depthFramesOut,

310 vector<ColourFrame>& colourFramesOut)

311 {

312 for (auto i = 0; i < depthFrameFilenames.size(); ++i)

313 {

314 auto depthFrame = readDepthFrame(depthFrameFilenames[i]);

315 runEdgeRemoval(depthFrame.data, depthFrame.resolution, 3);

316 depthFramesOut.push_back(depthFrame);

317

318 auto colourFrame = readColourFrame(colourFrameFilenames[i]);

319 colourFramesOut.push_back(colourFrame);

320 }

321 }

322

323 vector<PointCloud<PointXYZRGBNormal>::Ptr> loadPointClouds(const path
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pathIn,

324 const CameraSetup cameraSetupIn,

325 const set<unsigned int> selectedFrameSetIn)

326 {

327 auto depthFrameFilenames = getDepthFrameFilenamesInFolder(pathIn);

328 auto colourFrameFilenames = deriveColourFrameFilenames(

depthFrameFilenames);

329 vector<DepthFrame> depthFrames;

330 vector<ColourFrame> colourFrames;

331 loadFrames(depthFrameFilenames, colourFrameFilenames, selectedFrameSetIn,

depthFrames, colourFrames);

332

333 auto pointCloudsOut = backprojectFrames(depthFrames, colourFrames,

cameraSetupIn, selectedFrameSetIn);

334

335 return pointCloudsOut;

336 }

337

338 void writeHeader(ofstream& ostreamInOut, unsigned int numberOfPointsIn,

unsigned int numberOfFacesIn, bool hasNormalIn, bool hasColorIn)

339 {

340 ostreamInOut << "ply" << endl;

341 ostreamInOut << "format ascii 1.0" << endl;

342 ostreamInOut << "element vertex " << numberOfPointsIn << endl;

343 ostreamInOut << "property float x" << endl;

344 ostreamInOut << "property float y" << endl;

345 ostreamInOut << "property float z" << endl;

346

347 if (hasNormalIn)

348 {

349 ostreamInOut << "property float nx" << endl;

350 ostreamInOut << "property float ny" << endl;

351 ostreamInOut << "property float nz" << endl;

352 }

353

354 if (hasColorIn)

355 {

356 ostreamInOut << "property uchar red" << endl;

357 ostreamInOut << "property uchar green" << endl;

358 ostreamInOut << "property uchar blue" << endl;

359 }

360

361 if (numberOfFacesIn)

362 {

363 ostreamInOut << "element face " << numberOfFacesIn << endl;

364 ostreamInOut << "property list uchar int vertex_indices" << endl;
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365 }

366

367 ostreamInOut << "end_header" << endl;

368 }

369

370 void writePoints(ofstream& ostreamInOut, const TriMesh& meshIn)

371 {

372 auto points = &meshIn.getVertices();

373 auto normals = &meshIn.getNormals();

374 auto colors = &meshIn.getColorsRGB();

375

376 for (int pointIndex = 0; pointIndex < points->size(); ++pointIndex)

377 {

378 auto point = (*points)[pointIndex];

379 ostreamInOut << point.x << " " << point.y << " " << point.z;

380

381 if (!normals->empty())

382 {

383 auto n = (*normals)[pointIndex];

384 ostreamInOut << " " << n.x << " " << n.y << " " << n.z;

385 }

386

387 if (!colors->empty())

388 {

389 auto color = Color8u((*colors)[pointIndex]);

390 ostreamInOut << " " << int(color.r) << " " << int(color.g) << " " <<

int(color.b);

391 }

392

393 ostreamInOut << endl;

394 }

395 }

396

397 void writeTriangles(ofstream& ostreamInOut, const TriMesh& meshIn)

398 {

399 auto indices = &meshIn.getIndices();

400 for (auto idxIt = indices->cbegin(); idxIt < indices->cend(); idxIt +=3)

401 {

402 ostreamInOut << 3 << " " << *idxIt << " " << *(idxIt +1) << " " << *(

idxIt +2) << endl;

403 }

404 }

405

406 void savePly(const path filenameIn, const TriMesh& meshIn)

407 {

408 ofstream outFile(filenameIn.generic_string());
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409 writeHeader(outFile, meshIn.getNumVertices(), meshIn.getNumTriangles(),

meshIn.hasNormals(), meshIn.hasColorsRGB());

410 writePoints(outFile, meshIn);

411 writeTriangles(outFile, meshIn);

412 }

413

414 }}}

internal.h

Mass-parallelised code run on the GPU to estimate shortest distance correspondences,

barycentrically interpolate normals and determine the mesh boundary.

1 #pragma once

2

3 #include <vector>

4 #include <set>

5

6 namespace rl {

7 namespace breast {

8 namespace device {

9

10 enum TriangleRegion

11 {

12 TRI_INSIDE,

13 TRI_EDGE_AB,

14 TRI_EDGE_BC,

15 TRI_EDGE_CA,

16 TRI_VERTEX_A,

17 TRI_VERTEX_B,

18 TRI_VERTEX_C

19 };

20

21 void barycentricNormalInterpolation(const std::vector<float>&

intersectionPointsIn,

22 const std::vector<unsigned int>& triangleIndicesIn,

23 const std::vector<float>& trianglesIn,

24 const std::vector<float>& triangleNormalsIn,

25 std::vector<float>& intersectionPointNormalsOut);

26

27 void closestIntesectionPoint(const std::vector<float>& pointsIn,

28 const std::vector<float>& trianglesIn,

29 std::vector<float>& intersectionPointsOut,

30 std::vector<float>& distancesOut,

31 std::vector<unsigned int>& indicesOut,

32 std::vector<TriangleRegion>& triangleRegionsOut = std::vector<

TriangleRegion>());
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33

34 std::set<unsigned int> getBoundaryVerticesCached(std::vector<unsigned int>&

indicesIn);

35

36 }}}

internal.cu

1 #include "internal.h"

2 #include <helper_math.h> //CUDA samples

3 #include <thrust/sort.h>

4 #include <thrust/device_vector.h>

5 #include <thrust/binary_search.h>

6 #include <boost/functional/hash.hpp>

7 #include <numeric>

8 #include <map>

9

10 using namespace std;

11

12 namespace rl {

13 namespace breast {

14 namespace device {

15

16 set<unsigned int> getBoundaryVertices(vector<unsigned int>& indicesIn)

17 {

18 thrust::device_vector<uint64_t> edgesHost(indicesIn.size());

19 thrust::device_vector<uint64_t> oppositeSearchEdgesHost(indicesIn.size());

20

21 for (auto i = 0; i < indicesIn.size(); i += 3)

22 {

23 uint64_t A = indicesIn[i];

24 uint64_t B = indicesIn[i + 1];

25 uint64_t C = indicesIn[i + 2];

26 edgesHost[i] = (A << 32) + B;

27 edgesHost[i + 1] = (B << 32) + C;

28 edgesHost[i + 2] = (C << 32) + A;

29 oppositeSearchEdgesHost[i] = (B << 32) + A;

30 oppositeSearchEdgesHost[i + 1] = (C << 32) + B;

31 oppositeSearchEdgesHost[i + 2] = (A << 32) + C;

32 }

33

34 thrust::sort(edgesHost.begin(), edgesHost.end());

35 thrust::device_vector<bool> hasOppositeEdgeDevice(indicesIn.size());

36 thrust::binary_search(edgesHost.begin(), edgesHost.end(),

oppositeSearchEdgesHost.begin(), oppositeSearchEdgesHost.end(),

hasOppositeEdgeDevice.begin());
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37

38 thrust::host_vector<bool> hasOppositeEdge = hasOppositeEdgeDevice;

39 set<unsigned int> singleEdges;

40 for (auto i = 0; i < indicesIn.size(); ++i)

41 {

42 if (!hasOppositeEdge[i])

43 {

44 singleEdges.insert(indicesIn[i]);

45 }

46 }

47 return singleEdges;

48 }

49

50 set<unsigned int> getBoundaryVerticesCached(vector<unsigned int>& indicesIn)

51 {

52 static map<size_t, set<unsigned int>> cache;

53

54 size_t hash = boost::hash_range(indicesIn.begin(), indicesIn.end());

55 auto search = cache.find(hash);

56 if (search != cache.end())

57 {

58 return search->second;

59 }

60 else

61 {

62 auto boundaryVertices = getBoundaryVertices(indicesIn);

63 cache[hash] = boundaryVertices;

64 return boundaryVertices;

65 }

66 }

67

68 __global__ void barycentricNormalInterpolationKernel(float* isectPts,

unsigned int* triIdx, float* triStrip, float* triNStrip, float* isectN,

int numPts)

69 {

70 int isectPIdx = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

71 if (isectPIdx >= numPts) { return; }

72

73 auto isectTriIdx = triIdx[isectPIdx];

74 float3 a = make_float3(triStrip[9 * isectTriIdx], triStrip[9 * isectTriIdx

+ 1], triStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 2]);

75 float3 b = make_float3(triStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 3], triStrip[9 *

isectTriIdx + 4], triStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 5]);

76 float3 c = make_float3(triStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 6], triStrip[9 *

isectTriIdx + 7], triStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 8]);

77 float3 p = make_float3(isectPts[3 * isectPIdx], isectPts[3 * isectPIdx +
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1], isectPts[3 * isectPIdx + 2]);

78

79 float3 v0 = b - a;

80 float3 v1 = c - a;

81 float3 v2 = p - a;

82 float d00 = dot(v0, v0);

83 float d01 = dot(v0, v1);

84 float d11 = dot(v1, v1);

85 float d20 = dot(v2, v0);

86 float d21 = dot(v2, v1);

87 float denom = d00 * d11 - d01 * d01;

88 float v = (d11 * d20 - d01 * d21) / denom;

89 float w = (d00 * d21 - d01 * d20) / denom;

90 float u = 1.0f - v - w;

91

92 float3 an = make_float3(triNStrip[9 * isectTriIdx], triNStrip[9 *

isectTriIdx + 1], triNStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 2]);

93 float3 bn = make_float3(triNStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 3], triNStrip[9 *

isectTriIdx + 4], triNStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 5]);

94 float3 cn = make_float3(triNStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 6], triNStrip[9 *

isectTriIdx + 7], triNStrip[9 * isectTriIdx + 8]);

95

96 float3 pn = an * u + bn * v + cn * w;

97

98 isectN[isectPIdx * 3] = pn.x;

99 isectN[isectPIdx * 3 + 1] = pn.y;

100 isectN[isectPIdx * 3 + 2] = pn.z;

101 }

102

103 void barycentricNormalInterpolation(

104 const vector<float>& intersectionPointsIn,

105 const vector<unsigned int>& triangleIndicesIn,

106 const vector<float>& trianglesIn,

107 const vector<float>& triangleNormalsIn,

108 vector<float>& intersectionPointNormalsOut)

109 {

110 float* intersectionPointsDevice;

111 int intersectionPointsSize = intersectionPointsIn.size() * sizeof(float);

112 cudaMalloc((void**)&intersectionPointsDevice, intersectionPointsSize);

113 cudaMemcpy(intersectionPointsDevice, &intersectionPointsIn[0],

intersectionPointsSize, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

114

115 unsigned int* triangleIndicesDevice;

116 int triangleIndicesSize = triangleIndicesIn.size() * sizeof(unsigned int);

117 cudaMalloc((void**)&triangleIndicesDevice, triangleIndicesSize);

118 cudaMemcpy(triangleIndicesDevice, &triangleIndicesIn[0],
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triangleIndicesSize, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

119

120 float* triangleVertexStripDevice;

121 int triangleStripSize = trianglesIn.size() * sizeof(float);

122 cudaMalloc((void**)&triangleVertexStripDevice, triangleStripSize);

123 cudaMemcpy(triangleVertexStripDevice, &trianglesIn[0], triangleStripSize,

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

124

125 float* triangleNormalStripDevice;

126 cudaMalloc((void**)&triangleNormalStripDevice, triangleStripSize);

127 cudaMemcpy(triangleNormalStripDevice, &triangleNormalsIn[0],

triangleStripSize, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

128

129 float* intersectionPointNormalsDevice;

130 cudaMalloc((void**)&intersectionPointNormalsDevice, intersectionPointsSize)

;

131

132 const int numberThreads = 512;

133 const int numberBlocks = (triangleIndicesSize / numberThreads) + 1;

134 barycentricNormalInterpolationKernel <<<numberBlocks, numberThreads>>>(

intersectionPointsDevice, triangleIndicesDevice,

triangleVertexStripDevice, triangleNormalStripDevice,

intersectionPointNormalsDevice, triangleIndicesIn.size());

135

136 cudaDeviceSynchronize();

137 cudaError_t err = cudaGetLastError();

138 if (cudaSuccess != err)

139 {

140 throw std::exception(cudaGetErrorString(err));

141 }

142

143 intersectionPointNormalsOut.resize(intersectionPointsIn.size());

144 cudaMemcpy(&intersectionPointNormalsOut[0], intersectionPointNormalsDevice,

intersectionPointsSize, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);

145

146 cudaFree(intersectionPointsDevice);

147 cudaFree(triangleIndicesDevice);

148 cudaFree(triangleVertexStripDevice);

149 cudaFree(triangleNormalStripDevice);

150 cudaFree(intersectionPointNormalsDevice);

151 }

152

153 struct TriangleCache

154 {

155 float transform[16];

156 float transformInv[16];
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157 float2 a;

158 float2 b;

159 float2 c;

160 float2 edgeAb;

161 float2 edgeBc;

162 float2 edgeCa;

163 float2 orthoAb;

164 float2 orthoBc;

165 float2 orthoCa;

166 };

167

168 __device__ float3 affineTransform(float* T, float3 p)

169 {

170 return make_float3(T[0] * p.x + T[1] * p.y + T[2] * p.z + T[3],

171 T[4] * p.x + T[5] * p.y + T[6] * p.z + T[7],

172 T[8] * p.x + T[9] * p.y + T[10] * p.z + T[11]);

173 }

174

175 __device__ void calculateTransformation(float3 a, float3 b, float3 c, float*

trans, float* transInv)

176 {

177 //v = n’ x [-1,0,0]’ = [0,-n.z,n.y]’

178 //c = n’ * [-1,0,0]’ = -n.x

179 //R = I + [v]_x + [v]_xˆ2 * 1/(1+c)

180 //t = -R*a

181 //Rˆ-1 = I - [v]_x + [v]_xˆ2 * 1/(1+c)

182

183 float3 n = normalize(cross(b - a, c - a));

184

185 trans[0] = 1. - (n.y*n.y + n.z*n.z) / (1. - n.x);

186 trans[1] = -n.y;

187 trans[2] = -n.z;

188 trans[3] = trans[0] * -a.x + trans[1] * -a.y + trans[2] * -a.z;

189 trans[4] = n.y;

190 trans[5] = 1. - n.y*n.y / (1. - n.x);

191 trans[6] = -n.y*n.z / (1. - n.x);

192 trans[7] = trans[4] * -a.x + trans[5] * -a.y + trans[6] * -a.z;

193 trans[8] = n.z;

194 trans[9] = -n.y*n.z / (1. - n.x);

195 trans[10] = 1. - n.z*n.z / (1. - n.x);

196 trans[11] = trans[8] * -a.x + trans[9] * -a.y + trans[10] * -a.z;

197

198 transInv[0] = 1. - (n.y*n.y + n.z*n.z) / (1. - n.x);

199 transInv[1] = n.y;

200 transInv[2] = n.z;

201 transInv[3] = a.x;
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202 transInv[4] = -n.y;

203 transInv[5] = 1. - n.y*n.y / (1. - n.x);

204 transInv[6] = -n.y*n.z / (1. - n.x);

205 transInv[7] = a.y;

206 transInv[8] = -n.z;

207 transInv[9] = -n.y*n.z / (1. - n.x);

208 transInv[10] = 1. - n.z*n.z / (1. - n.x);

209 transInv[11] = a.z;

210

211 trans[12] = transInv[12] = 0.f;

212 trans[13] = transInv[13] = 0.f;

213 trans[14] = transInv[14] = 0.f;

214 trans[15] = transInv[15] = 1.f;

215 }

216

217 __device__ float edgeEq(float2 edgePoint, float2 edgeVec, float2 p)

218 {

219 return (p.x - edgePoint.x) * edgeVec.y - (p.y - edgePoint.y) * edgeVec.x;

220 }

221

222 __device__ TriangleRegion getRegion(

223 float2 v,

224 float2 a,

225 float2 b,

226 float2 c,

227 float2 edgeAb,

228 float2 edgeBc,

229 float2 edgeCa,

230 float2 orthoAb,

231 float2 orthoBc,

232 float2 orthoCa

233 )

234 {

235 float rightOfOrthoAbAtA = edgeEq(a, orthoAb, v);

236 float rigthOfOrthoCaAtA = edgeEq(a, orthoCa, v);

237

238 if (rightOfOrthoAbAtA >=0 && rigthOfOrthoCaAtA <= 0) { return TRI_VERTEX_A;

}

239

240 float rightOfOrthoAbAtB = edgeEq(b, orthoAb, v);

241 float rightOfOrthoBcAtB = edgeEq(b, orthoBc, v);

242

243 if (rightOfOrthoAbAtB <= 0 && rightOfOrthoBcAtB >= 0) { return TRI_VERTEX_B

; }

244

245 float rightOfOrthoBcAtC = edgeEq(c, orthoBc, v);
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246 float rightOfOrthoCaAtC = edgeEq(c, orthoCa, v);

247

248 if (rightOfOrthoBcAtC <= 0 && rightOfOrthoCaAtC >= 0) { return TRI_VERTEX_C

; }

249

250 float rightOfAbAtA = edgeEq(a, edgeAb, v);

251 float rightOfBcAtB = edgeEq(b, edgeBc, v);

252 float rightOfCaAtC = edgeEq(c, edgeCa, v);

253

254 if (rightOfAbAtA <= 0 && rightOfBcAtB <= 0 && rightOfCaAtC <= 0) { return

TRI_INSIDE; }

255 if (rightOfAbAtA >= 0 && rightOfOrthoAbAtA <= 0 && rightOfOrthoAbAtB >= 0)

{ return TRI_EDGE_AB; }

256 if (rightOfBcAtB >= 0 && rightOfOrthoBcAtB <= 0 && rightOfOrthoBcAtC >= 0)

{ return TRI_EDGE_BC; }

257 if (rightOfCaAtC >= 0 && rightOfOrthoCaAtC <= 0 && rigthOfOrthoCaAtA >= 0)

{ return TRI_EDGE_CA; }

258

259 asm("trap;");

260 }

261

262 __device__ float3 projectPointOnEdge(float3 p, float3 a, float3 b)

263 {

264 float lenAb = length(b - a);

265 float t = dot(p - a, b - a) / (lenAb*lenAb);

266 return a + t * (b - a);

267 }

268

269 __device__ float lengthSq(float3 p)

270 {

271 return dot(p, p);

272 }

273

274 __device__ float pointToEdgeDistanceSq(float3 p, float3 a, float3 b)

275 {

276 return lengthSq(cross(b - a, a - p))/lengthSq(b-a);

277 }

278

279 __device__ float getDistanceSq(unsigned int region, float3 p, float2 a,

float2 b, float2 c)

280 {

281 float3 b3 = make_float3(0, b.y, b.x);

282 float3 c3 = make_float3(0, c.y, c.x);

283 switch (region)

284 {

285 case TRI_INSIDE:
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286 return p.x*p.x;

287 case TRI_EDGE_AB:

288 return pointToEdgeDistanceSq(p, make_float3(0, 0, 0), b3);

289 case TRI_EDGE_BC:

290 return pointToEdgeDistanceSq(p, b3, c3);

291 case TRI_EDGE_CA:

292 return pointToEdgeDistanceSq(p, c3, make_float3(0, 0, 0));

293 case TRI_VERTEX_A:

294 return lengthSq(p);

295 case TRI_VERTEX_B:

296 return lengthSq(p - b3);

297 case TRI_VERTEX_C:

298 return lengthSq(p - c3);

299 }

300 asm("trap;");

301 }

302

303 __device__ float3 getIntersection(unsigned int region, float3 p, float2 a,

float2 b, float2 c)

304 {

305 float3 b3 = make_float3(0, b.y, b.x);

306 float3 c3 = make_float3(0, c.y, c.x);

307 switch (region)

308 {

309 case TRI_INSIDE:

310 return make_float3(0.f, p.y, p.z);

311 case TRI_EDGE_AB:

312 return projectPointOnEdge(p, make_float3(0, 0, 0), b3);

313 case TRI_EDGE_BC:

314 return projectPointOnEdge(p, b3, c3);

315 case TRI_EDGE_CA:

316 return projectPointOnEdge(p, c3, make_float3(0, 0, 0));

317 case TRI_VERTEX_A:

318 return make_float3(0, 0, 0);

319 case TRI_VERTEX_B:

320 return b3;

321 case TRI_VERTEX_C:

322 return c3;

323 }

324 asm("trap;");

325 }

326

327 __global__ void precomputeTriangleTransformation(float* triangles, unsigned

int numberTriangles, TriangleCache* triCache)

328 {

329 int t = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
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330 if (t >= numberTriangles)

331 {

332 return;

333 }

334

335 float3 oldA = make_float3(triangles[t * 9], triangles[t * 9 + 1], triangles

[t * 9 + 2]);

336 float3 oldB = make_float3(triangles[t * 9 + 3], triangles[t * 9 + 4],

triangles[t * 9 + 5]);

337 float3 oldC = make_float3(triangles[t * 9 + 6], triangles[t * 9 + 7],

triangles[t * 9 + 8]);

338

339 calculateTransformation(oldA, oldB, oldC, triCache[t].transform, triCache[t

].transformInv);

340

341 float3 newA = affineTransform(triCache[t].transform, oldA);

342 float3 newB = affineTransform(triCache[t].transform, oldB);

343 float3 newC = affineTransform(triCache[t].transform, oldC);

344

345 triCache[t].a = make_float2(newA.z, newA.y);

346 triCache[t].b = make_float2(newB.z, newB.y);

347 triCache[t].c = make_float2(newC.z, newC.y);

348

349 triCache[t].edgeAb = triCache[t].b - triCache[t].a;

350 triCache[t].edgeBc = triCache[t].c - triCache[t].b;

351 triCache[t].edgeCa = triCache[t].a - triCache[t].c;

352 triCache[t].orthoAb = make_float2(triCache[t].edgeAb.y, -triCache[t].edgeAb

.x);

353 triCache[t].orthoBc = make_float2(triCache[t].edgeBc.y, -triCache[t].edgeBc

.x);

354 triCache[t].orthoCa = make_float2(triCache[t].edgeCa.y, -triCache[t].edgeCa

.x);

355 }

356

357 __global__ void pointToMeshDistanceIntersectionPointKernel(float* points, int

numberPoints, TriangleCache* triCache, int numberTriangles, float*

distances, unsigned int* indices, TriangleRegion* triangleRegions, float*

intersectionPoints)

358 {

359 int pointIndex = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

360 if (pointIndex >= numberPoints) { return; }

361

362 distances[pointIndex] = FLT_MAX;

363 float3 p = make_float3(points[pointIndex * 3], points[pointIndex * 3 + 1],

points[pointIndex * 3 + 2]);

364
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365 for (int i = 0; i < numberTriangles; ++i)

366 {

367 float3 pProj = affineTransform(triCache[i].transform, p);

368 float2 p2 = make_float2(pProj.z, pProj.y);

369

370 TriangleRegion region = getRegion(

371 p2,

372 triCache[i].a,

373 triCache[i].b,

374 triCache[i].c,

375 triCache[i].edgeAb,

376 triCache[i].edgeBc,

377 triCache[i].edgeCa,

378 triCache[i].orthoAb,

379 triCache[i].orthoBc,

380 triCache[i].orthoCa);

381

382 auto distSq = getDistanceSq(

383 region,

384 pProj,

385 triCache[i].a,

386 triCache[i].b,

387 triCache[i].c);

388

389 if (distances[pointIndex] > distSq)

390 {

391 distances[pointIndex] = distSq;

392 indices[pointIndex] = i;

393 triangleRegions[pointIndex] = region;

394

395 auto intersectionPointProjected = getIntersection(

396 region,

397 pProj,

398 triCache[i].a,

399 triCache[i].b,

400 triCache[i].c);

401

402 auto intersectionPoint = affineTransform(triCache[i].transformInv,

intersectionPointProjected);

403 intersectionPoints[pointIndex * 3] = intersectionPoint.x;

404 intersectionPoints[pointIndex * 3 + 1] = intersectionPoint.y;

405 intersectionPoints[pointIndex * 3 + 2] = intersectionPoint.z;

406 }

407 }

408

409 distances[pointIndex] = sqrt(distances[pointIndex]);
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410 }

411

412 //Jones 1995 "3D Distance from a Point to a Triangle", Section 3: 2D method

413 void closestIntesectionPoint(const vector<float>& pointsIn, const vector<

float>& trianglesIn, vector<float>& intersectionPointsOut, vector<float>&

distancesOut, vector<unsigned int>& triangleIndicesOut, vector<

TriangleRegion>& triangleRegionsOut)

414 {

415 float* pointsDevice;

416 int numberPointCoordinates = pointsIn.size();

417 int numberPoints = numberPointCoordinates / 3;

418 int pointsSize = numberPointCoordinates * sizeof(float);

419 cudaMalloc((void**)&pointsDevice, pointsSize);

420 cudaMemcpy(pointsDevice, &pointsIn[0], pointsSize, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

421

422 float* trianglesDevice;

423 int trianglesSize = trianglesIn.size() * sizeof(float);

424 cudaMalloc((void**)&trianglesDevice, trianglesSize);

425 cudaMemcpy(trianglesDevice, &trianglesIn[0], trianglesSize,

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

426

427 float* distancesDevice;

428 int distancesSize = numberPoints * sizeof(float);

429 cudaMalloc((void**)&distancesDevice, distancesSize);

430

431 unsigned int* indicesDevice;

432 int indicesSize = numberPoints * sizeof(unsigned int);

433 cudaMalloc((void**)&indicesDevice, indicesSize);

434

435 TriangleCache* triCacheDevice;

436 int numberTriangles = trianglesIn.size() / 9;

437 int triCacheSize = numberTriangles * sizeof(TriangleCache);

438 cudaMalloc((void**)&triCacheDevice, triCacheSize);

439

440 const int numberThreads = 512;

441 {

442 const int numberBlocks = (numberTriangles / numberThreads) + 1;

443 precomputeTriangleTransformation <<<numberBlocks, numberThreads>>>(

trianglesDevice, numberTriangles, triCacheDevice);

444 }

445

446 TriangleRegion* triangleRegionsDevice;

447 int triangleRegionsSize = numberPoints * sizeof(TriangleRegion);

448 cudaMalloc((void**)&triangleRegionsDevice, triangleRegionsSize);

449

450 float* intersectionPointsDevice;
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451 int intresectionPointsSize = numberPoints * 3 * sizeof(float);

452 cudaMalloc((void**)&intersectionPointsDevice, intresectionPointsSize);

453

454 {

455 const int numberBlocks = (numberPoints / numberThreads) + 1;

456 //Disable timeout (TdrLevel, TdrDelay) for long running kernel (WDDM TDR)

which might be causing "cudaErrorLaunchFailure"

457 pointToMeshDistanceIntersectionPointKernel << <numberBlocks,

numberThreads >> >(pointsDevice, numberPoints, triCacheDevice,

numberTriangles, distancesDevice, indicesDevice,

triangleRegionsDevice, intersectionPointsDevice);

458 }

459

460 cudaDeviceSynchronize();

461 cudaError_t err = cudaGetLastError();

462 if (cudaSuccess != err)

463 {

464 throw std::exception(cudaGetErrorString(err));

465 }

466

467 distancesOut.resize(numberPoints);

468 cudaMemcpy(&distancesOut[0], distancesDevice, distancesSize,

cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost); //implicit cudaThreadSynchronize()

469 triangleIndicesOut.resize(numberPoints);

470 cudaMemcpy(&triangleIndicesOut[0], indicesDevice, indicesSize,

cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);

471 triangleRegionsOut.resize(numberPoints);

472 cudaMemcpy(&triangleRegionsOut[0], triangleRegionsDevice,

triangleRegionsSize, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);

473 intersectionPointsOut.resize(numberPoints * 3);

474 cudaMemcpy(&intersectionPointsOut[0], intersectionPointsDevice,

intresectionPointsSize, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);

475

476 cudaFree(pointsDevice);

477 cudaFree(trianglesDevice);

478 cudaFree(distancesDevice);

479 cudaFree(indicesDevice);

480 cudaFree(triCacheDevice);

481 cudaFree(triangleRegionsDevice);

482 cudaFree(intersectionPointsDevice);

483 }

484

485 }}}
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